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node a first packet of a flow, the first pa matches the at

least one probe instruction and includes a sequence num-

ber; receiving from a network node a second packet of the
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packet is a response of the first packet; computing a maslc
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numbers indicating which bytes to be mirrored from sub-

sequent packets belonging to the same flow; gonerating at

least one mirror imstruction based on at least the mask vahie;

and confignrmg the plurality of network nodes with at least
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A METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR DEEP PACKET INSPECTION IN SOFTWARE

DEFINED NETWORKS

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

{007] This application claims the benefit of US provisional application No. 61/982,358

fled on April 22, 2014, the contents of which are herein incorporated by reference.

TECHNICAL FIELD

iO02] This disclosure generally relates to techniques for deep packet inspection (DPD,

and particularly for DPI of traffic in cloud-based networks utilizing software defined

networks.

BACKGROUND

{003] Deep packet inspection (DP1}) technology is a form of network packet scanning

technique that allows specific data paiterns to be extracted from a data communication

channel. Extracted data patterns can then be used by various applications, such as

security and data analytics applications. DPI currently performs across various

networks, such as internal networks, Internet service providers (ISPs), and public

networks provided to customers. Typically, the DPI is performed by dedicated engines

installed in such networks.

004] A software defined networking is a relatively new type of networking architecture

that provides centralized management of network nodes rather than a distributed

architecture utilized by conventional networks. The SDN is prompted by an ONF (open

network foundation). The feading communication standard that currently defines

communication between the central controller (e.g., a SDN controller) and the network

nodes (e.g., vSwitches) is the OpenFiowTM standard.

1005] Specifically, in SDN-based architectures the data forwarding (e.g. data plane) is

typically decoupled from control decisions (6.g. control plane), such as routing,

resources, and other management functionalities. The decoupling may also allow the

data plane and the control plane to operate on different hardware, in different runtime

environments, and/or operate using different models. As such, in an SDN network, the
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network intelligence is logically centralized in the central controller which configures,

using OpenFlow protocol, network nodes and to control application data traffic flows.

i006] Although, the OpenFlow protocol allows addition of programmability to network

nodes for the purpose of packets-processing operations under the control of the central

controller, the OpenFiow does not support any mechanism to allow DP! of packets

through the various networking layers as defined by the OS! model. Specifically, the

current OpenFlow specification defines a mechanism to parse and extract only packel

headers, in layer-2 through layer-4, from packets flowing via the network nodes. The

OpenFlow specification does not define or suggest any mechanism to extract non-

generic, uncommon, and/or arbitrary data patterns contained in layer-4 to layer 7 fleids.

in addition, the OpenFlow specification does not define or suggest any mechanism to

inspect or to extract content from packets belonging to a specific flow or session. This

is a major limitation as it would not require inspection of the packet for the purpose of

identification of, for example, security threats detection.

{007] The straightforward approach of routing all traffic from network nodes to the central

controller introduces some significant drawbacks, such as increased end-to-end traffic

delays between the client and the server; overflowing the controller capability to perform

other networking functions; and a single point of failure for the re-routed traffic.

{008] Therefore, it would be advantageous to provide a solution that overcomes the

deficiencies noted above and allow eificient DPI in SDNs.

SUMMARY

{608] A summary of several example embodiments of the disclosure follows. This

summary is provided for the convenience of the reader to provide a basic understanding

of such embodiments and does not wholly define the breadth of the disclosure. This

summary is not an extensive overview of all contemplated embodiments, and is intended

to neither identify key or critical nodes of all aspects nor delineate the scope of any or all

embodiments. lis sole purpose is to present some concepts of one or more embodiments

ina simplified form as a prelude to the more detailed description that is presented later.

For convenience, the term some embodiments may be used herein to refer to a single

embodiment or multiple embodiments of the disclosure.
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(00710]Certain embodiments disclosed herein include a method for deep packet

inspection (DPi} in a software defined network (SDN), wherein the method is performed

by a central controller of the SDN. The method comprises: configuring a plurality of

network nodes operable in the SDN with at feast one probe instruction; receiving from a

network node a first packet of a flow, wherein the first packet matches the at least one

probe instruction, wherein the first packet includes a first sequence number; receiving

from a network node a second packet of the flow, wherein the second packet maiches

the atleast one probe instruction, wherein the second packet includes a second sequence

number, wherein the second packet is a response of the first packet; computing a mask

value respective of at least the first and second sequence numbers, wherein the mask

value indicates which bytes to be mirrored from subsequent packets belonging to the

same flow, wherein the mirrored bytes are inspected; generating at least one mirror

instruction based on at least the mask value; and configuring the plurality of network

nades with at least one mirror instruction.

{0011] Certain embodiments disclosed herein include a system for deep packet inspection

(DPD in a software defined network (SDN), wherein the methad is performed by a central

controller of the SDN. The system comprises: a processor; a memory connected to the

processor and configured to contain a plurality of instructions that when executed by the

processor configure the system to: set a plurality of network nodes operable in the SDN

with at least one probe instruction; receive fram a network node a first packet of a flow,

wherein the first packet matches the al least one probe instruction, wherein the first packet

includes a first sequence number; receive from a network node a second packet of the

flow, wherein the second packet matches the at ieast one probe instruction, wherein the

second packet includes a second sequence number, wherein the second packet is a

response of the first packel; compute a mask value respective of at least the first and

second sequence numbers, wherein the mask value indicates which bytes to be mirrored

from subsequent packets belonging to the same flow, wherein the mirrored bytes are

inspected; generate at least one mirror instruction based on at least the mask value;

and configure the plurality of network nodes with at least one mirror instruction.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
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{0012} The subiect matter disclosed herein is particularly pointed out and distinctly

claimed in the claims at the conclusion of the specification. The foregoing and other

objecis, features, and advantages of the invention will be apparent from the following

detailed description taken in conjunction with the accompanying drawings.

{00713] Figure 1 is a schematic diagram of a network system utilized to describe the

various disclosed embodiments.

i0074] Figure 2 illustrates is a schematic diagram of a flow table stored in a central

controller.

{O015] Figure Sis a schematic diagram of a systern utilized for describing the process

of flow detection as performed by a central controller and a network node according to

one embodiment.

(0016) Figure 4 is a schematic diagram of a system utilized for describing the process

of flow termination as performed by a central controller and a network node according to

one embodiment.

{00717] Figure 5 is a data structure depicting the organization of flows according to one

embodiment.

{0078} Figure 6 is flowchart illustrating the operation of the central controller according

to one embodiment.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

{O079] itis imporiant to note that the embodiments cisclosed herein are only examples

of the many advantageous uses of the innovative teachings herein. In general, staternents

made in the specification of the present application do not necessarily limit any of the

various claimed embodiments. Moreover, some statements may apply to some inventive

features but not to others. in general, unless otherwise indicated, singular nodes may be

in plural and vice versa with no loss of generality. In the drawings, like numerals refer to

like parts through several views.

0020] Fig. iis an exemplary and non-limiting diagram of a network system 100 utilized

to describe the various disclosed embodiments. The network system 100 includes a

software defined network (SDN) 110 (not shown} containing a central controller 111 and

a plurality of network nodes ii2. The network nodes 112 communicate with the central
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controller 111 using, for example, an OpenFiow protocol. The central controller 111 can

configure the network nodes 112 to perform certain data path operations. The SDN 116

can be implemented in wide area networks (WANs), local area networks (LANs), the

internet, metropolitan area networks (MANs), ISP backbones, datacenters, inter-

datacenter networks, and the like. Each network node 112 in the SDN may be a router, a

switch, a bridge, and so on.

{o021] The central controller 111 provides inspected data (such as application

metadata) to a plurality of application servers (collectively referred to as application

servers 120, merely for simplicity purposes}. An application server 120 executes, for

example, security applications (e.g., Firewall, intrusion detection, cic.}), data analytic

applications, and so on.

{0022} In the exemplary network system 100, a plurality of client devices (collectively

referred to as client devices 130, merely for simplicity purposes) communicate with a

plurality of destination servers (collectively referred to as destination servers 140, merely

for simplicity purposes} connected over the network 110. A client device 130 may be, for

example, a smart phone, a tablet computer, a personal computer, a laptop computer, a

wearable computing device, and the like. The destination servers 140 are accessed by

the devices 130 and may be, for example, web servers.

{0023] According to some embodiments, the central controller 111 is configured to

perform deep packet inspection on designated packets from designated flows or TCP

sessions. To this end, the central controller 111 is further configured to instruct each of

the network nodes 112 which of the packets and/or sessions should be directed to the

controller 111 for packet inspections.

0024] According to some embodiments, each network node 112 is configured to

determine if an incoming packet requires inspection or not. The determination is

performed based on a set of instructions provided by the controller 111. A packet that

requires inspection is either redirected to the controller 111 or mirrored and a copy thereof

is sent to the controller 1171. lt should be noted that traffic flows that are inspected are not

affected by the operation of the network node 112. In an embodiment, each network node

112 is configured to extract and send only a portion of a packet data that contains

meaningful information.

i
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0025] The set of instructions that the controller 111 configures each of the network

nodes 1i2 with include “probe instructions”, “mirroring instructions”, and “termination

instructions.” According to some exemplary and non-limiting embodiments, the probe

instructions include:

iH(TCP FLAG SYN=1) then (re-direct packet to central controller);

if (TCP FLAG SYN=T and ACK=1) then (re-direct packet to central controller); and

HITCP FLAG ACK=1)} then (forward packet directly to a destination server).

The termination instructions include:

if (TCP FLAG FiN=1) then (re-direct packet to controller);

Hi (TCP FLAG FIN=1? and ACK=1) then (re-direct packet to controller); and

if (TCP FLAG RST=1) then (re-direct packet to controller).

0026] The TCP FLAG SYN, TCP FLAG ACK, TCP FLAG FIN, TCP FLAG RST are

fields in a TCP packet’s header that can be analyzed by the network nodes 112. That is,

each node 112 is configured to receive an incoming packet (either a request from a client

device 130 or response for a server 140), analyze the packet’s header, and perform the

action {redirect the packet to controller 111 or send to destination server 140) respective

of the value of the TCP flag.

{0027] Thecontrolier 111 also configures each of the network nodes 112 with mirroring

instructions with a mirror action of X number of bytes within a packet. The mirrored bytes

are sent to the controller 111 to perform the DPI analysis. According to some exemplary

embodiments, the set of mirroring instructions have the following format:

lf (source IP Address = V1 and destination IP Address = V2 and source TCP port = V3

and destination IP address = V4 and TCP sequence = V5 and TCP sequence mask = V6)

then (mirror V7 bytes)
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0028] The vaiues V1 through V7 are determined by the controller 111 per network

node or for all nades 112. The values of the TCP sequence, and TCP sequence mask

are computed, by the controller 111, as discussed in detail below.

{0029] in another embodiment, in order to allow analysis of TCP packets’ headers by

a network node 112 and tracks flows, new type-length-value (TLV) Structures are

provided. The TLV structures may be applied to be utilized by an OpenFiow protocol

siandard as defined, for example, in the OpenFlow 1.3.3 specification published by the

Open Flow Foundation on September 27, 2013 or OpenFlow 1.4.0 specification published

on October 14, 2013, for parsing and identifying any arbitrary fleids within a packet.

According to non-limiting and exemplary embodiments, the TLV structures disclosed

herein include:

1.TCOP_FLG_OXM_HEADER (Ox80FE, 2, 1}. This TVL structure allows identification

of the TCP heacier flags. The ‘Ox80FE’ value represents a unique vendor identification

(iD), the value ‘2’ represents a unique Type=2 value for the TLV, and the ‘1’ value is

1-byte total length that stores the TCP flags header.

2.1TCP_SEQ OXM_HEADER (Ox80FE, 1, 4)- This TLV structure allows identification

of the TCP sequence number field. The ‘Ox8OFE’ value represenis a unique vendor

iD, the value ‘1’ represents a unique Type=i value for this TLV, and the value ‘4’ is a

4-byte total length that stores the TCP sequence number.

{0030] In order to track the flows, the central controller 111 also maintains a flow table

having a structure 200 as illustrated in the exemplary and non-limiting Fig. 2. The flow

table 200 contains two main fields KEY 210 and DATA 220. The KEY field 210 holds

information with respect to the addresses/port numbers of a client device 130 and a

destination server 140. The DATA field 220 contains information with respect to a TCP

flow, such as a flow ID, a request (cllent to server) sequence number M, a response

{server to client} sequence number N, a flow state (e.g., ACK, FIN}, a creation timestamp,

a client to server hit counter, server to client hit counter Y [bytes], client to server data

buffer, server to client buffer, and an aging bit.
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(0031] Fig. 3 shows an exemplary and non-limiting schemalic diagram of a system 300

for describing the process of flow detection as performed by the central controller 111

and a network node 112 according to one embodiment. In an exemplary implementation,

the central controller 1171 Includes a DPI flow detection module 311, a DPI engine 312,

and a memory 313, and a processing unit 314. The DPI engine 372 in configured to

inspect a packet or a number of bytes to provide application metadata as required by an

application executed by an application server 120.

{O032] According to various embodiments discussed in detail above, the DP! flow

detection module 311 is configured to detect all TCP flows and maintain them in the flow

table (e.g., table 200). The module 311 is also configured to generate and provide the

network logs with the required instructions to monitor, redirect, and mirror packets. The

DPI flow detection module 311 executes certain functions including, but not limited to,

flow management, computing sequence masks, and TCP flow analysis. These functions

are discussed in detail below.

{0033} [In exemplary implementation, the network node 112 includes a probe flow

module 321, a memory 322, and a processing unit 323. The probe flow module 321 is

configured to redirect any new TCP connection state initiation packets to the DPI flow

detection module 311, as well as to extract several packets fram each detected TCP flow

and mirror them to the flow detection module 311. In an embodimeni, probe flow module

321 executes functions and/or implements logic to intercept TCP flags, redirect packets,

and count sequence numbers.

{0034] Both processing units 314 and 323 uses instructions stored in the memories

313 and 322 respeciively to execute tasks generally performed by the central controllers

of SDN as weil as to control and enable the operation of behavioral network intelligence

processes disclosed herewith. In an embodiment, the processing unit (314, 323) may

include one or more processors. The one or more processors may be implemented with

any combination of general-purpose microprocessors, miulll-core processors,

microcontrollers, digital signal processors (DSPs), field programmable gate array

{FPGAs}, programmabie logic devices (PLDs), controllers, state machines, gated logic,

discrete hardware components, dedicated hardware finite state machines, or any other

suitable entities that can perform calculations or other manipulations of information. The
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memories 313 and 322 may be implemented using any form of a non-transitory computer

readable medium.

(0035) Prior to performing the flow detection process the network node 112 is set with

the probe instructions, such as those discussed above. Referring to Fig. 3, at S301, a

packet arrives from a client (¢.g., client 130, Fig. 1) at a port (not shown) al the network

node ite. The packet is a TCP packet with a header including the following value [TCP

FLAG SYN=1, SEQUENCE = Mj.

i0036] As the header’ value matches a redirect action, at S302, the probe flow module

321 redirects the packet to the controller 111, and in particular to the module 311.

{0037] In response, at S303, the module 311 traps the packel and creates a new flow-

id in the flow table (e.g., table 200} and marks the flow-id’s state as ‘SYN’. The flow table

is saved in the memory 313. The initial sequence from the client to a destination server

number equals M and saved in the flow table as well. Then, the packet is sent to the node

112 for further processing.

0038] At S304, a response packel arrives from a destination server (e.g., server 140,

Fig. 1) with header value [TCP FLAG SYN=1, TCP FLAG ACK=1, SEQUENCE = N]. The

response is received at the node’s 112 port. Al S305, as the heacer’s value matches a

probe instruction, the response packet is sent to the module 311 in the controller 111.

{0039] In response, the module 311 traps the packet and searches for a pre-allocated

corresponding flow-id in the flow table and updates the respective state as ‘SYN/ACK’.

The module 311 also stores the initial sequence number of a packet from the server to

client as equals to N. This will create a new bi-directional flow-id with M and N sequence

numbers identified and the sequence mask logic can be calculated respective thereof.

10040] According to various embodiments, the DP! flaw detection module 311

impiemenis or executes a sequence mask logic that computes a mask for the initial

trapped sequence numbers (M and N) to be used for a new flow to be configured into the

node 112. Specifically, the computed mask is used to define new mirroring instructions to

allow mirroring of a number of bytes from the TCP session in both directions. The

computed mask value specifies which bytes respective of the correct sequence number

would be required to mirror from the TCP session. In an embodiment, the computed value

is placed in a mask filed defined by the OpenFiow protocoi.
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{0041] The following steps are taken to extract the computed mask value:

Compute a temporary mask value (emp _mask_val) as follows:

temp_mask_val = M XOR (M+ TCP_DATA_SIZE_DPI);

The value TCP_DATA_SIZE DPI specifies the number of bytes the node 112 would be

required to mirror from the TCP session. in an embodiment, a different value of the

TOP _DATA_SIZE_ DPI may be set for the upstream and downstream traffic. For example,

for an upstream traffic fewer bytes may be mirrored than the downstream traffic, thus the

TCP_DATA_SIZE_ DPI value for upstream traffic would be smaller than a downstream

iraffic. The temp _mask_val returns a number where the most significant bit (MSB) set to

one indicates the first bit of the mask. Then a sequence MSB is computed as follows:

seq_msb = (int32_Omsb32(temp_Mask_val);

is computed as follows:

MasK = (int32_IO - (Oxt << seg_msb)}}).

iO042] As an example, if the sequence number M is MeOxf46d5c34, and

TCP_DATA_SIZE DPI = 16384, then:

lempo_mask_val = Oxf46d5c34 XOR (Oxf46d5c34 + 16384) = Oxc000

mask = (int82_t)(0 - (0x1 << 16)) = OxFFFF8000

{0043] The mask is defined such that a ‘0’ in a given bit position indicates a “don't care

match for the same bit in the corresponding field, whereas a ‘1’ means match the bit

exacily. in above example, all daia packets containing sequence number in the range of

{Oxf46d5c34 to Oxf46d9c34} be mirrored io the controller 111.

10
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0044] Using the computed mask value, the module 311 using a TCP flow analysis

logic (not shown) creates the mirroring instructions related to the client and server traffic.

One instruction identifies the client to server flow traffic, including the OMM_OF_

_TCP_SEO to identify the initial sequence number of the flow with the mask_M computed.

The action of the flow is to mirror all packets that the instruction applies, which will result

in the TCP_DATA_ SIZE DPi number of bytes from the client to server direction to be

mirrored to the controller i171. The second instruction identifies the server-to-client flow

traffic, including the OXM_OF_TCP_SE® to identify the initial sequence number of the

flow with the mask_N. The action is to mirror all packets that the instruction applies to,

which will result in the TCP_DATA_SIZE DPI number of byte from the server to client

direction to be mirrored to the controller 111 for further analysis. The mask_N and

mask_M are computed using the sequence numbers N and M«< respectively using the

process discussed above. As a non-limiting example, the mirroring instructions includes:

Match result

Source destination | source | destination | IP TCR TGP action | Count

ip iF address | TCP TOP port protocol | sequence sequence byte

address port number mask

192.1.1.1 | 209.1.4.4 15431 2 6 Oxf46d5e34 | OxFFFFSOO00 | Mirror | X

209.1.4.4 | 192.1.1.1 24 15431 6 Ox3cS8b9ab | OxFFFF&SO000 | Mirror | ¥

0045] Referring back to Fig. 3, at S306, in the module 311 the processed packet is

sent back to the node it2 for further processing. In an embodiment, a set of mirroring

instructions generated respective of the computed mask value are sent to the node 112.

At S307, a response TCP ACK packet with [TCP FLAG ACK=1] is received at a part of

the node i112 and, based on the respective probe instruction, the packet is switched

directly to the destination server 140.

(0046] in an embodiment, an audit mechanism scans the flow table every predefined

lime interval from the last timestamp and deleies all flows from the state is not SYN/ACK.

Furthermore, an aging mechanism celetes ali entries wherein their aging bit equal = 1.

The aging bit is initialized to 0 upon flow creation of a flow-id entry and is set to 1 in the

first audit pass if buffer length is 0. When a flow-id is deleted from the flow table, the flow-

id also removed from the tables maintained by the probe sequence counter 324.

it
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0047] At S308 and S309, packets arrive from either the client device or a destination

server with their sequence number that matches the mirroring instructions and are

mirrored to the central controller 111 for buffering and for analysis by the DP! engine 312.

it should be noted that each instruction hit increments a counter Client-to-Server hit

counter X [bytes] and Server-to-Client hit counter Y [bytes]. The flow table audit

mechanism scans the flow table, every predefined time interval, and updates the mask to

Ox00060000 and the ACTION to “no Action’ of all entries that their Client-to-Server buffer

length = TCP DATA SIZE DP! or Server-to-Client buffer length =

TCP _DATA_SIZE_ BPI. The various fields of the flow table are shown in Fig. 2.

[0048] Fig. 4 show an exemplary and non-limiting diagram of a system 400 for

describing the process of flow termination as performed by the central controller 111 and

a network node 112 according to one embodiment. The various module of the controller

111 and node 112 are discussed with reference to Fig. 3.

{60497 sin the flow termination process, the module 311 follows a termination of a TCP

flow and is responsible to remove the exiting flow from the flow table. In addition, the

module 311 disables or removes the mirroring instructions from the node 112. According

to one embodiment, the module 311 configures the node 112 with a set of termination

instructions. Examples for such instructions are provided above.

(0050) At S401, a packet arrives, at the node 112, from a client 130 with a header

including the value of [TCP FLAG FIN=1]. The value maiches one of the termination

instructions, thus, al S402, ta the packet is sent to the center controller 111.

{0051} In response, at S403, the module 311 traps the packet and marks the

corresponding flow-id in the flaw table to update the state to FIN. Then, the packet is sent

back it to the network jog.

{O052] At S404, a response packet from the destination server (e.g., server 140) with

a header’s value containing [TCP FLAG FIN=1, ACK=1] is received at the node 112. As

the value matches one of the termination instructions, at S405, to the packet is sent to

the center controller 1117.

10053] At S406, the module 311 traps the received packet and marks the

corresponding FLOW-ID in its flow table DB as state=FIN/FIN/ACK. Then, the packet is

sent back to the network node t12. At S407, a response TCP ACK packet arrives froma

42
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client 130 with a heacer’s value containing [TCP FLAG ACK=1] and is switched directly

io the server 140. If the response packet includes the header’s value of [TCP FLAG

RST=1], the module 311 marks the state of respective flow id in the flow table.

{O054] [In an embodiment, the audit mechanism implemented by the module 311 scans

the flow table every predefined time interval to all flows that their respective state is any

one of FIN, FIN/ACK, FIN/FIN/ACK, or RST. The flows are removed from the probe flow

module 321 and the flow table.

0055] According to one embodiment, each network node i12 is populated with one or

more probe tables generated by the central controller 111. Fig. 5 shows a non-limiting

and exemplary data structure 500 depicting the organization of the flaws to allow

functionality of both the probe flow detection module 321 and probe sequence counter

324.

0056] The data structure 500 which may be in a form of a table is updated with a

general instruction to match ail traffic type with instruction 501 to go to a probe tabie 510.

The instruction 507 is set to the highest priority, unless the controller 111 requires pre-

processing of other instructions. All packets matching the instruction 500 are processed

in the probe table 510.

0057] iInan embodiment, the probe table 510 is populated with a medium priority probe

and termination instructions 511 to detect all SYN, SYN/ACK, FIN, FIN/ACK that are the

TCP connection initiation packets. The instructions 511 allows the module 311 to update

the flow table and as a consequence create new instructions for mirroring N bytes fram

each TCP connection setup.

{0058] The probe table 510 tabie is also populated with highesi priority instructions 512,

these are two bi-direction instructions per flow-id that match a number ‘r’ tupple flow

neaders including the TCP sequence number as calculated by the sequence mask logic.

The instructions 512 are to send the packet to the central controller 111 and also to

perform go to table 1D <next table ID». The instructions 512 will cause sending the packet

to continue switching processing. Each of these bi-directional instructions 512 will cause

the node to copy several bytes from the TCP stream to the TCP flow analysis logic to be

stored for further DPI engine metadata analysis.

43
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0059] The final instruction 513 placed in the probe table 510 is in the lowest priority to

catch all and proceed with the switch functionality. All traffic which does not correspond

to the TCP initiation packets, nor a specific detected flow and the corresponding TCP

sequence number shall continue regular processing.

iG060] Fig. 6 shows an exemplary and non-limiting flowchart GOO Hlustraling the

operation of the central controller 111 according to one embodiment. At S610, ail network

nodes 112 are configured with a set of probe instructions utilized to instruct each node

1i2 to redirect a TCP packet having at least a flag value as designated in each probe

instruction. Examples for probe instructions are provided above.

{O06G1] At S620, a first TCP packet with at least one TCP FLAG SYN value equal to 1

is received. This packet may have a sequence number M and may be sent from a client

device 130. At S630, a second TCP packet with at least one TCP FLAG ACK value equal

to 1 is received. This packet may have a sequence number N and may be sent froma

destination server 140 in response to the first TCP packet. In an embadiment, the flow

table is updated with the respective flow ID and the state of the first and second packets.

iO06G2] At S640, using al least the sequence numbers of the first and second packeis

a mask value is computed. The mask value is utilized to determine which bytes from the

flow respective of the sequence numbers N and M should be mirrored by the nodes. An

embodiment for computing the mask value is provided above.

0063] At S650, a set of mirroring instructions are generated using the mirror value and

sent to the network nodes. Each such instruction defines the packets (designed at least

by a specific source/destination IP addresses, and TCP sequences), the number of bytes,

and the bytes that should be mirrored. At S660, the received mirror bytes are inspected

using a DPI engine in the controller 111. In addition, the flow table is updated with the

number of the received mirror bytes.

0064] In S670, it is checked if the inspection session should be terminated. The

decision is based on the FIN and/or RST values of the TCP FLAG. As noted above,

packets with TCP FLAG FIN=1 or TCP FLAG RST=1 are directed to the controller

respective of the set of termination instructions. Some exampies for the termination

instructions are provided above. If S670, results with No answer execution returns to

S660; otherwise, execution continues with S680. At S680, related exiting flows from the

id
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flow table are removed. in addition, the nodes 112 are instructed not to perform the

mirroring instructions provided at S650.

{0065] The various embodiments disclosed herein can be implemented as hardware,

firmware, software, or any combination thereof. Moreover, the software is preferably

implemented as an application program tangibly embodied on a program storage unit or

computer readable medium consisting of parts, or of certain devices and/or a combination

of devices. The application program may be uploaded ta, and executed by, a machine

comprising any suitable architecture. Preferably, the machine is implemented on a

computer platform having hardware such as one or more central processing units

(“CPUs”), amemory, and input/output interfaces. The computer platform may also include

an operating system and microinstruction code. The various processes and functions

described herein may be either part of the microinstruction code or part of the application

program, or any combination thereof, which may be executed by a CPU, whether or not

such a computer or processeor is explicitly shown. In addition, various other peripheral

units may be connected to the computer platform such as an additional data storage unit

and a printing unit. Furthermore, a non-transitory computer readable medium is any

computer readable medium except for a transitory propagating signal.

{O066] All exampies and conditional language recited herein are intended for

pedagogical purposes to aid the reader in understanding the principles of the disclosed

embodiments and the concepts contributed by the inventor to furthering the art, and are

io be construed as being without limitation to such specifically recited examples and

conditions. Moreover, all statements herein reciting principles, aspects, and embodiments

of the invention, as well as specific examples thereof, are intended to encompass both

structural and functional equivalents thereof. Additionally, it is intended that such

equivalents include both currently known equivalents as well as equivaienis developed in

the future, Le., any nodes developed that perform the same function, regardless of

structure.
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CLAIMS

Whatis claimed is:

1. A method for deep packet inspection (DP!) in a software defined network (SDN),

wherein the method is performed by a central controller of the SDN, comprising:

configuring a plurality of network nodes operabie in the SDN with at least one probe

instruction;

receiving from a network node a first packet of a flow, wherein the first packet

matches the at least one probe instruction, wherein the first packet includes a first

sequence number:

receiving from a network node a second packet of the flow, wherein the second

packet matches the at least one probe instruction, wherein the second packet includes a

second sequence number, wherein the second packet is a response of the first packet;

compuling a mask value respective of at least the first and second sequence

numbers, wherein the mask value indicates which bytes to be mirrored from subsequent

packets belonging to the same flow, wherein the mirrored bytes are inspected;

generating at least one mirror instruction based on at least the mask value; and

configuring the plurality of network nodes with at least one mirror instruction.

2. The method of claim 1, further comprising:

receiving mirrored bytes from a network node respective af the al least one mirror

instruction; and

inspecting the mirrored bytes using a DPI engine.

3. The method of claim 1, further comprising:

maintaining a flow table listing each flow inspected by the central controller; and

updating a status field in the flow table upon reception of any one of: the first

packet, the second packet, and the mirrored bytes.

4, The method of claim 3, further comprising:

configuring the plurality of network nodes with at least one termination instruction;

16
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removing all entries from the flow table for each flow matching the al least one

termination instruction; and

disabling the at least one mirror instruction for each flow maiching the alt least one

termination instruction.

5. The method of claim 1, wherein the at least one probe instruction is any one of:

if (TCP FLAG SYNe1) then (re-cirect packet to the central controller) and if (TCP

FLAG SYN=1 and ACK=1) then (re-direct packet to central controller).

6. The method of claim 1, wherein the least one mirror action is at least: if (source IP

Address = Vi and destination IP Address = V2 and source TCP port = V3 and destination

iP address = V4 and TCP sequence = V5 and TCP sequence mask = V6} then (mirror V7

bytes).

7. The method of claim 4, wherein the at least one termination instruction is any one

of: if (TCP FLAG FiN=1) then (re-direct packet to contraller}; if (TCP FLAG FIN=t and

ACKe=1} then (re-direct packet to controller); and if (TCP FLAG RST=1) then (re-direct

packet to controller).

8, The method of claim 1, wherein a number of bytes mirrored from each packet is a

portion of the packel, wherein the bytes are mirrored from packets in sequence.

9. The method of claim 1, wherein the communication between certral controller and

the plurality of network nodes is performed using the OpenFiow standard.

10. Anon-transitory computer readable medium having stored thereon instructions for

causing one or more processing untis to execute the computerized method according to

claim 1.

11. A system for deep packet inspection (DP!) in a software defined network (SDN),

wherein the method is performed by a central controller of the SDN, comprising:

7
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a processor;

a memory cornmected to the processor and canfigured to cantain a plurality of

instructions that when executed by the processor configure the system to:

set a plurality of network nodes operable in the SDN with at least one probe

Instruction:

receive from a network node a first packet of a flow, wherein the first packet

matches the at least one probe instruction, wherein the first packet includes a first

sequence number;

receive from a network node a second packet of the flow, wherein the second

packet matches the at least one probe instruction, wherein the second packet includes a

second sequence number, wherein the second packet is a response of the first packet;

compute a mask value respective of at least the first and second sequence

numbers, wherein the mask value indicates which bytes to be mirrored from subsequent

packets belonging to the same flaw, wherein the mirrored bytes are inspected;

generate at least one mirror instruction based on at least the mask value; and

configure the plurality of network nodes with at least one mirror instruction.

12. The system of claim 11, wherein the system is further configured to:

receive mirrored bytes from a network node respective of the at least one mirror

instruction; and

inspect the mirrored bytes using a DPI engine.

13. The system of claim 11, wherein the system is further configured to:

maintain a flow table listing each flow inspected by the central controller; and

update a status field in the flow table upon reception of any one of: the first packet,

the second packel, and the mirrored bytes.

14. The system of claim 13, wherein the system is further configured to:

configure the plurality of network nodes with at least one termination instruction;

remove all entries from the flow table for each flaw matching the al least one

termination instruction; and

18
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disable the at least one mirror instruction for each flow matching the at least one

termination instruction.

15. The system of claim 11, wherein the at least one probe instruction is any one of:

if (TCP FLAG SYN=1) then (re-direct packet to the central controller) and if (TCP

FLAG SYN=1 and AGK=1} then (re-direct packet to central controller).

16. The system of claim 11, wherein the least one mirror action is at least: if (source

iP Address = Vi and destination IP Address = V2 and source TCP part = V3 and

destination IP address = V4 and TCP sequence = V5 and TCP sequence mask = V6)

then (mirror V7 bytes).

17. The system of claim 14, wherein the at least one termination instruction is any one

of: if (TCP FLAG FiN=1) then (re-direct packet to controlier}; if (TCP FLAG FIN=t and

ACK=1) then (re-direct packet to controller}; and if (TCP FLAG RST=1)} then (re-cirect

packet to controller).

18. The system of claim 11, wherein a number of bytes mirrored from each packet is

a portion of the packet, wherein the bytes are mirrored from packets in sequence.

19. The system of claim 11, wherein the communication between central controller and

the plurality of network node is performed using the OpenFiow standard

is
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DECLARATION (37 CFR 1.63) FOR UTILITY OR DESIGN APPLICATION USING AN

APPLICATION DATA SHEET (37 CFR 1.76)

Titleof |A METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR DEEP PACKET INSPECTION IN SOFTWARE

Invention | DEFINED NETWORKS

As the below named inventor, | hereby declare that:

This declaration Lj The attached application, or
is directed to:

[| United States application or PCT international application number

filed on

The above-identified application was made or authorized to be made by me.

| believe that | am the original inventor or an original joint inventor of a claimed invention in the application.

| hereby acknowledge that any willful false statement made in this declaration is punishable under 18 U.S.C. 1004

by fine or imprisonment of not more than five (5) years, or both.

WARNING:

Petitioner/applicant is cautioned to avoid submitting personal information in documents filed in a patent application that may

contribute to identity theft. Personal information such as social security numbers, bank account numbers, or credit card numbers

(other than a check or credit card authorization form PTO-2038 submitted for payment purposes) is never required by the USPTO

to support a petition or an application. !f this type of personal information is included in documents submitted to the USPTO,

petitioners/applicants should consider redacting such personal information from the documents before submitting them to the

USPTO. Petitioner/applicant is advised that the record of a patent application is available to the pubiic after publication of the

application (unless a non-publication request in compliance with 37 CFR 1.213(a) is made in the application) or issuance of a

patent. Furthermore, the record from an abandoned application may also be available to the public if the application is

referenced in a published application or an issued patent (see 37 CFR 1.14). Checks and credit card authorization forms

PTO-2038 submitted for payment purposes are not retained in the application file and therefore are not publicly available.

LEGAL NAME OF INVENTOR

: a Kd
Inventor: BARSHESHET, Yossi, Date (Optional) a, oe Ax tel b

Signature: A ‘

ioe 7 =

Note: An application data sheet (PTO/SB/14 or equivalent), including naming the entire inventive entity, must accompany this form or must have

been previously filed. Use an additional PTO/AIA/01 form for each additional inventor.

This collection of information is required by 35 U.S.C. 115 and 37 CFR 1.63. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public which is to file (and

by the USPTO to process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.11 and 1.14. This collection is estimated to take 1 minute to

complete, including gathering, preparing, and submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any

comments on the amount of time you require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, U.S.

Patent and Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO

THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450.

if you need assistance in completing the form, call 1-800-PTO-9199 and select option 2.
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DECLARATION (37 CFR 1.63) FOR UTILITY OR DESIGN APPLICATION USING AN

APPLICATION DATA SHEET (37 CFR 1.76)

Titleof | A METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR DEEP PACKET INSPECTION IN SOFTWARE

Invention | DEFINED NETWORKS

As the below named inventor, | hereby declare that:

This declaration | The attached application, or
is directed to:

[| United States application or PCT international application number

filed on

The above-identified application was made or authorized to be made by me.

| believe that | am the original inventor or an origina! joint inventor of a claimed invention in the application.

i hereby acknowledge that any willful false statement mace in this declaration is punishable under 18 U.S.C. 1001

by fine or imprisonment of not more than five (5) years, or both.

WARNING:

Petitioner/applicant is cautioned to avoid submitting personal information in documents filed in a patent application that may

contribute to identity theft.. Personal information such as social security numbers, bank account numbers, or credit card numbers

(other than a check or credit card authorization form PTO-2038 submitted for payment purposes) is never required by the USPTO

to support a petition or an application. if this type of personal information is included in documents submitted to the USPTO.

petitioners/applicants should consider redacting such personal information from the documents before submitting them to the

USPTO. Petitioner/applicant is advised that the record of a patent application is available to the public after publication of the

application (unless a non-publication request in compliance with 37 CFR 1.213(a) is made in the application) or issuance of a

patent. Furthermore, the record from an abandoned application may also be available to the public if the application is

referenced in a published application or an issued patent (see 37 CFR 1.14). Checks and credit card authorization forms

PTO-2038 submitted for payment purposes are not retained in the application file and therefore are not publicly availabie.

LEGAL NAME OF INVENTOR

a

Inventor: DOCTORI, Simhon\ Date (Optional) :

Signature: Le }
—

Note: An application data sheet (PTO/SB/14 or equivalent), including naming the entire inventive entity, must accompany this form or must have

been previously filed. Use an additional PTO/AIA/01 form for each additional inventor.

This collection of information is required by 35 U.S.C. 115 and 37 CFR 1.63. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public which is to file (and

by the USPTO to process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.11 and 1.14. This collection is estimated to take 1 minute to

complete, including gathering, preparing, and submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any

comments on the amount of time you require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, U.S.

Patent and Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO

THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450.

if you need assistance in completing the form, calf 1-800-PTO-9199 and select option 2.
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PTOVAIAOT (08-12)

Approved Yor use through DS120 14, OME O65 71-0038

U.S) Patent and Trademark Offices; US. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 4995, no parsons ane required to respand to-2 collection of information unless ii displays a valid OMS contrat number.

DECLARATION (37 CFR.1,63) FOR UTILITY OR DESIGN APPLICATION USING AN

APPLICATION DATA SHEET (37 CFR 1.76)

Titieot |A METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR DEEP PACKET INSPECTION IN SOFTWARE
Invention | DEFINED NETWORKS

As the below named inventor, | hereby declare that:

This declaration

is: directed to:
The. atlached application, or

[| United States application ar PCT international application number

fled-on

The above-identified asplication was made or authorized ta be made by me.

i belteve that | arn the original invertor or an ofiginal foint inventor of a claimed invention in the application.

| hareby acknowledge ihal any wilful false statement made in this declaration is punishable under 18 U.8.C. 1603

by fine or impriscnrnent of not more than five (5) years, or both.

WARNING:

Petilioner/applicant is cadtioned to avoid: submitting personal information. in decuments filed in a patent application that may
conitibute to identity theft: Personal-information such as social security numbers, bank account numbers, or credit card numbers
fother than a check of credit card authorization ford PTO-2038 submitted for payrieant purposes) is never required by the USPTO
ie suipporl a peliion ar an application, If this. lype of persenal informatior:is included in documents submitted ta the USPTO,
petitioners/applicants should consider redacting such personal informatian from the documents before submitting thern to the
USPTO, Palitioner/applicant is advised thal the record of a patent application is available to the public after publication of the
applitation (uriless @ on-publication- request in compliance with 37 CFR 213{4) is made in the aaplicaion) or issuance of a

patent, Furthernore, ihe record from an abandoned application may also be available to the public ithe application is
referenced in a published anolicalion cr amisaued patent (s60.37 CFR 1.14), Chacks and credit-card ‘authorization fanris
PTO-2038 submitted for payment gurposes are not retained in the-application fle-and therefore are not publicly available,

LEGAL NAME OF INVENTOR

SOLOMON, Ronen _ Date (Gptionay OS Pasach 2G
oe

eo
: :

Mote: An application data sheet (PTOISBI +4 of equivatent), including saming the entire inventive entity, must sceanmipany this form or must have
haan previausly fied. Use an addiional PTOLAIAAN form for each additional invertar.

inventor:

Signature:

This colesction: i infearrntion is required by 35 U.S.C. tiS.and. 97 GFR 1.83. The imMogmation is. requirnd to obisin or retain @ benefit by the: public which isto fle dand
By Ihe USP TOto probes aan application, Confidentuhty is gavemed by 35 US. 422 anda? GPR ay and Lada. This collection inesiimaiad to lake? reimite to

complete, Melding gathering; Preparing, and subniiting Ihe completed apaiication tent tine USPTO, Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any
Cadets aa the. amountol le you Tals Jo .conntete Ure har andlar sugg slons: far HeGuEING this bur den, should be Sent to the Chief Infaresahan Oificer, US.

Paacnt and Titdenark Office, LLS, Deparitent of Goniinrca PO. Box 1450, Afexandna, vA 22313-1480, PO ROT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO
THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissioner for Patents, P.O, Bax 1450, Alexandria, VA 22315-4450.

you Net assistance at completog ihe tsar, cal t-B08-P TG 188 aig select opin Z,

Scanned by CamScanner
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Mage 2 att Bages Attorney's Docket No FRO RP Psy 098

UHTES the anes unterest herein assigned, and thar he has (they have) not executed and will not esecite, any agreement

vad ti neue

Papy€} The uaderignéed hereby grant(s) the firm of May Patents Lid. the power to insert on this 3 enn ies

States PatontRather ifentification which may be necessary or desirable in arder to eomply with the rules of the United Sa
CiNes for recondatios ef this document,

7) All existing rights and future rights relating to the invention are hereby assigned.

8) This Assignment shall be binding upon my four) heirs, executors, administrators, and/or assigns, and shall

mae to the henefit of the heirs, executors, adiministraiors, successors add ‘or assigns af the Assignec

in witness whereal, executed by the undersigned on the date(s} apposite the undersigned namets).

Full Name of inventor, BARSHESHET, Yuasa

Inventor's Signature: Bate

Wiriness

Fall Name of lavenion BCHO PORE. Simben

faventor’s Sipaature: Date:

Witness

Fill Mamepf inventor: APH AMON, Rene

<2? SD

—-
Inyvexitur’s Sigurd: Tate: oak Pusgus l. eo e)

Witness
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Doc Code: PA..a PTO/AIA/B2A (07-13)

Document Description: Power of Attorney Approved for use through 11/30/2014. OMB 0651-0051
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office: U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it displays a valid OMB control number.

TRANSMITTAL FOR POWER OF ATTORNEY TO ONE OR MORE

REGISTERED PRACTITIONERS
_/

NOTE: This form is to be submitted with the Power of Attorney by Applicant form (PTO/AIA/82B) to identify the application to which the
Power of Attorney is directed, in accordance with 37 CFR 1.5. unless the application number and filing date are identified in the Power of
Attorney by Applicant form. If neither form PTO/AIA/82A nor form PTO/AIA828B identifies the application to which the Power of Attorney is

directed, the Power of Attorney will not be recognized in the application.

Application Number

Filing Date

First Named inventor BARSHESHET, Yossi

Title A METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR DEEP PACKET INSPECTION IN
SOFTWARE DEFINED NETWORKS

Art Unit

Examiner Name

Attorney Docket Number |ORCKIT-001 -US

L SIGNATURE of Applicant or Patent Practitioner

Signature lYe h ud a B i nde r/ Date (Optional)

Name Yehuda Binder Registration 73,612
Number

Title (if Applicant is a

juristic entity)

Applicant Name (if Applicant is a juristic entity)

NOTE: This form must be signed in accordance with 37 CFR 1.33. See 37 CFR 1.4(d) for signature requirements and
 certifications. If

more than one applicant, use multiple forms.

[| *Total of forms are submitted.

This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.131, 1.32, and 1.33. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by
the public which is to file (and by the USPTO to process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR

4.14 and 1.14. This collection is estimated to take 3 minutes to complete, including gathering, preparing, and submitting the co
mpleted

application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any comments on the amount of time you require
to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, U.S. Patent and
Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR
COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450.

If you need assistance in completing the form, call 1-800-PTO-9199 and select option 2.

aC SIOSTEE! LIM 2
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Doc Code: PA..
oatian- 

PTO/AIA/82B (07-13)

Document Description: Power of Attorney Approved for use through 11/30/2014. OMB 0651-0051
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it displays a valid OMB control number

POWER OF ATTORNEY BY APPLICANT

| hereby revoke all previous powers of attorney given in the application identified in either the attached trans
mittal letter or

the boxes below.

Application Number Filing Date

(Note: The boxes above may be left blank if information is provided on form PTO/AIA/82A. )

| hereby appoint the Patent Practitioner(s) associated with the following Customer Number as my/our attorney(s) or agent(s), and
to transact all business in the United States Patent and Trademark Office connected therewith for the application refere

nced in
the attached transmittal letter (form PTO/AIA/82A) or identified above:on 431926 |

[ | hereby appoint Practitioner(s) named in the attached list (form PTO/AIA/82C) as my/our attorney(s) or agent(s), and to transact
all business in the United States Patent and Trademark Office connected therewith for the patent application refe

renced in the

attached transmittal letter (form PTO/AIA/82A) or identified above. (Note: Complete form PTO/AIA/82C.)

Please recognize or change the correspondence address for the application identified in the at

letter or the boxes above to:

The address associated with the above-mentioned Customer Number

OR

[ | The address associated with Customer Number: / |

OR

Firm or

Individual Name

tached transmittal

Address

City

Country

Telephone | Email |

| State | | Zip

| am the Applicant (if the Applicant is a juristic entity, list the Applicant name in the box):

ORCKIT IP, LLC

[| Inventor or Joint Inventor (title not required below)

[| Legal Representative of a Deceased or Legally Incapacitated Inventor (title not required below)

Assignee or Person to Whom the Inventor is Under an Obligation to Assign (provide signer’s title if applicant is a juristic entity)...

[] Person Who Otherwise Shows Sufficient Proprietary Interest (e.g., a petition under 37 CFR 1.46(b)(2) was granted in the
application or is concurrently being filed with this document) (provide signer's title if applicant is a juristic entity)

SIGNATURE of Applicant for Patent

The undersigned (whose title is supplied below) is authorized to act on behalf of the applicant (e.g., where the app
licant is a j uristic entity).

Signature a c ct oIeKOphena) Bii@us fe f 4

Name Yehuda Binder a 54 .

Title CEO and Owner of ORCKIT IP, LLC "931 Beacon St. # 307
NOTE: Signature - This form must be signed by the applicant in Focal dance bare MA SEES OP SEER 1.4 for signature requirements
and certifications. if more than one applicant, use multiple forms.

U trotal of forms are submitted.
This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.131, 1.32, and 1.33. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by

 the public which is to file (and by the
USPTO to process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.11 and 1.14. This collection is estimated to 

take 3 minutes to complete,
including gathering, preparing, and submitting the completed application form to the USPTO, Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any comments on the amount

of time you require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, U.S. Pate
nt and Trademark Office, U.S.

Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissioner
for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450.

if you need assistance in completing the form, call 1-800-PTO-9199 and select option 2.
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Privacy Act Statement

The Privacy Act of 1974 (P.L. 93-579) requires that you be given certain information in

connection with your submission of the attached form related to a patent application or patent.

Accordingly, pursuant to the requirements of the Act, please be advised that: (1) the general

authority for the collection of this information is 35 U.S.C. 2(b)(2); (2) furnishing of the

information solicited is voluntary; and (3) the principal purpose for which the information is used

by the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office is to process and/or examine your submission related

to a patent application or patent. If you do not furnish the requested information, the U.S. Patent

and Trademark Office may not be able to process and/or examine your submission, which may

result in termination of proceedings or abandonment of the application or expiration of the

patent. -

The information provided by you in this form will be subject to the following routine uses:

4. The information on this form will be treated confidentially to the extent allowed under the

Freedom of Information Act (5 U.S.C. 552) and the Privacy Act (5 U.S.C. 552a). Records

from this system of records may be disclosed to the Department of Justice to determine

whether the Freedom of Information Act requires disclosure of these records.

2. Arecord from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, in the course of

presenting evidence to a court, magistrate, or administrative tribunal, including

disclosures to opposing counsel in the course of settlement negotiations.

3. Arecord in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Member of

Congress submitting a request involving an individual, to whom the record pertains,

when the individual has requested assistance from the Member with respect to the

subject matter of the record.

4. Arecord in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a contractor of

the Agency having need for the information in order to perform a contract. Recipients of

information shall be required to comply with the requirements of the Privacy Act of 1974,

as amended, pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 552a(m).

5 A record related to an International Application filed under the Patent Cooperation Treaty

in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the International Bureau

of the World Intellectual Property Organization, pursuant to the Patent Cooperation

Treaty.

6. Arecord in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to another federal

agency for purposes of National Security review (35 U.S.C. 181) and for review pursuant

to the Atomic Energy Act (42 U.S.C. 218(c)).

7. Arecord from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the

Administrator, General Services, or his/her designee, during an inspection of records

conducted by GSA as part of that agency's responsibility to recommend improvements in

records management practices and programs, under authority of 44 U.S.C. 2904 and

2906. Such disclosure shall be made in accordance with the GSA regulations governing

inspection of records for this purpose, and any other relevant (i.e., GSA or Commerce)

directive. Such disclosure shall not be used to make determinations about individuals.

8. Arecord from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the public

after either publication of the application pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 122(b) or issuance of a

patent pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 151. Further, a record may be disclosed, subject to the

limitations of 37 CFR 1.14, as a routine use, to the public if the record was filed in an

application which became abandoned or in which the proceedings were terminated and

which application is referenced by either a published application, an application open to

public inspections or an issued patent.

9. Arecord from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Federal,

State, or local law enforcement agency, if the USPTO becomes aware of a violation or

potential violation of law or regulation.
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U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it contains a valid OMB control number.

Application Data Sheet 37 CFR 1.76
Attorney Docket Number ORCKIT-001-US

Application Number

Title of Invention A METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR DEEP PACKET INSPECTION IN SOFTWARE DEFINED NETWORKS

The application data sheet is part of the provisional or nonprovisional application for which it is being submitted. The following form contains the

bibliographic data arranged in a format specified by the United States Patent and Trademark Office as outlined in 37 CFR 1.76.

This document may be completed electronically and submitted to the Office in electronic format using the Electronic Filing System (EFS) or the

document may be printed and included in a paper filed application.

Secrecy Order 37 CFR 5.2

oO Portions or all of the application associated with this Application Data Sheet may fall under a Secrecy Order pursuant to

37 CFR 5.2 (Paper filers only. Applications that fall under Secrecy Order may not be filed electronically.)

Inventor Information:

Inventor [1
Remove

Legal Name

Prefix; Given Name Middle Name Family Name

|| Yossi BARSHESHET

Suffix

v

Residence Information (Select One) US Residency e Non US Residency Active US Military Service

City Ashdod || Country of Residence | gL

Mailing Address of Inventor:

Address 1 19 Shevet Levi St.

Address 2

City Jshdod State/Province

Postal Code (7767618 Country i i

Inventor 2
Remove

Legal Name

Prefix; Given Name Middle Name Family Name Suffix

~l| Bimhon DOCTORI 4

Residence Information (Select One) US Residency @ Non US Residency Active US Military Service

City |fGan-Yavne ]|Country of Residence | IL

Mailing Address of Inventor:

Address 1 15 Revivim St.

Address 2

City fSan-Yavne State/Province

Postal Code (7080000 Country i | i

Inventor 8
Remove

Legal Name

EFS Web 2.2.12
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Approved for use through 04/30/2017. OMB 0651-0032

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it contains a valid OMB control number.

Attorney Docket Number | ORCKIT-001-US

Application Data Sheet 37 CFR 1.76
Application Number

Title of Invention | AMETHOD AND SYSTEM FOR DEEP PACKET INSPECTION IN SOFTWARE DEFINED NETWORKS

Prefix; Given Name Middle Name Family Name Suffix

|-] Ronen SOLOMON /-|

Residence Information (Select One) US Residency @) Non US Residency Active US Military Service

City |Ranat-Gan ]/Country of Residence | gL |

Mailing Address of Inventor:

Address 1 p3 Rozen St.

Address 2

City Ranat-Gan State/Province

Postal Code | 5222469 Countryi | |

All Inventors Must Be Listed - Additional Inventor Information blocks may be Add

generated within this form by selecting the Add button.

Correspondence Information:

Enter either Customer Number or complete the Correspondence Information section below.

For further information see 37 CFR 1.33(a).

[_] An Address is being provided for the correspondence Information of this application.

Customer Number 131926

Email Address [ Add email | [Remove Email

Application Information:

Title of the Invention ETWORKS

Attorney Docket Number] ORCKIT-001-US Small Entity Status Claimed [Xx]

Application Type lonprovisional v

Subject Matter tility x

Total Number of Drawing Sheets (if any) 6 Suggested Figure for Publication (if any) | 8

Filing By Reference:

Only complete this section when filing an application by reference under 35 U.S.C. 111(c) and 37 CFR 1.57(a). Do not complete this section if

application papers including a specification and any drawings are being filed. Any domestic benefit or foreign priority information must be

provided in the appropriate section(s) below (i.e., “Domestic Benefit/National Stage Information” and “Foreign Priority Information”).

For the purposes of a filing date under 37 CFR 1.53(b), the description and any drawings of the present application are replaced by this

reference to the previously filed application, subject to conditions and requirements of 37 CFR 1.57(a). ;
i

Application number of the previously Filing date (YYYY-MM-DD) Intellectual Property Authority or Country 7]
filed application

EFS Web 2.2.12
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Approved for use through 04/30/2017. OMB 0651-0032

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it contains a valid OMB control number.

Attorney Docket Number | ORCKIT-001-US

Application Data Sheet 37 CFR 1.76
Application Number

Title of Invention | AMETHOD AND SYSTEM FOR DEEP PACKET INSPECTION IN SOFTWARE DEFINED NETWORKS

Publication Information:

[_] Request Early Publication (Fee required at time of Request 37 CFR 1.219)

Req uest Not to Publish. | hereby request that the attached application not be published under

| 35 U.S.C. 122(b) and certify that the invention disclosed in the attached application has not and will not be the

subject of an application filed in another country, or under a multilateral international agreement, that requires

publication at eighteen months after filing.

Representative Information:

Representative information should be provided for all practitioners having a power of attorney in the application. Providing

this information in the Application Data Sheet does not constitute a power of attorney in the application (see 37 CFR 1.32).

Either enter Customer Number or complete the Representative Name section below. If both sections are completed the customer

Number will be used for the Representative Information during processing.

Please Select One: @ Customer Number US Patent Practitioner © Limited Recognition (37 CFR 11.9)

Customer Number 131926

Domestic Benefit/National Stage Information:

This section allows for the applicant to either claim benefit under 35 U.S.C. 119(e), 120, 121, 365(c), or 386(c) or indicate National

Stage entry from a PCT application. Providing this information in the application data sheet constitutes the specific reference

required by 35 U.S.C. 119(e) or 120, and 37 CFR 1.78.

When referring to the current application, please leave the application number blank.

Prior Application Status | Pending

Application Number Continuity Type 4 Prior Application Number Filing Date (YYYY-MM-DD)
B 371 of international PCT/US2015/026869 2015-04-21

Prior Application Status | [Expired

Application Number Continuity Type Prior Application Number Filing Date (YYYY-MM-DD)

PCT/US2015/026869 Claims benefit of provisional vy 61982358 2014-04-22

Additional Domestic Benefit/National Stage Data may be generated within this form

by selecting the Add button. Add

Foreign Priority Information:

This section allows for the applicant to claim priority to a foreign application. Providing this information in the application data sheet

constitutes the claim for priority as required by 35 U.S.C. 119(b) and 37 CFR 1.55. When priority is claimed to a foreign application

that is eligible for retrieval under the priority document exchange program (PDX)! the information will be used by the Office to
automatically attempt retrieval pursuant to 37 CFR 1.55{i)(1) and (2). Under the PDX program, applicant bears the ultimate

responsibility for ensuring that a copy of the foreign application is received by the Office from the participating foreign intellectual

property office, or a certified copy of the foreign priority application is filed, within the time period specified in 37 CFR 1.55{g){1).

EFS Web 2.2.12
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Attorney Docket Number | ORCKIT-001-US

Application Data Sheet 37 CFR 1.76
Application Number

Title of Invention | AMETHOD AND SYSTEM FOR DEEP PACKET INSPECTION IN SOFTWARE DEFINED NETWORKS

Remove

Application Number Country! Filing Date (YYYY-MM-DD) Access Code! (if applicable)

Additional Foreign Priority Data may be generated within this form by selecting the

Add button. Add

Statement under 37 CFR 1.55 or 1.78 for AIA (First Inventor to File) Transition

Applications

This application (1) claims priority to or the benefit of an application filed before March 16, 2013 and (2) also

contains, or contained at any time, a claim to a claimed invention that has an effective filing date on or after March

[] 16, 2013.

NOTE: By providing this statement under 37 CFR 1.55 or 1.78, this application, with a filing date on or after March

16, 2013, will be examined under the first inventor to file provisions of the AIA.

Authorization to Permit Access:

IX] Authorization to Permit Access to the Instant Application by the Participating Offices

If checked, the undersigned hereby grants the USPTO authority to provide the European Patent Office (EPO),

the Japan Patent Office (JPO), the Korean Intellectual Property Office (KIPO), the World Intellectual Property Office (WIPO),

and any other intellectual property offices in which a foreign application claiming priority to the instant patent application

is filed access to the instant patent application. See 37 CFR 1.14(c) and (h). This box should not be checked if the applicant

does not wish the EPO, JPO, KIPO, WIPO, or other intellectual property office in which a foreign application claiming priority

to the instant patent application is filed to have access to the instant patent application.

In accordance with 37 CFR 1.14(h)(3), access will be provided to a copy of the instant patent application with respect

to: 1) the instant patent application-as-filed; 2) any foreign application to which the instant patent application

claims priority under 35 U.S.C. 119{a)-(d) if a copy of the foreign application that satisfies the certified copy requirement of

37 CFR 1.55 has been filed in the instant patent application; and 3) any U.S. application-as-filed from which benefit is

sought in the instant patent application.

In accordance with 37 CFR 1.14{c), access may be provided to information concerning the date o f filing this Authorization.

Applicant Information:

Providing assignment information in this section does not substitute for compliance with any requirement of part 3 of Title 37 of CFR

to have an assignment recorded by the Office.
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U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
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Attorney Docket Number | ORCKIT-001-US

Application Data Sheet 37 CFR 1.76
Application Number

Title of Invention | AMETHOD AND SYSTEM FOR DEEP PACKET INSPECTION IN SOFTWARE DEFINED NETWORKS

Applicant /1

If the applicant is the inventor (or the remaining joint inventor or inventors under 37 CFR 1.45), this section should not be completed.

The information to be provided in this section is the name and address of the legal representative who is the applicant under 37 CFR

1.43; or the name and address of the assignee, person to whom the inventor is under an obligation to assign the invention, or person

who otherwise shows sufficient proprietary interest in the matter who is the applicant under 37 CFR 1.46. If the applicant is an

applicant under 37 CFR 1.46 (assignee, person to whom the inventor is obligated to assign, or person who otherwise shows sufficient

proprietary interest) together with one or more joint inventors, then the joint inventor or inventors who are also the applicant should be

identified in this section.

e@ Assignee Legal Representative under 35 U.S.C. 117 Joint Inventor

Person to whom the inventor is obligated to assign. Person who shows sufficient proprietary interest

If applicant is the legal representative, indicate the authority to file the patent application, the inventor is:

e
Name of the Deceased or Legally Incapacitated Inventor :

If the Applicant is an Organization check here. xX

Organization Name ORCKIT IP, LLC.

Mailing Address Information For Applicant:

Address 1 B31 Beacon St. #307

Address 2

City Newton State/Province IMA

Country | Us Postal Code (02459

Phone Number Fax Number

Email Address

Additional Applicant Data may be generated within this form by selecting the Add button. Add

Assignee Information including Non-Applicant Assignee Information:

Providing assignment information in this section does not subsitute for compliance with any requirement of part 3 of Title 37 of CFR to

have an assignment recorded by the Office.

Assignee 1

Complete this section if assignee information, including non-applicant assignee information, is desired to be included on the patent

application publication . An assignee-applicant identified in the “Applicant Information" section will appear on the patent application

publication as an applicant. For an assignee-applicant, complete this section only if identification as an assignee is also desired on the

patent application publication.

Remove

If the Assignee or Non-Applicant Assignee is an Organization check here. im
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Attorney Docket Number | ORCKIT-001-US

Application Data Sheet 37 CFR 1.76
Application Number

Title of Invention | AMETHOD AND SYSTEM FOR DEEP PACKET INSPECTION IN SOFTWARE DEFINED NETWORKS

Prefix Given Name Middle Name Family Name Suffix

y v

Mailing Address Information For Assignee including Non-Applicant Assignee:

Address 1

Address 2

City State/Province

Country! Postal Code

Phone Number Fax Number

Email Address

Additional Assignee or Non-Applicant Assignee Data may be generated within this form by
: Add

selecting the Add button.

Signature:

NOTE: This form must be signed in accordance with 37 CFR 1.33. See 37 CFR 1.4 for signature requirements and

certifications.

Signature — |/Yehuda Binder/ Date (YYYY-MM-DD)| [2016-09-15

First Name | Yehuda Last Name | Binder Registration Number | |73612

Additional Signature may be generated within this form by selecting the Add button. Add

This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.76. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public which

is to file (and by the USPTO to process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.14. This

collection is estimated to take 23 minutes to complete, including gathering, preparing, and submitting the completed application data

sheet form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any comments on the amount of time you require to

complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, U.S. Patent and

Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR

COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450.
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Privacy Act Statement

The Privacy Act of 1974 (P.L. 93-579) requires that you be given certain information in connection with your submission of the attached form related to

a patent application or patent. Accordingly, pursuant to the requirements of the Act, please be advised that: (1) the general authority for the collection

of this information is 35 U.S.C. 2(b)(2); (2) furnishing of the information solicited is voluntary; and (3) the principal purpose for which the information is

used by the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office is to process and/or examine your submission related to a patent application or patent. If you do not

furnish the requested information, the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office may not be able to process and/or examine your submission, which may

result in termination of proceedings or abandonment of the application or expiration of the patent.

The information provided by you in this form will be subject to the following routine uses:

1. The information on this form will be treated confidentially to the extent allowed under the Freedom of Information Act (5 U.S.C. 552)

and the Privacy Act (5 U.S.C. 552a). Records from this system of records may be disclosed to the Department of Justice to determine

whether the Freedom of Information Act requires disclosure of these records.

2. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, in the course of presenting evidence to a court, magistrate, or

administrative tribunal, including disclosures to opposing counsel in the course of settlement negotiations.

3. A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Member of Congress submitting a request involving an

individual, to whom the record pertains, when the individual has requested assistance from the Member with respect to the subject matter of

the record.

4. A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a contractor of the Agency having need for the information in

order to perform a contract. Recipients of information shall be required to comply with the requirements of the Privacy Act of 1974, as

amended, pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 552a(m).

5. A record related to an International Application filed under the Patent Cooperation Treaty in this system of records may be disclosed,

as a routine use, to the International Bureau of the World Intellectual Property Organization, pursuant to the Patent C 0 o p eration Treaty.

6. A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to another federal agency for purposes of National Security

review (35 U.S.C. 181) and for review pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act (42 U.S.C. 218(c)).

7. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the Administrator, General Services, or his/her designee,

during an inspection of records conducted by GSA as part of that agency's responsibility to recommend improvements in records

management practices and programs, under authority of 44 U.S.C. 2904 and 2906. Such disclosure shall be made in accordance with the

GSA regulations governing inspection of records for this purpose, and any other relevant (i.e., GSA or Commerce) directive. Such

disclosure shall not be used to make determinations about individuals.

8. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the public after either publication of the application pursuant

to 35 U.S.C. 122(b) or issuance of a patent pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 151. Further, a record may be disclosed, subject to the limitations of 37

CFR 1.14, as a routine use, to the public if the record was filed in an application which became abandoned or in which the proceedings were}

terminated and which application is referenced by either a published application, an application open to public inspections or an issued

patent.

9. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Federal, State, or local law enforcement agency, if the

USPTO becomes aware of a violation or potential violation of law or regulation.
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

ATTY.'S DOCKET: ORCKIT-001-US

In re Application of: Confirmation No.)

)

Yossi BARSHESHET et al. ) Art Unit:

)

Appin. No.: ) Examiner:

)

Filed: ) Washington, D.C.

)

For: A METHOD AND SYSTEM

FOR DEEP PACKET INSPECTION IN

SOFTWARE DEFINED NETWORKS ) September 15, 2016

PRELIMINARY AMENDMENT:

Honorable Commissioner for Patents

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office

Randolph Building, Mail Stop Amendments

401 Dulany Street

Alexandria, VA 22314

Sir:

Amendments to the Claims begin on page 2 of this

paper,

Remarks/Arguments begin on page 12 of this paper.
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Amendments to the Claims.

This listing of claims replaces all prior versions and listings

of claims in the application.

Listing of Claims:

1-19 (Canceled).

20. (New) A method for use with a packet network including a

network node for transporting packets between first and second

entities under control of a controller, the method comprising:

sending, by the controller to the network node over

the packet network, an instruction and a packet-applicable

criterion;

receiving, by the network node from the controller,

the instruction and the criterion;

receiving, by the network node from the first entity

over the packet network, a packet addressed to the second

entity;

checking, by the network node, if the packet

satisfies the criterion;

responsive to the packet not satisfying the

criterion, sending, by the network node over the packet

network, the packet to the second entity; and

responsive to the packet satisfying the criterion,

sending the packet, by the network node over the packet

network, in response to the instruction.

21. (New) The method according to claim 20, wherein the

instruction is ‘probe’, ‘mirror’, or ‘terminate’ instruction,

and upon receiving by the network node the ‘terminate’

instruction, the method further comprising blocking, by the
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network node, the packet from being sent to the second entity

and to the controller.

22. (New) The method according to claim 20, wherein the

instruction is a ‘probe’, a ‘mirror’, or a ‘terminate’

instruction, and upon receiving by the network node the

‘mirror’ instruction and responsive to the packet satisfying

the criterion, the method further comprising sending the

packet, by the network node, to the second entity and to the

controller.

23. (New) The method according to claim 20, wherein the

instruction is ‘probe’, ‘mirror’, or ‘terminate’ instruction,

and upon receiving by the network node the ‘probe’ instruction

and responsive to the packet satisfying the criterion, the

method further comprising:

sending the packet, by the network node, to the

controller;

responsive to receiving the packet, analyzing the

packet, by the controller;

sending the packet, by the controller, to the network

node; and

responsive to receiving the packet, sending the

packet, by the network node, to the second entity.

24, (New) The method according to claim 20, further comprising

responsive to the packet satisfying the criterion and to the

instruction, sending the packet or a portion thereof, by the

network node, to the controller.

25. (New) The method according to claim 24, further comprising

storing the received packet or a portion thereof, by the

controller, in a memory.

26. (New) The method according to claim 24, further comprising

responsive to the packet satisfying the criterion and to the

- 3 -
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instruction, sending a portion of the packet, by the network

node, to the controller.

27. (New) The method according to claim 26, wherein the portion

of the packet consists of multiple consecutive bytes, and

wherein the instruction comprises identification of the

consecutive bytes in the packet.

28. (New) The method according to claim 24, further comprising

responsive to receiving the packet, analyzing the packet, by

the controller.

29. (New) The method according to claim 28, further for use

with an application server that communicates with the

controller, wherein the analyzing comprising sending the

packet, by the controller, to the application server, and

analyzing the packet by the application server.

30. (New) The method according to claim 29, wherein the

analyzing further comprising sending the packet after analyzing

by the application server to the controller, and sending the

packet, after receiving from the controller by the network

node, to the second entity.

31. (New) The method according to claim 28, wherein the

analyzing comprises applying security or data analytic

application.

32. (New) The method according to claim 28, wherein the

analyzing comprises applying security application that

comprises firewall or intrusion detection functionality.

33. (New) The method according to claim 28, wherein the

analyzing comprises performing Deep Packet Inspection (DPI) or

using a DPI engine on the packet.

34. (New) The method according to claim 28, wherein the packet

comprises distinct header and payload fields, and wherein the
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analyzing comprises checking part of, or whole of, the payload

field.

35. (New) The method according to claim 20, wherein the packet

comprises distinct header and payload fields, the header

comprises one or more flag bits, and wherein the packet-—

applicable criterion is that one or more of the flag bits is

set.

36. (New) The method according to claim 35, wherein the packet

is an Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) packet, and wherein

the one or more flag bits comprises comprise a SYN flag bit, an

ACK flag bit, a FIN flag bit, a RST flag bit, or any

combination thereof.

37. (New) The method according to claim 20, wherein the packet

comprises distinct header and payload fields, the header

comprises at least the first and second entities addresses in

the packet network, and wherein the packet-applicable criterion

is that the first entity address, the second entity address, or

both match a predetermined address or addresses.

38. (New) The method according to claim 37, wherein the

addresses are Internet Protocol (IP) addresses.

39. (New) The method according to claim 20, wherein the packet

is an Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) packet that comprises

source and destination TCP ports, a TCP sequence number, anda

TCP sequence mask fields, and wherein the packet-applicable

criterion is that the source TCP port, the destination TCP

port, the TCP sequence number, the TCP sequence mask, or any

combination thereof, matches a predetermined value or values.

40. (New) The method according to claim 20, wherein the packet

network comprises a Wide Area Network (WAN), Local Area Network

(LAN), the Internet, Metropolitan Area Network (MAN), Internet
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Service Provider (ISP) backbone, datacenter network, or inter-

datacenter network.

41. (New) The method according to claim 20, wherein the first

entity is a server device and the second entity is a client

device, or wherein the first entity is a client device and the

second entity is a server device.

42. (New) The method according to claim 41, wherein the server

device comprises a web server, and wherein the client device

comprises a smartphone, a tablet computer, a personal computer,

a laptop computer, or a wearable computing device.

43. (New) The method according to claim 41, wherein the

communication between the network node and the controller is

based on, or uses, a Standard protocol.

44, (New) The method according to claim 43, wherein the

standard protocol is according to, based on, or compatible

with, an OpenFlow protocol version 1.3.3 or 1.4.0.

45. (New) The method according to claim 44, wherein the

instruction comprises a Type-Length-Value (TLV) structure.

46. (New) The method according to claim 20, wherein the network

node comprises a router, a switch, or a bridge.

47. (New) The method according to claim 20, wherein the packet

network is an Internet Protocol (IP) network, and the packet is

an IP packet.

48. (New) The method according to claim 47, wherein the packet

network is an Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) network, and

the packet is an TCP packet.

49. (New) The method according to claim 20, further comprising:

receiving, by the network node from the first entity

over the packet network, one or more additional packets;
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checking, by the network node, if any one of the one

or more additional packets satisfies the criterion;

responsive to an additional packet not satisfying the

criterion, sending, by the network node over the packet

network, the additional packet to the second entity; and

responsive to the additional packet satisfying the

criterion, sending the additional packet, by the network node

over the packet network, in response to the instruction.

50. (New) The method according to claim 20, wherein the packet

network is a Software Defined Network (SDN), the packet is

routed as part of a data plane and the network node

communication with the controller serves as a control plane.
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51. (New) A method for use with a packet network including a

network node for transporting packets between first and second

entities under control of a controller, the method by the

network node comprising:

receiving, from the controller, the instruction and

the criterion;

receiving, from the first entity over the packet

network, a packet addressed to the second entity;

checking if the packet satisfies the criterion;

responsive to the packet not satisfying the

criterion, sending over the packet network, the packet to the

second entity; and

responsive to the packet satisfying the criterion,

sending the packet over the packet network, in response to the

instruction.

52. (New) The method according to claim 51, wherein the

instruction is ‘probe’, ‘mirror’, or ‘terminate’ instruction,

and upon receiving the ‘terminate’ instruction, the method

further comprising blocking, the packet from being sent to the

second entity and to the controller.

53. (New) The method according to claim 51, wherein the

instruction is a ‘probe’, a ‘mirror’, or a ‘terminate’

instruction, and upon receiving the ‘mirror’ instruction and

responsive to the packet satisfying the criterion, the method

further comprising sending the packet to the second entity and

to the controller.

54. (New) The method according to claim 51, wherein the

instruction is ‘probe’, ‘mirror’, or ‘terminate’ instruction,

and upon receiving the ‘probe’ instruction and responsive to

the packet satisfying the criterion, the method further

comprising:
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sending the packet to the controller;

receiving the packet, from the controller; and

responsive to receiving the packet, sending the

packet, to the second entity.

55. (New) The method according to claim 51, further comprising

responsive to the packet satisfying the criterion and to the

instruction, sending the packet or a portion thereof to the

controller.

56. (New) The method according to claim 55, further comprising

responsive to the packet satisfying the criterion and to the

instruction, sending a portion of the packet to the controller.

57. (New) The method according to claim 56, wherein the portion

of the packet consists of multiple consecutive bytes, and

wherein the instruction comprises identification of the

consecutive bytes in the packet.

58. (New) The method according to claim 51, wherein the packet

comprises distinct header and payload fields, the header

comprises one or more flag bits, and wherein the packet-—

applicable criterion is that one or more of the flag bits is

set.

59. (New) The method according to claim 58, wherein the packet

is an Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) packet, and wherein

the one or more flag bits comprises comprise a SYN flag bit, an

ACK flag bit, a FIN flag bit, a RST flag bit, or any

combination thereof.

60. (New) The method according to claim 51, wherein the packet

comprises distinct header and payload fields, the header

comprises at least the first and second entities addresses in

the packet network, and wherein the packet-applicable criterion
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is that the first entity address, the second entity address, or

both match a predetermined address or addresses.

61. (New) The method according to claim 60, wherein the

addresses are Internet Protocol (IP) addresses.

62. (New) The method according to claim 51, wherein the packet

is an Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) packet that comprises

source and destination TCP ports, a TCP sequence number, anda

TCP sequence mask fields, and wherein the packet-applicable

criterion is that the source TCP port, the destination TCP

port, the TCP sequence number, the TCP sequence mask, or any

combination thereof, matches a predetermined value or values.

63. (New) The method according to claim 51, wherein the packet

network comprises a Wide Area Network (WAN), Local Area Network

(LAN), the Internet, Metropolitan Area Network (MAN), Internet

Service Provider (ISP) backbone, datacenter network, or inter-

datacenter network.

64. (New) The method according to claim 51, wherein the first

entity is a server device and the second entity is a client

device, or wherein the first entity is a client device and the

second entity is a server device.

65. (New) The method according to claim 64, wherein the server

device comprises a web server, and wherein the client device

comprises a smartphone, a tablet computer, a personal computer,

a laptop computer, or a wearable computing device.

66. (New) The method according to claim 64, wherein the

communication with the controller is based on, or uses, a

standard protocol.

67. (New) The method according to claim 66, wherein the

standard protocol is according to, based on, or compatible

with, an OpenFlow protocol version 1.3.3 or 1.4.0.

_ 10 _
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68. (New) The method according to claim 67, wherein the

instruction comprises a Type-Length-Value (TLV) structure.

69. (New) The method according to claim 51, wherein the network

node comprises a router, a switch, or a bridge.

70. (New) The method according to claim 51, wherein the packet

network is an Internet Protocol (IP) network, and the packet is

an IP packet.

71. (New) The method according to claim 70, wherein the packet

network is a Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) network, and

the packet is an TCP packet.

72. (New) The method according to claim 51, further comprising:

receiving, from the first entity over the packet

network, one or more additional packets;

checking, if any one of the one or more additional

packets satisfies the criterion;

responsive to an additional packet not satisfying the

criterion, sending over the packet network, the additional

packet to the second entity; and

responsive to the additional packet satisfying the

criterion, sending the additional packet over the packet

network, in response to the instruction.

73. (New) The method according to claim 51, wherein the packet

network is a Software Defined Network (SDN), the packet is

routed as part of a data plane and the communication with the

controller serves as a control plane.
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REMARKS

Via the present Preliminary Amendment, applicant

amends the claims as shown above.

Respectfully submitted,

By /Yehuda Binder/

Yehuda Binder

Registration No. 73,612
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case, write ‘‘Continuation of Box No. II” and indicate for each

additional person the same type of information as required in

Box No. Hf. The country of the address indicated in this Box is

the applicant's State (that is, country) of residence if no State of

residence is indicated below;

(ii) if, in Box No. II or in any of the sub-boxes of Box No. HI, the

indication “the States indicated in the Supplemental Box” is

checked: in such case, write “Continuation of Box No. IT” or

“Continuation of Box No. HT” or “Continuation of Boxes No. iT

and No. Hil” (as the case may be), indicate the name of the

applicant(s) involved and, next to (each) such name, the State(s)

(and/or, where applicable, ARIPO, Eurasian, European or

OAPI patent) for the purposes of which the named person is

applicant;

(iii) if, in Box No. I or in any of the sub-boxes of Box No. HI, the

inventor or the inventor/applicant is not inventor for the

purposes of all designated States: in such case, write

“Continuation of Box No. IT” or “Continuation of Box No. HI”

or “Continuation of Boxes No. I and No. I?” (as the case may

be), indicate the name of the inventor(s) and, next to (each)

such name, the State(s) (and/or, where applicable, ARIPO,

Eurasian, European or OAPI patent) for the purposes of which

the named person is inventor;

(iv) if, in addition to the agent(s) indicated in Box No. IV, there are

further agents: in such case, write “Continuation of

Box No. IV” and indicate for each further agent the same type

of information as required in Box No. IV;

(v) if, in Box No. VI, there are more than three earlier applications

whose priority is claimed: in such case, write ‘Continuation

of Box No. VI’ and indicate for each additional earlier

application the same type of information as required

in Box No. VI.

2. Lf the applicant intends to make an indication of the wish that

the international application be treated, in certain designated

States, as an application for a patent of addition, certificate of

addition, inventor’s certificate of addition or utility certificate

of addition: in such case, write the name or two-letter code of

each designated State concerned and the indication “patent of

addition,” “certificate of addition,” “inventor’s certificate of

addition ” or “utility certificate of addition, ” the number of the

parent application or parent patent or other parent grant and

the date of grant of the parent patent or other parent grant or

the date of filing of the parent application (Rules 4.11(a)(i)

and 49bis.1(a) or (b)).

3. Lf the applicant intends to make an indication of the wish that

the international application be treated, in the United States of

America, as a continuation or continuation-in-part of an

earlier application: in such case, write “United States of

America” or “US” and the indication “continuation” or

“continuation-in-part” and the number and the filing date of

the parent application (Rules 4.11(a)(ii) and 49bis.1(d)).

Form PCT/RO/101 (supplemental sheet) (16 September 2012) See Notes to the request form
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Sheet No. ...4...

Box No. V DESIGNATIONS

The filing of this request constitutes under Rule 4.9(a) the designation of all Contracting States bound by the PCT on the international

filing date, for the grant of every kind of protection available and, where applicable, for the grant of both regional and national patents.

However,

CJ DE Germany is not designated for any kind of national protection

C] JP Japan is not designated for any kind of national protection

C] KR Republic of Korea is net designated for any kind of national protection

(The check-boxes above may only be used to exclude (irrevocably) the designations concerned if, at the time of filing or subsequently under

Rule 26bis.1, the international application contains in Box No. VI a priority claim to an earlier national application filed in the particular

State concerned, in order to avoid the ceasing of the effect, under the national law, of this earlier national application.)

Box No. VI PRIORITY CLAIM AND DOCUMENT

The priority of the following earlier application(s) is hereby claimed:

Filing date Number Where earlier application is:
of earlier application of earlier application ; —_ ; —

(day/month/year) national application:| regional application: {international application:
country or Member| regional Office receiving Office

of WTO

item (1) 61/982,358 US

22/04/2014

22 APRIL 2014

item (2)

item (3)

C] Further priority claims are indicated in the Supplemental Box,

Furnishing the priority document(s):

| The receiving Office is requested to prepare and transmit to the International Bureau a certified copy of the earlier application(s)

(only if the earlier application(s) was filed with the receiving Office which, for the purposes of this international application, is

the receiving Office) identified above as:

all items C] item (1) C] item (2) C] item (3) C] other, see Supplemental Box

C] The International Bureau is requested to obtain from a digital library a certified copy of the earlier application(s) identified above,
using, where applicable, the access code(s) indicated below (if the earlier application(s) is available to it from a digital library):

CD) item (1) C1 item (2) [I item (3) CD other, see
access code access code access code Supplemental Box

Restore the right of priority: the receiving Office is requested to restore the right of priority for the earlier application(s) identified

above or in the Supplemental Box as item(s) ( ). (See also the Notes to Box No. VI; further

information must be provided to support a request to restore the right of priority.)

Incorporation by reference: where an element of the international application referred to in Article 11(1)(ii)(d) or (e) or a part of

the description, claims or drawings referred to in Rule 20.5(a) is not otherwise contained in this international application but is

completely contained in an earlier application whose priority is claimed on the date on which one or more elements referred to in

Article 11(1)(@ii) were first received by the receiving Office, that element or part is, subject to confirmation under Rule 20.6,

incorporated by reference in this international application for the purposes of Rule 20.6.

Box No. VII INTERNATIONAL SEARCHING AUTHORITY

Choice of International Searching Authority (ISA) (if more than one International Searching Authority is competent to carry out the

international search, indicate the Authority chosen, the two-letter code may be used):

ISA/ RU

Form PCT/RO/101 (second sheet) (16 September 2012) See Notes to the request form
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Sheet No. OL,

Box No. IX CHECKLIST for EFS-Web filings - this sheet is only to be used when filing an international application with RO/US via EFS-Web

Number

of sheets

This international application

contains the following:

(a) request form PCT/RO/101

(including any declarations

and supplemental sheets)....... : 5

(b) description (excluding any

sequence listing part of the

description, see (f), below) ..... :

(c) claims .... 0... ce eee eee : 4

(d) abstract 6... . eee eee eee : 1

(e) drawings (ifany) ............. : 6

(f) sequence listing part of the

description in the form of an

image file (c.g. PDF).......... :

Total number of sheets (including the

sequence listing part of the description

if filed as an image file) .......... : 31

(g) sequence listing part of the description

CO filed in the form of an Annex C/ST.25 text

file

(C] WILL BE filed separately on physical data

carrier(s), on the same day and in the form

of an Annex C/ST.25 text file

Indicate type and number of physical data

carrier(s)

This international application is accompanied by the Number

following item(s) (mark the applicable check-boxes below of items

and indicate in right column the number of each item):

1. BQ fee calculation sheet ........ cece cscs e eee e nen ee es 1

20 original separate power of attorney ................

3. BX original general power of attomey ......... 0.0000 5

4.0 copy of general power of attorney; reference
TUDE oc eee eee eee eee

5. 0 priority document(s) identified in Box No. VI

as item(S) 2... ccc eee cen e cent antes

6. 1 Translation of international application into

(LANQUGZE): oo cc eect e tenn eens

7. 1 separate indications concerning deposited

microorganism or other biological material..........

8.0 (only where item (f) is marked in the left column)

copy of the sequence listing in electronic

form (Annex C/ST.25 text file) not forming

part of the international application but

furnished only for the purposes of

international search under Rule 13ser..............

9. C1 (only where item (f) is marked in the left column)

a statement confirming that “the information

recorded in electronic form submitted under

Rule 13¢er is identical to the sequence listing

as contained in the international application”

as filed via EFS-Web: .... cece cece ee eee eee eee

10. copy of results of earlier search(es) (Rule 12bis.1(a)) ..

11, BJ other (specify): Transmittal Letter... 2

Figure of the drawings which

should accompany the abstract:
FIG. 3

Language of filing of the

international application:
English

Box No. X SIGNATURE OF APPLICANT, AGENT OR COMMON REPRESENTATIVE

Next to each signature, indicate the name of the person signing and the capacity in which the person signs {if such capacity is not obvious from reading the request).

/Michael Ben-Shimon/

Michael Ben-Shimon

USPTO Reg. No. 69610

1. Date of.actual receipt of the purported
international application:

For receiving Office use only

21 APRIL 2015 (21.04.15) 2, Drawings:

3. Corrected date of actual receipt due to later but

timely received papers or drawings completing

the purported international application:

[ ] received:

4. Date of timely receipt of the required

corrections under PCT Article 11(2):
[ ] not received:

5. International Searching Authori
(if two or more are competent): y ISA/RU

Transmittal of search copy delayed

until search fee is paid

& 7]

Date of receipt of the record copy

by the International Bureau:

For International Bureau use only

Form PCT/RO/101 (last sheet — EFS) (16 September 2012) See Notes to the request form
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Doc code: IDS

Doc description: Information Disclosure Statement (IDS) Filed

PTO/SB/08a (03-15)

Approved for use through 07/31/2016. OMB 0651-0031

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it contains a valid OMB control number.

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE

STATEMENT BY APPLICANT

( Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99)

Application Number

Filing Date

First Named Inventor BARSHESHET, Yossi

Art Unit

Examiner Name

Attorney Docket Number ORCKIT-001-US

U.S.PATENTS Remove

Examiner|

Initial*

Cite

No
Patent Number

Kind

Code’
Issue Date

Name of Patentee or Applicant

of cited Document

Pages,Columns,Lines where

Relevant Passages or Relevant

Figures Appear

If you wish to add additional U.S. Patent citation information please click the Add button. Add

U.S.PATENT APPLICATION PUBLICATIONS Remove

Examiner] ,. Publication Kind | Publication Name of Patentee or Applicant Pages,Columns,Lines where
te Cite No : Relevant Passages or Relevant

Initial Number Code’ Date of cited Document ;
Figures Appear

1 20100208590 Al P010-08-19 JALCATEL LUCENT

2 20110264802 Al P011-10-27 JALCATEL LUCENT

3 b0100212006 Al b010-08-19 | JALCATEL LUCENT

If you wish to add additional U.S. Published Application citation information please click the Add button| Add

FOREIGN PATENT DOCUMENTS Remove

Name of Patentee or Pages,Columns, Lines

Examiner] Cite | Foreign Document Country Kind | Publication Applicant of cited where Relevant Ts

Initial* No | Number3 Code? Code‘) Date PP Passages or Relevant
Document :

Figures Appear

1 |be72668 EP At (2013.12.11 JUNIPER NETWORKS
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Application Number

Filing Date

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE First Named Inventor | BARSHESHET, Yossi
STATEMENT BY APPLICANT |<,

( Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99)

Examiner Name

Attorney Docket Number ORCKIT-001-US

If you wish to add additional Foreign Patent Document citation information please click the Add button | Add

NON-PATENT LITERATURE DOCUMENTS Remove

Include name of the author (in CAPITAL LETTERS), title of the article (when appropriate), title of the item

(book, magazine, journal, serial, symposium, catalog, etc), date, pages(s), volume-issue number(s), TS

publisher, city and/or country where published.

Examiner] Cite

Initials* | No

1 international Search Report of PCT/US2015/026869 dated 06 August 2015

If you wish to add additional non-patent literature document citation information please click the Add button| Add

EXAMINER SIGNATURE

Examiner Signature Date Considered

*EXAMINER: Initial if reference considered, whether or not citation is in conformance with MPEP 609. Draw line through a

citation if not in conformance and not considered. Include copy of this form with next communication to applicant.

1 See Kind Codes of USPTO Patent Documents at www.USPTO.GOV or MPEP 901.04. 2 Enter office that issued the document, by the two-letter code (WIPO

Standard ST.3). > For Japanese patent documents, the indication of the year of the reign of the Emperor must precede the serial number of the patent document.

4 Kind of document by the appropriate symbols as indicated on the document under WIPO Standard ST.16 if possible. 5 Applicant is to place a check mark here if]

English language translation is attached.
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Application Number

Filing Date

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE
First Named Inventor | BARSHESHET, Yossi

STATEMENT BY APPLICANT
oe Art Unit

( Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99)

Examiner Name

Attorney Docket Number ORCKIT-001-US

CERTIFICATION STATEMENT

Please see 37 CFR 1.97 and 1.98 to make the appropriate selection(s):

That each item of information contained in the information disclosure statement was first cited in any communication

from a foreign patent office in a counterpart foreign application not more than three months prior to the filing of the

information disclosure statement. See 37 CFR 1.97(e)(1).

OR

That no item of information contained in the information disclosure statement was cited in a communication from a

foreign patent office in a counterpart foreign application, and, to the knowledge of the person signing the certification

after making reasonable inquiry, no item of information contained in the information disclosure statement was known to

[-] any individual designated in 37 CFR 1.56(c) more than three months prior to the filing of the information disclosure

statement. See 37 CFR 1.97(e)(2).

See attached certification statement.

The fee set forth in 37 CFR 1.17 (p) has been submitted herewith.

xX Acertification statement is not submitted herewith.

SIGNATURE

A signature of the applicant or representative is required in accordance with CFR 1.33, 10.18. Please see CFR 1.4(d) for the

form of the signature.

Signature Yehuda Binder/ Date (YYYY-MM-DD) 2016-09-15

Name/Print Yehuda Binder Registration Number (73612

This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.97 and 1.98. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the

public which is to file (and by the USPTO to process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR

1.14. This collection is estimated to take 1 hour to complete, including gathering, preparing and submitting the completed

application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any comments on the amount of time you

require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, U.S.

Patent and Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND

FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria,

VA 22313-1450.
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Privacy Act Statement

The Privacy Act of 1974 (P.L. 93-579) requires that you be given certain information in connection with your submission of the

attached form related to a patent application or patent. Accordingly, pursuant to the requirements of the Act, please be advised

that: (1) the general authority for the collection of this information is 35 U.S.C. 2(b)(2); (2) furnishing of the information solicited

is voluntary; and (3) the principal purpose for which the information is used by the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office is to

process and/or examine your submission related to a patent application or patent. If you do not furnish the requested

information, the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office may not be able to process and/or examine your submission, which may

result in termination of proceedings or abandonment of the application or expiration of the patent.

The information provided by you in this form will be subject to the following routine uses:

1. The information on this form will be treated confidentially to the extent allowed under the Freedom of Information Act

(5 U.S.C. 552) and the Privacy Act (5 U.S.C. 552a). Records from this system of records may be disclosed to the

Department of Justice to determine whether the Freedom of Information Act requires disclosure of these record s.

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, in the course of presenting evidence toa

court, magistrate, or administrative tribunal, including disclosures to opposing counsel in the course of settlement

negotiations.

A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Member of Congress submitting a

request involving an individual, to whom the record pertains, when the individual has requested assistance from the

Member with respect to the subject matter of the record.

Arecord in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a contractor of the Agency having need for

the information in order to perform a contract. Recipients of information shall be required to comply with the

requirements of the Privacy Act of 1974, as amended, pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 552a(m).

A record related to an International Application filed under the Patent Cooperation Treaty in this system of records

may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the International Bureau of the World Intellectual Property Organization, pursuant

to the Patent Cooperation Treaty.

A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to another federal agency for purposes of

National Security review (35 U.S.C. 181) and for review pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act (42 U.S.C. 218(c)).

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the Administrator, General Services, or

his/her designee, during an inspection of records conducted by GSA as part of that agency's responsibility to

recommend improvements in records management practices and programs, under authority of 44 U.S.C. 2904 and

2906. Such disclosure shall be made in accordance with the GSA regulations governing inspection of records for this

purpose, and any other relevant (i.e., GSA or Commerce) directive. Such disclosure shall not be used to make

determinations about individuals.

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the public after either publication of

the application pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 122(b) or issuance of a patent pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 151. Further, a record

may be disclosed, subject to the limitations of 37 CFR 1.14, as a routine use, to the public if the record was filed in

an application which became abandoned or in which the proceedings were terminated and which application is

referenced by either a published application, an application open to public inspections or an issued patent.

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Federal, State, or local law

enforcement agency, if the USPTO becomes aware of a violation or potential violation of law or regulation.
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PATENT COOPERATION TREATY

PCT

INTERNATIONAL SEARCH REPORT

(PCT Article 18 and Rules 43 and 44)

Applicant’s or agent’s file reference FOR FURTHER see Form PCT/ISA/220

ORCKP0406PCT ACTION as well as, where applicable, item 5 below.

International application No. International filing date (day/month/year) (Earliest) Priority Date (day/nonth/year)

PCT/US 2015/026869 21 April 2015 (21.04.2015) 22 April 2014 (22.04.2014)

Applicant

ORCKIT-CORRIGENT LTD. et al.

This international search report has been prepared by this International Searching Authority and is transmitted to the applicant

according to Article 18. A copy is being transmitted to the International Bureau.

This international search report consists of a total of 2 sheets.

[ ] It is also accompanied by a copy of each prior art document cited in this report.

1. Basis of the report

a. With regard to the language, the international search was carried out on the basis of:

the international application in the language in which it was filed.

[| a translation of the international application into , which is the language of
a translation furnished for the purposes of international search (Rules 12.3(a) and 23.1(b)).

b. [ ] This international search report has been established taking into account the rectification of an obvious mistake
authorized by or notified to this Authority under Rule 91 (Rule 43.6bis(a)).

c. [ ] With regard to any nucleotide and/or amino acid sequence disclosed in the international application, see Box No. I.

2. [ ] Certain claims were found unsearchable (see Box No. ID.

3. [ ] Unity of invention is lacking (see Box No. ID.

4. With regard to the title,

the text is approved as submitted by the applicant.

[ ] the text has been established by this Authority to read as follows:

5. With regard to the abstract,

the text is approved as submitted by the applicant.

[ ] the text has been established, according to Rule 38.2, by this Authority as it appears in Box No. IV. The applicant may,

within one month from the date of mailing of this international search report, submit comments to this Authority.

6. With regard to the drawings,

a. the figure of the drawings to be published with the abstract is Figure No. 3

as suggested by the applicant.

[| as selected by this Authority, because the applicant failed to suggest a figure.

[| as selected by this Authority, because this figure better characterizes the invention.

b. [ ] none of the figures is to be published with the abstract.

Form PCT/ISA/210 (first sheet) (January 2015)
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INTERNATIONAL SEARCH REPORT

International application No.

PCT/US 2015/026869

A. CLASSIFICATION OF SUBJECT MATTER

HO4L 12/26 (2006.01)

HO4L 12/741 (2013.01)

According to International Patent Classification (IPC) or to both national classification and IPC

B. FIELDS SEARCHED

Minimum documentation searched (classification system followed by classification symbols)

HO4L 12/00-12/733, GO6F 15/00-15/173, 21/00

Documentation searched other than minimum documentation to the extent that such documents are included in the fields searched

Electronic data base consulted during the international search (name of data base and, where practicable, search terms used)

PatSearch (RUPTO internal), USPTO, PAJ, K-PION, Esp @cenet, Information Retrieval System of FIPS

C. DOCUMENTS CONSIDERED TO BE RELEVANT

Category* Citation of document, with indication, where appropriate, of the relevant passages Relevant to claim No.

Y US 2010/0208590 Al (ALCATEL LUCENT) 19.08.2010, abstract, 1-19

paragraphs [0012]-[0014], [0030], [0034], [0044]-[0046], [0048], [005 1]-[0057],

[0070], [0075]

Y EP 2672668 Al JUNIPER NETWORKS INC) 11.12.2013, paragraphs [0006], 1-19

[0186], [0222]

Y US 2011/0264802 Al (ALCATEL LUCENT) 27.10.2011, abstract, paragraphs 1-19

[0043 ]-[0048]

A US 2010/0212006 Al (ALCATEL LUCENT) 19.08.2010 1-19

[ ] Further documents are listed in the continuation of Box C. [ ] See patent family annex.

* Special categories of cited documents: “T” later document published after the international filing date or priority

date and not in conflict with the application but cited to understand

“A” document defining the general state of the art which is not considered the principle or theory underlying the invention

to be of particular relevance

“E” earlier document but published on or after the international filing date

“lL document which may throw doubts on priority claim(s) or which is

cited to establish the publication date of another citation or other

special reason (as specified)

“OQ” document referring to an oral disclosure, use, exhibition or other

means

“p” document published prior to the international filing date but later than

the priority date claimed

“x” document of particular relevance; the claimed invention cannot be

considered novel or cannot be considered to involve an inventive

step when the document is taken alone

ey? document of particular relevance; the claimed invention cannot be

considered to involve an inventive step when the document is

combined with one or more other such documents, such combination

being obvious to a person skilled in the art

“&” document member of the same patent family

Date of the actual completion of the international search

27 July 2015 (27.07.2015)

Date of mailing of the international search report

06 August 2015 (06.08.2015)

Name and mailing address of the ISA/RU:

Federal Institute of Industrial Property,

Berezhkovskaya nab., 30-1, Moscow, G-59,

GSP-3, Russia, 125993

Facsimile No: (8-495) 531-63-18, (8-499) 243-33-37

Authorized officer

A. Tokarev

Telephone No. (499) 240-25-91

Form PCT/ISA/210 (second sheet) (January 2015)
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EP 2 672 668 A1

Europaisches

Patentamt

European

Patent Office

Office européen

des brevets

(12)

(43) Date of publication:

11.12.2013 Bulletin 2013/50

(21) Application number: 13170817.4

(22) Date of filing: 06.06.2013

(51)

EP 2 672 668 A1(11)

EUROPEAN PATENT APPLICATION

Int CL:

HOAL 12/733 (2013-01) HOAL 12/24 (2006.01)

(84) Designated Contracting States:

AL AT BE BG CH CY CZ DE DK EE ES FI FR GB

GR HR HUIEISIT LILT LU LV MC MK MT NL NO

PL PT RO RS SE SISK SMTR

Designated Extension States:

BA ME

Priarity: 06.06.2012

06.06.2012

06.06.2012

25.10.2012

02.11.2012

02.11.2012

05.11.2012

07.11.2012

07.11.2012

23.11.2012

15.03.2013

15.03.2013

US 201261656468 P

US 201261656469 P

US 201261656471 P

US 201261718633 P

US 201261721979 P

US 201261721994 P

US 201261722696 P

US 201261723684 P

US 201261723685 P

US 201261729474 P

US 201313835483

US 201313842909

(30)

(71) Applicant: Juniper Networks, Inc.

Sunnyvale, CA 94089 (US)

Inventors:

¢ Mehta, Anish

Fremont CA 94555 (US)

(74)

Batt, Megh

Dublin CA 94568 (US)

Reddy, Rajashekar

San Jose CA 95135 (US)

Nakil, Harshad Bhaskar

San Jose CA 95135 (US)

Ranjan, Ashish

Sunnyvale California 94089 (US)

Singla, Ankur

Sunnyvale California 94089 (US)

Ghose, Tirthankar

Sunnyvale California 94089 (US)

Ramesh, ND

Sunnyvale California 94089 (US)

Marques, Pedro Roque

Sunnyvale California 94089 (US)

Ajay, Hampapur

Sunnyvale California 94089 (US)

Representative: Meldrum, David James

D Young & Co LLP

120 Holborn

London EC1N 2DY (GB)

(54)

(57) Inone example, a controller device includes one

or more network interfaces communicatively coupled to

one or more devices of a virtual network, and a processor

configured to determine, for the virtual network, a set of

two or more related pracesses executed by respective

devices in the virtual network, receive via the network

interfaces data for the set of two or more related proc-

esses, and aggregate the data for the set of two or more

related processes to form aggregated data for the set of

two or more related processes.

Creating searchable and global database of user visible process traces
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1 EP 2 672 668 A1 2

Description

PRIORITY CLAIM

[0001] This application claims the benefit of U.S. Ap-

plication No. 13/835,483, filed March 15, 2013 and of

U.S. Application No. 13/842,909, filed March 15, 2013,

which claim the benefit of U.S. Provisional Application

No. 61/729,474, filed November 23, 2012, U.S. Provi-

sional Application No. 61/723,684, filed November 7,

2012; U.S. Provisional Application No. 61/723,685, filed

November 7, 2012; U.S. Provisional Application No.

61/722,696, filed November 5, 2012; U.S. Provisional Ap-

plication No. 61/721,979, filed November 2, 2012; U.S.

Provisional Application No. 61/721 ,994, filed November

2, 2012; U.S. Provisional Application No. 61/718,633,

filed October 25, 2012; U.S. Provisional Application No.

61/656,468, filed June 6, 2012; U.S. Provisional Appli-

cation No. 61/656, 469, filed June 6, 2012; and U.S. Pro-

visional Application No. 61/656,471, filed June 6, 2012,

the entire content of each of which being incorporated

herein by reference.

FIELD AND BACKGROUND

[0002] This disclosure generally relates to computer

networks, and more particularly to fault detection in com-

puter networks.

[0003] Inatypical cloud datacenter environment, there

is a large collection of interconnected servers that provide

computing and/or storage capacity to run various appli-

cations. For example, a data center may comprise a fa-

cility that hosts applications and services for subscribers,

i.e., customers of data center. The data center may, for

example, host all of the infrastructure equipment, such

as networking and storage systems, redundant power

supplies, and environmental controls. In a typical data

center, clusters of storage systems and application serv-

ers are interconnected via high-speed switch fabric pro-

vided by one or more tiers of physical network switches

and routers. More sophisticated data centers provide in-

frastructure spread throughout the world with subscriber

support equipment located in various physical hosting

facilities.

[0004] Within a data center or other massively distrib-

uted complex system, faults and failures are not equiv-

alent. Faults may allow for the continued operation of

components of the system that rely on the faulted com-

ponent. However, faults may develop into and tend to

indicate pending failure of one or more components of

the system, which deleteriously affects the operation of

the system.

SUMMARY

[0005] Particular aspects are set out in the claims

[0006] Ingeneral, this disclosure describes techniques

for automatically tracing back from a central location
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(e.g., by using a structurally-queryable (SQL-able) cen-

tral database), where the trace-back occurs long after a

failure occurred, for thereby identifying likely faulty proc-

esses in massively distributed complex systems, such

as software defined network (SDN) systems.

[0007] This disclosure additionally describes tech-

niques for automatically identifying likely faulty compo-

nents in massively distributed complex systems. In some

examples, snapshots of component parameters are au-

tomatically repeatedly fed te a pre-trained classifier and

the classifier indicates whether each received snapshot

is likely to belong to a fault and failure class or to a non-

fault/failure class. Components whose snapshots indi-

cate a high likelinood of fault or failure are investigated,

restarted or taken off line as a pre-emptive measure. The

techniques may be applied in a massively distributed

complex system such as a data center.

[0008] In one example, a method includes determin-

ing, by a controller device for a virtual network, a set of

two or more related processes executed by respective

devices in the virtual network, receiving, by the controller

device, data for the set of two or more related processes,

and aggregating, by the controller device, the data for

the set of two or more related processes to form aggre-

gated data for the set of two or more related processes.

[0009] Inanother example, acontroller device includes

one or more network interfaces communicatively coupled

to one or more devices of a virtual network, and a proc-

essor configured to determine, for the virtual network, a

set of two or more related processes executed by respec-

tive devices in the virtual network, receive via the network

interfaces data for the set of two or more related proc-

esses, and aggregate the data for the set of two or more

related processes to form aggregated data for the set of

two or more related processes.

[0010] In another example, a computer-readable stor-

age medium having stored thereon instructions that,

when executed, cause a processor to determine, by a

controller device for a virtual network, a set of two or more

related pracesses executed by respective devices in the

virtual network, receive, by the controller device, data for

the set of two or more related processes, and aggregate,

by the controller device, the data for the set of two or

more related processes to form aggregated data for the

set of two or more related processes.

[0011] The details of one or more examples are set

forth in the accompanying drawings and the description

below. Other features, objects, and advantages will be

apparent from the description and drawings, and from

the claims.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[0012] FIG.1isablockdiagram illustrating an example

data center in which examples of the techniques de-

scribed herein may be implemented.

[0013] FIG. 2 is a block diagram illustrating in further

detail an example system in which the techniques de-
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scribed herein may be implemented.

[0014] FIG. 3 is another block diagram illustrating an

example system 50 illustrating example configuration of

chassis switch and TOR switches as described herein.

[0015] FIG. 4isa block diagram illustrating an example

implementation of a virtual network controller for facili-

tating operation of one or more virtual networks in ac-

cordance with one or more examples of this disclosure.

[0016] FIG. 5is a block diagram illustrating an example

implementation of a virtual network controller for facili-

tating operation of one or more virtual networks in ac-

cordance with one or more examples of this disclosure

[0017] FIG. Gis a block diagram of a massively distrib-

uted complex system, and more specifically, of an SDN

system in which a method of tagging traces for later iden-

tifying likely faulty processes may be carried out.

[0018] FIG. 7isa block diagram showing further details

(e.g., tiers) of a telecom virtualizing subsystem in which

the method of identifying likely faulty components may

be carried out.

[0019] FIG. 8 is a schematic and signal flow diagram

illustrating how reports are tagged and aggregated.

[0020] FIG. 9is aflowchartillustrating a process usable

in the system of FIG. 8.

[0021] FIG. 10 is a block diagram illustrating an exam-

ple computing device for aggregating data of various

processes, in accordance with one or more techniques

of this disclosure.

[0022] FIG. 11Ais a block diagram of a massively dis-

tributed complex system in which identifying likely faulty

components may be carried out according to techniques

described in this disclosure.

[0023] FIG. 11Bisa block diagram showing further de-

tails of a virtualizing subsystem in which identifying likely

faulty components may be carried out according to tech-

niques described in this disclosure.

[0024] FIG. 12 is a schematic and signal flow diagram

illustrating how a trainable classifier is used to heuris-

tically develop a classification algorithm for predicting the

likelihood of component fault and/or failure according to

techniques described herein.

[0025] FIGS. 13A-13B depict a flow chart for an exam-

ple mode of operation of a system according to tech-

niques described herein.

[0026] FIG. 14 is a block diagram illustrating an exam-

ple computing device for performing operations in ac-

cordance with one or more aspects of the present dis-

closure.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0027] Faults and failures, in the context of software

systems, are not one and the same thing. When a failure

happens, itis not always easy to determine who or what

was at fault (blameworthy), especially if the failure is dis-

covered long after the fault occurred and especially if the

point of fault can be anywhere in a massively distributed

system such as in a software defined network (SDN) sys-
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tem.

[0028] A simple example of a "fault" might be an at-

tempted division by zero in a math processing part of an

executing software process. Ideally, the CPU or other

data processing hardware component will issue an ex-

ception flag when such a violation of basic math rules is

attempted and a corresponding error log will be gener-

ated locally for the hardware component and/or software

component in which the violation was attempted. Later,

when a problem debugging analyst reviews the local log,

he/she will spot the exception flag(s) and recognize that

a simple math rule violation such as division by zero was

attempted.

[0029] A slightly more complex example of a "fault"

might be a generation of an out-of-range result value in

amath processing part of an executing software process.

For example, the allowed range for an accounting pro-

curement account might be: not less than $5.00 but not

more than $1000.00; where, for some reason, an exe-

cuted math operation produces a result value such as

$4.99 or $1000.01 and the violation is not caught by hard-

ware means. Ideally, the executing software will include

a results validation thread, and the latter will issue one

or more exception flags when such a violation of non-

basic math and application-specific rules is attempted.

Thereafter, a corresponding error log may be generated

locally for the results validation thread of the local process

in which the violation was attempted. Later, when a prob-

lem debugging analyst reviews the local log, he/she will

spot the exception flag(s) and recognize that one or more

application-specific rule violations were attempted. The

problem debugging analyst may then formulate correc-

tive code for avoiding recurrence of the viclation(s).

[0030] These simple examples do not address the

question of what happens when arules violating (or other

fault-causing) procedure takes place in a multi-encapsu-

lated computing and/or telecommunications environ-

ment, such as that where many virtual machines are re-

spectively executing many distributed processes across

a massively distributed system such as a software de-

fined network (SDN) system. In that case, even if an ex-

ception log exists, the problem debugging analyst often

does not know where in the massively distributed system

to look because there are too many possibilities and too

many spaced apart locations (e.g., physical servers that

are miles apart) in which the fault-indicating log or logs

might reside. Moreover, because it may take a long time

to realize that a problem occurred, by the time the prob-

lem debugging analyst retrospectively begins the query

the local exception logs, some of them may have already

been overwritten by more recent logs due to memory

capacity constraints at given local facilities.

[0031] This problem may become particularly acute in

systems that are very complex, massive in size (in terms

of number of unique components and/or in terms of spa-

tial/gecgraphic extent), and where such systems are ex-

pected to be up and running at full capacity as much as

possible. An example of such a highly complex, massive-
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ly sized and fulltime running system is a software defined

networking (SDN) system.

[0032] Examples of SDN systems include so-called

data-centers (e.g., cloud computing centers) that are

used to support operations of the Internet, including data

storage, search, and retrieval. Additional details for one

SDN example are given below. In brief, and sufficient for

the present introduction; an SDN system may be com-

prised of many thousands of complex server computers

(a.k.a. servers programmed to run plural virtual machines

and encapsulated processes and sub-processes there-

of), many thousands of network channels and routers/

switches distributed over many thousands of miles where

the expectation of users is that both the complex software

and hardware components of such a system will remain

failure free and operational on a highly reliable and scal-

able basis.

[0033] It is to be understood that the term, "virtual" as

used herein does not mean abstract. Instead it refers to

physical means by way of which details of an underlying

hardware and/or software system are hidden from a user

(encapsulated) and/or by way of which details of an un-

derlying other virtual system are hidden from a user. It is

also to be understood that the term, "software" as used

herein does not mean software in an abstract sense but

rather means a physically real and not ephemerally tran-

sient thing which non-abstract, non-ephemerally-tran-

sient thing is usable for digitally controlling how a config-

urable digital data processing system and/or configura-

ble analog signal processing system operates.

[0034] In view of the above introductory description as

to the difference between simple fault/failures in simple

systems, and in view of the above introductory descrip-

tion as to the difference between small simple systems

and massively complex and distributed systems that ex-

ecute hundreds of thousands if not more of processes

and sub-processes encapsulated in respectively large

numbers of virtual machines and cross-communicated

over a vast telecommunications system, it would advan-

tageous to have a method and system for automatically

tracing back from a central location and long after a failure

occurred, the exception logs that were generated for

thereby identifying likely faulty processes in such mas-

sively distributed complex systems.

[0035] The techniques of this disclosure are generally

directed to providing trace back from a central location

in a massively distributed, complex system, such as a

software defined network (SDN) system.

[0036] In one example, a method of identifying likely

faulty processes in a massively distributed complex sys-

tem includes subdividing the system into a plurality of

tiers each having alike components and alike kinds of

processes normally executing therein, subdividing sys-

tem executions as belong torespective ones of a plurality

of user-accessible entities such as user-viewable virtual

networks (a.k.a. user-viewable VNets, or more generally

User-Viewable Entities-UVE’s) and assigning a unique

identifying key (UVEKey) for each respective UVE of
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each respective system tier (TRx), of each respective

virtual and/or physical execution machine (VOPEM) and

of each respective process instance (PIN), tagging cor-

responding trace logs with two or more of such UVE, TRx

and PIN identifying keys (e.g., UVEKey, TRxKey,

PINKey, VMKey, PMKey) when the trace is locally gen-

erated, transmitting the tagged traces to, and storing

them in a centralized database that can be structurally

queried with use of one cr more of these identifying keys

(e.g., UVEKey, TRxKey, PINKey, VMKey, PMKey).

[0037] For each respective UVE and tier, the method

may include identifying respective process reports that

cross correlate with a corresponding UVE Key and a cor-

responding Tier key where the reports may include quan-

titative failure or fault parameters such as memory fail-

ures, telecommunications failures, processor failures,

packet resends and/or drops, etc.) and relaying the UVE

and Tier tagged reports to a centralized and query-able

database. For each respective process report that is lo-

cally generated, automatically tagging the report with one

or more linking keys including a UVEKey. For each re-

spective tier, the method may include automatically de-

termining what part of its resources are used by each of

respective UVE’s and automatically determining if the

allocated resources of any UVE are insufficient due to

repeated component failures (e.g., lost packets). For

each respective UVE and its detected component fail-

ures, the method may include logically associating the

detected component failures with one or more of the re-

spective captured parameter snapshots that immediately

preceded the respective component failures for that UVE.

[0038] The method may further include investigating

those of the UVE associated reports that were correlated

to failure as being likely to point to the at-fault components

and/or tiers of that UVE. The method may also include

taking preemptive corrective and/or work-around meas-

ures for those of the respective tier components and

UVEs that were determined to be more highly likely to

enter a failure mode based on the investigation.

[0039] FIG.1is ablockdiagram illustrating an example

network 8 having a data center 10 in which examples of

the techniques described herein may be implemented.

In general, data center 10 provides an operating envi-

ronment for applications and services for customers 11

coupled to the data center by service provider network

12. Data center 5 may, for example, host infrastructure

equipment, such as networking and storage systems, re-

dundant power supplies, and environmental controls.

Service provider network 12 may be coupled to one or

more networks administered by other providers, and may

thus form part of a large-scale public network infrastruc-

ture, e.g., the Internet.

[0040] In some examples, data center 10 may repre-

sentone of many geographically distributed network data

centers. As illustrated in the example of FIG. 1, data cent-

er 10 may be a facility that provides network services for

customers 11. Customers 11 may be collective entities

such as enterprises and governments or individuals. For
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example, a network data center may host web services

for several enterprises and end users. Other example

services may include data storage, virtual private net-

works, traffic engineering, file service, data mining, sci-

entific- or super- computing, and so on. In some exam-

ples, data center 10 may be individual network servers,

network peers, or otherwise.

[0041] In this example, data center 5 includes set of

storage systems and application servers 12A-12X (here-

in, "servers 12") interconnected via high-speed switch

fabric 14 provided by one or more tiers of physical net-

work switches and routers. Switch fabric 14 is provided

by a set of interconnected top-of-rack (TOR) switches

16A-16BN ("TOR switches” 16) coupled to a distribution

layer of chassis switches 18. Although not shown, data

center 10 may also include, for example, one or more

non-edge switches, routers, hubs, gateways, security de-

vices such as firewalls, intrusion detection, and/or intru-

sion prevention devices, servers, computer terminals,

laptops, printers, databases, wireless mobile devices

such as cellular phones or personal digital assistants,

wireless access points, bridges, cable modems, applica-

tion accelerators, or other network devices.

[0042] inthis example, TOR switches 16 and chassis

switches 18 provide servers 12 with redundant (multi-

homed) connectivity to IP fabric 20 and service provider

network 12. Chassis switches 18 aggregates traffic flows

and provides high-speed connectivity between TOR

switches 16. TOR switches 16A and 16B may be network

devices that provide layer 2 (MAC address) and/or layer

3 (IP address} routing and/or switching functionality. TOR

switches 16 and chassis switches 18 may each include

one or more processors and a memory, and that are ca-

pable of executing one or more software processes.

Chassis switches 18 are coupled to IP fabric 20, which

performs layer 3 routing to route network traffic between

data center 10 and customers 11 using service provider

network 12.

[0043] Virtual network controller 22 ("VNC") provides

a logically centralized controller for facilitating operation

of one or more virtual networks within data center 10 in

accordance with one or more examples of this disclosure.

In some examples, virtual network controller 22 may op-

erate in response to configuration input received from

network administrator 24.

[0044] In accordance with the techniques of this dis-

closure, virtual network controller 22 may be configured

to aggregate data for a set of two or mere related proc-

esses, to form aggregated data for the set of two or more

related processes. In particular, virtual network controller

22 may determine the set of two or more related proc-

esses executed by respective devices (e€.g., servers 12)

in a virtual network of data center 10, and receive data

for the set of two or more related processes. In general,

the set of processes may correspond to acommon "tier,"

e@.g.,acommon network plane, and each of the processes

in a particular set may be substantially similar. By exe-

cuting substantially similar processes on different devic-
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es, data center 10 may provide high availability and re-

duce risk of failure.

[0045] More particularly, in accordance with the tech-

niques of this disclosure, computing devices of data cent-

er 10, and processes executed by the computing devices,

may be divided into various tiers. Within each tier there

may be a set of related (e.g., substantially similar) proc-

esses. Furthermore, virtual network controller 22 may

define User-Visible Entities (UVEs) for the various tiers.

The UVEs may define various data for monitoring proc-

esses of the various tiers. For example, the UVEs may

define attributes of processes to retrieve. Virtual network

controller 22 may receive data output during execution

of the processes, and in accordance with the UVEs, ex-

tract values for the attributes defined by the UVEs. Virtual

network controller 22 may further aggregate this data.

For example, the UVE may define a manner in which to

aggregate certain types of data, corresponding to the at-

tributes, such as addition, union over sets, concatena-

tion, list generation, or the like.

[0046] Virtual network controller 22 may then generate

one or more reports that are indicative of a tier and ag-

gregated values for one or more attributes corresponding

to the tier, as defined by a corresponding UVE. This ag-

gregation can be performed transparently to the devices

executing the processes. That is, the devices executing

the processes need not take any part in the aggregation.

An administrator may use the generated report to diag-

nose various aspects of the virtual network of data center

10. For example, the report may include data indicative

of oneor more of a quantitative failure, a fault parameter,

a memory failure, a telecommunications failure, a proc-

essor failure, a packet resend, and/or a dropped com-

munication session. The administrator may determine,

using the report, whether any or all of these conditions

apply and act accordingly, ¢.g., by reprogramming a de-

vice of data center 10, replacing a device of data center

10, adding, replacing, or removing links between devices,

adding or upgrading software for one or more devices of

data center 10, or the like, based on the contents of the

report.

[0047] Insome examples, virtual network controller 22

includes an analytics layer, that is, an intermediate layer

that acts on generic rules. The UVEs may define rules in

accordance with the analytics layer. Thus, virtual network

controller 22 may operate substantially automatically,

that is, without user interference, to perform the tech-

niques of this disclosure. The analytics tier may use def-

initions of the UVEs to extract information fram commu-

nications output by the devices executing the corre-

sponding processes and aggregate values for certain at-

tributes, as defined by the UVEs, of the communications.

[0048] Inthis manner, virtual network controller 22 rep-

resents an example of a controller device configured to

determine, for a virtual network, a set of two or more

related processes executed by respective devices in the

virtual network, receive data for the set of two or more

related processes, and aggregate the data for the set of
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two or more related processes to form aggregated data

for the set of two or more related processes.

[0049] FIG. 2is a block diagram illustrating an example

implementation of data center 10 of FIG. 1 in further de-

tail. In the example of FIG. 2, data center 10 includes an

overlay network that extends switch fabric 14 from phys-

ical switches 16, 18 to software switches 30A-30X (also

referred to as a "virtual switches). Virtual switches 30

dynamically create and manage one or more virtual net-

works 34 to be used by applications communicating with

application instances. In one example, virtual switches

30 execute the virtual network as an overlay network,

which provides the capability to decouple an application’s

virtual address from a physical address (e.g., IP address)

of the one of servers 12A-12X ("servers 12") on which

the application is executing. Each virtual network 34 may

use its own addressing and security scheme and may be

viewed as orthogonal from the physical network and its

addressing scheme. For example, virtual switch 30A may

represent a virtual network switch implemented server

12A (which may be an edge device positioned at an edge

of the one or more virtual networks) and may be config-

ured to facilitate overlay of a plurality of networks in the

one or more virtual networks using a layer 3 protocol,

which is a network layer protocol. Facilitating the network

overlay using the layer 3 protocol may be substantially

easier than using a layer 2 protocol. This may reduce an

implementation cost of the one or more virtual networks.

Various techniques may be used to transport packets

within and across virtual network(s) 34 over the physical

network.

[0050] Each virtual switch 30 may execute within a hy-

pervisor, a host operating system or other component of

each of servers 12. In some instances, any of virtual

switches 30 may be present in a campus access switch

or Wi-Fi access point (WAP). In the example of FIG. 2,

virtual switch 30 executes within hypervisor 31, also often

referred to as a virtual machine manager (VMM}, which

provides a virtualization platform that allows multiple op-

erating systems to concurrently run on one of host serv-

ers 12. Inthe example of FIG. 2, virtual switch 30A man-

ages virtual networks 34, each of which provides a net-

work environment for execution of one or more virtual

machines (VMs) 36 on top of the virtualization platform

provided by hypervisor 31. Each VM 36 is associated

with one of the virtual subnets VNO-VN2 managed by

the hypervisor 31.

[0051] Ingeneral, each VM 36 may be any type of soft-

ware application and may be assigned a virtual address

for use within a corresponding virtual network 34, where

each of the virtual networks may be a different virtual

subnet provided by virtual switch 30A. A VM 36 may be

assigned its own virtual layer three (L3) IP address, for

example, for sending and receiving communications but

may be unaware of an IP address of the physical server

12A on which the virtual machine is executing. In this

way, a "virtual address" is an address for an application

that differs from the legical address for the underlying,
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physical computer system, i.e., server 12A in the exam-

ple of FIG. 2.

[0052] In one implementation, each of servers 12 in-

cludes a virtual network agent ("VN agent") 35A-35X

("VN agents 35”) that controls the overlay of virtual net-

works 34 and that coordinates the routing of data packets

within server 12. In general, each VN agent 35 commu-

nicates with virtual network controller 22, which gener-

ates commands to control routing of packets through data

center 10. VN agents 35 may operate as a proxy for con-

trol plane messages between virtual machines 36 and

virtual network controller 22. For example, a VM 36 may

request to send a message using its virtual address via

the VN agent 35A, and VN agent 35A may in turn send

the message andrequest that a response to the message

be received for the virtual address of the VM 36 that orig-

inated the first message. In some cases, a VM 36 may

invoke a procedure or function call presented by an ap-

plication programming interface of VN agent 35A, and

the VN agent 35A may handle encapsulation of the mes-

sage as well, including addressing.

[0053] In one example, network packets, e.g., layer

three (L3) IP packets or layer two (L2) Ethernet packets

generated or consumed by the instances of applications

executed by virtual machines 36 within the virtual network

domain may be encapsulated in another packet (e.g.,

another IP or Ethernet packet) that is transported by the

physical network. The packet transported in a virtual net-

work may be referred to herein as an “inner packet" while

the physical network packet may be referred to herein

as an “outer packet.” Encapsulation and/or de-capsula-

tion of virtual network packets within physical network

packets may be performed within virtual switches 30,

e.g., within the hypervisor or the host operating system

running on each of servers 12. As another example, en-

capsulation and de-capsulation functions may be per-

formed at the edge of switch fabric 14 at afirst-nop TOR

switch 16 that is one hop removed from the application

instance that originated the packet. This functionality is

referred to herein as tunneling and may be used within

data center to create one or more overlay networks. Other

example tunneling protocols may be used, including IP

over GRE, VxLAN, MPLS over GRE, etc.

[0054] As noted above, virtual network controller 22

provides a logically centralized controller for facilitating

operation of one or more virtual networks within data

center 10. Virtual network controller 22 may, for example,

maintain arouting information base, ¢.g., on or more rout-

ing tables that store routing information for the physical

network as well as the overlay network of data center 10.

Similarly, switches 16, 18 and virtual switches 30 main-

tain routing information, such as one or more routing

and/or forwarding tables. In one example implementa-

tion, virtual switch 30A of hypervisor 31 implements a

network forwarding table (NFT) 32 for each virtual net-

work 34. In general, each NFT 32 stores forwarding in-

formation for the corresponding virtual network 34 and

identifies where data packets are to be forwarded and
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whether the packets are to be encapsulated in a tunneling

protocol, such as with one or more outer IP addresses.

[0055] Therouting information may, for example, map

packet key information (e.g., destination IP information

and other select information from packet headers) to one

or more specific next hops within the networks provided

by virtual switches 30 and switch fabric 14. In some case,

the next hops may be chained next hop that specify a set

of operations to be performed on each packet when fer-

warding the packet, such as may be used for flooding

next hops and multicasting replication. In some cases,

virtual network controller 22 maintains the routing infor-

mation in the form of a radix tree having leaf nodes that

represent destinations within the network. U.S. Patent

7,184,437 provides details of an example router that uti-

lizes aradix tree for route resolution, the contents of U.S.

Patent 7,184,437 being incorporated herein by reference

in its entirety.

[0056] AsshowninFIG. 2, each virtual network 34 pro-

vides a communication framework for encapsulated

packet communications 37 for the overlay network es-

tablished through switch fabric 14. In this way, network

packets associated with any of virtual machines 36 may

be transported as encapsulated packet communications

37 via the overlay network. In addition, in the example of

FIG. 2, each virtual switch 30 includes a default network

forwarding table NFT) and provides a default route that

allows packet to be forwarded to virtual subnet VNO with-

out encapsulation, i.e., non-encapsulated packet com-

munications 39 per the routing rules of the physical net-

work of data center 10. In this way, subnet VNO and

virtual default network forwarding table NFTp provide a

mechanism for bypassing the overlay network and send-

ing non-encapsulated packet communications 39 to

switch fabric 14.

[0057] Moreover, virtual network controller 22 and vir-

tual switches 30 may communicate using virtual subnet

VNO in accordance with default network forwarding table

NFT, during discovery and initialization of the overlay

network, and during conditions where a failed link has

temporarily halted communication via the overlay net-

work. Once connectivity with the virtual network controller

22 is established, the virtual network controller 22 up-

dates its local routing table to take into account new in-

formation about any failed links and directs virtual switch-

es 30 to update their local network forwarding tables 32.

For example, virtual network controller 22 may output

commands to virtual network agents 35 to update one or

more NFTs 32 to direct virtual switches 30 to change the

tunneling encapsulation so as to re-route communica-

tions within the overlay network, for example to avoid a

failed link.

[0058] When link failure is detected, a virtual network

agent 35 local to the failed link (e.g., VN Agent 35A) may

immediately change the encapsulation of network packet

to redirect traffic within the overlay network and notifies

virtual network controller 22 of the routing change. Inturn,

virtual network controller 22 updates its routing informa-
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tion and may issue messages to other virtual network

agents 35 to update local routing information stored by

the virtual network agents within network forwarding ta-

bles 32.

[0059] FIG. 3 is another block diagram illustrating an

example system 50 illustrating example configuration of

routing information within chassis switch and TOR

switches as described herein. System 50 of FIG. 3 may,

for example, correspond to portions of data center 10

illustrated in FIGS 1 and 2.

[0060] In this example, chassis switch 52 ("CH 52"),

which may be any of chassis switches 18 of FIG. 1, is

coupled to Top of Rack (TOR) switches 58A-58B ("TORs

58") by chassis link 60A and chassis link GOB, respec-

tively ("chassis links 60"). TORs 58 may, in some exam-

ples, be any of TORs 16 of FIG. 1.|n the example of FIG.

3, TORs 58 are also coupled to servers 50A-50B ("serv-

ers 50") by TOR links 62A-62D ("TOR links 62"). Servers

50 may be any of servers 12 (FIG. 1). Here, servers 50

communicate with both TORs 58, and can physically re-

side in either associated rack. TORs 58 each communi-

cate with a number of network switches, including chas-

sis switch 18A.

[0061] Chassis switch 52 has a processor 54A in com-

munication with an interface for communication with a

network as shown, as well as a bus that connects a mem-

ory (not shown) to processor 54A. The memory may store

a number of software modules. These modules include

software that controls network routing, such as an Open

Shortest Path First (OSPF) module (not shown) contain-

ing instructions for operating the chassis switch 18A in

compliance with the OSPF protocol. Chassis switch 52

maintains routing table ("RT table") 56A containing rout-

ing information for packets, which describes a topology

of a network. Routing table 56A may be, for example, a

table of packet destination Internet protocol (IP) address-

es and the corresponding next hop, e€.g., expressed as

a link to a network component.

[0062] TORs 58 each have a respective processor

54B, 54C, an interface in communication with chassis

switch 18A, and a memory (not shown). Each memory

contains software modules including an OSPF module

and routing table 568, 56C as described above.

[0063] TORs 58 and chassis switch 52 may exchange

routing information specifying available routes, such as

by using a link-state routing protocol such as OSPF or

IS-IS. TORs 58 may be configured as owners of different

routing subnets. For example, TOR 58A is configured as

the owner of Subnet 1, which is the subnet 10.10.10.0/24

in the example of FIG. 2, and TOR 58B is configured as

the owner of Subnet 2, which is the subnet 10.10.11.0/24

in the example of FIG. 2. As owners of their respective

Subnets, TORs 58 locally store the individual routes for

their subnets and need not broadcast all route advertise-

ments up tochassis switch 18A. Instead, in general TORs

58 will only advertise their subnet addresses to chassis

switch 18A.

[0064] Chassis switch 52 maintains a routing table
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("RT table") 56A, which includes routes expressed as

subnets reachable by TORs 58, based on route adver-

tisements received from TORs 58. In the example of FIG.

2, RT table 56A stores routes indicating that traffic des-

tined for addresses within the subnet 10.10.11.0/24 can

be forwarded on link 60B to TOR 58B, and traffic destined

for addresses within the subnet 10.10.10.0/24 can be

forwarded on link GOA to TOR 58A.

[0065] In typical operation, chassis switch 18A re-

ceives Internet Protocol (IP) packets through its network

interface, reads the packets’ destination IP address,

looks up these addresses on routing table 56A to deter-

mine the corresponding destination component, and for-

wards the packets accordingly. For example, if the des-

tination IP address of a received packet is 10.10.10.0,

i.e., the address of the subnet of TOR 58A, the routing

table of chassis switch 52 indicates that the packet is to

be sent to TOR 58A via link 60A, and chassis switch 52

transmits the packet accordingly, ultimately for forward-

ing to a specific one of the servers 50.

[0066] Similarly, each of TORs 58 receives Internet

Protocol (IP) packets through its network interface, reads

the packets’ destination IP address, looks up these ad-

dresses on its routing table 56 to determine the corre-

sponding destination component, and forwards the pack-

ets according to the result of the lookup.

[0067] FIG. 4isa block diagram illustrating an example

implementation of a virtual network controller 22 for fa-

cilitating operation of one or more virtual networks in ac-

cordance with one or more examples of this disclosure.

Virtual network controller 22 may, for example, corre-

spond to virtual network controller 22 of data center 10

of FIGS. 1 and 2.

[0068] Virtual network controller (VNC) 22 of FIG. 4

illustrates a distributed implementation of a VNC that in-

cludes multiple VNC nodes 80A-80N (collectively, "VNC

nodes 80") to execute the functionality of a data center

VNC, including managing the operation of virtual switch-

es for one or more virtual networks implemented within

the data center. Each of VNC nades 80 may represent

a different server of the data center, e.g., any of servers

12 of FIGS. 1-2, or alternatively, on a server or controller

coupled to the IP fabric by, é.g., an edge router of a serv-

ice provider network or a customer edge device of the

data center network. In some instances, some of VNC

nodes 80 may execute as separate virtual machines on

the same server.

[0069] Each of VNC nodes 80 may control a different,

non-overlapping set of data center elements, such as

servers, individual virtual switches executing within serv-

ers, individual interfaces associated with virtual switches,

chassis switches, TOR switches, and/or communication

links. VNC nodes 80 peer with one another using peering

links 86 to exchange information for distributed databas-

es, including distributed databases 82A-82K (collective-

ly, “distributed databases 82"), and routing information

(e.g., routes) for routing information bases 84A-84N (col-

lectively, "RIBs 84"). Peering links 86 may represent
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peering links for a routing protocol, such as a Border

Gateway Protocol (BGP) implementation, or another

peering protocol by which VNC nodes 80 may coordinate

to share information according to a peering relationship.

[0070] VNC nodes 80 of VNC 22 include respective

RIBs 84 each having, €.g., one or more routing tables

that store routing information for the physical network

and/or one or more overlay networks of the data center

controlled by VNC 22. In some instances, one of RIBs

84, e.g., RIB 84A, may store the complete routing table

for any of the virtual networks operating within the data

center and controlled by the corresponding VNC node

80 (e.g., VNC node 80A).

[0071] Ingeneral, distributed databases 82 define the

configuration or describe the operation of virtual networks

by the data center controlled by distributed VNC 22. For

instance, distributes databases 82 may include databas-

es that describe a configuration of one or more virtual

networks, the hardware/software configurations and ca-

pabilities of data center servers, performance or diag-

nostic information for one or more virtual networks and/or

the underlying physical network, the topology of the un-

derlying physical network including server/chassis

switch/TOR switch interfaces and interconnecting links,

and so on. Distributed databases 82 may each be imple-

mented using, e.g., a distributed hash table (DHT) to pro-

vide a lookup service for key/value pairs of the distributed

database stored by different VNC nodes 22. Distributed

databases 82 may be implemented/stored using compu-

ter-readable media of or associated with VNC nodes 22.

[0072] FIG.5isa block diagram illustrating an example

implementation of a virtual network controller 100 for fa-

cilitating operation of one or more virtual networks in ac-

cordance with one or more examples of this disclosure.

Virtual network controller 100 may, for example, corre-

spond to virtual network controller 22 of data center 10

of FIGS. 1 and 2 or virtual network controller 22 of FIG. 4.

[0073] As illustrated in the example of FIG. 5, distrib-

uted virtual network controller (VNC) 100 includes one

or more virtual network controller ("VNC") nodes 102A-

102N (collectively, "VNC nodes 102"). Each of VNC

nodes 102 may represent any of VNC nodes 80 of virtual

network controller 22 of FIG. 4. VNC nodes 102 that peer

with one another according to a peering protocol operat-

ing over network 160. Network 160 may represent an

example instance of switch fabric 14 and / or IP fabric 20

of FIG. 1. In the illustrated example, VNC nodes 102 peer

with one another using a Border Gateway Protocol (BGP)

implementation, an example of a peering protocol. In this

sense, VNC nodes 102A and 102N may represent a first

controller node device and a second controller node de-

vice peered using a peering protocol. VNC nodes 102

include respective network discovery modules 114A-

114N to discover network elements of network 160.

[0074] VNC nodes 102 provide, to one another using

the peering protocol, information related to respective

elements of the virtual network managed, at least in part,

by the VNC nodes 102. For example, VNC node 102A
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may manage a first set of one or more servers operating

as virtual network switches for the virtual network. VNC

node 102A may send information relating to the manage-

ment or operation of the first set of servers to VNC node

102N by BGP 118A. Other elements managed by VNC

nodes 102 may include network controllers and/or appli-

ances, network infrastructure devices (¢.g., L2 or L3

switches), communication links, firewalls, and VNC

nodes 102, for example. Because VNC nodes 102 have

a peer relationship, rather than a master-slave relation-

ship, information may be sufficiently easily shared be-

tween the VNC nodes 102. In addition, hardware and/or

software of VNC nodes 102 may be sufficiently easily

replaced, providing satisfactory resource fungibility. Fur-

ther, distributed VNC 100 may enable may enable hori-

zontally scalable configuration and management, which

may give a single system view of the one or more virtual

networks.

[0075] Each of VNC nodes 102 may include substan-

tially similar/analogous components for performing sub-

stantially similar/analogous functionality, said functional-

ity being described hereinafter primarily with respect to

VNC node 102A. VNC node 102A may include an ana-

lytics database 106A for storing diagnostic information

related to a first set of elements managed by VNC node

102A. Analytics database 106A may include a horizon-

tally scalable network analytics database, which may rep-

resent a fully integrated analytics collector configured to

troubleshoot, visualize, and analyze distributed VNC 100

and the one or more virtual networks. VNC node 102A

may share at least some diagnostic information related

to VNC node 102A and/or one or more of the first set of

elements managed by VNC node 102A and stored in

analytics database 106, as well as to receive at least

some diagnostic information related to any of the ele-

ments managed by others of VNC nodes 102. Analytics

database 106A may represent a distributed hash table

(DHT), for instance, or any suitable data structure for

storing diagnostic information for network elements in a

distributed manner in cooperation with others of VNC

nodes 102. Analytics databases 106A-106N (collective-

ly, "analytics databases 106”) may represent, at least in

part, one of distributed databases 82 of distributed virtual

network controller 22 of FIG. 4.

[0076] VNC node 102A may include a configuration

database 110A for storing configuration information re-

lated to a first set of elements managed by VNC node

102A. Control plane components of VNC node 102A may

store configuration information to configuration database

110A using interface 144A, which may represent an In-

terface for Metadata Access Points (IF-MAP) protocol

implementation. VNC node 102A may share at least

some configuration information related to one or more of

the first set of elements managed by VNC node 102A

and stored in configuration database 110A, (including,

e.g., VNC nade 102A), as well as toreceive at least some

configuration information related to any of the elements

managed by others of VNC nodes 102. Configuration
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database 110A may represent a distributed hash table

(DHT), for instance, or any suitable data structure for

storing configuration information for network elements in

a distributed manner in cooperation with others of VNC

nodes 102. Configuration databases 110A-110N (collec-

tively, "configuration databases 110") may represent, at

leastin part, one of distributed databases 82 ofdistributed

virtual network controller 22 of FIG. 4. Configuration da-

tabases 110 may store respective RIBs 84 of FIG. 4.

Portions of RIBs 84 may be stored by control plane VMs

112 to facilitate operation of network discovery modules

114 and BGPs 118.

[0077] Virtual network controller 100 may perform any

one or more of the illustrated virtual network controller

operations represented by modules 130, which may in-

clude orchestration 132, user interface 134, VNC global

load balancing 136, and one or more applications 138.

VNC 100 executes orchestration module 132 to facilitate

the operation of one or more virtual networks in response

to a dynamic demand environment by, e.g., spawning/

removing virtual machines in data center servers, adjust-

ing computing capabilities, allocating network storage re-

sources, and modifying a virtual topology connecting vir-

tual switches of a virtual network. VNC global load bal-

ancing 136 executed by VNC 100 supports load balanc-

ing of analytics, configuration, communication tasks,

e.g., among VNC nodes 102. Applications 138 may rep-

resent one or more network applications executed by

VNC nodes 102 to, e.g., change topology of physical

and/or virtual networks, add services, or affect packet

forwarding. In some instances, a centralized network

management system or other controller executes mod-

ules 130 and communicates using a northbound interface

of VNC nodes 102 to perform orchestration, configure

VNC nodes 102, perform VNC global load balancing, and

execute VNC nodes 102 with virtual network applications

138.

[0078] User interface 134 includes an interface usable

to an administrator (or software agent) to control the op-

eration of VNC nodes 102. For instance, user interface

134 may include methods by which an administrator may

modify, e.g. configuration database 110A of VNC node

102A. Administration of the one or more virtual networks

operated by VNC 100 may proceed by uniform user in-

terface 134 that provides a single point of administration,

which may reduce an administration cost of the one or

more virtual networks.

[0079] VNC node 102A may include a control plane

virtual machine (VM) 112A that executes control plane

protocols to facilitate the distributed VNC techniques de-

scribed herein. Control plane VM 112A may in some in-

stances represent a native process. In the illustrated ex-

ample, control VM 112A executes BGP 118A to provide

information related to the first set of elements managed

by VNC node 102A to, e.g., control plane virtual machine

112N of VNC node 102N. Control plane VM 112A may

use an open standards based protocol (e.g., BGP based

L3VPN) to distribute information about its virtual network
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(s) with other control plane instances and/or other third

party networking equipment(s). Given the peering based

model according to one or more aspects described here-

in, different control plane instances (e.g., different in-

stances of control plane VMs 112A-112N) may execute

different software versions. In one or more aspects, e.g.,

control plane VM 112A may include a type of software

of a particular version, and the control plane VM 112N

may include a different version of the same type of soft-

ware. The peering configuration of the control node de-

vices may enable use of different software versions for

the control plane VMs 112A-112N. The execution of mul-

tiple control plane VMs by respective VNC nodes 102

may prevent the emergence of a single point of failure.

[0080] Control plane VM 112A communicates with vir-

tual network switches, e.g., illustrated VM switch 174 ex-

ecuted by server 170, using a communication protocol

operating over network 160. Virtual network switches fa-

cilitate overlay networks in the one or more virtual net-

works. In the illustrated example, control plane VM 112A

uses Extensible Messaging and Presence Protocol!

(XMPP) 116A to communicate with at least virtual net-

work switch 174 by XMPFP interface 150A. Virtual network

route data, statistics collection, logs, and configuration

information may in accordance with XMPP 116A be sent

as XML documents for communication between control

plane VM 112A and the virtual network switches. Control

plane VM 112A may in turn route data to other XMPP

servers (such as an analytics collector, e.g., analytics

VM 104A) or may retrieve configuration information on

behalf of one or more virtual network switches. Control

plane VM 112A may further execute a communication

interface 144A for communicating with configuration vir-

tual machine (VM) 108A associated with configuration

database 110A. Communication interface 144A may rep-

resent an IF-MAP interface. Server 170 may represent

an example instance of any of servers 12 of FIGS. 1-2

or servers 50 of FIG. 3, with virtual network switch 174

representing any of virtual switches 30 and virtual net-

work switch agent 172 representing any of virtual network

agents 35 of FIG. 2, for example.

[0081] VNC node 102A may further include configura-

tion VM 108A to store configuration information for the

first set of elementto and manage configuration database

110A. Configuration VM 108A, although described as a

virtual machine, may in some aspects represent a native

process executing on an operating system of VNC node

102A. Configuration VM 108A and control plane VM

112A may communicate using IF-MAP by communica-

tion interface 144A and using XMPP by communication

interface 146A. In some aspects, configuration VM 108A

may include a horizontally scalable multi-tenant IF-MAP

server and a distributed hash table (DHT)-based IF-MAP

database represented by configuration database 110A.

In some aspects, configuration VM 108A may include a

configuration translator, which may translate a user

friendly higher-level virtual network configuration to a

standards based protocol configuration (e.g., a BGP
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L3VPN configuration), which may be stored using con-

figuration database 110A. Communication interface 140

may include an IF-MAP interface for communicating with

other network elements. The use of the IF-MAP may

make the storage and management of virtual network

configurations very flexible and extensible given that the

IF-MAP schema can be dynamically updated. Advanta-

geously, aspects of virtual network controller 100 may

be flexible for new applications 138.

[0082] VNC node 102A may further include an analyt-

ics virtual machine (VM) 104A to store diagnostic infor-

mation (and/or visibility information) related to at least

the first set of elements managed by VNC node 102A.

Control plane VM and analytics VM 104 may communi-

cate using an XMPP implementation by communication

interface 146A. Analytics VM 104A, although described

as a virtual machine, may in some aspects represent a

native process executing on an operating system of VNC

node 102A.

[0083] Analytics VM 104A may include analytics data-

base 106A, which may represent an instance of a dis-

tributed database that stores visibility data for virtual net-

works, such as one of distributed database 82 of distrib-

uted virtual network controller 22 of FIG. 4. Visibility in-

formation may describe visibility of both distributed VNC

100 and of customer networks. Analytics database 106A

of analytics VM 104A may include an XMPP interface on

a first (southbound) side and a REST/JASON/XMPP in-

terface on a (northbound) second side by communication

interface 142A.

[0084] Virtual network switch 174 may implement the

layer 3 forwarding and policy enforcement point for one

or more end points and/or one or more hosts. The one

or more end points or one and/or one or more hosts may

be classified into a virtual network due to configuration

from control plane VM 112A. Control plane VM 112A may

also distribute virtual-to-physical mapping for each end

point to all other end points as routes. These routes may

give the next hop mapping virtual IP to physical IP and

encapsulation technique used (e.g., one of IPinIP, NV-

GRE, VXLAN, etc.). Virtual network switch 174 may be

agnostic to actual tunneling encapsulation used. Virtual

network switch 174 may also trap interesting layer 2 (L2)

packets, broadcast packets, anc/or implement proxy for

the packets, e.g. using one of Address Resolution Pro-

tocol (ARP), Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DH-

CP), Domain Name Service (DNS), multicast DNS

(mDNS), etc.

[0085] In some cases, different VNC nodes 102 may

be provided by different suppliers. However, the peering

configuration of VNC nodes 102 may enable use of dif-

ferent hardware and/or software provided by different

suppliers for implementing the VNC nodes 102 of distrib-

uted VNC 100. Asystem operating according to the tech-

niques described above may provide logical view of net-

work topology to end-hosts irrespective of physical net-

work topology, access type, and/or location. Distributed

VNC 100 may provide programmatic ways for network
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operators and/or applications to change topology, to af-

fect packet forwarding, and/or to add services, as well

as horizontal scaling of network services, e.g. firewall,

without changing the end-host view of the network.

[0086] In accordance with the techniques of this dis-

closure, virtual network controller 100 may be configured

to aggregate data for a set of two or more related proc-

esses, to form aggregated data for the set of two or more

related processes. In particular, virtual network controller

100 may determine the set of two or more related proc-

esses executed by respective devices in a virtual network

of network 160, and receive data for the set of two or

more related processes. In general, the set of processes

may correspond to a common "tier," €.g., a common net-

work plane, and each of the processes in a particular set

may be substantially similar. By executing substantially

similar processes on different devices, network 160 may

provide high availability and reduce risk of failure.

[0087] More particularly, in accordance with the tech-

niques of this disclosure, computing devices of network

160, and processes executed by the computing devices,

may be divided into various tiers. Within each tier there

may be a set of related (e.g., substantially similar) proc-

esses. Furthermore, virtual network controller 100 may

define User-Visible Entities (UVEs) for the various tiers.

The UVEs may define various data for monitoring proc-

esses of the various tiers. For example, the UVEs may

define attributes of processes to retrieve. Virtual network

controller 100 may receive data output during execution

of the processes, and in accordance with the UVEs, ex-

tract values for the attributes defined by the UVEs. Virtual

network controller 100 may further aggregate this data.

For example, the UVE may define a manner in which to

aggregate certain types of data, corresponding to the at-

tributes, such as addition, union over sets, concatena-

tion, list generation, or the like.

[0088] Virtual network controller 100 may then gener-

ate one or more reports that are indicative of a tier and

aggregated values for one or more attributes correspond-

ing to the tier, as defined by a corresponding UVE. This

aggregation can be performed transparently to the de-

vices executing the processes. That is, the devices ex-

ecuting the processes need not take any part in the ag-

gregation. An administrator may use the generated report

to diagnose various aspects of the virtual network of net-

work 160. For example, the report may include data in-

dicative of one or more of a quantitative failure, a fault

parameter, a memory failure, a telecommunications fail-

ure, a processor failure, a packet resend, and/or a

dropped communication session. The administrator may

determine, using the report, whether any or all of these

conditions apply and act accordingly, e.g., by reprogram-

ming a device of network 160, replacing a device of net-

work 160, adding, replacing, or removing links between

devices, adding or upgrading software for one or more

devices of network 160, or the like, based on the contents

of the report.

[0089] In some examples, virtual network controller
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100 includes an analytics layer, that is, an intermediate

layer that acts on generic rules. The UVEs may define

rules in accordance with the analytics layer. Thus, virtual

network controller 100 may operate substantially auto-

matically, that is, without user interference, to perform

the techniques of this disclosure. The analytics tier may

use definitions of the UVEs to extract information from

communications output by the devices executing the cor-

responding processes and aggregate values for certain

attributes, as defined by the UVEs, of the communica-

tions.

[0090] In this manner, virtual network controller 100

represents an example of a controller device configured

to determine, for a virtual network, a set of two or more

related processes executed by respective devices in the

virtual network, receive data for the set of two or more

related processes, and aggregate the data for the set of

two or more related processes to form aggregated data

for the set of two or more related processes.

[0091] FIG. 6 isa block diagram of a massively distrib-

uted complex system 1000, and more specifically, of a

software defined networking (SDN) system to which the

disclosed concepts may be applied. As an example, FIG.

6 may represent a cloud-implementing data center envi-

ronment in which there is provided a large collection of

network-interconnected servers (e.g., servers 210x,

210y, which may correspond to respective servers 12 of

FIG. 1) that provide computer and/or storage capacity to

run many different users and/or other kinds of application

programs (e.g., programs 216, where these programs

can include interactive video gaming support processes

and/or simple text processing support processes).

[0092] Such an environment tends to be very dynamic

from an applications point of view. It may be desirable to

have a level of automation that insulates users from the

infrastructure details and that can avoid the need for

manual intervention to interconnect the physical servers

to provide the computation, storage, and/or telecommu-

nications capacities required to enable the various appli-

cations to execute to one level of sufficiency or another.

[0093] Inorder to enable automation and agility of the

infrastructure (¢.g., a physical interconnect fabric 200 as

well as a scalable processes of physical and/or virtual

machines), there is a growing trend to deploy either an

overlay networking solution or a virtualized networking

system on top of physical computer clusters, where the

overlay and/or virtualizing subsystem encapsulates and

automatically manages the details of keeping the many

physical data processing resources (e.g., resources of

servers 210x, 210y), the many physical network switches

and routers (e.g., switches 206, which may correspond

to devices of IP fabric 20 in FIG. 1, such as chassis switch-

es 18 and/or TOR switches 16 of FIG. 1) and channels

(e.g., channel 202) up andrunning at desired bandwidths

(BW) and desired qualities of service (QOS), represented

in FIG. 6 by element 204.

[0094] In such an environment, each of many servers

(e.g., servers 210x, 210y) may be running one or more
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application processes (e.g., process 216) and/or guest

operating systems (internals of which are not explicitly

shown). In order to enable many guest operating systems

(also called virtual machines (VMs) 215) on asingle serv-

er, the system may utilize a virtual machines monitoring

system, commonly known as hypervisor (such as ESx,

Hyper-V, KVM, Xen, etc.). Hypervisor 231 of FIG. 7 rep-

resents an example of such a hypervisor. A single appli-

cation (@.g., which includes a process or thread UVP1

executing inside a processes support means 216) may

require many instances of computer and storage resourc-

es that may be provided by the infrastructure as multiple

individual servers and/or multiple virtual machines run-

ning on one or more servers. In order for the application

to share information amongst its distributed computer

and storage instances, and with the outside world, a tel-

ecommunications network 200 is generally used to ena-

ble movement of this information as, for example, packet

conveyed data signals (217). Every time a new applica-

tion is instantiated and/or changed on the infrastructure,

a respective virtual network (e.g., VNet 207v) may be

created and/or changed to support the new/changed ap-

plication and to allow allits computer and storage instanc-

es to share information with one another and/or the out-

side world.

[0095] The term “user-viewable" as used herein is to

be understood as referring to a user defined partitioning

of at least an inter-processes communications layer of a

system into mutually exclusive sectors where all the inter-

processes communications of a set of processes under

investigation by the user are presumed by the user to be

limited to taking place through one of the partition sectors

but not any of the others and thus investigation of process

interactions (e.g., for purpose of debugging a problem of

such interactions) can be limited to investigating inter-

process communications only occurring within the asso-

ciated one of the plural sectors. The term "user-viewable"

as used herein may be understood more broadly as _ re-

ferring not only to the one inter-processes communica-

tions sector, but also to the processes themselves and

to the other system resources (in addition to the associ-

ated and dedicated sector of the communications layer)

that the processes under investigation are presumed to

use on an exclusive basis (e.g., dedicated virtual ma-

chines that support the processes under investigation).

Thus, all the inter-process activities of the set of proc-

esses under investigation by the user can be presumed

by the user to be limited to taking place only inside the

user defined User-Visible Entity (UVE) and thus investi-

gation of process actions and interactions (e.g., for pur-

pose of debugging a problem of such interactions) can

be limited to investigating operations taking place only

inside the associated UVE.

[0096] An example of what could be deemed to be a

UVE is all the processes of an identified user application

program including inter-processes communications re-

sources dedicated to that application program and in-

cluding computer and storage resources dedicated to
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that application program. However, the definition is not

limited to a single user and/or a single application pro-

gram. Asingle UVE can encompass resources dedicated

to multiple unrelated applications of one or more identi-

fied users, subject to appropriate authentication that the

resources (é.g., a partitioned part of the system commu-

nications layer) are indeed dedicated to the identified

multiple applications. |n other words, more generally, a

UVE may be thought of as representing some dedicated

(partitioned-for-investigation) aspects of operational

states of a system or of its resources where investigation

can then be limited to the dedicated aspects for purpose

of trying to operate, provision, troubleshoot or analyze a

corresponding part of the system in some manner. The

UVE, in many instances, may exclude those lower level

aspects of system states and system resources that are

for internal system use only, are hidden (encapsulated

away) from the user processes that are under investiga-

tion and are thus not intended to represent part of the

system application interface to an outside world of user

applications. Making all system state and resources (in-

cluding lower level ones) visible to external applications

may be confusing and overwhelming to investigatory ap-

plications rather than helpful. The dedicated subset of

system states and resources that are deemed to be "User

Visible" may be reevaluated from time to time and

changed as respective users see fit.

[0097] Each UVE may be associated with a definition

file. The definition file may specify a type of aggregation

for each attribute associated with the UVE (e.g., summa-

tion, concatenation, list formation, union over sets, or the

like). An aggregator may use the aggregation information

of the definition file. That is, processes corresponding to

the UVE need not use the aggregation information. Each

of the UVEs may be specified in an interface definition

language file. An analytics tier may use extra attributes

defined in the interface definition language file to perform

aggregation. When UVEs are sent to the analytics tier,

messages may mark attributes of the UVEs with aggre-

gation tier. Thus, devices or processes executing at the

analytics tier may receive both values for attributes as-

sociated with a UVE, as well as aggregation information

associated with the UVE. In this manner, these devices

or processes at the analytics tier may use the aggregation

information to determine how to aggregate values for the

attributes. In this manner, the aggregation of information

can be performed without the processes that generate

the information actively participating in the aggregation.

That is, an aggregator may receive individual streams of

information from the various processes and aggregate

the information, without requiring a change on the part

of the processes that generate the information to be ag-

gregated.

[0098] Additionally, the system states and resources

that are deemed to be part of a specific UVE do not each

have to be directly visible to a corresponding one or more

non-administrative users of the application(s) which fit

inside the specific UVE. Rather the corresponding com-
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pute, storage and telecommunication resources need

only be visible to each other for allawing corresponding

user processes to interact with one another as required

by the corresponding application and/or set of applica-

tions that are under investigation. At the same time, the

corresponding compute, storage and telecommunication

resources should not be visible to; and capable of being

interfered by, resources of external other user applica-

tions that are not under investigation. If something goes

wrong (e.g., a failure) within a given application (or set

of applications), it is expected that only the "visible" com-

pute, storage and telecommunication resources that are

dedicated to that given application will be involved and

thus those are the ones that should be under investiga-

tion. (Stated otherwise and referring briefly to FIG. 8, a

specific User-Visible Entity (e.g., UVE(2)) may be con-

ceptualized as a dedicated partition that cuts orthogonal-

ly across a plurality of system planes (strata), including

one or more system telecommunication planes (e.g., a

virtual forwarding plane).

[0099] Ina virtualized or overlay network environment,

the edge of the network is extended from the physical

network elements (e.g., switches 206 or the like (such

as routers)) to software switches (e.g., a WRouter like

232 of FIG. 7) running inside the corresponding hypervi-

sor (231, also in FIG. 7) or inside the host operating sys-

tem onthe physical server (e.g., 210z). The so-virtualized

and/or overlayed network that is used by the interacting

applications to communicate with their respective proc-

ess instances is created dynamically and managed by

software switch controlling means (e.g., 240) having its

own addressing and security scheme where the latter is

orthogonal from the physical network (200) and its ad-

dressing scheme. There are many different methods that

can be employed to transport packets (e.g., 217) within

and across the virtual network(s) and over the physical

network.

[0100] Network IP (and/or Ethernet) packets (e.g.,

217} generated or consumed by the instances of each

isolated application in the virtual networking domain are

encapsulated in further IP (and/or Ethernet) packets that

are transported by the physical network. Herein, the vir-

tual network packet will be referred to as inner packet

and the physical network packet will be referred to as

outer packet. The function of encapsulation and/or de-

capsulation of the virtual network packet within physical

network packet is done in the hypervisor (231) or the host

O/S (not shown) running on the server 210. In addition,

the encapsulation and de-capsulation function can also

be performed at the edge of the network in a first-hop

physical network switch (e.g., one of switches 206), a

network router, or the like. This functionality is commonly

called tunneling and is actively used in networking to cre-

ate overlay networks. There are many different tunneling

protocols used in the industry wherein different protocols

are carried within another protocol, for example, IP over

GRE, VxLAN, MPLS over GRE, etc.

[0101] Cloud data-center networks can constitute an
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example of a massively distributed complex system be-

cause the number of interconnected servers can be very

large with each server presenting one or more links, each

having a respective 1Gbps or 10Gbps or greater band-

width link. In order to construct a network that can inter-

connect all such links, operators generally use a number

of switches (or routers) each with N input (ingress) links

x Moutput (egress) links. Each of these individual switch-

es can act as an IP router with its own IP address(es).

Plural routers may be operatively cross coupled to define

CLOS networks of routers or similar multi-stage routing

arrangements.

[0102] Referring to some ofthe specifics shown in Figs.

6-7, there can be a plurality of different kinds of compo-

nents in respective "tiers" or service planes of a virtual-

ized overlay system.

[0103] One of these planes is the virtual-to-physical

forwarding plane 230 (shown in FIG. 7). It includes the

so-called, virtual network routers (VNRouters, or more

simply VRouters 232-239). These components can re-

side in the respective hypervisors (231) of the respective

physical servers (e.g., 210) or they can reside on a so-

called, Top of Rack switch (not shown) which is typically

included in the virtual-to-physical forwarding plane 230.

When the VRouter is disposed in the hypervisor, it acts

as a software switch having both respective virtual ports

connected to the virtual machines (VMs) and physical

ports corresponding to the physical I/O ports of the re-

spective server 210. Each VNRouter selectively routes/

switches packets between its virtual ports and the phys-

ical ports and/or between its virtual ports. The VNRouters

may be considered as Data/Forwarding Plane compo-

nents of the Virtual Network System. In order to support

scalable flexibility, some of the VRouters (¢.g., 232-235)

in a given hypervisor may be dedicated to servicing a

first virtual network (UV-Vnet(1)), another subset of the

VRouters (e.g., 236-237) may be dedicated to servicing

a second virtual network (UV-Vnet(2)) and yet another

subset of the VRouters (e.g., 238-239) may be held in

reserve for dynamic assignment to one of the first and

second user-viewable networks (e.g., UV-Vnet(1), UV-

Vnet(2)) or to a dynamically instantiated other virtual net-

work (Vnet).

[0104] Another of the plural tiers or planes within the

SDN system 1000 is referred to as the Control Plane 240

and it may contain a plurality of virtual machines (VMop.i)

implementing respective Controllers or Controller Proc-

esses. These are typically configured as horizontally

scalable components (just as the VRouters are typically

configured as horizontally scalable components) that

provide dynamically scalable control functions within the

Virtual Network System. The Controllers each operative-

ly couples to a respective set of VNRouters and each

distributes respective routing information signals to its

dynamically scalable set of VNRouters. In one example,

the relative scale of the Virtual Network System is on the

order of 100s of 1000s of VNRouters (e.g., 232) and 100s

of corresponding Controllers (e.g., VNcp1).
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[0105] Another of the plural tiers or planes within the

SDN system 1000 is referred to as the Configurations

Plane 250 and it may contain a plurality of virtual ma-

chines (VMop.4) implementing respective Configuration

Processes. These are typically configured as horizontally

scalable components (just as the VRouters and the Con-

trollers are typically configured as horizontally scalable

components) that provide control functions with respect

to interconnect and/or other configurations within the Vir-

tual Network System. The Configuration controllers each

operatively couples to a respective parts of the physical

network (200) and/or to respective parts of the Control

Plane 240 and each distributes respective configuration

information signals to its controlled counterparts.

[0106] Yet another of the plural tiers or planes within

the SDN system 1000 is referred to as the Analytics plane

280. Components (e.g., VMn1) within the Analytics plane

280 are typically charged with automatically monitoring

and/or automatically collecting reported states of other

parts of the Virtual Network System. In other words, the

Analytics component are typically tasked with gathering

information from all other components in the system so

as to develop a bird’s eye or big picture view of what is

occurring in the system as a whole. This Big Data infor-

mation is generally stored in a persistent database. This

information can then be used to show the current state

of the system, to help debug problems, to do historical

or real-time analysis of the system and so on.

[0107] Because of the highly scalable and variable na-

ture of the SDN System 1000, it is prone to many fault

and failure modes. In other words, because of the scale

and numbers of components involved, it is likely that one

or more are in failure mode. On the other hand, it is de-

sired that the SDN System 1000 provide its users (e.g.,

205x, 205y, 205w, 205z) with continuously robust, relia-

ble, wide bandwidth and high quality services. So the in-

failure mode components need to be worked around, for

example by drawing on the spare components that are

typically held in reserve in each horizontally scalable tier.

In other words, the SDN System 1000 may be resilient

and continue to operate at near peak capability despite

isolated failures in various ones of its components. The

various components that desirably avoid failures and/or

are configured to work around known or expected failure

modes include the different kinds of components in the

respective and different tiers or planes, including the for-

warding plane 230, the control plane 240, the configura-

tion plane 250 and even the global analytics plane 280.

[0108] Sometimes, a complex and hard-to-trace-and-

debug failure mode develops in such a complex and mas-

sively distributed system. Sometimes, it is necessary for

system administrators (e.g., 206z) to trace back to indi-

vidual processes (e.g., UVP1, UVP2, ... UVPn) within in-

dividual user-viewable domains (e.g., user-viewable vir-

tual networks (Vnet’s), or more generally UVE’s) in order

to determine what went wrong.

[0109] However, a commonly shared search key that

ties together the individual and local trace logs of respec-
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tive processes in respective virtual and/or physical ma-

chines, a commonly shared search key that ties together

the processes of specific component tiers, and a com-

monly shared search key that ties together the processes

of specific process instances, may not be available.

[0110] In accordance with one aspect of the present

disclosure, at the time of trace log generation, each such

trace log or other report is automatically tagged with at

least one of: (a) a unique User-Viewable Entity (UVE)

identifying key (UVEKey) that identifies the correspond-

ing dedicated virtual network (Vnet) and/or other UVE to

which the process of the respective report (e.g., trace

lag) belongs; (b) a respective system tier identifying key

(TRxKey) that identifies the corresponding system tier

(TRx, e.g., Virtual-to-physical Forwarding Plane) to

which the process cf the respective report belongs; (c) a

respective virtual and/or physical execution machine

identifying key (VMKey, PMKey) that identifies the cor-

responding virtual machine (VM) and/or physical ma-

chine (PM) to which the process of the respective report

belongs; (d) arespective process instance identifying key

(PINKey) that identifies the corresponding instance PIN)

of a plurally-instantiated and also identified process to

which the respective report belongs; and (e) arespective

current operational state indication (Op-State) that indi-

cates a current operational state of a respective UVE,

Tier, VM, PMor other such stratifying attribute with which

the respective report is associated.

[0111] Theso-tagged process reports (e.g., trace logs,

exception reports, etc.) are then automatically relayed at

or soon after the time of generation to a centralized da-

tabase (e.g., ina Global Analytics Plane) so that they will

not be lest due to lacal memory failures or faults and so

that they can then be centrally queried by a system ad-

ministrator (e.g., 206Z) who uses one or more of the add-

ed-on tags (e.g., UVEKey, TRxKey, VMKey, PMKey,

PINKey, Tier-Op-State, other strata Op-State, etc.) as

part of structured queries into the centralized database

(e.g., maintained in a Global Analytics Plane of the mas-

sively distributed system) for determining the more likely

causes of later in time failures. The query-able database

may also be used even before a failure occurs to identify

likely fault conditions that may lead to a failure, where

the likely fault conditions are determined based on past

historical records in the database that indicate which of

various strata Op-States in combination with which of

various exception reports are likely to lead to process

failures.

[0112] More specifically, the here disclosed teachings

may be applied to a Distributed System (e.g., a software

defined network (SDN) system) made up of multiple tiers,

each having a respective different functionality. Each tier

is meant to be independently horizontally scalable, con-

sisting of multiple processes running on different ma-

chines, with each process carrying out the same basic

operations but on different instance of respective data.

No one process within a tier may manage the entire tier.

In other words, the processes are peers, and the tier is
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designed not to have a single point of failure that brings

down the whole tier.

[0113] For sake of operations reliability and system

maintenance, the System Administrator ("Admin") is em-

powered by the present disclosure to see the system as

a collection of unique User-Visible Entities (UVEs). Each

UVE has per-tier attributes, which help the Admin to con-

firm that the tiers are working correctly together or not.

But the UVE alone dees not have any per-process rep-

resentations. When nermal operations are taking place,

the Admin does not need to be aware how many proc-

esses exist in a given tier or what their individual statuses

are.

[0114] However, the actual operations of the system

are happening on a per-tier, per-instance basis. Investi-

gation of some types of complex problems may need

examination of execution traces from the individual proc-

esses. The present disclosure empowers the Admin to

efficiently query process execution traces by use of var-

ious UVE, tier and/or other tagging data contained in the

traces. The present disclosure empowers the Admin to

easily correlate process execution traces to respective

UVEs. The present disclosure empowers the Admin to

programmatically access UVE state changes and proc-

ess execution traces and run analysis algorithms that will

allow the Admin to catch and/or predict problems auto-

matically, and/or trigger the collection of more informa-

tion.

[0115] In accordance with one aspect of the present

disclosure, a special "Analytics Tier” is provided, which

the user can connect to for looking at the dedicated UVEs

and the massively distributed processes that belong to

the respective UVE’s. More specifically, the following Da-

ta Structure and method may be used:

[0116] In the special Analytics Tier, there is automati-

cally defined one Op-State object per UVE that repre-

sents the aggregated operational state of the object, and

which contains the following:

[0117] - key (A Unique Key)

[0118] - list of Tier-Cp-State (the Op state of this UVE

may be provided in that Tier)

[0119] Individual Processes in various tiers are not al-

lowed to generate free-form text messages for their proc-

ess execution trace, in some examples. Instead, in such

examples, they are forced to automatically generate ob-

jects containing the following information, and send them

up to the Analytics Tier:

[0120] -key: (Key ofthe UVE which this execution trace

message refers to)

[0121] -Tier-Op-State: (Tier-Op-State for this UVE, as

seen on this process of the tier)

[0122] The Tier-Op-State can be considered to be list

of attributes. The value of an attribute can be:

[0123] -A basic data type

[0124] -Astructure (consisting ofa listof sub-attributes

and/or other sub-structures and sub-containers)

[0125] -Acontainer holding multipleitems of basic data

types, sub-structures or sub-containers.
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[0126] The schema of"Tier-Op-State" can be different

ona per-UVE-per-Tier basis. When arespective process

sends its process execution trace, it may choose to fill in

only a subset of the attributes rather than all. The reason

is that place in the code where the process execution

trace is being generated from may not have easy access

to all attributes.

[0127] Once the respective processes reports are re-

layed to the centralized Analytics Tier, Analytics Process-

ing may proceed as follows. Different processes in the

Analytics Tier may be made responsible for tracking the

Operational States of different UVEs, so that the Analyt-

ics layer is horizontally scalable. When an analytics proc-

ess receives a process execution trace object, it updates

its view of the aggregated state of the given UVE. This

process execution trace object can arrive as an event,

or batches of trace objects can be periodically read from

a log.

[0128] In one example, a Virtual Network System

(1000) has at least 3 tiers (in addition to the Analytics

Tier). Tier 1 is the Config-Tier (configurators plane 250

in FIG. 7) with a respective one or more virtual machines

therein and for sake of this example, 3 processes (A1,A2

and A3) executing in that tier. Tier 2 is ControlPlane-Tier

(240) with a corresponding 5 processes (B1-B5) execut-

ing in that tier for the sake of this example. Tier 3 is the

SBN Forwarding-Tier (230) with 20 processes (C1-C20)

executing in that tier for the sake of this example.

[0129] Consider now a specific UVE, say one repre-

senting a Virtual-Network having the identification of be-

ing UV-VNet(1) among a plurality of otherwise identified

UVE’s (see 207v1-207vn of FIG. 7).

[0130] The Tier 3 representation of this example UVE

(UV-VNet(1)) may have the following attributes:

[0131] int bytes_received:

[0132] list<string> virtual_machine_names;

[0133] The corresponding Virtual-Network exists on

processes C1,C4, C10 and C15 (of the SDN Forwarding-

Tier 230); and each sends their versions of these at-

tributes as part of their respective execution traces. For

example, some traces report a change in “bytes_re-

ceived". Other traces report that an element has been

added to or deleted from “virtual_machine_names”. In

response, the analytics process responsible for the iden-

tified Virtual-Network (e.g., 207v1) gets these traces. It

maintains and updates 4 different Tier-3 snapshots of

the respective Virtual-Network (e.g.,207v1). Then, when

the analytics process gets a "bytes_received" trace for

process C4, it just needs to replace the "bytes_received”

attribute for corresponding snapshot C4. But when it gets

a "virtual_machine_names" item addition or deletion for

process C4, it needs to add or delete from its "virtual_

machine_names" attribute for snapshot C4. Thus work-

load on the Analytics Tier may be minimized for normal

process operations.

[0134] During process failures or error conditions, it is

possible that some process execution traces are "lost".

To mitigate this, the method uses sequence numbers on
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a per-UVE basis for traces sent from a process up to the

Analytics layer. If there is a gap in sequence numbers,

the analytics layer can ask the process to replay the entire

current state of that UVE on that process. Also, in one

example, processes explicitly send a trace when a UVE

disappears from the process.

[0135] Interactions between Admins and/or other us-

ers and the Analytics layer (280) may include the follow-

ing: When the system user asks for the Tier-3 state of

this UVE, the request is forwarded to the analytics proc-

ess responsible for the respective Virtual-Network (e.g.,

207v1). This analytics process may present the users

with one single view by aggregating the 4 pieces of Op-

State snapshots of process C1, C4, C10 and C15 for

example. This aggregation method may involve simple

addition across these process views (e.g. for "bytes_re-

ceived"), or a union of sets (e.g. for "virtual_machine_

names"), or other operations as well. The Analytics tier

can do this on demand (when a user or another program

asks for this UVE), or it can do this proactively and peri-

odically.

[0136] In view of the above it is seen that a method is

provided for realizing the goal of tying together with one

or more commonly shared search keys such as a

UVEKey, a TRxKey, a PINKey, a VMKey, a PMKey

and/or a strata Op-State indicator individual trace logs

and/or other automatically generated reports of process-

es spread across a massively distributed system (e.g., a

software defined network (SDN) system 1000) so that

those of the reports that are associated with one another

by virtue of commonality to a specific UVE and/or Tier

and/or virtual machine and/or strata Op-State, etc., may

be logically linked together for analysis purposes. The

centralized and cross-correlated reports that are auto-

matically created by this method may be used to analyze

complex failure modes and even to predict likely failures

of particular components before the failures actually hap-

pen and to then responsively replace and/or restart the

likely-to-fail components and/or to reconfigure resource

capacities (e.g., number of VM’s, number of PM's,

amount of physical memory etc.), to reconfigure inter-

connects for getting around the likely-to-fail components

before the latter actually fail. For instance, this prediction

ability may allow system operators to systematically bring

down corresponding parts of the system during off-peak

hours and to replace and/or fix the likely-to-fail compo-

nents before actual failure thus minimizing the impact of

likely failures on the overall system.

[0137] In accordance with the present disclosure, a

method is provided for globally analyzing down to the

processes level, the components of a massively distrib-

uted system and identifying likely at-fault components in

such a massively distributed complex system. The meth-

od includes one or more of the following steps:

[0138] (a) subdividing the system into a plurality of tiers

(e.g., 230, 240, 250, 250, 280) each having alike com-

ponents (e.g., VRouters) within that tier;

[0139] (b) subdividing system operations into a plural-
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ity of User-Visible Entities (UVE’s; e.g., virtual networks

or Vnets 207) each having respective processes and oth-

er resources dedicated to serving needs of the respective

UVE’s;

[0140] (c) for each respective UVE and tier, identifying

respective process reports that cross correlate with a cor-

responding UVE Key anda corresponding Tier key where

the reports may include quantitative failure or fault pa-

rameters such as memory failures, telecommunications

failures, processor failures, packetresends and/or drops,

etc.) and relaying the UVE and Tier tagged reports to a

centralized and query-able database;

[0141] (d) for each respective process report that is

locally generated, automatically tagging the report with

one or more linking keys including a UVEKey;

[0142] (e) foreach respective tier, automatically deter-

mining what part of its resources are used by each of

respective UVE’s and automatically determining if the

allocated resources of any UVE are insufficient due to

repeated component failures (e.g., lost packets);

[0143] (f) for each respective UVE and its detected

component failures, logically associating the detected

component failures with one or more of the respective

captured parameter snapshots that immediately preced-

ed the respective component failures for that UVE;

[0144] (g) investigating those of the UVE associated

reports that were correlated to failure as being likely to

point to the at-fault components and/or tiers of that UVE;

and

[0145] (h) taking preemptive corrective and/or work-

around measures for those of the respective tier compo-

nents and UVEs that were determined to be more highly

likely to enter a failure mode based on the investigation.

[0146] Referring to FIG. 8, shown here is a block dia-

gram of an SDN system 1000" that includes, for a re-

spective one of its tiers (e.g., the VRouters tier), a corre-

sponding reports classifier 270 that is coupled to auto-

matically repeatedly (e.g., periodically) receive parame-

ter snapshots 271 indicative of corresponding operating

modes of the components (e.g., virtual processes (not

shown) in respective ones of the VRouters 232-239) and

to automatically tag them. More specifically, during tag-

ging mode each of the parameters snapshots 271 is ac-

companied has added to it one or more of a respective

UVE Key 272, Tier Key 273, VM Key 274, PM key 275

and/or one or more Strata Op-State indicators (e.g., Tier

Op State) indicating whether the sample belongs to a

failure Op State or a non-failure Op State for example.

The tagged reports 279 from the various resources (e.g.,

servers) of the massively distributed system are then

transmitted to a more centralized Analytics engine 285

for structured aggregation (290) according to respective

UVE identifications and strata identifications. The aggre-

gated reports may include data that classifies them as

belonging to either a normal operations (good) class or

as a distressed of failed (bad, e.g., as measured up from

a 0% likely to be bad plane to a 100% likely to be bad

plane along the Z axis). These aggregated outputs 298
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are stored in and used by the corresponding analytics

engine 285 to determine what is happening for each UVE

and/or tier on a big picture basis. In one example, the

corresponding analytics engine 285 is coupled to a re-

configuration engine 255 that, in the case where a sub-

sequently received and analyzed parameter snapshots

279 indicate likelihood of failure, re-configures the sys-

tem so as to preemptively try to avoid failure.

[0147] Inone example, the Analytics plane collects re-

spective snapshot data relevant to likelinood of failure

from various components within the respective UVE’s,

tiers, planes, physical resources of the system. Respec-

tive snapshot data may include for example, parameters

like CPU utilization levels, memory utilization levels,

alarm levels in the various system parts and soon. These

collected respective and likely to be relevant snapshots

(279) could be early indicators of growing faults and/or

upcoming failures in respective tiers and/or for respective

UVE’s (e.g., ones that have greater demand for system

bandwidths).

[0148] While FIG. 8 shows by way of example, the col-

lecting of snapshots from the VRouters tier 232-239 of a

respective one server 210z, it is understood that similar

collections of respectively relevant and tagged parame-

ter snapshots may be taking place for other tiers and/or

system planes and/or servers across the massively dis-

tributed system and aggregated into the Analytics engine

285. The XYZ frame work 290 shown in FIG. 8 is for sake

of simple illustration of aggregated and classified param-

eters and it is within the contemplation of the disclosure

to have N-dimensional mappings with each axis (e.g., U,

V, X, Y, etc.) representing a respective one of the mon-

itored parameters as distributed relative to UVE, relative

to tier, relative to physical machine (PM) and so on. Part

of the analytic investigation may include that of determin-

ing for each tier and UVE what parameters are best in-

dicators of growing faults and/or predictable failures.

Trained classification algorithms may afterwards be used

to predict the likelihood of failure of the respective com-

ponents on a continuous basis as the data is being col-

lected by the Analytics for newly instantiated UVE’s and

virtual processes.

[0149] FIG. 9 is a flowchart illustrating an example

method 300 that may be carried out, e.g., in the system

of FIG. 8. Although generally described with respect to

the example of FIG. 8, it should be understood that other

devices may be configured to perform any or all of the

steps in the method of FIG. 9. For example, virtual net-

work controller 22 may be configured to perform any or

all of the steps of the method of FIG. 9. For purposes of

explanation, analytics engine 285 of FIG. 8 is explained

as performing the steps of FIG. 9.

[0150] Initially, analytics engine 285 may receive ob-

ject trace data for a User-Visible Entity (UVE) with, e.g.,

key ’X’ from instance “Y’ in tier ’Z’ (301). That is, the UVE

may specify an identifier of ’*X’ for a key, an identifier of

*Y’ for an instance, and an identifier of ’Z’ for a tier, where

the identifiers X, Y, and Z may comprise respective nu-
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meric values (e.g., integer values. Thus, there may be a

plurality of tiers, and Z represents the Z* tier, Y repre-

sents a Y" instance within tier Z, and X represents a key

in the Yt instance of tier Z, for a particular trace. Analytics

engine 285 may then store an object trace in a database

using keys X, Y, and Z (302). In this manner, keys X, Y,

and Z can act as index values for uniquely identifying

data for the trace in the database, e.g., for updating, que-

rying, retrieving, or otherwise accessing data for the

trace.

[0151] Analytics engine 285 may then determine

whether key ’X’ belongs to a current analysis instance

(303). When analytics engine 285 determines that key

**’ for the trace does not belong to the current analysis

instance ("NO" branch of 303), analytics engine 285 may

forward the created object trace to an analytics instance

that owns key ’X’ (304). On the other hand, assuming

that the current analysis instance owns key ’X,’ ("YES"

branch of 303), analytics engine 285 may determine

whether the object trace is a full snapshot or deletion of

a UVE on ’Y’ (310), after receiving an object trace for

UVE with key ’X’ of instance ’Y’ (309).

[0152] When the object trace is a full snapshot or de-

letion of the UVE on’Y’ ("YES" branch of 310), analytics

engine 285 may update snapshot’Y’ with data of received

object ’X’ (311). Thatis, for a full snapshot, analytics en-

gine 285 may replace snapshot ’Y’ with the new contents

from the object trace. Alternatively, for deletion, analytics

engine 285 may remove snapshot ’Y.’ In either case, an-

alytics engine 285 may update a sequence number for

snapshot ’Y’ of Object X. Furthermore, analytics engine

285 may build an aggregated state of object ’X’ for tier

‘2 (315). This may involve iterating over all snapshots

for Object X and doing appropriate calculations (e.g., tak-

ing a sum of values, a union of sets, or the like), to gen-

erate aggregate data for Object X. Analytics engine 285

may then display the aggregated state for Object X.

[0153] On the other hand, when the object trace is not

a full snapshot or deletion ("NO" branch of 310), analytics

engine 285 may determine whether there was a gap in

sequence numbers for data of the object with key ’X’ in

instance ’Y’ (316). If analytics engine 285 determines that

there is such a gap ("YES" branch of 316), analytics en-

gine 285 may request, for instance *Y’ in tier ’Z’, a full

snapshot of UVE ’x’ (317). In this manner, in response

to detecting a gap in the sequence numbers for a process

of a tier, analytics engine 285 may send instructions to

the device that is executing the process to replay a cur-

rent state for the UVE.

[0154] Alternatively, when there is not such a gap

("NO" branch of 316), analytics engine 285 may update

snapshot ’Y’ of object ’X’ (318). This may include, for

atomic types of attributes associated with object X, re-

placing values of the atomic types with new values of the

new snapshot. For add or delete notification container

types, analytics engine 285 may add, delete, or modify

a local copy of the container. For all cases, analytics en-

gine 285 may update the sequence number for snapshot
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"Y’ of object ’X.” Furthermore, analytics engine 285 may

build an aggregated state of object ’X’ for tier *Z’ (815).

This may involve iterating over all snapshots for Object

X and doing appropriate calculations (e.g., taking a sum

of values, a union of sets, or the like), to generate aggre-

gate data for Object X. Analytics engine 285 may then

display the aggregated state for Object X.

[0155] FIG. 10 is a block diagram illustrating an exam-

ple computing device 350 for aggregating data of various

processes, in accordance with one or more techniques

of this disclosure. FIG. 10 illustrates only one particular

example of computing device 350, and many other ex-

amples of computing device 350 may be used in other

instances. Computing device 350 may correspond to a

virtual network controller. Thatis, virtual network control-

lers 22, 100 may include components substantially sim-

ilar to those illustrated in FIG. 10. Similarly, analytics en-

gine 285 of FIG. 8 may include components substantially

similar to those illustrated in FIG. 10. Computing device

350 may be configured to perform any of the various tech-

niques described in this disclosure, e.g., the method of

FIG. 9.

[0156] As shown in the specific example of FIG. 10,

computing device 350 includes one or more processors

352, one or more communication units 356, one or more

input devices 354, one or more output devices 358, and

oneor more storage devices 360. Computing device 350,

in the specific example of FIG. 10, further includes oper-

ating system 362, virtualization module 364, and one or

more applications 366A-366N (collectively "applications

366"). Each of components 352, 356, 354, 358, and 360

may be interconnected (physically, communicatively,

and/or operatively) for inter-component communica-

tions. As one example in FIG. 10, components 352, 356,

354, 358, and 360 may be coupled by one or more com-

munication channels 370. In some examples, communi-

cation channels 370 may include a system bus, network

connection, interprocess communication data structure,

or any other channel for communicating data. Virtualiza-

tion module 364 and applications 366, as well as oper-

ating system 362 may also communicate information with

one another as well as with other components in com-

puting device 350.

[0157] Processors 352, inone example, are configured

to implement functionality and/or process instructions for

execution within computing device 350. For example,

processors 352 may be capable of processing instruc-

tions stored in storage devices 360. Examples of proc-

essors 352 may include, any one or more of a microproc-

essor, a controller, a digital signal processor (DSP), an

application specific integrated circuit (ASIC), a field-pro-

grammable gate array (FPGA), or equivalent discrete or

integrated logic circuitry.

[0158] One or more storage devices 360 may be con-

figured to store information within computing device 350

during operation. Storage devices 360, in some exam-

ples, are described as a computer-readable storage me-

dium. In some examples, storage devices 360 are a tem-
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porary memory, meaning that a primary purpose of stor-

age devices 360 is not long-term storage. Storage de-

vices 360, in some examples, are described as a volatile

memory, meaning that storage devices 360 da not main-

tain stored contents when the computer is turned off. Ex-

amples of volatile memories include random access

memories (RAM), dynamic random access memories

(DRAM), static random access memories (SRAM), and

other forms of volatile memories known in the art. Insome

examples, storage devices 360 are used to store pro-

gram instructions for execution by processors 352. Stor-

age devices 360, in one example, are used by software

or applications running on computing device 350 (e.g.,

operating system 362, virtualization module 364 and the

like) to temporarily store information during program ex-

ecution.

[0159] Storage devices 360, in some examples, also

include one or more computer-readable storage media.

Storage devices 360 may be configured to store larger

amounts of information than volatile memory. Storage

devices 360 may further be configured for long-term stor-

age of information. In some examples, storage devices

360 include non-volatile storage elements. Examples of

such non-volatile storage elements include magnetic

hard discs, tape cartridges cr cassettes, optical discs,

floppy discs, flash memories, or forms of electrically pro-

grammable memories (EPROM) or electrically erasable

and programmable memories (EEPROM).

[0160] Computing device 350, in some examples, also

includes one or more communication units 356. Commu-

nication units 356 represent examples of network inter-

faces for communicating with external devices, e.g., de-

vices of an SDN that execute various processes, é.g.,

processes conforming to various tiers, as discussed

above. Computing device 350, in one example, utilizes

communication units 356 ta communicate with external

devices. Communication units 356 may communicate, in

some examples, by sending data packets over one or

more networks, such as one or more wireless networks,

via inbound and outbound links. Communication units

356 may include one or more network interface cards

(IFCs), such as an Ethernet card, an optical transceiver,

aradio frequency transceiver, or any other type of device

that can send and receive information. Other examples

of such network interfaces may include Bluetooth, 3G

and WiFi radio components. In some examples, comput-

ing device 350 utilizes communication units 356 to re-

ceive data regarding processes executed by external de-

vices, which processors 352 may aggregate in accord-

ance with the techniques of this disclosure.

[0161] Computing device 350, in one example, also

includes one or more input devices 354. Input devices

354, in some examples, are configured to receive input

from a user through tactile, audio, or video feedback.

Examples of input devices 354 include a presence-sen-

sitive display, a mouse, a keyboard, a voice responsive

system, video camera, microphone or any other type of

device for detecting a command from a user. In some
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examples, a presence-sensitive display includes a touch-

sensitive screen.

[0162] One or more output devices 358 may also be

included in computing device 350. Output devices 358,

in some examples, are configured to provide output to a

user using tactile, audio, or video stimuli. Output devices

358, in one example, include a presence-sensitive dis-

play, a sound card, a video graphics adapter card, or any

other type of device for converting a signal into an ap-

propriate form understandable to humans or machines.

Additional examples of output devices 358 include a

speaker, a cathode ray tube (CRT) monitor, a liquid crys-

tal display (LCD), or any other type of device that can

generate intelligible output to a user.

[0163] Computing device 350 may include operating

system 364. Operating system 364, in some examples,

controls the operation of components of computing de-

vice 350. For example, operating system 364, in one ex-

ample, facilitates the communication of modules appli-

cations 366 with processors 352, communication units

356, input devices 354, output devices 358, and storage

devices 362. Applications 366 may each include program

instructions and/or data that are executable by computing

device 350. As one example, application 366A may in-

clude instructions that cause computing device 350 to

perform one or more of the operations and actions de-

scribed in the present disclosure.

[0164] In accordance with techniques of the present

disclosure, computing device 350 may be configured to

aggregate data for a set of two or more related processes,

to form aggregated data for the set of two or more related

processes. In particular, computing device 350 may de-

termine the set of two or more related processes execut-

ed by respective devices ina virtual network, and receive

data for the set of two or more related processes. In gen-

eral, the set of processes may correspond to a common

“tier,” €.g., a common network plane, and each of the

processes in a particular set may be substantially similar.

[0165] More particularly, in accordance with the tech-

niques of this disclosure, computing devices communi-

catively coupled to computing device 350 via communi-

cation units 356, and processes executed by the com-

puting devices, may be divided into various tiers. Within

each tier there may be a set of related (e.g., substantially

similar) processes. Furthermore, computing device 350

may define User-Visible Entities (UVEs) for the various

tiers. The UVEs may define various data for monitoring

processes of the various tiers. For example, the UVEs

may define attributes of processes toretrieve. Computing

device 350 may receive data output during execution of

the processes, and in accordance with the UVEs, extract

values for the attributes defined by the UVEs. Computing

device 350 may further aggregate this data. For example,

the UVE may define a manner in which to aggregate cer-

tain types of data, corresponding to the attributes, such

as addition, union over sets, concatenation, list genera-

tion, or the like.

[0166] Computing device 350 may then generate one
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or more reports that are indicative of a tier and aggregat-

ed values for one or more attributes corresponding to the

tier, as defined by a corresponding UVE. This aggrega-

tion can be performed transparently to the devices exe-

cuting the processes. That is, the devices executing the

processes need not take any part in the aggregation. An

administrator may use the generated report to diagnose

various aspects of the virtual network. For example, the

report may include data indicative of one or more of a

quantitative failure, a fault parameter, a memory failure,

atelecommunications failure, a processor failure, apack-

et resend, and/or a dropped communication session. The

administrator may determine, using the report, whether

any or all of these conditions apply and act accordingly,

e.g., by reprogramming a device communicatively cou-

pled to computing device 350 via communication units

356, adding, replacing, or removing links between devic-

es, adding or upgrading software for one or more devices,

or the like, based on the contents of the report.

[0167] In some examples, computing device 350 in-

cludes an analytics layer, that is, an intermediate layer

that acts on generic rules. The UVEs may define rules in

accordance with the analytics layer. Thus, computing de-

vice 350 may operate substantially automatically, thatis,

without user interference, to perform the techniques of

this disclosure. The analytics tier may use definitions of

the UVEs to extract information from communications

output by the devices executing the corresponding proc-

esses and aggregate values for certain attributes, as de-

fined by the UVEs, of the communications.

[0168] In this manner, computing device 350 repre-

sents an example of a controller device configured to

determine, for a virtual network, a set of two or more

related processes executed by respective devices in the

virtual network, receive data for the set of two or more

related processes, and aggregate the data for the set of

two or more related processes to form aggregated data

for the set of two or more related processes.

[0169] FIG. 11Aisa block diagram of a massively dis-

tributed complex system 1200, and more specifically, of

a software defined networking (SDN) system that oper-

ates according to techniques described in this disclosure.

System 1200 may represent an example instance of net-

work 8 of FIG. 1. That is, system 1200 may represent a

cloud-implementing data center environment in which

there is provided a large collection of network-intercon-

nected servers (e.g., 1210x, 1210y) that provide compute

and/or storage capacity to run many different user and/or

other kinds of application programs (e.g., user visible

process(es) 1216). Such an environment tends to be very

dynamic from an applications point of view. System 1200

may include level of automation that, at least to some

extent, insulates users from the infrastructure details and

that avoids need for manual intervention to interconnect

the physical servers to provide the compute or storage

capacity required to enable the various applications to

execute to one level of sufficiency or another.

[0170] Inorder to enable automation and agility of the
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infrastructure (e.g., the physical interconnect fabric

1180), there is a growing trend to deploy either an overlay

networking solution or a virtualized networking system

on top of physical compute clusters where the overlay

and/or virtualizing subsystem encapsulates and auto-

matically manages the details of keeping the many phys-

ical network switches and routers (e.g., 1185, 1187) and

channels (e.g., 1186) up and running at desired band-

widths (BW) and desired qualities of service (QOS) rep-

resented here by 1110. Fabric 1180 may represent an

example of fabric 14 of FIG. 1 and may include physical

telecom channels, routers, gates, etc.

[0171] In such an environment, a server (e.g., 1210x)

may run one or more applications and/or guest operating

systems. In order to enable many guest operating sys-

tems (also called virtual machines (VMs) 1215) on a sin-

gle server 1210, there may be usage of a virtual machines

monitoring system commonly known as hypervisor (such

as ESX, Hyper-V, KVM, Xen, etc.). Examples of hyper-

visors are illustrated as hypervisor 31 of FIG. 1 and 1231

of FIG. 11B. A single application (e.g., user visible proc-

ess UVP1 1216) executing on a VM 215 may require

many instances of compute and storage resources that

may be provided by the infrastructure as multiple individ-

ual servers 1210 or multiple virtual machines 1215 run-

ning on one or more servers 1210. In order for the appli-

cation to share information amongst its distributed com-

pute and storage instances and with the outside world,

a telecommunications network 1180 enables movement

of this information as; for example, packet conveyed data

signals 1217. Every time a new application is instantiated

and/or changed on the infrastructure, a respective virtual

network (e.g., VNet 1207v) may be created and/or

changed to support the new/changed application and to

allow all its compute and storage instances to share in-

formation with one another and/or the outside world.

Each virtual network user 1205, or VUser 1205, may ex-

perience his/her/its own Virtual Network (VNet) 1207 with

its respective resources and issues, etc.

[0172] Ina virtualized or overlay network environment,

the edge of the network is extended from the physical

network element (e.g., switch or a router 1185) to a soft-

ware switch (e.g., VRouter 1232 shown in FIG. 11B) run-

ning inside the hypervisor (1231) or inside the host op-

erating system on the physical server (e.g., 1210Z) to

provide a telecom virtualizing interface (VTI) 1220.

VRouter 1232 may represent an example instance of

software switches 30 of FIG. 2. The virtualized and/or

overlayed network that is used by the application to com-

municate with its instances is created dynamically and

managed by software switch controlling means (e.g.,

control plane VMs 1112 of FIG. 5 or control plane 1240

of FIG. 11B) having its own addressing and security

scheme where the latter is orthogonal from the physical

network 1180 and its addressing scheme. There are

many different methods that can be employed to trans-

port packets (e.g., 1217) within and across the virtual

network(s) and over the physical network.
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[0173] Network IP (and/or Ethernet) packets (e.g.,

1217) generated or consumed by the instances of the

application in the virtual network domain may be encap-

sulated in another IP (and/or Ethernet) packet that is

transported by the physical network. Herein, the virtual

network packet will be referred to as inner packet and

the physical network packet will be referred to as outer

packet. The function of encapsulation and/or de-capsu-

lation of the virtual network packet within physical net-

work packet is done in the hyperviser 1231 or the host

O/S (not shown) running on the server 1210. In addition,

the encapsulation and de-capsulation function can also

be performed at the edge of the network in a first-hop

physical network switch router (e.g., 1185).

[0174] Cloud data-center networks can constitute an

example of a massively distributed complex system be-

cause the number of interconnected servers can be very

large with each server presenting one or more links, each

having a respective 1Gbps or 10Gbps or greater band-

width link. In order to construct a network that can inter-

connect all such links, operators generally use a number

of switches (or routers) with N input (ingress) links x M

output (egress) links. Each of these individual switches

can act as an IP router with its own IP address(es).

[0175] Referring to some of the specifics shown in

FIGS. 11A-11B, there can be a plurality of different kinds

of components in respective “tiers” or service planes of

a virtualized overlay system. One of these planes is the

virtual-to-physical forwarding plane 1230. It includes the

virtual network routers (VNRouters, or more simply

VRouters 1232-1239). These components can reside in

the respective hypervisors 231 of the respective physical

servers (e.g., 1210) or they can reside in a Top-of-Rack

switch (not shown) which is typically included in the vir-

tual-to-physical forwarding plane 1230. When the VRout-

er is disposed in a hypervisor 1231, it acts as a software

switch having both respective virtual ports connected to

the virtual machines (VMs) and physical ports corre-

sponding to the physical I/O ports of the respective server

1210. Each VNRouter selectively routes/switches pack-

ets between its virtual ports and the physical ports and/or

between its virtual ports. The VNRouters may be consid-

ered as Data/Forwarding Plane components of the Vir-

tual Network System.

[0176] Another of the plural tiers or planes within sys-

tem 1200 is referred to as the Contral Plane 1240 and it

may contain a plurality of virtual machines (VMcp-i) im-

plementing respective Controllers or Controller Process-

es. Controllers may represent instances of control plane

VMs 112 of FIG. 5 that provide control functions within

the Virtual Network System. The Controllers each oper-

atively couples toarespective set of VNRouters and each

distributes respective routing information signals to its

VNRouters. In one embodiment, the relative scale of the

Virtual Network System is on the order of 100s of 1000s

of VNRouters (e.g., 1232) and 100s of corresponding

Controllers (e.g., VNcp1).

[0177] Another of the plural tiers or planes within sys-
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tem 1200 is referred to as the Configuration Plane 1250

and it may contain a plurality of virtual machines (VMgp-

k) implementing respective Configuration Processes.

Controllers may represent instances of configuration

VMs 108 of FIG. 5 that provide control functions with

respect to interconnect and/or other configurations within

the Virtual Network System. The Configuration control-

lers each operatively couples to a respective parts of the

physical network (1180) and/or to respective parts of the

Control Plane 1250 and each distributes respective con-

figuration information signals to its controlled counter-

parts.

[0178] Yet another of the plural tiers or planes within

the system 1200 is referred to as the Analytics plane

1280. Components (e.g., VMn1) within the Analytics

plane 1280 are typically charged with automatically mon-

itoring and/or automatically collecting reported states of

other parts of the Virtual Network System. Components

within the Analytics plane 1280 may represent instances

of analytics VMs 104 of FIG. 5. The Analytics components

are tasked with gathering information from all other com-

ponents in the system so as to develop a high-level view

of what is occurring in the system as a whole. This "Big

Data” information may be stored in a persistent data-

base, e.g., analytics VM 106 of FIG. 5. This information

can then be used to show the current state of the system,

to help debug problems, to do historical or real-time anal-

ysis of the system and so on.

[0179] Because of the highly scalable and variable na-

ture of system 1200, it may be prone to many fault and

failure modes. However, an administrator(s) of system

1200 seeks to provide its users (e.g., 1205x, 1205y,

1205w, 1205z) with continucusly robust, reliable, high

bandwidth, and high quality services. In other words, the

system 1200 should be resilient and continue to operate

at near peak capability despite isolated failures in various

ones of its components. The various components that

desirably remain failure free and/or are configured to

work around known or expected failure modes include

the different kinds of components in the respective and

different tiers or planes, including the forwarding plane

1230, the control plane 1240, the configuration plane

1250 and even the global analytics plane 1280.

[0180] Torealize these goals, it would be useful to have

an ability to predict likely failures of particular compo-

nents before the failures actually happen and to respon-

sively replace and/or restart the likely-to-fail components

and/or reconfigure interconnects around the likely-to-fail

components before the latter actually fail. For instance,

this prediction ability may allow system operators to sys-

tematically bringing down corresponding parts of the sys-

tem during off-peak hours and to replace and/or fix the

likely-to-fail components before actual failure thus mini-

mizing the impact of likely failures on the overall system.

[0181] In accordance with the present disclosure, a

method is provided for identifying likely faulty compo-

nents in a massively distributed complex system that in-

cludes one or more of the following steps:
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(a) subdividing the system into a plurality of tiers

(e.g., 1230, 1240, 1250, 1280) each having alike

components (e.g., VRouters) within that tier;

(b) for each respective tier, identifying respective

quantitative parameters (e.g., memory failures per

unit time, processor failures per unit time, channel

failures per unit time, packet resends and/or drops

per unit time, etc.) of respective components of the

respective tier whose quantitative values are likely

to act as indicators of component fault and/or failure

in that respective tier;

(c) for each respective tier, automatically repeatedly

capturing sample snapshots of the identified respec-

tive quantitative parameters of the tier component

(8);

(d) for each respective tier, automatically repeatedly

detecting component failures (e.g., lost packets);

(e) for each respective detected component failure,

logically associating the detected component failure

with one or more of the respective captured param-

eter snapshots that immediately preceded the re-

spective component failure;

(f) automatically repeatedly training a trainable au-

tomated classifier to develop a classifying structure

that distinguishes between first component param-

eter sets that logically associate with one or more

detected failures and second component parameter

sets that do not logically associate with the one or

more detected failures;

(g) after said training, placing the trained classifier

in a prediction mode wherein the trained classifier is

automatically repeatedly fed with the more recent

and automatically repeatedly captured sample snap-

shots and wherein the trained classifier uses its de-

veloped classifying structure (e.g., class separation

surface described below) to classify the in-predic-

tion-mode sample snapshots as correlating to failure

or as correlating to non-failure;

(h) investigating those of the in-prediction-mode

sample snapshots that were correlated to failure as

being likely to be fault-indicating parameter sets; and

(i) taking preemptive corrective and/or work-around

measures for those of the respective tier compo-

nents that were determined to be more highly likely

to enter a failure mode based on the in-prediction-

mode indication that the corresponding sample

snapshots correlate to failure.

[0182] Also in accordance with techniques of this dis-

closure, a massively distributed complex system is pro-

vided as having a plurality of tiers and having a fault

and/or failure predicting mechanism, the predicting

mechanism comprising one cr more of:

(a) asubdividing mechanism that subdivides the sys-

tem into a plurality of tiers each having alike compo-

nents;

(b) a parameters identifying mechanism that, for
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each respective tier, identifies respective quantita-

tive parameters of respective components of the re-

spective tier whose quantitative values are likely to

act as indicators of likely component fault and/or fail-

ure;

(c) asampling mechanism that, for each respective

tier, automatically repeatedly captures sample snap-

shots of the identified respective quantitative param-

eters of the tier component(s);

(d) a failure detecting mechanism that, for each re-

spective tier, automatically repeatedly detects com-

ponent failures;

(e) a failure to parameters associating mechanism

that, for each respective detected componentfailure,

logically associates (e.g., flags) the detected com-

ponentfailure with one or more of the respective cap-

tured parameter snapshots that immediately preced-

ed the respective component failure;

(f) a training mechanism that automatically repeat-

edly trains a trainable automated classifier to devel-

op aclassifying structure that distinguishes between

first component parameter sets that logically asso-

ciate with a detected failure and second component

parameter sets that do not logically associate with a

detected failure;

(g) a predictions generating mechanism that, after

said training, places the trained classifier in a pre-

diction mode wherein the trained classifier is auto-

matically repeatedly fed with the automatically re-

peatedly captured sample snapshots and wherein

the trained classifier uses its developed classifying

structure to classify the in-prediction-mode sample

snapshots as correlating to likely failure or as corre-

lating to likely non-failure;

(h) a likely fault and/or failure investigating mecha-

nism that follows up on those of the in-prediction-

mode sample snapshots that were correlated to fail-

ure as being likely to be fault-indicating parameter

sets; and

(i) an action taking mechanism that preemptively

takes corrective and/or work-around measures for

those of the respective tier components that were

determined to be more highly likely to enter a failure

mode based on the in-prediction-mode indication

that the corresponding sample snapshots correlate

to failure.

[0183] There are various kinds of trainable automated

classifiers that can be trained to classify input data sets

as belonging to one of a plurality of distinct (e.g., mutually

exclusive) classes. One example is neural nets. Another

example is that of so-called, Support Vector Machines

(SVMs). These automated machines include supervised

learning models with associated learning algorithms that

analyze supplied sample data and recognize patterns of

distinction in the supplied data samples (e.g., reference

sets) and use the analysis for developing classification

and regression analysis models. A basic SVM takes in a
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first set of reference input data together with predeter-

mined classification for the first set of reference input

data and produces one or more classifying models for

the supplied reference input data. Then after such a

learning mode, the SVM takes in a second set of non-

referenced input data (data that generally does notcome

with predetermined classification therefor) and it pre-

dicts, for each given one of the second input data sets,

which of two or more possible classes the input data be-

longs to. In the case of the present disclosure, it is as-

sumed that there are two mutually exclusive classes, one

being that of highly likely to fail (e.g., due to a growing

fault) and the second being that of not highly likely to fail.

Such an SVM can be viewed as being a non-probabilistic

binary linear classifier. Given a set of training examples,

each marked as belonging to one of two categories, an

SVM training algorithm builds a model that subsequently

(after training) assigns new examples into one category

(e.g., likely to fail) or the other (e.g., not likely to fail).

[0184] FIG. 12 is a block diagram of an system

1200" that includes, for a respective one of its tiers (e.g.,

the VRouters tier), a corresponding trainable classifier

(e.g., SVM) 1270 that is coupled to automatically repeat-

edly (e.g., periodically) receive parameter sets

or "snapshots," e.g., VR parameter snapshots 1271, in-

dicative of corresponding operating modes of the com-

ponents (e.g., the VRouters 1232-1239) that are being

watched for possible entry into a significant fault or highly

likely failure mode. More specifically, during a training

mode (signaled on line 1275 signaling either training

mode or prediction mode for trainable classifier 1270),

each parameters snapshot 1271 is accompanied by a

training-mode classification signal 1272 indicating

whether the sample belongs to the failure class or the

non-failure class. In response to repeated training ses-

sions, the trainable classifier 1270 develops an internal

algorithm (represented by classification separation sur-

face 1295) that classifies subsequently received param-

eter snapshots 1271 (T2) as belonging to either the likely

good class (1293 as measured down from the 100% likely

bad plane to surface 1295) or the likely bad class (1291

as measured up from the 0% likely bad plane to surface

1295), where the TH plane can be disposed above

troughs of surface 1295 by Tolerance amount TOL 1294).

This output 1298 (e.g., a binary signal indicating surface

1295 is above or below the TH plane 1292) is coupled

to acorresponding analytics engine 1285 that determines

what to do inresponse to the classification determination.

On framework 1290, spot 1297 denotes a recent input

spot and spot 1296 denotes a trained bad spot. The cor-

responding analytics engine 1285 may be coupled to a

re-configuration engine 1255 that, in the case where a

subsequently received parameter snapshots 1271 (72)

indicates likelihood of failure, re-configures the system

so as to try to avoid the failure.

[0185] Insome examples, the Analytics plane includes

analytics engine 1285 to collect respective snapshot data

relevant to likelihood of failure from various components
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within the respective tiers and/or planes of the system.

Respective snapshot data may include for example, pa-

rameters like CPU utilization levels, memory utilization

levels, alarm levels in the various system parts, number

of peers of a protocol session, number of protocol ses-

sions for a component, and so on. These collected re-

spective and likely to be relevant snapshots 1271 could

be early indicators of growing faults and/or upcoming fail-

ures. The Analytics plane will also collect the failure data

of various components where the latter are training ref-

erence points. For instance, a connection failure to a

componentand a subsequent reconnection with a restart

data would indicate to the Analytics plane that the re-

spective component has gone down (failed) and needed

to be restarted or replaced.

[0186] Analytics plane may collect respective snap-

shot data from varicus components using SDN tech-

niques. Examples of SDN techniques are described in

SOFTWARE-DEFINED MOBILE CORE, U.S. Patent Ap-

pl. No. 13/724,975, filed December 21, 2012, the con-

tents of which being incorporated by reference herein.

As described above with VNCs 22, 100, a distributed

network controller may operate as a control plane for at

least some control plane functionality of components,

such as servers and chassis/TOR switches, and receive

snapshot data by a SDN communication protocol that

also transports control plane configuration information.

Examples of the SDN communication protocol include

XMPP, described for instance with respect to FIG. 5, and

OpenFlow.

[0187] While FIG. 12 shows, by way of example, the

collecting of snapshots from the VRouters tier 1232-1239

of a respective one server 12102z, it is to be understood

that similar collections of respectively relevant parameter

snapshots and development of classification surfaces

1295 for each will be taking place for other tiers and/or

system planes and/or servers. It is to be appreciated that

the developed classification surfaces 1295 of each mon-

itored component tier may not be accessible in certain

kinds of classifiers such as neural nets. As the above

input data samples 1271, 1272 are input as training

and/or prediction parameters to the respective SVM al-

gorithms, the latter learn and/or indicate whether the re-

spective component falls in one of two categories - likely

good 1293 or likely failing 1291. The shape of the clas-

sification surface 1295 may be a function of a predeter-

mined binary threshold level TH 1292 and/or a partition-

ing (not shown) of the XY plane. The XYZ framework

1290 shownin FIG. 12 is for the sake of simple illustration

and other frameworks according to this disclosure may

have N-dimensional mappings with each axis (e.g., U,

V, X, Y, etc.) representing a respective one of the mon-

itored parameters. Part of learning is that of determining

for each tier those parameters that are best indicators of

growing faults and/or predictable failures. The trained

classification algorithm (e.g., one that uses classification

surface 1295) is afterwards used to predict the likelihood

of failure of the respective components on a continuous
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basis as the data is being collected by the Analytics plane.

The learning algorithms can also be enhanced on a con-

tinuous basis by adding/changing input parameters,

thresholds, parameter space partitionings, etc.

[0188] FIGS. 13A-13B provide a flowchart of a process

1300 that may be carried out in the system of FIG. 12.

Portion 1310 corresponds to the training mode/phase.

Analytics engine 1285 receives parameter snapshots da-

ta 1271 for components of system 1200 (1311). Analytics

engine 1285 provides parameter snapshots data 1271

and classification flags of respective components, e.g.,

training-mode classification signal 1272, to trainable

classifier 1270 while trainable classifier 1270 is in training

mode (1315).

[0189] Portion 1320 corresponds to the prediction

mode. Analytics engine 1285 receives parameter snap-

shots data 1271 for components of system 1200 (1321).

Analytics engine 1285 provides parameter snapshots da-

ta 1271 and classification flags of respective compo-

nents, e.g., training-mode classification signal 1272, to

trainable classifier 1270 while trainable classifier 1270 is

in classifying mode (1325).

[0190] Portion 1330 corresponds to a confidence build-

ing and action mode. Upon a prediction, if a class flag is

present and the prediction is not correct (NO branch of

1331), analytics engine 1285 may switch trainable clas-

sifier 1270 to retraining mode (1332). If (YES branch of

1331), if the confidence in trainable classifier 1270 pre-

diction is not sufficiently large due to many correct pre-

dictions (NO branch of 1335), the analytics engine 1285

and trainable classifier 1270 repeat the confidence build

phase (1336). Otherwise (YES branch of 1335), if the

prediction indicates likely fault or failure, then analytics

engine 1285 takes appropriate action, which may include

generating an alarm, sending a message to an adminis-

trator, etc. (1337). Analytics engine 1285 then waits a

predetermined amount of time (1341) to determine

whether the fault/failure prediction was correct within the

time (1343). If not (NO branch of 1343), analytics engine

1285 may switch trainable classifier 1270 to retraining

mode (1332). If the prediction was correct (YES branch

of 1343), the process moves to step 1335.

[0191] FIG. 14 is a block diagram illustrating an exam-

ple device that participates in identifying likely faulty com-

ponents according to techniques described in this disclo-

sure. FIG. 14 illustrates only one particular example of

computing device 1401, and many other examples of

computing device 1401 may be used in other instances.

[0192] As shown in the specific example of FIG. 14,

computing device 1401 includes one or more processors

1400, one or more communication units 1402, one or

more input devices 1404, one or more output devices

1406, and one or more storage devices 1408. Computing

device 1401, in the specific example of FIG. 14, further

includes operating system 1410, virtualization module

1412, and one or more applications 1414A-1414N (col-

lectively "applications 1414"). Each of components 1400,

1402, 1404, 1406, and 1408 may be interconnected
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(physically, communicatively, and/or operatively) for in-

ter-component communications. As one example in FIG.

14, components 1400, 1402, 1404, 1406, and 1408 may

be coupled by one or more communication channels

1416. In some examples, communication channels 1416

may include a system bus, network connection, inter-

process communication data structure, or any other

channel for communicating data. Virtualization module

1412 and applications 1414, as well as operating system

1410 may also communicate information with one anoth-

er as well as with other components in computing device

1401.

[0193] Processors 1400, in one example, are config-

ured to implement functionality and/or process instruc-

tions for execution within computing device 1401. For

example, processors 1400 may be capable of processing

instructions stored in storage devices 1408. Examples

of processors 1400 may include, any one or more of a

microprocessor, a controller, a digital signal processor

(DSP), an application specific integrated circuit (ASIC),

a field-programmable gate array (FPGA), or equivalent

discrete or integrated logic circuitry.

[0194] Oneor more storage devices 1408 may be con-

figured to store information within computing device 1401

during operation. Storage devices 1408, in some exam-

ples, are described as a computer-readable storage me-

dium. In some examples, storage devices 1408 are a

temporary memory, meaning that a primary purpose of

storage devices 1408 is not long-term storage. Storage

devices 1408, in some examples, are described as a vol-

atile memory, meaning that storage devices 1408 do not

maintain stored contents when the computer is turned

off. Examples of volatile memories include random ac-

cess memories (RAM), dynamic random access mem-

ories (DRAM), static random access memories (SRAM),

and other forms of volatile memories known in the art. In

some examples, storage devices 1408 are used to store

program instructions for execution by processors 1400.

Storage devices 1408, in one example, are used by soft-

ware or applications running on computing device 1401

(e.g., operating system 1410, virtualization module 1412

and the like) to temporarily store information during pro-

gram execution.

[0195] Storage devices 1408, in some examples, also

include one or more computer-readable storage media.

Storage devices 1408 may be configured to store larger

amounts of information than volatile memory. Storage

devices 1408 may further be configured fer long-term

storage of information. In some examples, storage de-

vices 1408 include non-volatile storage elements. Exam-

ples of such non-volatile storage elements include mag-

netic hard discs, tape cartridges or cassettes, optical

discs, floppy discs, flash memories, or forms of electri-

cally programmable memories (EPROM) or electrically

erasable and programmable memories (EEPROM).

[0196] Computing device 1401, in some examples, al-

so includes one or more communication units 1402.

Computing device 1401, in one example, utilizes com-
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munication units 1402 to communicate with external de-

vices. Communication units 1402 may communicate, in

some examples, by sending data packets over one or

more networks, such as one or more wireless networks,

via inbound and outbound links. Communication units

1402 may include one or more network interface cards

(IFCs), such as an Ethernet cara, an optical transceiver,

aradio frequency transceiver, or any other type of device

that can send and receive information.

[0197] Computing device 1401, in one example, also

includes one or more input devices 1404. Input devices

1404, in some examples, are configured to receive input

from a user through tactile, audio, or video feedback.

Examples of input devices 1404 include a presence-sen-

sitive display, a mouse, a keyboard, a voice responsive

system, video camera, microphone or any other type of

device for detecting a command frem a user. In some

examples, a presence-sensitive display includes a touch-

sensitive screen.

[0198] One or more output devices 1406 may also be

included in computing device 1401. Output devices 1406,

in some examples, are configured to provide output toa

user using tactile, audio, or video stimuli. Output devices

1406, in one example, include a presence-sensitive dis-

play, a sound card, a video graphics adapter card, or any

other type of device for converting a signal into an ap-

propriate form understandable to humans or machines.

Additional examples of output devices 1406 include a

speaker, a cathode ray tube (CRT) monitor, a liquid crys-

tal display (LCD), or any other type of device that can

generate intelligible output to a user.

[0199] Computing device 1401 may include operating

system 1412. Operating system 1412, in some exam-

ples, controls the operation of components of computing

device 1401. For example, operating system 1412, in

one example, facilitates the communication of modules

applications 1414 with processors 1400, communication

units 1402, input devices 1404, output devices 1406,

and storage devices 1410. Applications 1414 may each

include program instructions and/or data that are execut-

able by computing device 1401. As one example, appli-

cation 1414A may include instructions that cause com-

puting device 1401 to perform one or more of the oper-

ations and actions described in the present disclosure.

[0200] In accordance with techniques of the present

disclosure, computing device 1401 may include an ana-

lytics engine 1418 application to identify likely faulty com-

ponents. Analytics engine 1418 may represent an exam-

ple instance of analytics engine 1285. Analytics engine

1418 may include a trainable classifier that receives pa-

rameter snapshots indicative of corresponding operating

modes of the components that are being watched for

possible entry into a significant fault or highly likely failure

mode. More specifically, during a training mode, each

parameters snapshot is accompanied by a training-mode

classification signal indicating whether the sample be-

longs to the failure class or the non-failure class. In re-

sponse to repeated training sessions, the trainable clas-
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sifier develops an internal algorithm that classifies sub-

sequently received parameter snapshots as belonging

to either the likely good class or the likely bad class, where

the TH plane can be disposed above troughs of surface

by a tolerance amount. Analytics engine 1418 deter-

mines an appropriate response to the classification de-

termination. Computing device 1401 may be coupled to

are-configuration engine that, in the case where a sub-

sequently received parameter snapshots indicates like-

lihood of failure, re-configures the system so as to try to

avoid the failure in response to direction or component

fault indications from analytics engine 1418.

[0201] The techniques described herein may be imple-

mented in hardware, software, firmware, or any combi-

nation thereof. Various features described as modules,

units or components may be implemented together in an

integrated logic device or separately as discrete but in-

teroperable logic devices or other hardware devices. In

some cases, various features of electronic circuitry may

be implemented as one or more integrated circuit devic-

es, such as an integrated circuit chip or chipset.

[0202] Ifimplemented in hardware, this disclosure may

be directed to an apparatus such a processor or an inte-

grated circuit device, such as an integrated circuit chip

or chipset. Alternatively or additionally, if implemented in

software or firmware, the techniques may be realized at

least in part by a computer-readable data storage medi-

um comprising instructions that, when executed, cause

a processor to perform one or more of the methods de-

scribed above. For example, the computer-readable data

storage medium may store such instructions for execu-

tion by a processor.

[0203] A computer-readable medium may form part of

a computer program product, which may include pack-

aging materials. Acomputer-readable medium may com-

prise a computer data storage medium such as random

access memory (RAM), read-only memory (ROM), non-

volatile random access memory (NVRAM), electrically

erasable programmable read-only memory (EEPROM),

Flash memory, magnetic or optical data storage media,

and the like. In some examples, an article of manufacture

may comprise one or more computer-readable storage

media.

[0204] Insomeexamoles, the computer-readable stor-

age media may comprise non-transitory media. The term

“non-transitory" may indicate that the storage medium is

not embodied in a carrier wave or a propagated signal.

In certain examples, a non-transitory storage medium

may store data that can, over time, change (e.g., in RAM

or cache).

[0205] Thecodeor instructions may be software and/or

firmware executed by processing circuitry including one

or more processors, such as one or more digital signal

processors (DSPs), general purpose microprocessors,

application-specific integrated circuits (ASICs), field-pro-

grammable gate arrays (FPGAs), or other equivalent in-

tegrated or discrete logic circuitry. Accordingly, the term

“processor,” as used herein may refer to any of the fore-
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going structure or any other structure suitable for imple-

mentation of the techniques described herein. In addition,

insome aspects, functionality described in this disclosure

may be provided within software modules or hardware

modules.

[0206] I|n addition to or as an alternative to the above,

the following embodiments are described. The features

described in any of the following embodiments may be

utilized with any of the cther embodiments described

herein.

[0207] One embodiment is directed to a method com-

prising determining, by a controller device for a virtual

network, a set of two or more related processes executed

by respective devices in the virtual network; receiving,

by the controller device, data for the set of two or more

related processes from the respective devices; and ag-

gregating, by the controller device, the data for the set

of two or more related processes to form aggregated data

for the set of two or more related processes.

[0208] In some embodiments, the method may also

comprise presenting the aggregated data to a user.

[0209] In some embodiments, the aggregated data

comprises data for a User-Visible Entity (UVE).

[0210] Insome embcdiments, the UVE defines one or

more attributes for which values are to be extracted from

the received data for the set of two or more related proc-

esses, and aggregating comprises: extracting values for

the one or more attributes defined by the UVE; and ag-

gregating the values for the one or more attributes.

[0211] Insome embodiments, the UVE defines the one

or more attributes for a tier in which the set of two or more

related processes are executed.

[0212] |Insome embodiments, the tier comprises a re-

spective service plane.

[0213] In some embodiments, the tier comprises one

of a plurality of tiers, and wherein each of the plurality of

tiers is associated with a respective UVE.

[0214] in some embodiments, the plurality of tiers in-

clude one or more of a control plane tier, an analytics

tier, a configuration tier, and a software defined network

(SDN) forwarding tier.

[0215] In some embodiments, the UVE comprises a

UVE for the SDN forwarding tier, and wherein the UVE

defines a bytes received attribute and a virtual machine

names attribute.

[0216] In some embodiments, the plurality of tiers are

arranged in a hierarchical fashion.

[0217] In some embodiments, each of the tiers in-

cludes a respective set of processes, and each of the

processes for a common one of the tiers is substantially

similar.

[0218] Insome embodiments, the method may further

comprise: for each of the tiers, determining resources of

the virtual network used by the respective UVEs; and

automatically determining whether the resources for one

of the UVEs are insufficient based on a number of re-

peated failures associated with the one of the UVEs.

[0219] |Insome embodiments, the method may further
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comprise: for each of the UVEs, in response to detecting

a failure of a component associated with the UVE, logi-

cally associating the failed component with values for

one or more of the attributes associated with the UVE

that preceded the failure of the component.

[0220] In some embodiments, the UVE defines a re-

spective aggregation method for each of the attributes,

wherein the respective aggregation methods comprise

one of addition, union over sets, concatenation, and list

formation.

[0221] In some embodiments, the UVE corresponds

to a virtual network including the respective devices that

execute the set of two or more processes.

[0222] Insome embodiments, the method may further

comprise: analyzing sequence numbers of packets of the

received data for the UVE; and in response to detecting

agap in the sequence numbers for one of the processes,

sending instructions to the device that is executing the

one of the processes to replay a current state for the UVE.

[0223] |Insome embodiments, the method may further

comprise generating a report including the aggregated

data, wherein the report is associated with the UVE.

[0224] |Insome embodiments, the report includes data

indicative of one or more of a quantitative failure, a fault

parameter, a memory failure, a telecommunications fail-

ure, a processor failure, a packet resend, and a cropped

communication session.

[0225] |Insome embodiments, the method may further

comprise forwarding the report and an identifier for the

UVE to a centralized, queryable database.

[0226] Insome embodiments, the virtual network com-

prises a software defined network (SDN).

[0227] On embodiment is directed to a controller de-

vice comprising: one or more network interfaces commu-

nicatively coupled to one or more devices of a virtual

network; and a processor configured to determine, for

the virtual network, aset of two or morerelated processes

executed by respective devices in the virtual network,

receive via the network interfaces data for the set of two

or more related processes, and aggregate the data for

the set of two or more related processes to form aggre-

gated data for the set of two or more related processes.

[0228] |In some embodiments, the processor is further

configured to present the aggregated data to a user.

[0229] In some embodiments, the aggregated data

comprises data for a User-Visible Entity (UVE).

[0230] Insome embodiments, the UVE defines one or

more attributes for which values are to be extracted from

the received data for the set of two or more related proc-

esses, and the processor is further configured to: extract

values for the one or more attributes defined by the UVE;

and aggregate the values for the one or more attributes.

[0231] Insomeembodiments, the UVE defines the one

or more attributes for a tier in which the set of two or more

related processes are executed.

[0232] In some embcdiments, the tier comprises a re-

spective service plane.

[0233] in some embodiments, the tier comprises one
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of a plurality of tiers, and wherein each of the plurality of

tiers is associated with a respective UVE.

[0234] In some embodiments, the plurality of tiers in-

clude one or more of a control plane tier, an analytics

tier, a configuration tier, and a software defined network

(SDN) forwarding tier.

[0235] In some embodiments, the UVE comprises a

UVE for the SDN forwarding tier, and wherein the UVE

defines a bytes received attribute and a virtual machine

names attribute.

[0236] In some embodiments, the plurality of tiers are

arranged in a hierarchical fashion.

[0237] In some embodiments, each of the tiers in-

cludes a respective set of processes, and wherein each

of the processes for a common one of the tiers is sub-

stantially similar.

[0238] Insome embcdiments, the processor is further

configured to, for each of the tiers, determine resources

of the virtual network used by the respective UVEs, and

automatically determine whether the resources for one

of the UVEs are insufficient based on a number of re-

peated failures associated with the one of the UVEs.

[0239] Insome embodiments, the processor is further

configured to, for each of the UVEs, in response to de-

tecting a failure of a component associated with the UVE,

lagically associating the failed component with values for

one or more of the attributes associated with the UVE

that preceded the failure of the component.

[0240] In some embodiments, the UVE defines a re-

spective aggregation device for each of the attributes,

wherein the respective aggregation devices comprise

one of addition, union over sets, concatenation, and list

formation.

[0241] In some embodiments, the UVE corresponds

to a virtual network including the respective devices that

execute the set of two or more processes.

[0242] |Insome embodiments, the processor is further

configured to analyze sequence numbers of packets of

the received data for the UVE, and, in response to de-

tecting a gap in the sequence numbers for one of the

processes, send instructions to the device that is execut-

ing the one of the processes to replay a current state for

the UVE.

[0243] In some embodiments, the processor is further

configured to generate a report including the aggregated

data, wherein the report is associated with the UVE.

[0244] |Insome embodiments, the report includes data

indicative of one or more of a quantitative failure, a fault

parameter, a memory failure, a telecommunications fail-

ure, a processor failure, a packet resend, and a dropped

communication session.

[0245] Insome embcdiments, the processor is further

configured to forward, via the network interfaces, the re-

port and an identifier for the UVE to a centralized, que-

ryable database.

[0246] |Insome embodiments, the virtual network com-

prises a software defined network (SDN).

[0247] One embodiment is directed to a computer-
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readable storage medium having stored thereon instruc-

tions that, when executed, cause a processor to: deter-

mine, by a controller device for a virtual network, a set

of two or more related processes executed by respective

devices in the virtual network; receive, by the controller

device, data for the set of two or more related processes;

and aggregate, by the controller device, the data for the

set of two or more related processes to form aggregated

data for the set of two or more related processes.

[0248] One embodimentis directed to a method of pre-

dicting component failure, the method comprising receiv-

ing, by a communication protocol and with a virtual net-

work controller that includes an analytics plane to analyze

operations of a plurality of components in one or more

virtual networks, a first parameter set from each of the

components, wherein a parameter set from a component

includes one or more quantitative parameters that each

describes a state of the component; receiving, by the

communication protocol and with the virtual network con-

troller, an indication of detected component failure for

one or more of the components; training, with the virtual

network controller and using the first parameter sets and

the indication of detected component failure, a trainable

automated classifier to develop a classifying structure

that distinguishes between component parameter sets

that logically associate with a detected componentfailure

and component parameter sets that do not logically as-

sociate with a detected component failure; receiving, by

the communication protocol and with the virtual network

controller, a second parameter set from each of the com-

ponents; and predicting, with the virtual network control-

ler using the trainable automated classifier and the clas-

sifying structure, a failure of a first one of the components.

[0249] In some embodiments, predicting a failure of a

first one of the components comprises classifying the

second parameter set for the first one of the components

to a likely bad class according to the classifying structure.

[0250] Insome embodiments, the classifying structure

comprises one or more classification separation surfac-

es, and predicting a failure of a first one of the compo-

nents comprises classifying the second parameter set

for the first one of the components to a likely bad class

according toone ofthe classification separation surfaces.

[0251] In some embodiments, the one of the classifi-

cation separation surfaces is associated with a tolerance

amount, and classifying the second parameter set for the

first one of the components to a likely bad class compris-

es determining the second parameter set exceeds the

tolerance amount.

[0252] |Insome embodiments, the trainable automated

classifier comprises one or more support vector ma-

chines, and training the trainable automated classifier

comprises inputting the first parameter sets and the in-

dication of detected component failure to the support vec-

tor machines to produce the classifying structure.

[0253] Insome embadiments, the virtual network con-

troller is a distributed virtual network controller compris-

ing a plurality of virtual network controller nodes, and
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each of the virtual network controller nodes comprises

an analytics virtual machine that exchanges at least

some analytics information to implement the analytics

plane.

[0254] In some embodiments, the plurality of compo-

nents includes virtual network elements that include one

or more of servers, top-of-rack (TOR) switches, or chas-

sis switches.

[0255] |Insome embodiments, the virtual network con-

troller uses a software-defined network protocol to re-

ceive the first parameter set from each of the compo-

nents.

[0256] In some embodiments, the components exe-

cute one of a forwarding plane, contro! plane, or config-

uration plane for the virtual networks.

[0257] One embodimentis directed to a virtual network

controller comprising: an analytics plane; a contral plane;

one or more processors configured to execute the ana-

lytics plane to analyze operations of a plurality of com-

ponents in one or more virtual networks, wherein the con-

trol plane receives, by a communication protocol, a first

parameter set from each of the components, wherein a

parameter set from a component includes one or more

quantitative parameters that each describe a state of the

component, wherein the contrel plane receives, by the

communication protocol, an indication of detected com-

ponent failure for one or more of the components, and

wherein the control plane provides the first parameter

sets and the indication of detected component failure to

the analytics plane; a trainable automated classifier,

wherein the analytics plane trains, using the first param-

eter sets and the indication of detected component fail-

ure, the trainable automated classifier to develop a clas-

sifying structure that distinguishes between first compo-

nent parameter sets that logically associate with a de-

tected component failure and second component param-

eter sets that do not logically associate with a detected

component failure, wherein the control plane receives,

by the communication protocol, a second parameter set

from each of the camponents and provides the second

parameter sets to the analytics plane, and wherein the

analytics plane predicts, using the trainable automated

classifier and the classifying structure, a failure of a first

one of the components.

[0258] Insome embodiments, predicting a failure of a

first one of the components comprises classifying the

second parameter set for the first one of the components

to alikely bad class according to the classifying structure.

[0259] |Insome embodiments, the classifying structure

comprises one or more classification separation surfac-

es, and the analytics plane predicts the failure of a first

one of the components by classifying the second param-

eter set for the first one of the components to a likely bad

class according to one of the classification separation

surfaces.

[0260] In some embodiments, the one of the classifi-

cation separation surfaces is associated with a tolerance

amount, and classifying the second parameter set for the
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first component to a likely bad class comprises determin-

ing the second parameter set exceeds the tolerance

amount.

[0261] |Insome embodiments, the trainable automated

classifier comprises one or more support vector ma-

chines, and the analytics plane trains the trainable auto-

mated classifier by inputting the first parameter sets and

the indication of detected component failure to the sup-

port vector machines to produce to the classifying struc-

ture.

[0262] In some embodiments, the virtual network con-

troller comprises a plurality of virtual network controller

nodes that implement a distributed virtual network con-

troller, wherein each of the virtual network controller

nodes comprises an analytics virtual machine that ex-

change at least some analytics information to implement

the analytics plane.

[0263] In some embodiments, the plurality of compo-

nents include virtual network elements that include one

or more of servers, top-of-rack (TOR) switches, or chas-

sis switches.

[0264] In some embodiments, the virtual network con-

troller uses a software-defined network protocol to re-

ceive the first parameter set from each of the compo-

nents.

[0265] In some embodiments, the components exe-

cute one of a forwarding plane, control plane, or config-

uration plane for the virtual networks.

[0266] One embodiment is directed to a non-transitory

computer-readable medium comprising instructions that,

when executed, cause one or more programmable proc-

essors to: receive, by a communication protocol and with

a virtual network controller that includes an analytics

plane to analyze operations of a plurality of components

in one or more virtual networks, a first parameter set from

each of the components, wherein a parameter set from

a component includes one or more quantitative param-

eters that each describes a state of the component; re-

ceive, by the communication protocol and with the virtual

network controller, an indication of detected component

failure for one or more of the components; train, with the

virtual network controller and using the first parameter

sets and the indication of detected component failure, a

trainable automated classifier to develop a classifying

structure that distinguishes between component param-

eter sets that logically associate with a detected compo-

nent failure and component parameter sets that do not

lagically associate with a detected component failure; re-

ceive, by the communication protocol and with the virtual

network controller, a second parameter set from each of

the components; and predict, with the virtual network

controller using the trainable automated classifier and

the classifying structure, a failure of a first one of the

components.

[0267] Inoneexample,acontroller device includes one

or more network interfaces communicatively coupled to

one or more devices of a virtual network, and a processor

configured to determine, for the virtual network, a set of
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two or more related processes executed by respective

devices in the virtual network, receive via the network

interfaces data for the set of two or more related proc-

esses, and aggregate the data for the set of two or more

related processes to form aggregated data for the set of

two or more related processes.

[0268] Further examples of feature combinations

taught by the present disclosure are set out in the follow-

ing numbered clauses:

[0269] Clause 1. A method comprising: determining,

by a controller device for a virtual network, a set of two

or more related processes executed by respective de-

vices in the virtual network; receiving, by the controller

device, data for the set of two or more related processes

from the respective devices; and aggregating, by the con-

troller device, the data for the set of two or more related

processes to form aggregated data for the set of two or

more related processes.

[0270] Clause 2. The method of clause 1, wherein the

UVE defines one or more attributes for which values are

to be extracted from the received data for the set of two

or more related processes, and wherein aggregating

comprises: extracting values for the one or more at-

tributes defined by the UVE; and aggregating the values

for the one or more attributes.

[0271] Clause 3. The method of clause 2, wherein the

UVE defines the one or more attributes for a tier in which

the set of two or more related processes are executed.

[0272] Clause 4. The method of clause 3, wherein the

tier comprises one of a plurality of tiers, and wherein each

of the plurality of tiers is associated with a respective

UVE.

[0273] Clause 5. The method of clause 4, wherein the

plurality of tiers include one or more of a control plane

tier, an analytics tier, a configuration tier, and a software

defined network (SDN) forwarding tier.

[0274] Clause 6. The method of clause 4 or 5, wherein

the UVE comprises a UVE for the SDN forwarding tier,

and wherein the UVE defines a bytes received attribute

and a virtual machine names attribute.

[0275] Clause 7. The method of clause 4, 5or6, where-

in each of the tiers includes a respective set of processes,

and wherein each of the processes for a common one of

the tiers is substantially similar.

[0276] Clause 8. The method of any of clauses 4 to 7,

further comprising: for each of the tiers, determining re-

sources of the virtual network used by the respective

UVEs; and automatically determining whether the re-

sources for one of the UVEs are insufficient based on a

number of repeated failures associated with the one of

the UVEs.

[0277] Clause 9. The method of any of clauses 4 to 8,

further comprising: for each of the UVEs, in response to

detecting a failure of a component associated with the

UVE, logically associating the failed component with val-

ues for one or more of the attributes associated with the

UVE that preceded the failure of the component.

[0278] Clause 10. The method of any of clauses 3 to
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9, wherein the UVE defines a respective aggregation

method for each of the attributes, wherein the respective

aggregation methods comprise one of addition, union

over sets, concatenation, and list formation.

[0279] Clause 11. The method of any preceding

clause, wherein the UVE corresponds to a virtual network

including the respective devices that execute the set of

two or more processes.

[0280] Clause 12. The method of any preceding

clause, further comprising: analyzing sequence numbers

of packets of the received data for the UVE; and in re-

sponse to detecting a gap in the sequence numbers for

one of the processes, sending instructions to the device

that is executing the one of the processes to replay a

current state for the UVE.

[0281] Clause 13. The method of any preceding

clause, wherein the report includes data indicative of one

or more of a quantitative failure, a fault parameter, a

memory failure, a telecommunications failure, a proces-

sor failure, a packet resend, and a dropped communica-

tion session.

[0282] Clause 14. A controller device comprising: one

or more network interfaces communicatively coupled to

one or more devices of a virtual network; and a processor

configured to determine, for the virtual network, a set of

two or more related processes executed by respective

devices in the virtual network, receive via the network

interfaces data for the set of two or more related proc-

esses, and aggregate the data for the set of two or more

related processes to form aggregated data for the set of

two or more related processes.

[0283] Clause 15. A controller device comprising:

means for performing any of the methods of clauses 1-13.

[0284] A computer-readable storage medium having

stored thereon instructions that, when executed, cause

a processor to perform the method recited by any of

clauses 1-13.

[0285] Moreover, any of the specific features set forth

in any of the embodiments described above may be com-

bined into a beneficial embodiment of the described tech-

niques. That is, any of the specific features are generally

applicable to all embodiments of the present disclosure.

Various embodiments have been described.

[0286] Various embodiments have been described.

These and other embodiments are within the scope of

the following examples.

Claims

1. Amethod comprising:

determining, by a controller device for a virtual

network, a set of two or more related processes

executed by respective devices in the virtual net-

work;

receiving, by the controller device, data for the

set of two or more related processes from the
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respective devices; and

aggregating, by the controller device, the data

for the set of two or more related processes to

form aggregated data for the set of two or more

related processes.

2. The method of claim 1,

wherein the aggregated data comprises data for a

User-Visible Entity (UVE),

wherein the UVE defines one or more attributes for

which values are to be extracted from the received

data for the set of two or more related processes,

and wherein aggregating comprises:

extracting values for the one or more attributes

defined by the UVE; and

aggregating the values for the one or more at-

tributes.

3. The method of claim 2, wherein the UVE defines the

one or more attributes for a tier in which the set of

two or more related processes are executed.

4. The method of claim 3, wherein the tier comprises

one of a plurality of tiers, and wherein each of the

plurality of tiers is associated with a respective UVE.

5. The method of claim 4 or 5, wherein the plurality of

tiers include one or more of a control plane tier, an

analytics tier, a configuration tier, and a software de-

fined network (SDN) forwarding tier.

6. The method of claim 4, 5 or 6, wherein the UVE com-

prises a UVE for the SDN forwarding tier, and where-

in the UVE defines a bytes received attribute and a

virtual machine names attribute.

7. The method of claims 4 to 6, wherein each of the

tiers includes a respective set of processes, and

wherein each of the processes for a common one of

the tiers is substantially similar.

8. The method of any of claims 4 to 7, further compris-

ing:

for each of the tiers, determining resources of

the virtual network used by the respective UVEs;

and

automatically determining whether the resourc-

es for one of the UVEs are insufficient based on

a number of repeated failures associated with

the one of the UVEs.

9. The method of any of claims 4 to 8, further compris-

ing:

for each of the UVEs, in response to detecting

a failure of a component associated with the
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UVE, logically associating the failed component

with values for one or more of the attributes as-

sociated with the UVE that preceded the failure

of the component.

The method of any of claims 3 to 9, wherein the UVE

defines a respective aggregation method for each of

the attributes, wherein the respective aggregation

methods comprise one of addition, union over sets,

concatenation, and list formation.

The method of any preceding claim,

wherein the aggregated data comprises data for a

User-Visible Entity (UVE),

wherein the UVE corresponds to a virtual network

including the respective devices that execute the set

of two or more processes.

The method of any preceding claim,

wherein the aggregated data comprises data for a

User-Visible Entity (UVE), the method further com-

prising:

analyzing sequence numbers of packets of the

received data for the UVE; and

in response to detecting a gap in the sequence

numbers for one of the processes, sending in-

structions to the device that is executing the one

of the processes to replay a current state for the

UVE.

The method of any preceding claim, wherein the ag-

gregated data comprises data for a User-Visible En-

tity (UVE), the method further comprising:

generating areportincluding the aggregated da-

ta, wherein the report is associated with the

UVE, and wherein the report includes data in-

dicative of one or more of a quantitative failure,

a fault parameter, a memory failure, a telecom-

munications failure, a processor failure, a packet

resend, and a dropped communication session.

The method of any preceding claim,

wherein the data for the set of two or more related

processes from the respective devices comprises a

first parameter set from each of the devices, wherein

a parameter set from a device includes one or more

quantitative parameters that each describes a state

of one of the set of two or more related processes,

the method further comprising:

receiving, by the controller device, an indication

of detected component failure for one or more

of the set of two or more related processes;

training, with the controller device and using the

first parameter sets and the indication of detect-

ed component failure, a trainable automated
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classifier to develop a classifying structure that

distinguishes between parameter sets that log-

ically associate with a detected component fail-

ure and parameter sets that do not logically as-

sociate with a detected component failure;

receiving, with the controller device, a second

parameter set from each of the devices; and

predicting, with the controller device using the

trainable automated classifier and the classify-

ing structure, a failure of a first one of the set of

two or more related processes.

15. A controller device comprising:

one or more network interfaces communicative-

ly coupled to one or more devices of a virtual

network; and

a processor configured to determine, for the vir-

tual network, a set of two or more related proc-

esses executed by respective devices in the vir-

tual network, receive via the network interfaces

data for the setof two or more related processes,

and aggregate the data for the set of two or more

related processes to form aggregated data for

the set of two cr more related processes.

16. A controller device comprising:

means for performing any of the methods of

claims 1-14.

17. Acomputer-readable storage medium having stored

therecn instructions that, when executed, cause a

processor to perform the method recited by any of

claims 1-14.
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Inventors: Ronen Solomon, Simhon Doctori

Deep packet inspection for cloud based networks utilizing SDN architecture

Patent application

Deep packet inspection for cloud based networks utilizing SDN

architecture

General

Deep packet inspection technology is a form of network packet scanning technique that

allows specific data patterns to be extracted from a data communication channel. These

extracted data patterns can then be used by various applications in order to scan viruses,

security threats detection, intrusion detection, data analytics or any other application that

requires data communication channel Meta data gathering.

With the growing demand for cloud based infrastructure, the ONF (Open network foundation)

which is a user-driven organization dedicated to the promotion and adoption of Software-

Defined Networking (SDN) through open standards development, have initiated a new

approach to networking in which network control is decoupled from the data forwarding

function and is directly programmable. The OpenFlowTM Standard, driven by the ONF,

describes a framework in which controllers request switch forwarding behavior by applying

forwarding rules at runtime. The Hardware abstraction Layer (HAL) is capable of mapping

individual forwarding rules to the underlying hardware platform.

The existing open flow specification defines a way to parse and extract packet headers (but

not generic data patterns) from packet flowing via the flow switch. These packet headers are

extractable from OSI Layer 2 through Layer 4 with specific visible fields. The headers are

extracted using parsing technique that allows only well known standard protocol headers to

be analyzed. This, however, does not allow arbitrary data pattern extraction from Layer 4 to

Layer 7.

In order to allow deep packet inspection there is a need to perform data pattern scanning and

extraction from the whole packet OSI layer 2 through Layer 7. Furthermore, in some cases

such as security threats detection, intrusion detection or data analytics, the deep packet

inspection engine is required to scan and extract data patterns from only several packets from

each TCP session initiated in the data communication channel.

The present invention relates to a system that allows a standard vSwitch as defined in the

OpenFlow 1.3.x specification to supply such DPI enabling infrastructure such that any

application stated above could benefit from the extracted metadata in a cloud environment.
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Deep packet inspection for cloud based networks utilizing SDN architecture

The following diagram depicts the overall SDN enabled DPI system.

Applications

Application

firewall

, Application Metadata

OpenFlow

controller

Data Analytics Intrusion detection

Flow

Metadata

rs 4 DPI engine

TCP flow detection table

Per Flow — payload

extraction

| Open Flow protocol |

OpenFlow protocol

vPobe — virtual

flow based DPI

probe

IP traffic

IP traffic

The problem to be resolved

As stated, the Openflow defines three-tier architecture: Tier 1 is the vSwtich that is

responsible of forwarding the actual IP traffic based on run-time configurable flows. Tier 2 is

the Opneflow controller that is responsible to abstract the network topology from the

applications and allow a standard open flow protocol of defining new flow entries in the

vSwtich. Tier 3 is the application layer. These are the network applications that have the logic

of performing networking functions such as, security applications, routing applications, etc.

In order to allow security application , or any other type of data analytics application to take

action on the IP traffic flowing inside the cloud , IP data packets needs to be analyzed by the

deep packet inspection engine to extract metadata , which then feeds the security application

with the required input to allow action to take place. IP data traffic can be re-routed from the

cloud, via the OpenFlow controller to the application and back to the cloud. This obviously

creates several issues: 1) Increases end-to-end traffic delays between the client and the

server. 2) Redirect all traffic via the controller and hence overflows the controller capability to

perform other networking functions. 3) Creates a single point of failure for the re-routed IP

traffic, such that the controller becomes a critical data forwarding device.
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Deep packet inspection for cloud based networks utilizing SDN architecture

In order to solve these issues the present invention adds two new component into the

openflow controller “DPI FlowDetect” that connects between the cloud and the DPI engine

and acts as a pre-DPI engine flow detector that selectively re-direct the desired IP packets

from the cloud and sends these packets to the DPI engine to allow security means. There is

also a vProbe element that resides in the vSwitch logic and responsible to probe the TCP

traffic type to either redirect the traffic to the DPI FlowDetect or mirror the traffic to it.

This system automatically detects new TCP flows and traps specific amount of IP data traffic

to the DPI engine to extract application metadata. The vPorbe function within the vSwitch is

designed such that other data application flows are not influenced. The vPorbe is fully

transparent to all other flows exiting in the vSwitch tables.

Method

The present invention is composed of two main software components 1) DPI FlowDetect,

and 2) vPorbe.

The DPI FlowDetect is part of the openflow controller (or optionally as a separate software

component) that is responsible to detect all TCP flows and maintain them in a TCP flow table.

It is also responsible to manage the vProbe.

The vProbe is responsible to redirect any new TCP connection state initiation packets to the

DPI flowDetect engine, as well as to extract several packets from each detected TCP flow

and mirror them to the DPI FlowDetct engine.

The following diagram illustrates the DPI FlowDetect and vProbe operation for detecting new

flows and extracting N bytes/packets from each detected flow.
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Figure 1-1 — flow detection

Flow detection description

To allow vProbe flow detect logic and vProbe sequence number count logic to be performed

we define new experimenter TLVs, these are new type-length-value structures that may be

applied to any standard defined openflow 1.3.x for parsing and identifying any arbitrary fields

within a packet.

The new experimenter TLVs are:

1. OXM_OF_ORKT_TCP_FLG OXM_HEADER (0x80FE, 2, 1) — this is anew TVL

that may allow identification of the TCP header flags. Ox80Fe represent a unique

vendor ID, 2 represent a unique Type=2 value for this TLV, 1-byte total length that

stores the TCP flags header.

2. OXM_OF_ORKT_TCP_SEQ OXM_HEADER (0x80FE, 1, 4) - this is anew TLV

that may allow identification of the TCP sequence number field. Ox80FE represent a

unique vendor ID, 1 represent a unique Type=1 value for this TLV, 4-byte total length

that stores the TCP sequence number.
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Details description of figure 1-1:

The vProbe flow management pre-configures new flows into the vSwitch to identify and re-

direct TCP connection initiation packets to the SDN controller. The rules are agnostic to the

port these packets arrive and will re-direct any of the following packets to the SDN controller:

if (TCP FLAG SYN=1 or (TCP FLAG SYN=1 and ACK=1)) than re-direct packet to controller.

STEP 1, a packet arrives from a client with [TCP FLAG SYN=1, SEQUENCE = M] at the

vSwitch port , itis classified by the pre-configured rule and is re-directed (STEP 2) to the SDN

controller. The TCP flow analysis logic traps the packet and creates a new FLOW ID in its

flow table DB and marks this FLOW-ID as “syn”. It also stores that the initial sequence from

client to server number equals M. STEP 3 the TCP flow analysis logic continue processing of

the packet and sends it to the vSwitch for further processing by other application as-if the

packet had not been re-directed to the SDN controller.

STEP 4, a response packet arrives from a server with [TCP FLAG SYN=1, TCP FLAG

ACK=1, SEQUENCE = N] at the vSwitch port, it is classified by the pre-configured rule and is

re-directed (STEP 5) to the SDN controller. The TCP flow analysis logic traps the packet and

searches for a pre-allocated corresponding FLOW-ID in its flow table DB and updates this

FLOW-ID state as “syn/ack”. It also stores that the initial sequence number from server to

client equals N. Now that there is a new bi-directional FLOW-ID with M and N sequence

number identified, the sequence mask logic is calculated.
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Example of the flow table:

KEY DATA

Client IP Server IP Client Server IP Flow Client Server Server> state Creation Client Server Server Client Server Server> Age

address address source destination protocol ID sequence Client timestamp Hit counter X =>Client data buffer Client bit

TCP TCP port number number M sequence [bytes] Hit buffer

port number N counter

Y

[bytes]

192.1.1.1 209.1.4.4 15431 21 6 1 Oxf46d5c34 Ox3cQ6b9ab ACK 15:32:13

The sequence mask logic is responsible of calculating a mask for the initial trapped

sequence number [M and N] to be used for a new flow to be configured into the vSwitch to

allow mirroring of number of bytes from the TCP session in both directions. The mask filed is

defined in the openflow standard “A.2.3.5 Flow Match Field Masking”. We define a new value

TCP_DATA_SIZE_DPI, which specifies the number of bytes the vSwtich would be required to

mirror from the TCP session.

The following calculation is used to extract the mask:

1. temp_mask_val=M XOR (M+ TCP_DATA_SIZE_ DPI); // returns a number where the

MSB bit set to one indicate the first bit of the mask.

2. seq_msb = (int32_t)msb32(temp_Mask_val); // msb32 function returns the MSB place

of temp_Mask_val

3. mask = (int32_t)(O0 - ((Ox1 << seq_msb))); / this is the mask: negate of 7 shift by the

value of the seq_msb

Example: assume M= Oxf46d5c34, TCP_DATA_SIZE_DPI = 16384

1. temp_mask_val = Oxf46d5c34 XOR (Oxf46d5c34 + 16384) = Oxc000

2. seq_msb = (int32_t)msb32(0xf46d9c34) = 16

3. mask = (int32_t)(O - (0x1 << 16)) = OxFFFF8000

The mask is defined such that a 0 in a given bit position indicates a “don't care" match for the

same bit in the corresponding field, whereas a 1 means match the bit exactly.

In this example all data packets containing sequence number in the range of {Oxf46d5c34 to

Oxf46d9c34} will be mirrored to the SDN controller.
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This sequence mask logic is done for both sequences M and N and result in mask_M and

mask_N. Now that the MASK is calculated, the TCP flow analysis logic cerates two openflow

rules in the vProbe sequence count. One rule identified the client to server flow traffic,

including the OXM_OF_ORKT_TCP_SE@Q to identify the initial sequence number of the flow

with the mask_M calculated. The action of the flow is to mirror all packets that the rule

applies, which will results in the TCP_DATA_SIZE_ DPI number of byte from the client to

server direction to be mirrored to the flow analysis logic buffering and further analysis. The

second rule identifies the server-to-client flow traffic, including the

OXM_OF_ORKT_TCP_SEQ to identify the initial sequence number of the flow with the

mask_N calculated. The action of the flow is to mirror all packets that the rule applies, which

will results in the TCP_DATA_SIZE_DPI number of byte from the server to client direction to

be mirrored to the flow analysis logic buffering and further analysis.

The openflow rules that reside in the vProve sequence logic would be as follows:

Match result

Source IP

address

destination IP

address

source TCP

port

destination TCP

port

IP protocol

number

TCP

sequence

TCP sequence

mask

action Count

byte

192.1.1.1 209.1.4.4 15431 21 6 Oxf46d5c34 OxF FFF8000 Mirror

209.1.4.4 192.1.1.1 21 15431 6 Ox3c98b9ab OxF FFF8000 Mirror

STEP 6 the TCP flow analysis logic continue processing of the packet and sends the TCP

SYN/ACK to the vSwitch for further processing by other application as-if the packet had not

been re-directed to the SDN controller.

STEP 7, aresponse TCP ACK packet with [TCP FLAG ACK=1] at the vSwitch port and is

switched directly to the server. An audit mechanism that scans the flow table once every t sec

deletes all flows from the vProve sequence /ogic that there state is NOT Syn/Ack and at least

T seconds have passed since connection timestamp. Furthermore, an aging mechanism

deletes all entries that their age bit equal = 1. Age bit is initialized to 0 upon flow FLOW-ID

creation and is set to one in the first audit pass if buffer length is ZERO. When a FLOW-Id is

deleted from the flow table it is also removed from the vProbe sequence count.

STEP 10 and STEP 11 packets arrive from either the client or server with their sequence

number that match the sequence mask logic rule and are mirrored to the SDN controller for

buffering and for further analysis. Note that each rule hit increments a counter Client Server

hit counter X [bytes] and Server Client hit counter Y [bytes]. The flow table audit

mechanism that scans the flow table once every t «-. updates the mask to 0x00000000 and

the ACTION to “no Action” of all entries that their Client Server buffer length =

TCP_DATA_SIZE_DPI OR Server Client buffer length = TCP_DATA_SIZE_DPI.
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Flow termination description

TCP flow analysis logic
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termination

In this flow termination stage the TCP flow analysis logic follows a termination of a TCP flow

and is responsible to remove the exiting flow from the flow table as well as remove the

classification rules that are configured into the vProbe sequence count logic.

The standard defines the procedure of a TCP flow termination procedure and therefore the

TCP flow analysis logic should be able to rack this procedure and remove the flows

accordingly.

Details description of figure 1-2:

The vProbe flow management pre-configures new flows into the vSwitch to identify and re-

direct TCP connection termination packets to the SDN controller. The rules are agnostic to

the port these packets arrive and will re-direct any of the following packets to the SDN

controller: if (TCP FLAG FIN=1 or (TCP FLAG FIN=1 and ACK=1) or TCP FLAG RST=1)

than re-direct packet to controller.

STEP 1, a packet arrives from a client with [TCP FLAG FIN=1] at the vSwitch port, it is

classified by the pre-configured ruled and is re-directed (STEP 2) to the SDN controller. The

TCP flow analysis logic traps the packet and marks the corresponding FLOW-ID in its flow

table DB as state=FIN. STEP 3 the TCP flow analysis logic continue processing of the packet
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and sends it to the vSwitch for further processing by other application as-if the packet had not

been re-directed to the SDN controller.

STEP 4, a response packet arrives from a server with [TCP FLAG FIN=1, ACK=1] at the

vSwitch port, it is classified by the pre-configured ruled and is re-directed (STEP 5) to the

SDN controller. The TCP flow analysis logic traps the packet and marks the corresponding

FLOW-ID in its flow table DB as state=FIN/FIN/ACK.

STEP 6 the TCP flow analysis logic continue processing of the packet and sends the TCP

FIN/ACK to the vSwitch for further processing by other application as-if the packet had not

been re-directed to the SDN controller.

STEP 7, aresponse TCP ACK packet arrives from a client with [TCP FLAG ACK=1] and is

switched directly to the server.

Should a re-directed packet arrived with TCP FLAG RST=1, the flow analysis logic should

mark its FLOW ID state as RST.

The audit mechanism scans the flow table once every t 5., and deletes all flows from the

vProve sequence logic and from the flow table, that there state is one of the following: FIN,

FIN/ACK, FIN/FIN/ACK, or RST.
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vProbe tables

The vProbe tables are populated via the openflow protocol to the vSwitch. The following

diagrams deptics the organization of the flows to allow functionality of both the vProbe

flowDetect and vProbe sequence count.

Table O

Match fields Priority Instruction

MASK all fields (Catch ALL traffic types) Highest Go to Table (intjv_Probe

Table (Intyy_Probe

vProbe Match felis Priority Trstruction
sequenc - , ROE SMRLe count =arelP,datIP,sPort,dPort.ipP ROTO, tcpSFQ_Mimask_M> Highest bee

rule "|_| <detIPerciP,dPort,sPort ip PROTO, topSEQ_Nimask_N> Highest [De One heoM Tet LER

FLOW.

Ind

¥Probe soquonce LO <srelP,dstIP,sPort,dPort,ipPROTO, tcpSEQ_M/mask_M> Highest GOTO Tals STTSxt
count rule FLOW-ID I> .Qus

n LF sasup,srctP,dPorl.sPort,ip PROTO, (cpSEQ_Nirask_N> Highest IDS One OM ROLLER

Mask all fiekis except | CP_FLAGS=SYN Medium Output: GON TROLLER

Prob

how Mack alll fiolds except TCP_FLAGS-SYM/ACK Medium Output CONTROLLER
detect Mask all flelds except TGP_FLAGS=FIN Medium Output CONTROLLER
rules Mask alll fields except TCP_FLAGS=FIN/ACK Medium Output GONTROI | FR

H

[ MASK all fields (Catch ALL traffic types) I Lowest Goto table <Next ID> ]

Table 0 is updated with a general rule to match all traffic type with instruction to Goto table

(int)v_Probe. The rule is set to the highest priority, unless the controller requires pre-

processing of other rules. All packets are caught by this rule and are than processed in the

(int)v_Probe table.

The v_Probe table is populated with Medium priority vProbe flowDeetct rules to catch all SYN

, SYN/ACK , FIN , FIN/ACK that are the TCP connection initiation packets. These rules

allows the TCP flow analysis logic to update its flow table and as a consequences create new

rules for mirroring N bytes from each TCP connection setup. The v_Probe table is also

populated with Highest priority rules , these are two bi-direction al rules per FLOW-ID that

match the 5 tupple flow headers including the TCP sequence number as calculated by the

sequence mask logic. These rules instruction is to send the packet to the CONTROLLER and

also to perform Goto table ID <next table ID> which will send the packet to continue switching

processing. The instructions GoTo and Output combined are similarly to Mirror functionality.

Each of these bi-directional flows shall copy several bytes from the TCP stream to the TCP

flow analysis logic to be stored for further DPI engine metadata analysis.

The final rule placed in the v_Probe table is in the LOWEST priority to catch all and proceed

with the switch functionality. All traffic which does not correspond to the TCP initiation

packets, nor a specific detected flow and the corresponding TCP sequence number shall

continue regular processing.
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WRITTEN OPINION OF THE

INTERNATIONAL SEARCHING AUTHORITY PCTYUS 2015/026869

Box No. V Reasoned statement under Rule 434is.i(a}) with regard to novelty, inventive step and industrial applicability;

citations and explanations supporting such statement

1. Staterpent

Novelty GN) Claims 1-19 YES

Claims NO

Inventive step (1S) Claims YES

Claims 1-19 NG

industrial applicability (AQ Claims 1-19 YES

Claims No

Citations and explanations:

D1: US 2010/0208590 Al

D2: EP 2672668 Al

D3: US 2011/0264802 Al

Claims 1, 10, 11: D1 discloses a method for deep packet inspection (DPI) in a network and a

non-transitory computer readable medium having stored thereon instructions for causing one or

more processing units to execute the computerized method for deep packet inspection (DPI) in a

network (D1, abstract, [0030]). The known solution comprises: a processor; a memory connected to

the processor and configured to contain a plurality of instructions (D1, [0030]) that when executed

by the processor configure the system to: set a plurality of network nodes operable in the network

with at least one probe instruction (D1, [0048]); receive from a network node a first packet of a

flow, wherein the first packet matches the at least one probe instruction, wherein the first packet

includes a first field value (D1, [0012], [0075]); receive from a network node a second packet of the

flow, wherein the second packet matches the at least one probe instruction, wherein the second

packet includes a second field value, wherein the second packet is a response of the first packet (D1,

[0012], [0075]); compute a mask value respective of at least the first and second field values (D1,

[0012], [0014], [0044], [0075]), wherein the mask value indicates which bytes to be mirrored from

subsequent packets belonging to the same flow, wherein the mirrored bytes are inspected (D1,

[0013], [0045], [0046]); generate at least one action instruction based on at least the mask value

(D1, [0034], [0045], [0046], [0056], [0057]); and configure the plurality of network nodes with at

least one action instruction (D1, [0034], [0045], [0046], [0056], [0057]).

The solution of independent claims 1, 10, 11 differs from the solution from D1 in that the

network is a software defined network (SDN), the field values of packets are sequence numbers of

packets, and the action instruction is a mirror instruction.

The invention of independent claims 1, 10, 11 meets the criterion of novelty.

However, from the art it is known a method for automatically tracing back from a central

location, disclosing employing software defined network (SDN) systems (D2, [0006]) and using

fields of packets which are sequence numbers of packets (D2, [0222]).

From the art it is known a method for management of traffic in a telecommunications network

(D3, [0002]) disclosing using mirror instructions (D3, abstract, [0043]).
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Supplemental Box

Tn case the space in any of the preceding boxes is net sufficient.

Continuation of V:

Therefore the invention of independent claims 1, 10, 11 is known from combination of

solutions D1, D2 and D3.

Therefore the invention of independent claims 1, 10, 11 does not meet the criterion of

inventive step.

Claims 2-9, 12-19 do not appear to contain any additional features which, in combination

with the features of any claim to which they refer, meet the requirements of the PCT in respect of

inventive step, the reasons being as follows:

claims 2, 12: inspecting the mirrored bytes using a DPI engine, is known from D3 ({0043]);

claims 3, 13: maintaining and updating a flow table, is known from D1 ({0051]-[0055]);

claims 4, 14: using termination instructions and removing all entries from the flow table for

each flow matching the at least one termination instruction, is known from D1 (([0070]);

claims 5-7, 15-17: using particular fields for instructions, is known from D3 ((0044]-[0048]);

claims 8, 18: mirroring portions of packets, is known from D3 ((0043]);

claims 9, 19: performing communication between central controller and the plurality of

network nodes using the OpenFlow standard, is known from D2 ((0186]).

The inventions of all the claims meet the criterion of industrial applicability.
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Name and address: (Family name followed by given name, for a legal entity, full official designation.
The address must include postal code and name of country. The country of the address indicated in this

Box is the applicant’s State (that is, country) of residence ifno State of residence is indicated below.)

M&B IP Analysts, LLC

45 S. Park Place #262

Morristown NJ 07960
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<| applicant only

[| applicant and inventor
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inventor only (if this check-box
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Applicant’s registration No. with the Office

State (that is, country) of nationality:
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[ ] applicant and inventor
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Applicant’s registration No. with the Office

State (that is, country) of nationality: State (that is, country) of residence:
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DOCTORI, Simhon
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Tel-Aviv 67443
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This person is:
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State (that is, country) of nationality: State (that is, country) of residence:
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SOLOMON, Ronen

ORCKIT-CORRIGENT LTD.

126 Yigal Allon Street

Tel-Aviv 67443

ISRAEL

This person is:

[ ] applicant only

[ ] applicant and inventor

x
inventor only (If this check-box

is marked, do not fill in below.)

Applicant’s registration No. with the Office

State (that is, country) of nationality: State (that is, country) of residence:
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each designated State concerned and the indication “patent of
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parent application or parent patent or other parent grant and
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Box No. V DESIGNATIONS

The filing of this request constitutes under Rule 4.9(a) the designation of all Contracting States bound by the PCT on the international

filing date, for the grant of every kind of protection available and, where applicable, for the grant of both regional and national patents.

However,

C] DE Germany is not designated for any kind of national protection

C] JP Japan is not designated for any kind of national protection

CI] KR Republic of Korea is not designated for any kind of national protection

(The check-boxes above may only be used to exclude (irrevocably) the designations concerned if, at the time of filing or subsequently under

Rule 26bis.1, the international application contains in Box No. VI a priority claim to an earlier national application filed in the particular

State concerned, in order to avoid the ceasing of the effect, under the national law, of this earlier national application.)

Box No. VI PRIORITY CLAIM AND DOCUMENT

The priority of the following earlier application(s) is hereby claimed:

Filing date Number Where earlier application is:
of earlier application of earlier application ; __ ; —

(day/month/year) national application:| regional application: [international application:
country or Member| regional Office receiving Office

of WTO

item (1) 61/982,358 US

22/04/2014

22 APRIL 2014

item (2)

item (3)

C] Further priority claims are indicated in the Supplemental Box,

Furnishing the priority document(s):

| The receiving Office is requested to prepare and transmit to the International Bureau a certified copy of the earlier application(s)

(only if the earlier application(s) was filed with the receiving Office which, for the purposes of this international application, is

the receiving Office) identified above as:

all items Cl item (1) C] item (2) C] itern (3) CL] other, see Supplemental Box

CT] The International Bureau is requested to obtain from a digital library a certified copy of the earlier application(s) identified above,
using, where applicable, the access code(s) indicated below (if the earlier application(s) is available to it from a digital library):

CD item (1) CF item (2) LI item (3) CI other, see
access code access code access code Supplemental Box

Restore the right of priority: the receiving Office is requested to restore the right of priority for the earlier application(s) identified

above or in the Supplemental Box as item(s) ( ). (See also the Notes to Box No. VI; further

information must be provided to support a request to restore the right of priority.)

Incorporation by reference: where an element of the international application referred to in Article 11(1)(i1i)(d) or (e) or a part of

the description, claims or drawings referred to in Rule 20.5(a) is not otherwise contained in this international application but is

completely contained in an earlier application whose priority is claimed on the date on which one or more elements referred to in

Article 11(1)Giii) were first received by the receiving Office, that element or part is, subject to confirmation under Rule 20.6,

incorporated by reference in this international application for the purposes of Rule 20.6.

Box No. VII INTERNATIONAL SEARCHING AUTHORITY

Choice of International Searching Authority (ISA) (if more than one International Searching Authority is competent to carry out the

international search, indicate the Authority chosen; the two-letter code may be used):

ISA/ RU
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sequence listing part of the
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(c) claims .. 0... .. cece cee eee : 4

(d) abstract... ... cece cee eee : 1

(e) drawings (ifany) ............. : 6

(f) sequence listing part of the

description in the form of an

image file (e.g. PDF).......... :

Total number of sheets (including the

sequence listing part of the description

if filed as an image file) .......... : 31

(g) sequence listing part of the description

C1 filed in the form of an Annex C/ST.25 text

file

C] WILL BE filed separately on physical data

carrier(s), on the same day and in the form

of an Annex C/ST.25 text file

Indicate type and number of physical data

carrier(s)

This international application is accompanied by the Number

following item(s) (mark the applicable check-boxes below of items

and indicate in right column the number of each item):

1. BA fee calculation sheet 0.0.0... ccc e ec ee eee e ea eees 1

2.0 original separate power of attorney ................

3. BQ original general power of attorney ............ 000. 5

4.0 copy of general power of attorney; reference
TUDE oe cee ee eee eee

5. 01 priority document(s) identified in Box No. VI

asitem(S) .... ccc eee cee tenn teens

6. C1 Translation of international application into

(LANQUGZE): oo cece eee ene neee

7. 1 separate indications concerning deposited

microorganism or other biological material..........

8.00 (only where item (f) is marked in the left column)

copy of the sequence listing in electronic

form (Annex C/ST.25 text file) not forming

part of the international application but

furnished only for the purposes of

international search under Rule 13zer..............

9. [1 (only where item (f) is marked in the left column)

a statement confirming that “the information

recorded in electronic form submitted under

Rule 13¢er is identical to the sequence listing

as contained in the international application”

as filed via EFS-Web: oo... cic cece cece nee ees

10. 1 copy of results of earlier search(es) (Rule 12bis.1(a)) ..

11, BY other (specify): Transmittal Letter, 2

Figure of the drawings which

should accompany the abstract:
FIG. 3

Language of filing of the

international application:
English

Box No. X SIGNATURE OF APPLICANT, AGENT OR COMMON REPRESENTATIVE

Next to each signature, indicate the name of the person signing and the capacity in which the person signs (if such capacity is not obvious from reading the request).

/Michael Ben-Shimon/

Michael Ben-Shimon

USPTO Reg. No. 69610

1. Date ofactual receipt of the purported
international application:

For receiving Office use only

21 APRIL 2015 (21.04.15) 2, Drawings:

3. Corrected date of actual receipt due to later but

timely received papers or drawings completing

the purported international application:

[ ] received:

4. Date of timely receipt of the required

corrections under PCT Article 11(2):
[ ] not received:

5. International Searching Authority

(if two or more are competent): ISA/RU
Transmittal of search copy delayed

until search fee is paid

& 7]

Date of receipt of the record copy

by the International Bureau:

For International Bureau use only
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PCT

NOTIFICATION OF THE RECORDING

OF A CHANGE

(PCT Rule 92dis.1 and

Administrative Instructions, Section 422)

From the INTERNATIONAL BUREAU

PCT/US201 5/026869

To:

BEN-SHIMON, Michael

M&B IP Analysts, LLC

45 S. Park Place #262

Morristown, NJ 07960

ETATS-UNIS D'AMERIQUE

Date of mailing (day/month/year)

31 May 2016 (31.05.2016)

Applicant's or agent's file reference

ORCK PO406PCT
IMPORTANT NOTIFICATION

International application No.

PCT/US2015/026869

International filing date (day/month/year)

21 April 2015 (21.04.2015)

1. The following indications appeared on record concerning:

Dd the applicant [_] the inventor

Name and Address

ORCKIT IP, LLC

831 Beacon St. #307

Newton, MA 02459

United States of America

[_] the agent [_] the common representative

State of Nationality State of Residence

IL IL

Telephone No.

Facsimile No.

E-mail address

pair@mb-ip.com

[_] the person [_] the name

2. The International Bureau hereby notifies the applicant that the following change has been recorded concerning:

[_] the address DB the nationality the residence

Name and Address

ORCKIT IP, LLC

831 Beacon St. #307

Newton, MA 02459

United States of America

State of Nationality

US US

State of Residence

Telephone No.

Facsimile No.

E-mail address

pair@mb-ip.com

[_] Notifications by e-mail authorized

3. Further observations, if necessary:

4. A copy of this notification has been sent to:

BQ the receiving Office

[_] _ the International Searching Authority

[] _ the Authority(ies) specified for supplementary search

the International Preliminary Examining Authority

the designated Offices concerned

the elected Offices concerned

other:OOO
The International Bureau of WIPO

34, chemin des Colombettes

1211 Geneva 20, Switzerland

Facsimile No. +41 22 338 71 30

Authorized officer

Ben-Mansour Naceur

e-mail pt09.pct@wipo.int

Telephone No. +41 22 338 74 09
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PCT/US201 5/026869

To:

BEN-SHIMON, Michael

M&B IP Analysts, LLC

45 S. Park Place #262

Morristown, NJ 07960

ETATS-UNIS D'AMERIQUE

Date of mailing (day/month/year)

18 May 2016 (18.05.2016)

Applicant's or agent's file reference

ORCK PO406PCT
IMPORTANT NOTIFICATION

International application No.

PCT/US2015/026869

International filing date (day/month/year)

21 April 2015 (21.04.2015)

1. The following indications appeared on record concerning:

Dd the applicant [_] the inventor

Name and Address

ORCKIT-CORRIGENT LTD.

126 Yigal Allon Street

67443 Tel Aviv

Israel

[_] the agent [_] the common representative

State of Nationality State of Residence

IL IL

Telephone No.

Facsimile No.

E-mail address

pair@mb-ip.com

[_] the person the name

2. The International Bureau hereby notifies the applicant that the following change has been recorded concerning:

the address L] the nationality [] the residence

Name and Address

ORCKIT IP, LLC

831 Beacon St. #307

Newton, MA 02459

United States of America

State of Nationality

IL IL

State of Residence

Telephone No.

Facsimile No.

E-mail address

pair@mb-ip.com

[_] Notifications by e-mail authorized

3. Further observations, if necessary:

4. A copy of this notification has been sent to:

BQ the receiving Office

[_] _ the International Searching Authority

[] _ the Authority(ies) specified for supplementary search

the International Preliminary Examining Authority

the designated Offices concerned

the elected Offices concerned

other:OOO
The International Bureau of WIPO

34, chemin des Colombettes

1211 Geneva 20, Switzerland

Facsimile No. +41 22 338 71 30

Authorized officer

Mazoillier Auguste

e-mail pt09.pct@wipo.int

Telephone No. +41 22 338 74 09
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From the INTERNATIONAL BUREAU

To:

BEN-SHIMON, Michael

M&B IP Analysts, LLC

45 S. Park Place #262

Morristown, NJ 07960

ETATS-UNIS D'AMERIQUE

Date of mailing (day/month/year)

18 May 2016 (18.05.2016)

Applicant's or agent's file reference

ORCK PO406PCT
IMPORTANT NOTIFICATION

International application No.

PCT/US2015/026869

International filing date (day/month/year)

21 April 2015 (21.04.2015)

1. The following indications appeared on record concerning:

Dd the applicant [_] the inventor

Name and Address

M&B IP ANALYSTS, LLC

45 S. Park Place # 262

Morristown, NJ 07960

United States of America

[_] the agent [_] the common representative

State of Nationality State of Residence

US US

Telephone No.

Facsimile No.

E-mail address

[_] the person [_] the name

2. The International Bureau hereby notifies the applicant that the following change has been recorded concerning:

[_] the address L] the nationality [] the residence

Name and Address State of Nationality State of Residence

Telephone No.

Facsimile No.

E-mail address

Cl Notifications by e-mail authorized

3. Further observations, if necessary:

The person identified in Box 1 has been deleted from the records.

4. A copy of this notification has been sent to:

BQ the receiving Office

[_] _ the International Searching Authority

[] _ the Authority(ies) specified for supplementary search

the International Preliminary Examining Authority

the designated Offices concerned

the elected Offices concerned

other:OOO
The International Bureau of WIPO

34, chemin des Colombettes

1211 Geneva 20, Switzerland

Facsimile No. +41 22 338 71 30

Authorized officer

Mazoillier Auguste

e-mail pt09.pct@wipo.int

Telephone No. +41 22 338 74 09
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ADVANCE E-MAIL

PCT
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OF A CHANGE

(PCT Rule 92dis.1 and

Administrative Instructions, Section 422)

From the INTERNATIONAL BUREAU

To:

BINDER (SHEM-TOV), Dorit

11 Shu'’alei Shimshon St.

P.O.Box 7230

Ramat-Gan 5217102

ISRAEL

Date of mailing (day/month/year)

08 June 2016 (08.06.2016)

Applicant's or agent's file reference

ORCKIT-001-PCT
IMPORTANT NOTIFICATION

International application No.

PCT/US2015/026869

International filing date (day/month/year)

21 April 2015 (21.04.2015)

1. The following indications appeared on record concerning:

[_] the applicant DQ the inventor [_] the agent [_] the common representative

Name and Address

SOLOMON, Ronen

Orckit-corrigent Ltd.

126 Yigai Allon Street

67443 Tel-aviv

Israel

State of Nationality State of Residence

Telephone No.

Facsimile No.

E-mail address

2. The International Bureau hereby notifies the applicant that the following change has been recorded concerning:
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(57) Abstract: A method for deep packet inspection (DPI) in

a software defined network (SDN). The method includes con-

figuring a plurality of network nodes operable in the SDN

with at least one probe instruction; receiving from a network

node a first packet of a flow, the first packet matches the at

least one probe instruction and includes a first sequence num-

ber; receiving from a network node a second packet of the

flow, the second packet matches the at least one probe in-

struction and includes a second sequence number, the second

packet is a response of the first packet; computing a mask

value respective of at least the first and second sequence

numbers indicating which bytes to be mirrored from sub-

sequent packets belonging to the same flow; generating at

least one mirror instruction based on at least the mask value;

and configuring the plurality of network nodes with at least

one mitror instruction.
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A METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR DEEP PACKET INSPECTION IN SOFTWARE

DEFINED NETWORKS

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

[001] This application claims the benefit of US provisional application No. 61/982,358

filed on April 22, 2014, the contents of which are herein incorporated by reference.

TECHNICAL FIELD

[002] This disclosure generally relates to techniques for deep packet inspection (DPI),

and particularly for DPI of traffic in cloud-based networks utilizing software defined

networks.

BACKGROUND

[003] Deep packet inspection (DPI) technology is a form of network packet scanning

technique that allows specific data patterns to be extracted from a data communication

channel. Extracted data patterns can then be used by various applications, such as

security and data analytics applications. DPI currently performs across various

networks, such as internal networks, Internet service providers (ISPs), and public

networks provided to customers. Typically, the DPI is performed by dedicated engines

installed in such networks.

[004] A software defined networking is a relatively new type of networking architecture

that provides centralized management of network nodes rather than a distributed

architecture utilized by conventional networks. The SDN is prompted by an ONF (open

network foundation). The leading communication standard that currently defines

communication between the central controller (e.g., a SDN controller) and the network

nodes (e.g., vSwitches) is the OpenFlowTM standard.

[005] Specifically, in SDN-based architectures the data forwarding (e.g. data plane) is

typically decoupled from control decisions (e.g. control plane), such as routing,

resources, and other management functionalities. The decoupling may also allow the

data plane and the control plane to operate on different hardware, in different runtime

environments, and/or operate using different models. As such, in an SDN network, the
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network intelligence is logically centralized in the central controller which configures,

using OpenFlow protocol, network nodes and to control application data traffic flows.

[006] Although, the OpenFlow protocol allows addition of programmability to network

nodes for the purpose of packets-processing operations under the control of the central

controller, the OpenFlow does not support any mechanism to allow DPI of packets

through the various networking layers as defined by the OSI model. Specifically, the

current OpenFlow specification defines a mechanism to parse and extract only packet

headers, in layer-2 through layer-4, from packets flowing via the network nodes. The

OpenFlow specification does not define or suggest any mechanism to extract non-

generic, uncommon, and/or arbitrary data patterns contained in layer-4 to layer 7 fields.

In addition, the OpenFlow specification does not define or suggest any mechanism to

inspect or to extract content from packets belonging to a specific flow or session. This

is a major limitation as it would not require inspection of the packet for the purpose of

identification of, for example, security threats detection.

[007] The straightforward approach of routing all traffic from network nodes to the central

controller introduces some significant drawbacks, such as increased end-to-end traffic

delays between the client and the server; overflowing the controller capability to perform

other networking functions; and a single point of failure for the re-routed traffic.

[008] Therefore, it would be advantageous to provide a solution that overcomes the

deficiencies noted above and allow efficient DP! in SDNs.

SUMMARY

[009] A summary of several example embodiments of the disclosure follows. This

summary is provided for the convenience of the reader to provide a basic understanding

of such embodiments and does not wholly define the breadth of the disclosure. This

summary is not an extensive overview of all contemplated embodiments, and is intended

to neither identify key or critical nodes of all aspects nor delineate the scope of any or all

embodiments. Its sole purpose is to present some concepts of one or more embodiments

in a simplified form as a prelude to the more detailed description that is presented later.

For convenience, the term some embodiments may be used herein to refer to a single

embodiment or multiple embodiments of the disclosure.
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[0010]Certain embodiments disclosed herein include a method for deep packet

inspection (DPI) in a software defined network (SDN), wherein the method is performed

by a central controller of the SDN. The method comprises: configuring a plurality of

network nodes operable in the SDN with at least one probe instruction; receiving from a

network node a first packet of a flow, wherein the first packet matches the at least one

probe instruction, wherein the first packet includes a first sequence number; receiving

from a network node a second packet of the flow, wherein the second packet matches

the at least one probe instruction, wherein the second packet includes a second sequence

number, wherein the second packet is a response of the first packet; computing a mask

value respective of at least the first and second sequence numbers, wherein the mask

value indicates which bytes to be mirrored from subsequent packets belonging to the

same flow, wherein the mirrored bytes are inspected; generating at least one mirror

instruction based on at least the mask value; and configuring the plurality of network

nodes with at least one mirror instruction.

[0011] Certain embodiments disclosed herein include a system for deep packet inspection

(DPI) in a software defined network (SDN), wherein the method is performed by a central

controller of the SDN. The system comprises: a processor; a memory connected to the

processor and configured to contain a plurality of instructions that when executed by the

processor configure the system to: set a plurality of network nodes operable in the SDN

with at least one probe instruction; receive from a network node a first packet of a flow,

wherein the first packet matches the at least one probe instruction, wherein the first packet

includes a first sequence number; receive from a network node a second packet of the

flow, wherein the second packet matches the at least one probe instruction, wherein the

second packet includes a second sequence number, wherein the second packet is a

response of the first packet; compute a mask value respective of at least the first and

second sequence numbers, wherein the mask value indicates which bytes to be mirrored

from subsequent packets belonging to the same flow, wherein the mirrored bytes are

inspected; generate at least one mirror instruction based on at least the mask value;

and configure the plurality of network nodes with at least one mirror instruction.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
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[0012] The subject matter disclosed herein is particularly pointed out and distinctly

claimed in the claims at the conclusion of the specification. The foregoing and other

objects, features, and advantages of the invention will be apparent from the following

detailed description taken in conjunction with the accompanying drawings.

[0013] Figure 1 is a schematic diagram of a network system utilized to describe the

various disclosed embodiments.

[0014] Figure 2 illustrates is a schematic diagram of a flow table stored in a central

controller.

[0015] Figure 3 is a schematic diagram of a system utilized for describing the process

of flow detection as performed by a central controller and a network node according to

one embodiment.

[0016] Figure 4 is a schematic diagram of a system utilized for describing the process

of flow termination as performed by a central controller and a network node according to

one embodiment.

[0017] Figure 5 is a data structure depicting the organization of flows according to one

embodiment.

[0018] Figure 6 is flowchart illustrating the operation of the central controller according

to one embodiment.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0019] _Itis important to note that the embodiments disclosed herein are only examples

of the many advantageous uses of the innovative teachings herein. In general, statements

made in the specification of the present application do not necessarily limit any of the

various claimed embodiments. Moreover, some statements may apply to some inventive

features but not to others. In general, unless otherwise indicated, singular nodes may be

in plural and vice versa with no loss of generality. In the drawings, like numerals refer to

like parts through several views.

[0020] ‘Fig. 1 is an exemplary and non-limiting diagram of a network system 100 utilized

to describe the various disclosed embodiments. The network system 100 includes a

software defined network (SDN) 110 (not shown) containing a central controller 111 and

a plurality of network nodes 112. The network nodes 112 communicate with the central
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controller 111 using, for example, an OpenFlow protocol. The central controller 111 can

configure the network nodes 112 to perform certain data path operations. The SDN 110

can be implemented in wide area networks (WANs), local area networks (LANs), the

Internet, metropolitan area networks (MANs), ISP backbones, datacenters, inter-

datacenter networks, and the like. Each network node 112 in the SDN may be a router, a

switch, a bridge, and so on.

[0021] The central controller 111 provides inspected data (such as application

metadata) to a plurality of application servers (collectively referred to as application

servers 120, merely for simplicity purposes). An application server 120 executes, for

example, security applications (e.g., Firewall, intrusion detection, etc.), data analytic

applications, and so on.

[0022] In the exemplary network system 100, a plurality of client devices (collectively

referred to as client devices 130, merely for simplicity purposes) communicate with a

plurality of destination servers (collectively referred to as destination servers 140, merely

for simplicity purposes) connected over the network 110. A client device 130 may be, for

example, a smart phone, a tablet computer, a personal computer, a laptop computer, a

wearable computing device, and the like. The destination servers 140 are accessed by

the devices 130 and may be, for example, web servers.

[0023] According to some embodiments, the central controller 111 is configured to

perform deep packet inspection on designated packets from designated flows or TCP

sessions. To this end, the central controller 111 is further configured to instruct each of

the network nodes 112 which of the packets and/or sessions should be directed to the

controller 111 for packet inspections.

[0024] According to some embodiments, each network node 112 is configured to

determine if an incoming packet requires inspection or not. The determination is

performed based on a set of instructions provided by the controller 111. A packet that

requires inspection is either redirected to the controller 111 or mirrored and a copy thereof

is sent to the controller 111. It should be noted that traffic flows that are inspected are not

affected by the operation of the network node 112. In an embodiment, each network node

112 is configured to extract and send only a portion of a packet data that contains

meaningful information.
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[0025] The set of instructions that the controller 111 configures each of the network

nodes 112 with include “probe instructions”, “mirroring instructions”, and “termination

instructions.” According to some exemplary and non-limiting embodiments, the probe

instructions include:

If (TCP FLAG SYN=1) then (re-direct packet to central controller);

If (TCP FLAG SYN=1 and ACK=1) then (re-direct packet to central controller); and

If (TCP FLAG ACK=1) then (forward packet directly to a destination server).

The termination instructions include:

If (TCP FLAG FIN=1) then (re-direct packet to controller);

If (TCP FLAG FIN=1 and ACK=1) then (re-direct packet to controller); and

If (TCP FLAG RST=1) then (re-direct packet to controller).

[0026] The TCP FLAG SYN, TCP FLAG ACK, TCP FLAG FIN, TCP FLAG RST are

fields in a TCP packet’s header that can be analyzed by the network nodes 112. That is,

each node 112 is configured to receive an incoming packet (either a request from a client

device 130 or response for a server 140), analyze the packet’s header, and perform the

action (redirect the packet to controller 111 or send to destination server 140) respective

of the value of the TCP flag.

[0027] Thecontroller 111 also configures each of the network nodes 112 with mirroring

instructions with a mirror action of X number of bytes within a packet. The mirrored bytes

are sent to the controller 111 to perform the DPI analysis. According to some exemplary

embodiments, the set of mirroring instructions have the following format:

If (source IP Address = V1 and destination IP Address = V2 and source TCP port = V3

and destination IP address = V4 and TCP sequence = V5 and TCP sequence mask = V6)

then (mirror V7 bytes)
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[0028] The values V1 through V7 are determined by the controller 111 per network

node or for all nodes 112. The values of the TCP sequence, and TCP sequence mask

are computed, by the controller 111, as discussed in detail below.

[0029] In another embodiment, in order to allow analysis of TCP packets’ headers by

a network node 112 and tracks flows, new type-length-value (TLV) structures are

provided. The TLV structures may be applied to be utilized by an OpenFlow protocol

standard as defined, for example, in the OpenFlow 1.3.3 specification published by the

Open Flow Foundation on September 27, 2013 or OpenFlow 1.4.0 specification published

on October 14, 2013, for parsing and identifying any arbitrary fields within a packet.

According to non-limiting and exemplary embodiments, the TLV structures disclosed

herein include:

1. TCP_FLG_OXM_HEADER (0x80FE, 2, 1). This TVL structure allows identification

of the TCP header flags. The ‘Ox80FE’ value represents a unique vendor identification

(ID), the value ‘2’ represents a unique Type=2 value for the TLV, and the ‘1’ value is

1-byte total length that stores the TCP flags header.

2. TCP_SEQ_OXM_HEADER (0x80FE, 1, 4) - This TLV structure allows identification

of the TCP sequence number field. The ‘Ox80FE’ value represents a unique vendor

ID, the value ‘1’ represents a unique Type=1 value for this TLV, and the value ‘4’ is a

4-byte total length that stores the TCP sequence number.

[0030] In order to track the flows, the central controller 111 also maintains a flow table

having a structure 200 as illustrated in the exemplary and non-limiting Fig. 2. The flow

table 200 contains two main fields KEY 210 and DATA 220. The KEY field 210 holds

information with respect to the addresses/port numbers of a client device 130 and a

destination server 140. The DATA field 220 contains information with respect to a TCP

flow, such as a flow ID, a request (client to server) sequence number M, a response

(server to client) sequence number N, a flow state (e.g., ACK, FIN), a creation timestamp,

a client to server hit counter, server to client hit counter Y [bytes], client to server data

buffer, server to client buffer, and an aging bit.
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[0031] Fig. 3 shows an exemplary and non-limiting schematic diagram of a system 300

for describing the process of flow detection as performed by the central controller 111

and a network node 112 according to one embodiment. In an exemplary implementation,

the central controller 111 includes a DPI flow detection module 311, a DPI engine 312,

and a memory 313, and a processing unit 314. The DPI engine 312 in configured to

inspect a packet or a number of bytes to provide application metadata as required by an

application executed by an application server 120.

[0032] According to various embodiments discussed in detail above, the DPI flow

detection module 311 is configured to detect all TCP flows and maintain them in the flow

table (e.g., table 200). The module 311 is also configured to generate and provide the

network logs with the required instructions to monitor, redirect, and mirror packets. The

DPI flow detection module 311 executes certain functions including, but not limited to,

flow management, computing sequence masks, and TCP flow analysis. These functions

are discussed in detail below.

[0033] In exemplary implementation, the network node 112 includes a probe flow

module 321, a memory 322, and a processing unit 323. The probe flow module 321 is

configured to redirect any new TCP connection state initiation packets to the DPI flow

detection module 311, as well as to extract several packets from each detected TCP flow

and mirror them to the flow detection module 311. In an embodiment, probe flow module

321 executes functions and/or implements logic to intercept TCP flags, redirect packets,

and count sequence numbers.

[0034] Both processing units 314 and 323 uses instructions stored in the memories

313 and 322 respectively to execute tasks generally performed by the central controllers

of SDN as well as to control and enable the operation of behavioral network intelligence

processes disclosed herewith. In an embodiment, the processing unit (314, 323) may

include one or more processors. The one or more processors may be implemented with

any combination of general-purpose microprocessors, multi-core processors,

microcontrollers, digital signal processors (DSPs), field programmable gate array

(FPGAs), programmable logic devices (PLDs), controllers, state machines, gated logic,

discrete hardware components, dedicated hardware finite state machines, or any other

suitable entities that can perform calculations or other manipulations of information. The
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memories 313 and 322 may be implemented using any form of a non-transitory computer

readable medium.

[0035] Prior to performing the flow detection process the network node 112 is set with

the probe instructions, such as those discussed above. Referring to Fig. 3, at S301, a

packet arrives from a client (e.g., client 130, Fig. 1) at a port (not shown) at the network

node 112. The packet is a TCP packet with a header including the following value [TCP

FLAG SYN=1, SEQUENCE = M].

[0036] As the header’ value matches a redirect action, at S302, the probe flow module

321 redirects the packet to the controller 111, and in particular to the module 311.

[0037] Inresponse, at S303, the module 311 traps the packet and creates a new flow-

id in the flow table (e.g., table 200) and marks the flow-id’s state as ‘SYN’. The flow table

is saved in the memory 313. The initial sequence from the client to a destination server

number equals M and saved in the flow table as well. Then, the packet is sent to the node

112 for further processing.

[0038] At S304, a response packet arrives from a destination server (e.g., server 140,

Fig. 1) with header value [TCP FLAG SYN=1, TCP FLAG ACK=1, SEQUENCE = Nj. The

response is received at the node’s 112 port. At S305, as the header’s value matches a

probe instruction, the response packet is sent to the module 311 in the controller 111.

[0039] In response, the module 311 traps the packet and searches for a pre-allocated

corresponding flow-id in the flow table and updates the respective state as ‘SYN/ACK’.

The module 311 also stores the initial sequence number of a packet from the server to

client as equals to N. This will create a new bi-directional flow-id with M and N sequence

numbers identified and the sequence mask logic can be calculated respective thereof.

[0040] According to various embodiments, the DPI flow detection module 311

implements or executes a sequence mask logic that computes a mask for the initial

trapped sequence numbers (M and N) to be used for a new flow to be configured into the

node 112. Specifically, the computed mask is used to define new mirroring instructions to

allow mirroring of a number of bytes from the TCP session in both directions. The

computed mask value specifies which bytes respective of the correct sequence number

would be required to mirror from the TCP session. In an embodiment, the computed value

is placed in a mask filed defined by the OpenFlow protocol.
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[0041] The following steps are taken to extract the computed mask value:

Compute a temporary mask value (temp_mask_val) as follows:

temp_mask_val = M XOR (M+ TCP_DATA_SIZE_DPI);

The value TCP_DATA_SIZE_DPI specifies the number of bytes the node 112 would be

required to mirror from the TCP session. In an embodiment, a different value of the

TCP_DATA_SIZE_DPI may be set for the upstream and downstream traffic. For example,

for an upstream traffic fewer bytes may be mirrored than the downstream traffic, thus the

TCP_DATA_SIZE_DPI value for upstream traffic would be smaller than a downstream

traffic. The temp_mask_val returns a number where the most significant bit (MSB) set to

one indicates the first bit of the mask. Then a sequence MSB is computed as follows:

seq_msb = (int32_t)msb32(temp_Mask_val);

The ‘msb32’ function returns the MSB place of temp_mask_val. Finally, the mask value

is computed as follows:

mask = (int32_t)(O - ((Ox1 << seq_msb))).

[0042] As an example, if the sequence number M is M=0xf46d5c34, and

TCP_DATA_SIZE_DPI = 16384, then:

temp_mask_val = Oxf46d5c34 XOR (Oxf46d5c34 + 16384) = OxcO00

seq_msb = (int32_t)msb32(Oxt46d9c34) = 16

mask = (int32_t)(O - (Ox1 << 16)) = OxFFFF8000

[0043] The mask is defined such that a ‘0’ in a given bit position indicates a “don't care

match for the same bit in the corresponding field, whereas a ‘1’ means match the bit

exactly. In above example, all data packets containing sequence number in the range of

{Oxf46d5c34 to Oxf46d9c34} be mirrored to the controller 111.

10
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[0044] Using the computed mask value, the module 311 using a TCP flow analysis

logic (not shown) creates the mirroring instructions related to the client and server traffic.

One instruction identifies the client to server flow traffic, including the OXM_OF_

_TCP_SEQ to identify the initial sequence number of the flow with the mask_M computed.

The action of the flow is to mirror all packets that the instruction applies, which will result

in the TCP_DATA_SIZE_DPI number of bytes from the client to server direction to be

mirrored to the controller 111. The second instruction identifies the server-to-client flow

traffic, including the OXM_OF_TCP_SEQ to identify the initial sequence number of the

flow with the mask_N. The action is to mirror all packets that the instruction applies to,

which will result in the TCP_DATA_SIZE_DPI number of byte from the server to client

direction to be mirrored to the controller 111 for further analysis. The mask_N and

mask_M are computed using the sequence numbers N and M< respectively using the

process discussed above. As a non-limiting example, the mirroring instructions includes:

Match result

Source destination | source | destination | IP TCP TCP action | Count

IP IP address | TCP TCP port protocol | sequence sequence byte

address port number mask

192.1.1.1 | 209.1.4.4 15431 | 21 6 Oxf46d5c34 | OxFFFF8000 | Mirror | X

209.1.4.4 | 192.1.1.1 21 15431 6 Ox3c98b9ab | OxFFFF8000 | Mirror | Y

[0045] Referring back to Fig. 3, at S306, in the module 311 the processed packet is

sent back to the node 112 for further processing. In an embodiment, a set of mirroring

instructions generated respective of the computed mask value are sent to the node 112.

At S307, a response TCP ACK packet with [TCP FLAG ACK= 1] is received at a port of

the node 112 and, based on the respective probe instruction, the packet is switched

directly to the destination server 140.

[0046] In an embodiment, an audit mechanism scans the flow table every predefined

time interval from the last timestamp and deletes all flows from the state is not SYN/ACK.

Furthermore, an aging mechanism deletes all entries wherein their aging bit equal = 1.

The aging bit is initialized to 0 upon flow creation of a flow-id entry and is set to 1 in the

first audit pass if buffer length is 0. When a flow-id is deleted from the flow table, the flow-

id also removed from the tables maintained by the probe sequence counter 324.

11
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[0047] At S308 and S309, packets arrive from either the client device or a destination

server with their sequence number that matches the mirroring instructions and are

mirrored to the central controller 111 for buffering and for analysis by the DPI engine 312.

lt should be noted that each instruction hit increments a counter Client-to-Server hit

counter X [bytes] and Server-to-Client hit counter Y [bytes]. The flow table audit

mechanism scans the flow table, every predefined time interval, and updates the mask to

0x00000000 and the ACTION to “no Action” of all entries that their Client-to-Server buffer

length = TCP_DATA_SIZE_DPI or Server-to-Client buffer length =

TCP_DATA_SIZE_DPI. The various fields of the flow table are shown in Fig. 2.

[0048] Fig. 4 show an exemplary and non-limiting diagram of a system 400 for

describing the process of flow termination as performed by the central controller 111 and

a network node 112 according to one embodiment. The various module of the controller

111 and node 112 are discussed with reference to Fig. 3.

[0049] In the flow termination process, the module 311 follows a termination of a TCP

flow and is responsible to remove the exiting flow from the flow table. In addition, the

module 311 disables or removes the mirroring instructions from the node 112. According

to one embodiment, the module 311 configures the node 112 with a set of termination

instructions. Examples for such instructions are provided above.

[0050] At S401, a packet arrives, at the node 112, from a client 130 with a header

including the value of [TCP FLAG FIN=1]. The value matches one of the termination

instructions, thus, at S402, to the packet is sent to the center controller 111.

[0051] In response, at S403, the module 311 traps the packet and marks the

corresponding flow-id in the flow table to update the state to FIN. Then, the packet is sent

back it to the network log.

[0052] At S404, a response packet from the destination server (e.g., server 140) with

a header’s value containing [TCP FLAG FIN=1, ACK=1] is received at the node 112. As

the value matches one of the termination instructions, at S405, to the packet is sent to

the center controller 111.

[0053] At S406, the module 311 traps the received packet and marks the

corresponding FLOW-ID in its flow table DB as state=FIN/FIN/ACK. Then, the packet is

sent back to the network node 112. At S407, a response TCP ACK packet arrives from a

12
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client 130 with a header’s value containing [TCP FLAG ACK=1] and is switched directly

to the server 140. If the response packet includes the header’s value of [TCP FLAG

RST=1], the module 311 marks the state of respective flow id in the flow table.

[0054] In an embodiment, the audit mechanism implemented by the module 311 scans

the flow table every predefined time interval to all flows that their respective state is any

one of FIN, FIN/ACK, FIN/FIN/ACK, or RST. The flows are removed from the probe flow

module 321 and the flow table.

[0055] According to one embodiment, each network node 112 is populated with one or

more probe tables generated by the central controller 111. Fig. 5 shows a non-limiting

and exemplary data structure 500 depicting the organization of the flows to allow

functionality of both the probe flow detection module 321 and probe sequence counter

324.

[0056] The data structure 500 which may be in a form of a table is updated with a

general instruction to match all traffic type with instruction 501 to go to a probe table 510.

The instruction 501 is set to the highest priority, unless the controller 111 requires pre-

processing of other instructions. All packets matching the instruction 500 are processed

in the probe table 510.

[0057] Inanembodiment, the probe table 510 is populated with a medium priority probe

and termination instructions 511 to detect all SYN, SYN/ACK, FIN, FIN/ACK that are the

TCP connection initiation packets. The instructions 511 allows the module 311 to update

the flow table and as a consequence create new instructions for mirroring N bytes from

each TCP connection setup.

[0058] The probe table 510 table is also populated with highest priority instructions 512,

these are two bi-direction instructions per flow-id that match a number ‘r’ tupple flow

headers including the TCP sequence number as calculated by the sequence mask logic.

The instructions 512 are to send the packet to the central controller 111 and also to

perform go to table ID <next table ID>. The instructions 512 will cause sending the packet

to continue switching processing. Each of these bi-directional instructions 512 will cause

the node to copy several bytes from the TCP stream to the TCP flow analysis logic to be

stored for further DP! engine metadata analysis.

13
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[0059] ‘The final instruction 513 placed in the probe table 510 is in the lowest priority to

catch all and proceed with the switch functionality. All traffic which does not correspond

to the TCP initiation packets, nor a specific detected flow and the corresponding TCP

sequence number shall continue regular processing.

[0060] Fig. 6 shows an exemplary and non-limiting flowchart 600 illustrating the

operation of the central controller 111 according to one embodiment. At S610, all network

nodes 112 are configured with a set of probe instructions utilized to instruct each node

112 to redirect a TCP packet having at least a flag value as designated in each probe

instruction. Examples for probe instructions are provided above.

[0061] At S620, a first TCP packet with at least one TCP FLAG SYN value equal to 1

is received. This packet may have a sequence number M and may be sent from a client

device 130. At S630, a second TCP packet with at least one TCP FLAG ACK value equal

to 1 is received. This packet may have a sequence number N and may be sent from a

destination server 140 in response to the first TCP packet. In an embodiment, the flow

table is updated with the respective flow ID and the state of the first and second packets.

[0062] At S640, using at least the sequence numbers of the first and second packets

a mask value is computed. The mask value is utilized to determine which bytes from the

flow respective of the sequence numbers N and M should be mirrored by the nodes. An

embodiment for computing the mask value is provided above.

[0063] At S650, a set of mirroring instructions are generated using the mirror value and

sent to the network nodes. Each such instruction defines the packets (designed at least

by a specific source/destination IP addresses, and TCP sequences), the number of bytes,

and the bytes that should be mirrored. At S660, the received mirror bytes are inspected

using a DPI engine in the controller 111. In addition, the flow table is updated with the

number of the received mirror bytes.

[0064] In S670, it is checked if the inspection session should be terminated. The

decision is based on the FIN and/or RST values of the TCP FLAG. As noted above,

packets with TCP FLAG FIN=1 or TCP FLAG RST=1 are directed to the controller

respective of the set of termination instructions. Some examples for the termination

instructions are provided above. If S670, results with No answer execution returns to

S660; otherwise, execution continues with S680. At S680, related exiting flows from the
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flow table are removed. In addition, the nodes 112 are instructed not to perform the

mirroring instructions provided at S650.

[0065] The various embodiments disclosed herein can be implemented as hardware,

firmware, software, or any combination thereof. Moreover, the software is preferably

implemented as an application program tangibly embodied on a program storage unit or

computer readable medium consisting of parts, or of certain devices and/or a combination

of devices. The application program may be uploaded to, and executed by, a machine

comprising any suitable architecture. Preferably, the machine is implemented on a

computer platform having hardware such as one or more central processing units

(“CPUs”), amemory, and input/output interfaces. The computer platform may also include

an operating system and microinstruction code. The various processes and functions

described herein may be either part of the microinstruction code or part of the application

program, or any combination thereof, which may be executed by a CPU, whether or not

such a computer or processor is explicitly shown. In addition, various other peripheral

units may be connected to the computer platform such as an additional data storage unit

and a printing unit. Furthermore, a non-transitory computer readable medium is any

computer readable medium except for a transitory propagating signal.

[0066] All examples and conditional language recited herein are intended for

pedagogical purposes to aid the reader in understanding the principles of the disclosed

embodiments and the concepts contributed by the inventor to furthering the art, and are

to be construed as being without limitation to such specifically recited examples and

conditions. Moreover, all statements herein reciting principles, aspects, and embodiments

of the invention, as well as specific examples thereof, are intended to encompass both

structural and functional equivalents thereof. Additionally, it is intended that such

equivalents include both currently known equivalents as well as equivalents developed in

the future, i.e., any nodes developed that perform the same function, regardless of

structure.
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CLAIMS

What is claimed is:

1. A method for deep packet inspection (DPI) in a software defined network (SDN),

wherein the method is performed by a central controller of the SDN, comprising:

configuring a plurality of network nodes operable in the SDN with at least one probe

instruction;

receiving from a network node a first packet of a flow, wherein the first packet

matches the at least one probe instruction, wherein the first packet includes a first

sequence number;

receiving from a network node a second packet of the flow, wherein the second

packet matches the at least one probe instruction, wherein the second packet includes a

second sequence number, wherein the second packet is a response of the first packet;

computing a mask value respective of at least the first and second sequence

numbers, wherein the mask value indicates which bytes to be mirrored from subsequent

packets belonging to the same flow, wherein the mirrored bytes are inspected;

generating at least one mirror instruction based on at least the mask value; and

configuring the plurality of network nodes with at least one mirror instruction.

2. The method of claim 1, further comprising:

receiving mirrored bytes from a network node respective of the at least one mirror

instruction; and

inspecting the mirrored bytes using a DPI engine.

3. The method of claim 1, further comprising:

maintaining a flow table listing each flow inspected by the central controller; and

updating a status field in the flow table upon reception of any one of: the first

packet, the second packet, and the mirrored bytes.

4. The method of claim 3, further comprising:

configuring the plurality of network nodes with at least one termination instruction;

16
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removing all entries from the flow table for each flow matching the at least one

termination instruction; and

disabling the at least one mirror instruction for each flow matching the at least one

termination instruction.

5. The method of claim 1, wherein the at least one probe instruction is any one of:

if (TCP FLAG SYN=1) then (re-direct packet to the central controller) and if (TCP

FLAG SYN=1 and ACK=1) then (re-direct packet to central controller).

6. The method of claim 1, wherein the least one mirror action is at least: if (source IP

Address = V1 and destination IP Address = V2 and source TCP port = V3 and destination

IP address = V4 and TCP sequence = V5 and TCP sequence mask = V6) then (mirror V7

bytes).

7. The method of claim 4, wherein the at least one termination instruction is any one

of: if (TCP FLAG FIN=1) then (re-direct packet to controller); if (TCP FLAG FIN=1 and

ACK=1) then (re-direct packet to controller); and if (TCP FLAG RST=1) then (re-direct

packet to controller).

8. The method of claim 1, wherein a number of bytes mirrored from each packet is a

portion of the packet, wherein the bytes are mirrored from packets in sequence.

9. The method of claim 1, wherein the communication between central controller and

the plurality of network nodes is performed using the OpenFlow standard.

10. Anon-transitory computer readable medium having stored thereon instructions for

causing one or more processing units to execute the computerized method according to

claim 1.

11. A system for deep packet inspection (DPI) in a software defined network (SDN),

wherein the method is performed by a central controller of the SDN, comprising:
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a processor;

a memory connected to the processor and configured to contain a plurality of

instructions that when executed by the processor configure the system to:

set a plurality of network nodes operable in the SDN with at least one probe

instruction;

receive from a network node a first packet of a flow, wherein the first packet

matches the at least one probe instruction, wherein the first packet includes a first

sequence number;

receive from a network node a second packet of the flow, wherein the second

packet matches the at least one probe instruction, wherein the second packet includes a

second sequence number, wherein the second packet is a response of the first packet;

compute a mask value respective of at least the first and second sequence

numbers, wherein the mask value indicates which bytes to be mirrored from subsequent

packets belonging to the same flow, wherein the mirrored bytes are inspected;

generate at least one mirror instruction based on at least the mask value; and

configure the plurality of network nodes with at least one mirror instruction.

12. The system of claim 11, wherein the system is further configured to:

receive mirrored bytes from a network node respective of the at least one mirror

instruction; and

inspect the mirrored bytes using a DPI engine.

13. The system of claim 11, wherein the system is further configured to:

maintain a flow table listing each flow inspected by the central controller; and

update a status field in the flow table upon reception of any one of: the first packet,

the second packet, and the mirrored bytes.

14. |The system of claim 13, wherein the system is further configured to:

configure the plurality of network nodes with at least one termination instruction;

remove all entries from the flow table for each flow matching the at least one

termination instruction; and
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disable the at least one mirror instruction for each flow matching the at least one

termination instruction.

15. The system of claim 11, wherein the at least one probe instruction is any one of:

if (TCP FLAG SYN=1) then (re-direct packet to the central controller) and if (TCP

FLAG SYN=1 and ACK=1) then (re-direct packet to central controller).

16. The system of claim 11, wherein the least one mirror action is at least: if (source

IP Address = V1 and destination IP Address = V2 and source TCP port = V3 and

destination IP address = V4 and TCP sequence = V5 and TCP sequence mask = V6)

then (mirror V7 bytes).

17. |The system of claim 14, wherein the at least one termination instruction is any one

of: if (TCP FLAG FIN=1) then (re-direct packet to controller); if (TCP FLAG FIN=1 and

ACK=1) then (re-direct packet to controller); and if (TCP FLAG RST=1) then (re-direct

packet to controller).

18. The system of claim 11, wherein a number of bytes mirrored from each packet is

a portion of the packet, wherein the bytes are mirrored from packets in sequence.

19. Thesystem of claim 11, wherein the communication between central controller and

the plurality of network node is performed using the OpenFlow standard
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A METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR DEEP PACKET INSPECTION IN SOFTWARE

DEFINED NETWORKS

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

[001] This application claims the benefit of US provisional application No. 61/982,358

filed on April 22, 2014, the contents of which are herein incorporated by reference.

TECHNICAL FIELD

[002] This disclosure generally relates to techniques for deep packet inspection (DPI),

and particularly for DPI of traffic in cloud-based networks utilizing software defined

networks.

BACKGROUND

[003] Deep packet inspection (DPI) technology is a form of network packet scanning

technique that allows specific data patterns to be extracted from a data communication

channel. Extracted data patterns can then be used by various applications, such as

security and data analytics applications. DPI currently performs across various

networks, such as internal networks, Internet service providers (ISPs), and public

networks provided to customers. Typically, the DPI is performed by dedicated engines

installed in such networks.

[004] A software defined networking is a relatively new type of networking architecture

that provides centralized management of network nodes rather than a distributed

architecture utilized by conventional networks. The SDN is prompted by an ONF (open

network foundation). The leading communication standard that currently defines

communication between the central controller (e.g., a SDN controller) and the network

nodes (e.g., vSwitches) is the OpenFlowTM standard.

[005] Specifically, in SDN-based architectures the data forwarding (e.g. data plane) is

typically decoupled from control decisions (e.g. control plane), such as routing,

resources, and other management functionalities. The decoupling may also allow the

data plane and the control plane to operate on different hardware, in different runtime

environments, and/or operate using different models. As such, in an SDN network, the
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network intelligence is logically centralized in the central controller which configures,

using OpenFlow protocol, network nodes and to control application data traffic flows.

[006] Although, the OpenFlow protocol allows addition of programmability to network

nodes for the purpose of packets-processing operations under the control of the central

controller, the OpenFlow does not support any mechanism to allow DPI of packets

through the various networking layers as defined by the OSI model. Specifically, the

current OpenFlow specification defines a mechanism to parse and extract only packet

headers, in layer-2 through layer-4, from packets flowing via the network nodes. The

OpenFlow specification does not define or suggest any mechanism to extract non-

generic, uncommon, and/or arbitrary data patterns contained in layer-4 to layer 7 fields.

In addition, the OpenFlow specification does not define or suggest any mechanism to

inspect or to extract content from packets belonging to a specific flow or session. This

is a major limitation as it would not require inspection of the packet for the purpose of

identification of, for example, security threats detection.

[007] The straightforward approach of routing all traffic from network nodes to the central

controller introduces some significant drawbacks, such as increased end-to-end traffic

delays between the client and the server; overflowing the controller capability to perform

other networking functions; and a single point of failure for the re-routed traffic.

[008] Therefore, it would be advantageous to provide a solution that overcomes the

deficiencies noted above and allow efficient DP! in SDNs.

SUMMARY

[009] A summary of several example embodiments of the disclosure follows. This

summary is provided for the convenience of the reader to provide a basic understanding

of such embodiments and does not wholly define the breadth of the disclosure. This

summary is not an extensive overview of all contemplated embodiments, and is intended

to neither identify key or critical nodes of all aspects nor delineate the scope of any or all

embodiments. Its sole purpose is to present some concepts of one or more embodiments

in a simplified form as a prelude to the more detailed description that is presented later.

For convenience, the term some embodiments may be used herein to refer to a single

embodiment or multiple embodiments of the disclosure.
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[0010]Certain embodiments disclosed herein include a method for deep packet

inspection (DPI) in a software defined network (SDN), wherein the method is performed

by a central controller of the SDN. The method comprises: configuring a plurality of

network nodes operable in the SDN with at least one probe instruction; receiving from a

network node a first packet of a flow, wherein the first packet matches the at least one

probe instruction, wherein the first packet includes a first sequence number; receiving

from a network node a second packet of the flow, wherein the second packet matches

the at least one probe instruction, wherein the second packet includes a second sequence

number, wherein the second packet is a response of the first packet; computing a mask

value respective of at least the first and second sequence numbers, wherein the mask

value indicates which bytes to be mirrored from subsequent packets belonging to the

same flow, wherein the mirrored bytes are inspected; generating at least one mirror

instruction based on at least the mask value; and configuring the plurality of network

nodes with at least one mirror instruction.

[0011] Certain embodiments disclosed herein include a system for deep packet inspection

(DPI) in a software defined network (SDN), wherein the method is performed by a central

controller of the SDN. The system comprises: a processor; a memory connected to the

processor and configured to contain a plurality of instructions that when executed by the

processor configure the system to: set a plurality of network nodes operable in the SDN

with at least one probe instruction; receive from a network node a first packet of a flow,

wherein the first packet matches the at least one probe instruction, wherein the first packet

includes a first sequence number; receive from a network node a second packet of the

flow, wherein the second packet matches the at least one probe instruction, wherein the

second packet includes a second sequence number, wherein the second packet is a

response of the first packet; compute a mask value respective of at least the first and

second sequence numbers, wherein the mask value indicates which bytes to be mirrored

from subsequent packets belonging to the same flow, wherein the mirrored bytes are

inspected; generate at least one mirror instruction based on at least the mask value;

and configure the plurality of network nodes with at least one mirror instruction.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
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[0012] The subject matter disclosed herein is particularly pointed out and distinctly

claimed in the claims at the conclusion of the specification. The foregoing and other

objects, features, and advantages of the invention will be apparent from the following

detailed description taken in conjunction with the accompanying drawings.

[0013] Figure 1 is a schematic diagram of a network system utilized to describe the

various disclosed embodiments.

[0014] Figure 2 illustrates is a schematic diagram of a flow table stored in a central

controller.

[0015] Figure 3 is a schematic diagram of a system utilized for describing the process

of flow detection as performed by a central controller and a network node according to

one embodiment.

[0016] Figure 4 is a schematic diagram of a system utilized for describing the process

of flow termination as performed by a central controller and a network node according to

one embodiment.

[0017] Figure 5 is a data structure depicting the organization of flows according to one

embodiment.

[0018] Figure 6 is flowchart illustrating the operation of the central controller according

to one embodiment.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0019] _Itis important to note that the embodiments disclosed herein are only examples

of the many advantageous uses of the innovative teachings herein. In general, statements

made in the specification of the present application do not necessarily limit any of the

various claimed embodiments. Moreover, some statements may apply to some inventive

features but not to others. In general, unless otherwise indicated, singular nodes may be

in plural and vice versa with no loss of generality. In the drawings, like numerals refer to

like parts through several views.

[0020] ‘Fig. 1 is an exemplary and non-limiting diagram of a network system 100 utilized

to describe the various disclosed embodiments. The network system 100 includes a

software defined network (SDN) 110 (not shown) containing a central controller 111 and

a plurality of network nodes 112. The network nodes 112 communicate with the central
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controller 111 using, for example, an OpenFlow protocol. The central controller 111 can

configure the network nodes 112 to perform certain data path operations. The SDN 110

can be implemented in wide area networks (WANs), local area networks (LANs), the

Internet, metropolitan area networks (MANs), ISP backbones, datacenters, inter-

datacenter networks, and the like. Each network node 112 in the SDN may be a router, a

switch, a bridge, and so on.

[0021] The central controller 111 provides inspected data (such as application

metadata) to a plurality of application servers (collectively referred to as application

servers 120, merely for simplicity purposes). An application server 120 executes, for

example, security applications (e.g., Firewall, intrusion detection, etc.), data analytic

applications, and so on.

[0022] In the exemplary network system 100, a plurality of client devices (collectively

referred to as client devices 130, merely for simplicity purposes) communicate with a

plurality of destination servers (collectively referred to as destination servers 140, merely

for simplicity purposes) connected over the network 110. A client device 130 may be, for

example, a smart phone, a tablet computer, a personal computer, a laptop computer, a

wearable computing device, and the like. The destination servers 140 are accessed by

the devices 130 and may be, for example, web servers.

[0023] According to some embodiments, the central controller 111 is configured to

perform deep packet inspection on designated packets from designated flows or TCP

sessions. To this end, the central controller 111 is further configured to instruct each of

the network nodes 112 which of the packets and/or sessions should be directed to the

controller 111 for packet inspections.

[0024] According to some embodiments, each network node 112 is configured to

determine if an incoming packet requires inspection or not. The determination is

performed based on a set of instructions provided by the controller 111. A packet that

requires inspection is either redirected to the controller 111 or mirrored and a copy thereof

is sent to the controller 111. It should be noted that traffic flows that are inspected are not

affected by the operation of the network node 112. In an embodiment, each network node

112 is configured to extract and send only a portion of a packet data that contains

meaningful information.
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[0025] The set of instructions that the controller 111 configures each of the network

nodes 112 with include “probe instructions”, “mirroring instructions”, and “termination

instructions.” According to some exemplary and non-limiting embodiments, the probe

instructions include:

If (TCP FLAG SYN=1) then (re-direct packet to central controller);

If (TCP FLAG SYN=1 and ACK=1) then (re-direct packet to central controller); and

If (TCP FLAG ACK=1) then (forward packet directly to a destination server).

The termination instructions include:

If (TCP FLAG FIN=1) then (re-direct packet to controller);

If (TCP FLAG FIN=1 and ACK=1) then (re-direct packet to controller); and

If (TCP FLAG RST=1) then (re-direct packet to controller).

[0026] The TCP FLAG SYN, TCP FLAG ACK, TCP FLAG FIN, TCP FLAG RST are

fields in a TCP packet’s header that can be analyzed by the network nodes 112. That is,

each node 112 is configured to receive an incoming packet (either a request from a client

device 130 or response for a server 140), analyze the packet’s header, and perform the

action (redirect the packet to controller 111 or send to destination server 140) respective

of the value of the TCP flag.

[0027] Thecontroller 111 also configures each of the network nodes 112 with mirroring

instructions with a mirror action of X number of bytes within a packet. The mirrored bytes

are sent to the controller 111 to perform the DPI analysis. According to some exemplary

embodiments, the set of mirroring instructions have the following format:

If (source IP Address = V1 and destination IP Address = V2 and source TCP port = V3

and destination IP address = V4 and TCP sequence = V5 and TCP sequence mask = V6)

then (mirror V7 bytes)
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[0028] The values V1 through V7 are determined by the controller 111 per network

node or for all nodes 112. The values of the TCP sequence, and TCP sequence mask

are computed, by the controller 111, as discussed in detail below.

[0029] In another embodiment, in order to allow analysis of TCP packets’ headers by

a network node 112 and tracks flows, new type-length-value (TLV) structures are

provided. The TLV structures may be applied to be utilized by an OpenFlow protocol

standard as defined, for example, in the OpenFlow 1.3.3 specification published by the

Open Flow Foundation on September 27, 2013 or OpenFlow 1.4.0 specification published

on October 14, 2013, for parsing and identifying any arbitrary fields within a packet.

According to non-limiting and exemplary embodiments, the TLV structures disclosed

herein include:

1. TCP_FLG_OXM_HEADER (0x80FE, 2, 1). This TVL structure allows identification

of the TCP header flags. The ‘Ox80FE’ value represents a unique vendor identification

(ID), the value ‘2’ represents a unique Type=2 value for the TLV, and the ‘1’ value is

1-byte total length that stores the TCP flags header.

2. TCP_SEQ_OXM_HEADER (0x80FE, 1, 4) - This TLV structure allows identification

of the TCP sequence number field. The ‘Ox80FE’ value represents a unique vendor

ID, the value ‘1’ represents a unique Type=1 value for this TLV, and the value ‘4’ is a

4-byte total length that stores the TCP sequence number.

[0030] In order to track the flows, the central controller 111 also maintains a flow table

having a structure 200 as illustrated in the exemplary and non-limiting Fig. 2. The flow

table 200 contains two main fields KEY 210 and DATA 220. The KEY field 210 holds

information with respect to the addresses/port numbers of a client device 130 and a

destination server 140. The DATA field 220 contains information with respect to a TCP

flow, such as a flow ID, a request (client to server) sequence number M, a response

(server to client) sequence number N, a flow state (e.g., ACK, FIN), a creation timestamp,

a client to server hit counter, server to client hit counter Y [bytes], client to server data

buffer, server to client buffer, and an aging bit.
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[0031] Fig. 3 shows an exemplary and non-limiting schematic diagram of a system 300

for describing the process of flow detection as performed by the central controller 111

and a network node 112 according to one embodiment. In an exemplary implementation,

the central controller 111 includes a DPI flow detection module 311, a DPI engine 312,

and a memory 313, and a processing unit 314. The DPI engine 312 in configured to

inspect a packet or a number of bytes to provide application metadata as required by an

application executed by an application server 120.

[0032] According to various embodiments discussed in detail above, the DPI flow

detection module 311 is configured to detect all TCP flows and maintain them in the flow

table (e.g., table 200). The module 311 is also configured to generate and provide the

network logs with the required instructions to monitor, redirect, and mirror packets. The

DPI flow detection module 311 executes certain functions including, but not limited to,

flow management, computing sequence masks, and TCP flow analysis. These functions

are discussed in detail below.

[0033] In exemplary implementation, the network node 112 includes a probe flow

module 321, a memory 322, and a processing unit 323. The probe flow module 321 is

configured to redirect any new TCP connection state initiation packets to the DPI flow

detection module 311, as well as to extract several packets from each detected TCP flow

and mirror them to the flow detection module 311. In an embodiment, probe flow module

321 executes functions and/or implements logic to intercept TCP flags, redirect packets,

and count sequence numbers.

[0034] Both processing units 314 and 323 uses instructions stored in the memories

313 and 322 respectively to execute tasks generally performed by the central controllers

of SDN as well as to control and enable the operation of behavioral network intelligence

processes disclosed herewith. In an embodiment, the processing unit (314, 323) may

include one or more processors. The one or more processors may be implemented with

any combination of general-purpose microprocessors, multi-core processors,

microcontrollers, digital signal processors (DSPs), field programmable gate array

(FPGAs), programmable logic devices (PLDs), controllers, state machines, gated logic,

discrete hardware components, dedicated hardware finite state machines, or any other

suitable entities that can perform calculations or other manipulations of information. The
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memories 313 and 322 may be implemented using any form of a non-transitory computer

readable medium.

[0035] Prior to performing the flow detection process the network node 112 is set with

the probe instructions, such as those discussed above. Referring to Fig. 3, at S301, a

packet arrives from a client (e.g., client 130, Fig. 1) at a port (not shown) at the network

node 112. The packet is a TCP packet with a header including the following value [TCP

FLAG SYN=1, SEQUENCE = M].

[0036] As the header’ value matches a redirect action, at S302, the probe flow module

321 redirects the packet to the controller 111, and in particular to the module 311.

[0037] Inresponse, at S303, the module 311 traps the packet and creates a new flow-

id in the flow table (e.g., table 200) and marks the flow-id’s state as ‘SYN’. The flow table

is saved in the memory 313. The initial sequence from the client to a destination server

number equals M and saved in the flow table as well. Then, the packet is sent to the node

112 for further processing.

[0038] At S304, a response packet arrives from a destination server (e.g., server 140,

Fig. 1) with header value [TCP FLAG SYN=1, TCP FLAG ACK=1, SEQUENCE = Nj. The

response is received at the node’s 112 port. At S305, as the header’s value matches a

probe instruction, the response packet is sent to the module 311 in the controller 111.

[0039] In response, the module 311 traps the packet and searches for a pre-allocated

corresponding flow-id in the flow table and updates the respective state as ‘SYN/ACK’.

The module 311 also stores the initial sequence number of a packet from the server to

client as equals to N. This will create a new bi-directional flow-id with M and N sequence

numbers identified and the sequence mask logic can be calculated respective thereof.

[0040] According to various embodiments, the DPI flow detection module 311

implements or executes a sequence mask logic that computes a mask for the initial

trapped sequence numbers (M and N) to be used for a new flow to be configured into the

node 112. Specifically, the computed mask is used to define new mirroring instructions to

allow mirroring of a number of bytes from the TCP session in both directions. The

computed mask value specifies which bytes respective of the correct sequence number

would be required to mirror from the TCP session. In an embodiment, the computed value

is placed in a mask filed defined by the OpenFlow protocol.
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[0041] The following steps are taken to extract the computed mask value:

Compute a temporary mask value (temp_mask_val) as follows:

temp_mask_val = M XOR (M+ TCP_DATA_SIZE_DPI);

The value TCP_DATA_SIZE_DPI specifies the number of bytes the node 112 would be

required to mirror from the TCP session. In an embodiment, a different value of the

TCP_DATA_SIZE_DPI may be set for the upstream and downstream traffic. For example,

for an upstream traffic fewer bytes may be mirrored than the downstream traffic, thus the

TCP_DATA_SIZE_DPI value for upstream traffic would be smaller than a downstream

traffic. The temp_mask_val returns a number where the most significant bit (MSB) set to

one indicates the first bit of the mask. Then a sequence MSB is computed as follows:

seq_msb = (int32_t)msb32(temp_Mask_val);

The ‘msb32’ function returns the MSB place of temp_mask_val. Finally, the mask value

is computed as follows:

mask = (int32_t)(O - ((Ox1 << seq_msb))).

[0042] As an example, if the sequence number M is M=0xf46d5c34, and

TCP_DATA_SIZE_DPI = 16384, then:

temp_mask_val = Oxf46d5c34 XOR (Oxf46d5c34 + 16384) = OxcO00

seq_msb = (int32_t)msb32(Oxt46d9c34) = 16

mask = (int32_t)(O - (Ox1 << 16)) = OxFFFF8000

[0043] The mask is defined such that a ‘0’ in a given bit position indicates a “don't care

match for the same bit in the corresponding field, whereas a ‘1’ means match the bit

exactly. In above example, all data packets containing sequence number in the range of

{Oxf46d5c34 to Oxf46d9c34} be mirrored to the controller 111.

10
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[0044] Using the computed mask value, the module 311 using a TCP flow analysis

logic (not shown) creates the mirroring instructions related to the client and server traffic.

One instruction identifies the client to server flow traffic, including the OXM_OF_

_TCP_SEQ to identify the initial sequence number of the flow with the mask_M computed.

The action of the flow is to mirror all packets that the instruction applies, which will result

in the TCP_DATA_SIZE_DPI number of bytes from the client to server direction to be

mirrored to the controller 111. The second instruction identifies the server-to-client flow

traffic, including the OXM_OF_TCP_SEQ to identify the initial sequence number of the

flow with the mask_N. The action is to mirror all packets that the instruction applies to,

which will result in the TCP_DATA_SIZE_DPI number of byte from the server to client

direction to be mirrored to the controller 111 for further analysis. The mask_N and

mask_M are computed using the sequence numbers N and M< respectively using the

process discussed above. As a non-limiting example, the mirroring instructions includes:

Match result

Source destination | source | destination | IP TCP TCP action | Count

IP IP address | TCP TCP port protocol | sequence sequence byte

address port number mask

192.1.1.1 | 209.1.4.4 15431 | 21 6 Oxf46d5c34 | OxFFFF8000 | Mirror | X

209.1.4.4 | 192.1.1.1 21 15431 6 Ox3c98b9ab | OxFFFF8000 | Mirror | Y

[0045] Referring back to Fig. 3, at S306, in the module 311 the processed packet is

sent back to the node 112 for further processing. In an embodiment, a set of mirroring

instructions generated respective of the computed mask value are sent to the node 112.

At S307, a response TCP ACK packet with [TCP FLAG ACK= 1] is received at a port of

the node 112 and, based on the respective probe instruction, the packet is switched

directly to the destination server 140.

[0046] In an embodiment, an audit mechanism scans the flow table every predefined

time interval from the last timestamp and deletes all flows from the state is not SYN/ACK.

Furthermore, an aging mechanism deletes all entries wherein their aging bit equal = 1.

The aging bit is initialized to 0 upon flow creation of a flow-id entry and is set to 1 in the

first audit pass if buffer length is 0. When a flow-id is deleted from the flow table, the flow-

id also removed from the tables maintained by the probe sequence counter 324.

11
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[0047] At S308 and S309, packets arrive from either the client device or a destination

server with their sequence number that matches the mirroring instructions and are

mirrored to the central controller 111 for buffering and for analysis by the DPI engine 312.

lt should be noted that each instruction hit increments a counter Client-to-Server hit

counter X [bytes] and Server-to-Client hit counter Y [bytes]. The flow table audit

mechanism scans the flow table, every predefined time interval, and updates the mask to

0x00000000 and the ACTION to “no Action” of all entries that their Client-to-Server buffer

length = TCP_DATA_SIZE_DPI or Server-to-Client buffer length =

TCP_DATA_SIZE_DPI. The various fields of the flow table are shown in Fig. 2.

[0048] Fig. 4 show an exemplary and non-limiting diagram of a system 400 for

describing the process of flow termination as performed by the central controller 111 and

a network node 112 according to one embodiment. The various module of the controller

111 and node 112 are discussed with reference to Fig. 3.

[0049] In the flow termination process, the module 311 follows a termination of a TCP

flow and is responsible to remove the exiting flow from the flow table. In addition, the

module 311 disables or removes the mirroring instructions from the node 112. According

to one embodiment, the module 311 configures the node 112 with a set of termination

instructions. Examples for such instructions are provided above.

[0050] At S401, a packet arrives, at the node 112, from a client 130 with a header

including the value of [TCP FLAG FIN=1]. The value matches one of the termination

instructions, thus, at S402, to the packet is sent to the center controller 111.

[0051] In response, at S403, the module 311 traps the packet and marks the

corresponding flow-id in the flow table to update the state to FIN. Then, the packet is sent

back it to the network log.

[0052] At S404, a response packet from the destination server (e.g., server 140) with

a header’s value containing [TCP FLAG FIN=1, ACK=1] is received at the node 112. As

the value matches one of the termination instructions, at S405, to the packet is sent to

the center controller 111.

[0053] At S406, the module 311 traps the received packet and marks the

corresponding FLOW-ID in its flow table DB as state=FIN/FIN/ACK. Then, the packet is

sent back to the network node 112. At S407, a response TCP ACK packet arrives from a

12
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client 130 with a header’s value containing [TCP FLAG ACK=1] and is switched directly

to the server 140. If the response packet includes the header’s value of [TCP FLAG

RST=1], the module 311 marks the state of respective flow id in the flow table.

[0054] In an embodiment, the audit mechanism implemented by the module 311 scans

the flow table every predefined time interval to all flows that their respective state is any

one of FIN, FIN/ACK, FIN/FIN/ACK, or RST. The flows are removed from the probe flow

module 321 and the flow table.

[0055] According to one embodiment, each network node 112 is populated with one or

more probe tables generated by the central controller 111. Fig. 5 shows a non-limiting

and exemplary data structure 500 depicting the organization of the flows to allow

functionality of both the probe flow detection module 321 and probe sequence counter

324.

[0056] The data structure 500 which may be in a form of a table is updated with a

general instruction to match all traffic type with instruction 501 to go to a probe table 510.

The instruction 501 is set to the highest priority, unless the controller 111 requires pre-

processing of other instructions. All packets matching the instruction 500 are processed

in the probe table 510.

[0057] Inanembodiment, the probe table 510 is populated with a medium priority probe

and termination instructions 511 to detect all SYN, SYN/ACK, FIN, FIN/ACK that are the

TCP connection initiation packets. The instructions 511 allows the module 311 to update

the flow table and as a consequence create new instructions for mirroring N bytes from

each TCP connection setup.

[0058] The probe table 510 table is also populated with highest priority instructions 512,

these are two bi-direction instructions per flow-id that match a number ‘r’ tupple flow

headers including the TCP sequence number as calculated by the sequence mask logic.

The instructions 512 are to send the packet to the central controller 111 and also to

perform go to table ID <next table ID>. The instructions 512 will cause sending the packet

to continue switching processing. Each of these bi-directional instructions 512 will cause

the node to copy several bytes from the TCP stream to the TCP flow analysis logic to be

stored for further DP! engine metadata analysis.

13
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[0059] ‘The final instruction 513 placed in the probe table 510 is in the lowest priority to

catch all and proceed with the switch functionality. All traffic which does not correspond

to the TCP initiation packets, nor a specific detected flow and the corresponding TCP

sequence number shall continue regular processing.

[0060] Fig. 6 shows an exemplary and non-limiting flowchart 600 illustrating the

operation of the central controller 111 according to one embodiment. At S610, all network

nodes 112 are configured with a set of probe instructions utilized to instruct each node

112 to redirect a TCP packet having at least a flag value as designated in each probe

instruction. Examples for probe instructions are provided above.

[0061] At S620, a first TCP packet with at least one TCP FLAG SYN value equal to 1

is received. This packet may have a sequence number M and may be sent from a client

device 130. At S630, a second TCP packet with at least one TCP FLAG ACK value equal

to 1 is received. This packet may have a sequence number N and may be sent from a

destination server 140 in response to the first TCP packet. In an embodiment, the flow

table is updated with the respective flow ID and the state of the first and second packets.

[0062] At S640, using at least the sequence numbers of the first and second packets

a mask value is computed. The mask value is utilized to determine which bytes from the

flow respective of the sequence numbers N and M should be mirrored by the nodes. An

embodiment for computing the mask value is provided above.

[0063] At S650, a set of mirroring instructions are generated using the mirror value and

sent to the network nodes. Each such instruction defines the packets (designed at least

by a specific source/destination IP addresses, and TCP sequences), the number of bytes,

and the bytes that should be mirrored. At S660, the received mirror bytes are inspected

using a DPI engine in the controller 111. In addition, the flow table is updated with the

number of the received mirror bytes.

[0064] In S670, it is checked if the inspection session should be terminated. The

decision is based on the FIN and/or RST values of the TCP FLAG. As noted above,

packets with TCP FLAG FIN=1 or TCP FLAG RST=1 are directed to the controller

respective of the set of termination instructions. Some examples for the termination

instructions are provided above. If S670, results with No answer execution returns to

S660; otherwise, execution continues with S680. At S680, related exiting flows from the
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flow table are removed. In addition, the nodes 112 are instructed not to perform the

mirroring instructions provided at S650.

[0065] The various embodiments disclosed herein can be implemented as hardware,

firmware, software, or any combination thereof. Moreover, the software is preferably

implemented as an application program tangibly embodied on a program storage unit or

computer readable medium consisting of parts, or of certain devices and/or a combination

of devices. The application program may be uploaded to, and executed by, a machine

comprising any suitable architecture. Preferably, the machine is implemented on a

computer platform having hardware such as one or more central processing units

(“CPUs”), amemory, and input/output interfaces. The computer platform may also include

an operating system and microinstruction code. The various processes and functions

described herein may be either part of the microinstruction code or part of the application

program, or any combination thereof, which may be executed by a CPU, whether or not

such a computer or processor is explicitly shown. In addition, various other peripheral

units may be connected to the computer platform such as an additional data storage unit

and a printing unit. Furthermore, a non-transitory computer readable medium is any

computer readable medium except for a transitory propagating signal.

[0066] All examples and conditional language recited herein are intended for

pedagogical purposes to aid the reader in understanding the principles of the disclosed

embodiments and the concepts contributed by the inventor to furthering the art, and are

to be construed as being without limitation to such specifically recited examples and

conditions. Moreover, all statements herein reciting principles, aspects, and embodiments

of the invention, as well as specific examples thereof, are intended to encompass both

structural and functional equivalents thereof. Additionally, it is intended that such

equivalents include both currently known equivalents as well as equivalents developed in

the future, i.e., any nodes developed that perform the same function, regardless of

structure.
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CLAIMS

What is claimed is:

1. A method for deep packet inspection (DPI) in a software defined network (SDN),

wherein the method is performed by a central controller of the SDN, comprising:

configuring a plurality of network nodes operable in the SDN with at least one probe

instruction;

receiving from a network node a first packet of a flow, wherein the first packet

matches the at least one probe instruction, wherein the first packet includes a first

sequence number;

receiving from a network node a second packet of the flow, wherein the second

packet matches the at least one probe instruction, wherein the second packet includes a

second sequence number, wherein the second packet is a response of the first packet;

computing a mask value respective of at least the first and second sequence

numbers, wherein the mask value indicates which bytes to be mirrored from subsequent

packets belonging to the same flow, wherein the mirrored bytes are inspected;

generating at least one mirror instruction based on at least the mask value; and

configuring the plurality of network nodes with at least one mirror instruction.

2. The method of claim 1, further comprising:

receiving mirrored bytes from a network node respective of the at least one mirror

instruction; and

inspecting the mirrored bytes using a DPI engine.

3. The method of claim 1, further comprising:

maintaining a flow table listing each flow inspected by the central controller; and

updating a status field in the flow table upon reception of any one of: the first

packet, the second packet, and the mirrored bytes.

4. The method of claim 3, further comprising:

configuring the plurality of network nodes with at least one termination instruction;

16
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removing all entries from the flow table for each flow matching the at least one

termination instruction; and

disabling the at least one mirror instruction for each flow matching the at least one

termination instruction.

5. The method of claim 1, wherein the at least one probe instruction is any one of:

if (TCP FLAG SYN=1) then (re-direct packet to the central controller) and if (TCP

FLAG SYN=1 and ACK=1) then (re-direct packet to central controller).

6. The method of claim 1, wherein the least one mirror action is at least: if (source IP

Address = V1 and destination IP Address = V2 and source TCP port = V3 and destination

IP address = V4 and TCP sequence = V5 and TCP sequence mask = V6) then (mirror V7

bytes).

7. The method of claim 4, wherein the at least one termination instruction is any one

of: if (TCP FLAG FIN=1) then (re-direct packet to controller); if (TCP FLAG FIN=1 and

ACK=1) then (re-direct packet to controller); and if (TCP FLAG RST=1) then (re-direct

packet to controller).

8. The method of claim 1, wherein a number of bytes mirrored from each packet is a

portion of the packet, wherein the bytes are mirrored from packets in sequence.

9. The method of claim 1, wherein the communication between central controller and

the plurality of network nodes is performed using the OpenFlow standard.

10. Anon-transitory computer readable medium having stored thereon instructions for

causing one or more processing units to execute the computerized method according to

claim 1.

11. A system for deep packet inspection (DPI) in a software defined network (SDN),

wherein the method is performed by a central controller of the SDN, comprising:

17
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a processor;

a memory connected to the processor and configured to contain a plurality of

instructions that when executed by the processor configure the system to:

set a plurality of network nodes operable in the SDN with at least one probe

instruction;

receive from a network node a first packet of a flow, wherein the first packet

matches the at least one probe instruction, wherein the first packet includes a first

sequence number;

receive from a network node a second packet of the flow, wherein the second

packet matches the at least one probe instruction, wherein the second packet includes a

second sequence number, wherein the second packet is a response of the first packet;

compute a mask value respective of at least the first and second sequence

numbers, wherein the mask value indicates which bytes to be mirrored from subsequent

packets belonging to the same flow, wherein the mirrored bytes are inspected;

generate at least one mirror instruction based on at least the mask value; and

configure the plurality of network nodes with at least one mirror instruction.

12. The system of claim 11, wherein the system is further configured to:

receive mirrored bytes from a network node respective of the at least one mirror

instruction; and

inspect the mirrored bytes using a DPI engine.

13. The system of claim 11, wherein the system is further configured to:

maintain a flow table listing each flow inspected by the central controller; and

update a status field in the flow table upon reception of any one of: the first packet,

the second packet, and the mirrored bytes.

14. |The system of claim 13, wherein the system is further configured to:

configure the plurality of network nodes with at least one termination instruction;

remove all entries from the flow table for each flow matching the at least one

termination instruction; and

18
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disable the at least one mirror instruction for each flow matching the at least one

termination instruction.

15. The system of claim 11, wherein the at least one probe instruction is any one of:

if (TCP FLAG SYN=1) then (re-direct packet to the central controller) and if (TCP

FLAG SYN=1 and ACK=1) then (re-direct packet to central controller).

16. The system of claim 11, wherein the least one mirror action is at least: if (source

IP Address = V1 and destination IP Address = V2 and source TCP port = V3 and

destination IP address = V4 and TCP sequence = V5 and TCP sequence mask = V6)

then (mirror V7 bytes).

17. |The system of claim 14, wherein the at least one termination instruction is any one

of: if (TCP FLAG FIN=1) then (re-direct packet to controller); if (TCP FLAG FIN=1 and

ACK=1) then (re-direct packet to controller); and if (TCP FLAG RST=1) then (re-direct

packet to controller).

18. The system of claim 11, wherein a number of bytes mirrored from each packet is

a portion of the packet, wherein the bytes are mirrored from packets in sequence.

19. Thesystem of claim 11, wherein the communication between central controller and

the plurality of network node is performed using the OpenFlow standard

19
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A METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR DEEP PACKET INSPECTION IN SOFTWARE

DEFINED NETWORKS

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

[001] This application claims the benefit of US provisional application No. 61/982,358

filed on April 22, 2014, the contents of which are herein incorporated by reference.

TECHNICAL FIELD

[002] This disclosure generally relates to techniques for deep packet inspection (DPI),

and particularly for DPI of traffic in cloud-based networks utilizing software defined

networks.

BACKGROUND

[003] Deep packet inspection (DPI) technology is a form of network packet scanning

technique that allows specific data patterns to be extracted from a data communication

channel. Extracted data patterns can then be used by various applications, such as

security and data analytics applications. DPI currently performs across various

networks, such as internal networks, Internet service providers (ISPs), and public

networks provided to customers. Typically, the DPI is performed by dedicated engines

installed in such networks.

[004] A software defined networking is a relatively new type of networking architecture

that provides centralized management of network nodes rather than a distributed

architecture utilized by conventional networks. The SDN is prompted by an ONF (open

network foundation). The leading communication standard that currently defines

communication between the central controller (e.g., a SDN controller) and the network

nodes (e.g., vSwitches) is the OpenFlowTM standard.

[005] Specifically, in SDN-based architectures the data forwarding (e.g. data plane) is

typically decoupled from control decisions (e.g. control plane), such as routing,

resources, and other management functionalities. The decoupling may also allow the

data plane and the control plane to operate on different hardware, in different runtime

environments, and/or operate using different models. As such, in an SDN network, the
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network intelligence is logically centralized in the central controller which configures,

using OpenFlow protocol, network nodes and to control application data traffic flows.

[006] Although, the OpenFlow protocol allows addition of programmability to network

nodes for the purpose of packets-processing operations under the control of the central

controller, the OpenFlow does not support any mechanism to allow DPI of packets

through the various networking layers as defined by the OSI model. Specifically, the

current OpenFlow specification defines a mechanism to parse and extract only packet

headers, in layer-2 through layer-4, from packets flowing via the network nodes. The

OpenFlow specification does not define or suggest any mechanism to extract non-

generic, uncommon, and/or arbitrary data patterns contained in layer-4 to layer 7 fields.

In addition, the OpenFlow specification does not define or suggest any mechanism to

inspect or to extract content from packets belonging to a specific flow or session. This

is a major limitation as it would not require inspection of the packet for the purpose of

identification of, for example, security threats detection.

[007] The straightforward approach of routing all traffic from network nodes to the central

controller introduces some significant drawbacks, such as increased end-to-end traffic

delays between the client and the server; overflowing the controller capability to perform

other networking functions; and a single point of failure for the re-routed traffic.

[008] Therefore, it would be advantageous to provide a solution that overcomes the

deficiencies noted above and allow efficient DP! in SDNs.

SUMMARY

[009] A summary of several example embodiments of the disclosure follows. This

summary is provided for the convenience of the reader to provide a basic understanding

of such embodiments and does not wholly define the breadth of the disclosure. This

summary is not an extensive overview of all contemplated embodiments, and is intended

to neither identify key or critical nodes of all aspects nor delineate the scope of any or all

embodiments. Its sole purpose is to present some concepts of one or more embodiments

in a simplified form as a prelude to the more detailed description that is presented later.

For convenience, the term some embodiments may be used herein to refer to a single

embodiment or multiple embodiments of the disclosure.
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[0010]Certain embodiments disclosed herein include a method for deep packet

inspection (DPI) in a software defined network (SDN), wherein the method is performed

by a central controller of the SDN. The method comprises: configuring a plurality of

network nodes operable in the SDN with at least one probe instruction; receiving from a

network node a first packet of a flow, wherein the first packet matches the at least one

probe instruction, wherein the first packet includes a first sequence number; receiving

from a network node a second packet of the flow, wherein the second packet matches

the at least one probe instruction, wherein the second packet includes a second sequence

number, wherein the second packet is a response of the first packet; computing a mask

value respective of at least the first and second sequence numbers, wherein the mask

value indicates which bytes to be mirrored from subsequent packets belonging to the

same flow, wherein the mirrored bytes are inspected; generating at least one mirror

instruction based on at least the mask value; and configuring the plurality of network

nodes with at least one mirror instruction.

[0011] Certain embodiments disclosed herein include a system for deep packet inspection

(DPI) in a software defined network (SDN), wherein the method is performed by a central

controller of the SDN. The system comprises: a processor; a memory connected to the

processor and configured to contain a plurality of instructions that when executed by the

processor configure the system to: set a plurality of network nodes operable in the SDN

with at least one probe instruction; receive from a network node a first packet of a flow,

wherein the first packet matches the at least one probe instruction, wherein the first packet

includes a first sequence number; receive from a network node a second packet of the

flow, wherein the second packet matches the at least one probe instruction, wherein the

second packet includes a second sequence number, wherein the second packet is a

response of the first packet; compute a mask value respective of at least the first and

second sequence numbers, wherein the mask value indicates which bytes to be mirrored

from subsequent packets belonging to the same flow, wherein the mirrored bytes are

inspected; generate at least one mirror instruction based on at least the mask value;

and configure the plurality of network nodes with at least one mirror instruction.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
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[0012] The subject matter disclosed herein is particularly pointed out and distinctly

claimed in the claims at the conclusion of the specification. The foregoing and other

objects, features, and advantages of the invention will be apparent from the following

detailed description taken in conjunction with the accompanying drawings.

[0013] Figure 1 is a schematic diagram of a network system utilized to describe the

various disclosed embodiments.

[0014] Figure 2 illustrates is a schematic diagram of a flow table stored in a central

controller.

[0015] Figure 3 is a schematic diagram of a system utilized for describing the process

of flow detection as performed by a central controller and a network node according to

one embodiment.

[0016] Figure 4 is a schematic diagram of a system utilized for describing the process

of flow termination as performed by a central controller and a network node according to

one embodiment.

[0017] Figure 5 is a data structure depicting the organization of flows according to one

embodiment.

[0018] Figure 6 is flowchart illustrating the operation of the central controller according

to one embodiment.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0019] _Itis important to note that the embodiments disclosed herein are only examples

of the many advantageous uses of the innovative teachings herein. In general, statements

made in the specification of the present application do not necessarily limit any of the

various claimed embodiments. Moreover, some statements may apply to some inventive

features but not to others. In general, unless otherwise indicated, singular nodes may be

in plural and vice versa with no loss of generality. In the drawings, like numerals refer to

like parts through several views.

[0020] ‘Fig. 1 is an exemplary and non-limiting diagram of a network system 100 utilized

to describe the various disclosed embodiments. The network system 100 includes a

software defined network (SDN) 110 (not shown) containing a central controller 111 and

a plurality of network nodes 112. The network nodes 112 communicate with the central
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controller 111 using, for example, an OpenFlow protocol. The central controller 111 can

configure the network nodes 112 to perform certain data path operations. The SDN 110

can be implemented in wide area networks (WANs), local area networks (LANs), the

Internet, metropolitan area networks (MANs), ISP backbones, datacenters, inter-

datacenter networks, and the like. Each network node 112 in the SDN may be a router, a

switch, a bridge, and so on.

[0021] The central controller 111 provides inspected data (such as application

metadata) to a plurality of application servers (collectively referred to as application

servers 120, merely for simplicity purposes). An application server 120 executes, for

example, security applications (e.g., Firewall, intrusion detection, etc.), data analytic

applications, and so on.

[0022] In the exemplary network system 100, a plurality of client devices (collectively

referred to as client devices 130, merely for simplicity purposes) communicate with a

plurality of destination servers (collectively referred to as destination servers 140, merely

for simplicity purposes) connected over the network 110. A client device 130 may be, for

example, a smart phone, a tablet computer, a personal computer, a laptop computer, a

wearable computing device, and the like. The destination servers 140 are accessed by

the devices 130 and may be, for example, web servers.

[0023] According to some embodiments, the central controller 111 is configured to

perform deep packet inspection on designated packets from designated flows or TCP

sessions. To this end, the central controller 111 is further configured to instruct each of

the network nodes 112 which of the packets and/or sessions should be directed to the

controller 111 for packet inspections.

[0024] According to some embodiments, each network node 112 is configured to

determine if an incoming packet requires inspection or not. The determination is

performed based on a set of instructions provided by the controller 111. A packet that

requires inspection is either redirected to the controller 111 or mirrored and a copy thereof

is sent to the controller 111. It should be noted that traffic flows that are inspected are not

affected by the operation of the network node 112. In an embodiment, each network node

112 is configured to extract and send only a portion of a packet data that contains

meaningful information.
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[0025] The set of instructions that the controller 111 configures each of the network

nodes 112 with include “probe instructions”, “mirroring instructions”, and “termination

instructions.” According to some exemplary and non-limiting embodiments, the probe

instructions include:

If (TCP FLAG SYN=1) then (re-direct packet to central controller);

If (TCP FLAG SYN=1 and ACK=1) then (re-direct packet to central controller); and

If (TCP FLAG ACK=1) then (forward packet directly to a destination server).

The termination instructions include:

If (TCP FLAG FIN=1) then (re-direct packet to controller);

If (TCP FLAG FIN=1 and ACK=1) then (re-direct packet to controller); and

If (TCP FLAG RST=1) then (re-direct packet to controller).

[0026] The TCP FLAG SYN, TCP FLAG ACK, TCP FLAG FIN, TCP FLAG RST are

fields in a TCP packet’s header that can be analyzed by the network nodes 112. That is,

each node 112 is configured to receive an incoming packet (either a request from a client

device 130 or response for a server 140), analyze the packet’s header, and perform the

action (redirect the packet to controller 111 or send to destination server 140) respective

of the value of the TCP flag.

[0027] Thecontroller 111 also configures each of the network nodes 112 with mirroring

instructions with a mirror action of X number of bytes within a packet. The mirrored bytes

are sent to the controller 111 to perform the DPI analysis. According to some exemplary

embodiments, the set of mirroring instructions have the following format:

If (source IP Address = V1 and destination IP Address = V2 and source TCP port = V3

and destination IP address = V4 and TCP sequence = V5 and TCP sequence mask = V6)

then (mirror V7 bytes)
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[0028] The values V1 through V7 are determined by the controller 111 per network

node or for all nodes 112. The values of the TCP sequence, and TCP sequence mask

are computed, by the controller 111, as discussed in detail below.

[0029] In another embodiment, in order to allow analysis of TCP packets’ headers by

a network node 112 and tracks flows, new type-length-value (TLV) structures are

provided. The TLV structures may be applied to be utilized by an OpenFlow protocol

standard as defined, for example, in the OpenFlow 1.3.3 specification published by the

Open Flow Foundation on September 27, 2013 or OpenFlow 1.4.0 specification published

on October 14, 2013, for parsing and identifying any arbitrary fields within a packet.

According to non-limiting and exemplary embodiments, the TLV structures disclosed

herein include:

1. TCP_FLG_OXM_HEADER (0x80FE, 2, 1). This TVL structure allows identification

of the TCP header flags. The ‘Ox80FE’ value represents a unique vendor identification

(ID), the value ‘2’ represents a unique Type=2 value for the TLV, and the ‘1’ value is

1-byte total length that stores the TCP flags header.

2. TCP_SEQ_OXM_HEADER (0x80FE, 1, 4) - This TLV structure allows identification

of the TCP sequence number field. The ‘Ox80FE’ value represents a unique vendor

ID, the value ‘1’ represents a unique Type=1 value for this TLV, and the value ‘4’ is a

4-byte total length that stores the TCP sequence number.

[0030] In order to track the flows, the central controller 111 also maintains a flow table

having a structure 200 as illustrated in the exemplary and non-limiting Fig. 2. The flow

table 200 contains two main fields KEY 210 and DATA 220. The KEY field 210 holds

information with respect to the addresses/port numbers of a client device 130 and a

destination server 140. The DATA field 220 contains information with respect to a TCP

flow, such as a flow ID, a request (client to server) sequence number M, a response

(server to client) sequence number N, a flow state (e.g., ACK, FIN), a creation timestamp,

a client to server hit counter, server to client hit counter Y [bytes], client to server data

buffer, server to client buffer, and an aging bit.
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[0031] Fig. 3 shows an exemplary and non-limiting schematic diagram of a system 300

for describing the process of flow detection as performed by the central controller 111

and a network node 112 according to one embodiment. In an exemplary implementation,

the central controller 111 includes a DPI flow detection module 311, a DPI engine 312,

and a memory 313, and a processing unit 314. The DPI engine 312 in configured to

inspect a packet or a number of bytes to provide application metadata as required by an

application executed by an application server 120.

[0032] According to various embodiments discussed in detail above, the DPI flow

detection module 311 is configured to detect all TCP flows and maintain them in the flow

table (e.g., table 200). The module 311 is also configured to generate and provide the

network logs with the required instructions to monitor, redirect, and mirror packets. The

DPI flow detection module 311 executes certain functions including, but not limited to,

flow management, computing sequence masks, and TCP flow analysis. These functions

are discussed in detail below.

[0033] In exemplary implementation, the network node 112 includes a probe flow

module 321, a memory 322, and a processing unit 323. The probe flow module 321 is

configured to redirect any new TCP connection state initiation packets to the DPI flow

detection module 311, as well as to extract several packets from each detected TCP flow

and mirror them to the flow detection module 311. In an embodiment, probe flow module

321 executes functions and/or implements logic to intercept TCP flags, redirect packets,

and count sequence numbers.

[0034] Both processing units 314 and 323 uses instructions stored in the memories

313 and 322 respectively to execute tasks generally performed by the central controllers

of SDN as well as to control and enable the operation of behavioral network intelligence

processes disclosed herewith. In an embodiment, the processing unit (314, 323) may

include one or more processors. The one or more processors may be implemented with

any combination of general-purpose microprocessors, multi-core processors,

microcontrollers, digital signal processors (DSPs), field programmable gate array

(FPGAs), programmable logic devices (PLDs), controllers, state machines, gated logic,

discrete hardware components, dedicated hardware finite state machines, or any other

suitable entities that can perform calculations or other manipulations of information. The
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memories 313 and 322 may be implemented using any form of a non-transitory computer

readable medium.

[0035] Prior to performing the flow detection process the network node 112 is set with

the probe instructions, such as those discussed above. Referring to Fig. 3, at S301, a

packet arrives from a client (e.g., client 130, Fig. 1) at a port (not shown) at the network

node 112. The packet is a TCP packet with a header including the following value [TCP

FLAG SYN=1, SEQUENCE = M].

[0036] As the header’ value matches a redirect action, at S302, the probe flow module

321 redirects the packet to the controller 111, and in particular to the module 311.

[0037] Inresponse, at S303, the module 311 traps the packet and creates a new flow-

id in the flow table (e.g., table 200) and marks the flow-id’s state as ‘SYN’. The flow table

is saved in the memory 313. The initial sequence from the client to a destination server

number equals M and saved in the flow table as well. Then, the packet is sent to the node

112 for further processing.

[0038] At S304, a response packet arrives from a destination server (e.g., server 140,

Fig. 1) with header value [TCP FLAG SYN=1, TCP FLAG ACK=1, SEQUENCE = Nj. The

response is received at the node’s 112 port. At S305, as the header’s value matches a

probe instruction, the response packet is sent to the module 311 in the controller 111.

[0039] In response, the module 311 traps the packet and searches for a pre-allocated

corresponding flow-id in the flow table and updates the respective state as ‘SYN/ACK’.

The module 311 also stores the initial sequence number of a packet from the server to

client as equals to N. This will create a new bi-directional flow-id with M and N sequence

numbers identified and the sequence mask logic can be calculated respective thereof.

[0040] According to various embodiments, the DPI flow detection module 311

implements or executes a sequence mask logic that computes a mask for the initial

trapped sequence numbers (M and N) to be used for a new flow to be configured into the

node 112. Specifically, the computed mask is used to define new mirroring instructions to

allow mirroring of a number of bytes from the TCP session in both directions. The

computed mask value specifies which bytes respective of the correct sequence number

would be required to mirror from the TCP session. In an embodiment, the computed value

is placed in a mask filed defined by the OpenFlow protocol.
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[0041] The following steps are taken to extract the computed mask value:

Compute a temporary mask value (temp_mask_val) as follows:

temp_mask_val = M XOR (M+ TCP_DATA_SIZE_DPI);

The value TCP_DATA_SIZE_DPI specifies the number of bytes the node 112 would be

required to mirror from the TCP session. In an embodiment, a different value of the

TCP_DATA_SIZE_DPI may be set for the upstream and downstream traffic. For example,

for an upstream traffic fewer bytes may be mirrored than the downstream traffic, thus the

TCP_DATA_SIZE_DPI value for upstream traffic would be smaller than a downstream

traffic. The temp_mask_val returns a number where the most significant bit (MSB) set to

one indicates the first bit of the mask. Then a sequence MSB is computed as follows:

seq_msb = (int32_t)msb32(temp_Mask_val);

The ‘msb32’ function returns the MSB place of temp_mask_val. Finally, the mask value

is computed as follows:

mask = (int32_t)(O - ((Ox1 << seq_msb))).

[0042] As an example, if the sequence number M is M=0xf46d5c34, and

TCP_DATA_SIZE_DPI = 16384, then:

temp_mask_val = Oxf46d5c34 XOR (Oxf46d5c34 + 16384) = OxcO00

seq_msb = (int32_t)msb32(Oxt46d9c34) = 16

mask = (int32_t)(O - (Ox1 << 16)) = OxFFFF8000

[0043] The mask is defined such that a ‘0’ in a given bit position indicates a “don't care

match for the same bit in the corresponding field, whereas a ‘1’ means match the bit

exactly. In above example, all data packets containing sequence number in the range of

{Oxf46d5c34 to Oxf46d9c34} be mirrored to the controller 111.

10
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[0044] Using the computed mask value, the module 311 using a TCP flow analysis

logic (not shown) creates the mirroring instructions related to the client and server traffic.

One instruction identifies the client to server flow traffic, including the OXM_OF_

_TCP_SEQ to identify the initial sequence number of the flow with the mask_M computed.

The action of the flow is to mirror all packets that the instruction applies, which will result

in the TCP_DATA_SIZE_DPI number of bytes from the client to server direction to be

mirrored to the controller 111. The second instruction identifies the server-to-client flow

traffic, including the OXM_OF_TCP_SEQ to identify the initial sequence number of the

flow with the mask_N. The action is to mirror all packets that the instruction applies to,

which will result in the TCP_DATA_SIZE_DPI number of byte from the server to client

direction to be mirrored to the controller 111 for further analysis. The mask_N and

mask_M are computed using the sequence numbers N and M< respectively using the

process discussed above. As a non-limiting example, the mirroring instructions includes:

Match result

Source destination | source | destination | IP TCP TCP action | Count

IP IP address | TCP TCP port protocol | sequence sequence byte

address port number mask

192.1.1.1 | 209.1.4.4 15431 | 21 6 Oxf46d5c34 | OxFFFF8000 | Mirror | X

209.1.4.4 | 192.1.1.1 21 15431 6 Ox3c98b9ab | OxFFFF8000 | Mirror | Y

[0045] Referring back to Fig. 3, at S306, in the module 311 the processed packet is

sent back to the node 112 for further processing. In an embodiment, a set of mirroring

instructions generated respective of the computed mask value are sent to the node 112.

At S307, a response TCP ACK packet with [TCP FLAG ACK= 1] is received at a port of

the node 112 and, based on the respective probe instruction, the packet is switched

directly to the destination server 140.

[0046] In an embodiment, an audit mechanism scans the flow table every predefined

time interval from the last timestamp and deletes all flows from the state is not SYN/ACK.

Furthermore, an aging mechanism deletes all entries wherein their aging bit equal = 1.

The aging bit is initialized to 0 upon flow creation of a flow-id entry and is set to 1 in the

first audit pass if buffer length is 0. When a flow-id is deleted from the flow table, the flow-

id also removed from the tables maintained by the probe sequence counter 324.

11
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[0047] At S308 and S309, packets arrive from either the client device or a destination

server with their sequence number that matches the mirroring instructions and are

mirrored to the central controller 111 for buffering and for analysis by the DPI engine 312.

lt should be noted that each instruction hit increments a counter Client-to-Server hit

counter X [bytes] and Server-to-Client hit counter Y [bytes]. The flow table audit

mechanism scans the flow table, every predefined time interval, and updates the mask to

0x00000000 and the ACTION to “no Action” of all entries that their Client-to-Server buffer

length = TCP_DATA_SIZE_DPI or Server-to-Client buffer length =

TCP_DATA_SIZE_DPI. The various fields of the flow table are shown in Fig. 2.

[0048] Fig. 4 show an exemplary and non-limiting diagram of a system 400 for

describing the process of flow termination as performed by the central controller 111 and

a network node 112 according to one embodiment. The various module of the controller

111 and node 112 are discussed with reference to Fig. 3.

[0049] In the flow termination process, the module 311 follows a termination of a TCP

flow and is responsible to remove the exiting flow from the flow table. In addition, the

module 311 disables or removes the mirroring instructions from the node 112. According

to one embodiment, the module 311 configures the node 112 with a set of termination

instructions. Examples for such instructions are provided above.

[0050] At S401, a packet arrives, at the node 112, from a client 130 with a header

including the value of [TCP FLAG FIN=1]. The value matches one of the termination

instructions, thus, at S402, to the packet is sent to the center controller 111.

[0051] In response, at S403, the module 311 traps the packet and marks the

corresponding flow-id in the flow table to update the state to FIN. Then, the packet is sent

back it to the network log.

[0052] At S404, a response packet from the destination server (e.g., server 140) with

a header’s value containing [TCP FLAG FIN=1, ACK=1] is received at the node 112. As

the value matches one of the termination instructions, at S405, to the packet is sent to

the center controller 111.

[0053] At S406, the module 311 traps the received packet and marks the

corresponding FLOW-ID in its flow table DB as state=FIN/FIN/ACK. Then, the packet is

sent back to the network node 112. At S407, a response TCP ACK packet arrives from a

12
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client 130 with a header’s value containing [TCP FLAG ACK=1] and is switched directly

to the server 140. If the response packet includes the header’s value of [TCP FLAG

RST=1], the module 311 marks the state of respective flow id in the flow table.

[0054] In an embodiment, the audit mechanism implemented by the module 311 scans

the flow table every predefined time interval to all flows that their respective state is any

one of FIN, FIN/ACK, FIN/FIN/ACK, or RST. The flows are removed from the probe flow

module 321 and the flow table.

[0055] According to one embodiment, each network node 112 is populated with one or

more probe tables generated by the central controller 111. Fig. 5 shows a non-limiting

and exemplary data structure 500 depicting the organization of the flows to allow

functionality of both the probe flow detection module 321 and probe sequence counter

324.

[0056] The data structure 500 which may be in a form of a table is updated with a

general instruction to match all traffic type with instruction 501 to go to a probe table 510.

The instruction 501 is set to the highest priority, unless the controller 111 requires pre-

processing of other instructions. All packets matching the instruction 500 are processed

in the probe table 510.

[0057] Inanembodiment, the probe table 510 is populated with a medium priority probe

and termination instructions 511 to detect all SYN, SYN/ACK, FIN, FIN/ACK that are the

TCP connection initiation packets. The instructions 511 allows the module 311 to update

the flow table and as a consequence create new instructions for mirroring N bytes from

each TCP connection setup.

[0058] The probe table 510 table is also populated with highest priority instructions 512,

these are two bi-direction instructions per flow-id that match a number ‘r’ tupple flow

headers including the TCP sequence number as calculated by the sequence mask logic.

The instructions 512 are to send the packet to the central controller 111 and also to

perform go to table ID <next table ID>. The instructions 512 will cause sending the packet

to continue switching processing. Each of these bi-directional instructions 512 will cause

the node to copy several bytes from the TCP stream to the TCP flow analysis logic to be

stored for further DP! engine metadata analysis.

13
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[0059] ‘The final instruction 513 placed in the probe table 510 is in the lowest priority to

catch all and proceed with the switch functionality. All traffic which does not correspond

to the TCP initiation packets, nor a specific detected flow and the corresponding TCP

sequence number shall continue regular processing.

[0060] Fig. 6 shows an exemplary and non-limiting flowchart 600 illustrating the

operation of the central controller 111 according to one embodiment. At S610, all network

nodes 112 are configured with a set of probe instructions utilized to instruct each node

112 to redirect a TCP packet having at least a flag value as designated in each probe

instruction. Examples for probe instructions are provided above.

[0061] At S620, a first TCP packet with at least one TCP FLAG SYN value equal to 1

is received. This packet may have a sequence number M and may be sent from a client

device 130. At S630, a second TCP packet with at least one TCP FLAG ACK value equal

to 1 is received. This packet may have a sequence number N and may be sent from a

destination server 140 in response to the first TCP packet. In an embodiment, the flow

table is updated with the respective flow ID and the state of the first and second packets.

[0062] At S640, using at least the sequence numbers of the first and second packets

a mask value is computed. The mask value is utilized to determine which bytes from the

flow respective of the sequence numbers N and M should be mirrored by the nodes. An

embodiment for computing the mask value is provided above.

[0063] At S650, a set of mirroring instructions are generated using the mirror value and

sent to the network nodes. Each such instruction defines the packets (designed at least

by a specific source/destination IP addresses, and TCP sequences), the number of bytes,

and the bytes that should be mirrored. At S660, the received mirror bytes are inspected

using a DPI engine in the controller 111. In addition, the flow table is updated with the

number of the received mirror bytes.

[0064] In S670, it is checked if the inspection session should be terminated. The

decision is based on the FIN and/or RST values of the TCP FLAG. As noted above,

packets with TCP FLAG FIN=1 or TCP FLAG RST=1 are directed to the controller

respective of the set of termination instructions. Some examples for the termination

instructions are provided above. If S670, results with No answer execution returns to

S660; otherwise, execution continues with S680. At S680, related exiting flows from the

14
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flow table are removed. In addition, the nodes 112 are instructed not to perform the

mirroring instructions provided at S650.

[0065] The various embodiments disclosed herein can be implemented as hardware,

firmware, software, or any combination thereof. Moreover, the software is preferably

implemented as an application program tangibly embodied on a program storage unit or

computer readable medium consisting of parts, or of certain devices and/or a combination

of devices. The application program may be uploaded to, and executed by, a machine

comprising any suitable architecture. Preferably, the machine is implemented on a

computer platform having hardware such as one or more central processing units

(“CPUs”), amemory, and input/output interfaces. The computer platform may also include

an operating system and microinstruction code. The various processes and functions

described herein may be either part of the microinstruction code or part of the application

program, or any combination thereof, which may be executed by a CPU, whether or not

such a computer or processor is explicitly shown. In addition, various other peripheral

units may be connected to the computer platform such as an additional data storage unit

and a printing unit. Furthermore, a non-transitory computer readable medium is any

computer readable medium except for a transitory propagating signal.

[0066] All examples and conditional language recited herein are intended for

pedagogical purposes to aid the reader in understanding the principles of the disclosed

embodiments and the concepts contributed by the inventor to furthering the art, and are

to be construed as being without limitation to such specifically recited examples and

conditions. Moreover, all statements herein reciting principles, aspects, and embodiments

of the invention, as well as specific examples thereof, are intended to encompass both

structural and functional equivalents thereof. Additionally, it is intended that such

equivalents include both currently known equivalents as well as equivalents developed in

the future, i.e., any nodes developed that perform the same function, regardless of

structure.
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CLAIMS

What is claimed is:

1. A method for deep packet inspection (DPI) in a software defined network (SDN),

wherein the method is performed by a central controller of the SDN, comprising:

configuring a plurality of network nodes operable in the SDN with at least one probe

instruction;

receiving from a network node a first packet of a flow, wherein the first packet

matches the at least one probe instruction, wherein the first packet includes a first

sequence number;

receiving from a network node a second packet of the flow, wherein the second

packet matches the at least one probe instruction, wherein the second packet includes a

second sequence number, wherein the second packet is a response of the first packet;

computing a mask value respective of at least the first and second sequence

numbers, wherein the mask value indicates which bytes to be mirrored from subsequent

packets belonging to the same flow, wherein the mirrored bytes are inspected;

generating at least one mirror instruction based on at least the mask value; and

configuring the plurality of network nodes with at least one mirror instruction.

2. The method of claim 1, further comprising:

receiving mirrored bytes from a network node respective of the at least one mirror

instruction; and

inspecting the mirrored bytes using a DPI engine.

3. The method of claim 1, further comprising:

maintaining a flow table listing each flow inspected by the central controller; and

updating a status field in the flow table upon reception of any one of: the first

packet, the second packet, and the mirrored bytes.

4. The method of claim 3, further comprising:

configuring the plurality of network nodes with at least one termination instruction;
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removing all entries from the flow table for each flow matching the at least one

termination instruction; and

disabling the at least one mirror instruction for each flow matching the at least one

termination instruction.

5. The method of claim 1, wherein the at least one probe instruction is any one of:

if (TCP FLAG SYN=1) then (re-direct packet to the central controller) and if (TCP

FLAG SYN=1 and ACK=1) then (re-direct packet to central controller).

6. The method of claim 1, wherein the least one mirror action is at least: if (source IP

Address = V1 and destination IP Address = V2 and source TCP port = V3 and destination

IP address = V4 and TCP sequence = V5 and TCP sequence mask = V6) then (mirror V7

bytes).

7. The method of claim 4, wherein the at least one termination instruction is any one

of: if (TCP FLAG FIN=1) then (re-direct packet to controller); if (TCP FLAG FIN=1 and

ACK=1) then (re-direct packet to controller); and if (TCP FLAG RST=1) then (re-direct

packet to controller).

8. The method of claim 1, wherein a number of bytes mirrored from each packet is a

portion of the packet, wherein the bytes are mirrored from packets in sequence.

9. The method of claim 1, wherein the communication between central controller and

the plurality of network nodes is performed using the OpenFlow standard.

10. Anon-transitory computer readable medium having stored thereon instructions for

causing one or more processing units to execute the computerized method according to

claim 1.

11. A system for deep packet inspection (DPI) in a software defined network (SDN),

wherein the method is performed by a central controller of the SDN, comprising:
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a processor;

a memory connected to the processor and configured to contain a plurality of

instructions that when executed by the processor configure the system to:

set a plurality of network nodes operable in the SDN with at least one probe

instruction;

receive from a network node a first packet of a flow, wherein the first packet

matches the at least one probe instruction, wherein the first packet includes a first

sequence number;

receive from a network node a second packet of the flow, wherein the second

packet matches the at least one probe instruction, wherein the second packet includes a

second sequence number, wherein the second packet is a response of the first packet;

compute a mask value respective of at least the first and second sequence

numbers, wherein the mask value indicates which bytes to be mirrored from subsequent

packets belonging to the same flow, wherein the mirrored bytes are inspected;

generate at least one mirror instruction based on at least the mask value; and

configure the plurality of network nodes with at least one mirror instruction.

12. The system of claim 11, wherein the system is further configured to:

receive mirrored bytes from a network node respective of the at least one mirror

instruction; and

inspect the mirrored bytes using a DPI engine.

13. The system of claim 11, wherein the system is further configured to:

maintain a flow table listing each flow inspected by the central controller; and

update a status field in the flow table upon reception of any one of: the first packet,

the second packet, and the mirrored bytes.

14. |The system of claim 13, wherein the system is further configured to:

configure the plurality of network nodes with at least one termination instruction;

remove all entries from the flow table for each flow matching the at least one

termination instruction; and
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disable the at least one mirror instruction for each flow matching the at least one

termination instruction.

15. The system of claim 11, wherein the at least one probe instruction is any one of:

if (TCP FLAG SYN=1) then (re-direct packet to the central controller) and if (TCP

FLAG SYN=1 and ACK=1) then (re-direct packet to central controller).

16. The system of claim 11, wherein the least one mirror action is at least: if (source

IP Address = V1 and destination IP Address = V2 and source TCP port = V3 and

destination IP address = V4 and TCP sequence = V5 and TCP sequence mask = V6)

then (mirror V7 bytes).

17. |The system of claim 14, wherein the at least one termination instruction is any one

of: if (TCP FLAG FIN=1) then (re-direct packet to controller); if (TCP FLAG FIN=1 and

ACK=1) then (re-direct packet to controller); and if (TCP FLAG RST=1) then (re-direct

packet to controller).

18. The system of claim 11, wherein a number of bytes mirrored from each packet is

a portion of the packet, wherein the bytes are mirrored from packets in sequence.

19. Thesystem of claim 11, wherein the communication between central controller and

the plurality of network node is performed using the OpenFlow standard
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CLAIMS

What is claimed is:

1. A method for deep packet inspection (DPI) in a software defined network (SDN),

wherein the method is performed by a central controller of the SDN, comprising:

configuring a plurality of network nodes operable in the SDN with at least one probe

instruction;

receiving from a network node a first packet of a flow, wherein the first packet

matches the at least one probe instruction, wherein the first packet includes a first

sequence number;

receiving from a network node a second packet of the flow, wherein the second

packet matches the at least one probe instruction, wherein the second packet includes a

second sequence number, wherein the second packet is a response of the first packet;

computing a mask value respective of at least the first and second sequence

numbers, wherein the mask value indicates which bytes to be mirrored from subsequent

packets belonging to the same flow, wherein the mirrored bytes are inspected;

generating at least one mirror instruction based on at least the mask value; and

configuring the plurality of network nodes with at least one mirror instruction.

2. The method of claim 1, further comprising:

receiving mirrored bytes from a network node respective of the at least one mirror

instruction; and

inspecting the mirrored bytes using a DPI engine.

3. The method of claim 1, further comprising:

maintaining a flow table listing each flow inspected by the central controller; and

updating a status field in the flow table upon reception of any one of: the first

packet, the second packet, and the mirrored bytes.

4. The method of claim 3, further comprising:

configuring the plurality of network nodes with at least one termination instruction;
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removing all entries from the flow table for each flow matching the at least one

termination instruction; and

disabling the at least one mirror instruction for each flow matching the at least one

termination instruction.

5. The method of claim 1, wherein the at least one probe instruction is any one of:

if (TCP FLAG SYN=1) then (re-direct packet to the central controller) and if (TCP

FLAG SYN=1 and ACK=1) then (re-direct packet to central controller).

6. The method of claim 1, wherein the least one mirror action is at least: if (source IP

Address = V1 and destination IP Address = V2 and source TCP port = V3 and destination

IP address = V4 and TCP sequence = V5 and TCP sequence mask = V6) then (mirror V7

bytes).

7. The method of claim 4, wherein the at least one termination instruction is any one

of: if (TCP FLAG FIN=1) then (re-direct packet to controller); if (TCP FLAG FIN=1 and

ACK=1) then (re-direct packet to controller); and if (TCP FLAG RST=1) then (re-direct

packet to controller).

8. The method of claim 1, wherein a number of bytes mirrored from each packet is a

portion of the packet, wherein the bytes are mirrored from packets in sequence.

9. The method of claim 1, wherein the communication between central controller and

the plurality of network nodes is performed using the OpenFlow standard.

10. Anon-transitory computer readable medium having stored thereon instructions for

causing one or more processing units to execute the computerized method according to

claim 1.

11. A system for deep packet inspection (DPI) in a software defined network (SDN),

wherein the method is performed by a central controller of the SDN, comprising:
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a processor;

a memory connected to the processor and configured to contain a plurality of

instructions that when executed by the processor configure the system to:

set a plurality of network nodes operable in the SDN with at least one probe

instruction;

receive from a network node a first packet of a flow, wherein the first packet

matches the at least one probe instruction, wherein the first packet includes a first

sequence number;

receive from a network node a second packet of the flow, wherein the second

packet matches the at least one probe instruction, wherein the second packet includes a

second sequence number, wherein the second packet is a response of the first packet;

compute a mask value respective of at least the first and second sequence

numbers, wherein the mask value indicates which bytes to be mirrored from subsequent

packets belonging to the same flow, wherein the mirrored bytes are inspected;

generate at least one mirror instruction based on at least the mask value; and

configure the plurality of network nodes with at least one mirror instruction.

12. The system of claim 11, wherein the system is further configured to:

receive mirrored bytes from a network node respective of the at least one mirror

instruction; and

inspect the mirrored bytes using a DPI engine.

13. The system of claim 11, wherein the system is further configured to:

maintain a flow table listing each flow inspected by the central controller; and

update a status field in the flow table upon reception of any one of: the first packet,

the second packet, and the mirrored bytes.

14. |The system of claim 13, wherein the system is further configured to:

configure the plurality of network nodes with at least one termination instruction;

remove all entries from the flow table for each flow matching the at least one

termination instruction; and
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disable the at least one mirror instruction for each flow matching the at least one

termination instruction.

15. The system of claim 11, wherein the at least one probe instruction is any one of:

if (TCP FLAG SYN=1) then (re-direct packet to the central controller) and if (TCP

FLAG SYN=1 and ACK=1) then (re-direct packet to central controller).

16. The system of claim 11, wherein the least one mirror action is at least: if (source

IP Address = V1 and destination IP Address = V2 and source TCP port = V3 and

destination IP address = V4 and TCP sequence = V5 and TCP sequence mask = V6)

then (mirror V7 bytes).

17. |The system of claim 14, wherein the at least one termination instruction is any one

of: if (TCP FLAG FIN=1) then (re-direct packet to controller); if (TCP FLAG FIN=1 and

ACK=1) then (re-direct packet to controller); and if (TCP FLAG RST=1) then (re-direct

packet to controller).

18. The system of claim 11, wherein a number of bytes mirrored from each packet is

a portion of the packet, wherein the bytes are mirrored from packets in sequence.

19. Thesystem of claim 11, wherein the communication between central controller and

the plurality of network node is performed using the OpenFlow standard
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Claims NO

Inventive step (1S) Claims YES
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Claims No

Citations and explanations:

D1: US 2010/0208590 Al

D2: EP 2672668 Al

D3: US 2011/0264802 Al

Claims 1, 10, 11: D1 discloses a method for deep packet inspection (DPI) in a network and a

non-transitory computer readable medium having stored thereon instructions for causing one or

more processing units to execute the computerized method for deep packet inspection (DPI) in a

network (D1, abstract, [0030]). The known solution comprises: a processor; a memory connected to

the processor and configured to contain a plurality of instructions (D1, [0030]) that when executed

by the processor configure the system to: set a plurality of network nodes operable in the network

with at least one probe instruction (D1, [0048]); receive from a network node a first packet of a

flow, wherein the first packet matches the at least one probe instruction, wherein the first packet

includes a first field value (D1, [0012], [0075]); receive from a network node a second packet of the

flow, wherein the second packet matches the at least one probe instruction, wherein the second

packet includes a second field value, wherein the second packet is a response of the first packet (D1,

[0012], [0075]); compute a mask value respective of at least the first and second field values (D1,

[0012], [0014], [0044], [0075]), wherein the mask value indicates which bytes to be mirrored from

subsequent packets belonging to the same flow, wherein the mirrored bytes are inspected (D1,

[0013], [0045], [0046]); generate at least one action instruction based on at least the mask value

(D1, [0034], [0045], [0046], [0056], [0057]); and configure the plurality of network nodes with at

least one action instruction (D1, [0034], [0045], [0046], [0056], [0057]).

The solution of independent claims 1, 10, 11 differs from the solution from D1 in that the

network is a software defined network (SDN), the field values of packets are sequence numbers of

packets, and the action instruction is a mirror instruction.

The invention of independent claims 1, 10, 11 meets the criterion of novelty.

However, from the art it is known a method for automatically tracing back from a central

location, disclosing employing software defined network (SDN) systems (D2, [0006]) and using

fields of packets which are sequence numbers of packets (D2, [0222]).

From the art it is known a method for management of traffic in a telecommunications network

(D3, [0002]) disclosing using mirror instructions (D3, abstract, [0043]).
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Supplemental Box

Tn case the space in any of the preceding boxes is net sufficient.

Continuation of V:

Therefore the invention of independent claims 1, 10, 11 is known from combination of

solutions D1, D2 and D3.

Therefore the invention of independent claims 1, 10, 11 does not meet the criterion of

inventive step.

Claims 2-9, 12-19 do not appear to contain any additional features which, in combination

with the features of any claim to which they refer, meet the requirements of the PCT in respect of

inventive step, the reasons being as follows:

claims 2, 12: inspecting the mirrored bytes using a DPI engine, is known from D3 ({0043]);

claims 3, 13: maintaining and updating a flow table, is known from D1 ({0051]-[0055]);

claims 4, 14: using termination instructions and removing all entries from the flow table for

each flow matching the at least one termination instruction, is known from D1 (([0070]);

claims 5-7, 15-17: using particular fields for instructions, is known from D3 ((0044]-[0048]);

claims 8, 18: mirroring portions of packets, is known from D3 ((0043]);

claims 9, 19: performing communication between central controller and the plurality of

network nodes using the OpenFlow standard, is known from D2 ((0186]).

The inventions of all the claims meet the criterion of industrial applicability.
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United States Patent and Trademark Office

Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450

www.uspto.gov

APPLICATION FILING or GRP ART
NUMBER 371(¢) DATE UNIT FIL FEE RECD ATTY.DOCKET.NO (TOT CLAIMS IND CLAIMS

15/126,288 09/15/2016 1180 ORCKIT-001-US 31 1

CONFIRMATION NO. 9263

131926 FILING RECEIPT

POBI0 toy OT 0 0. 8 4
Ramat-Gan, 5217102

ISRAEL

Date Mailed: 12/27/2016

Receipt is acknowledged of this non-provisional patent application. The application will be taken up for examination

in due course. Applicant will be notified as to the results of the examination. Any correspondence concerning the

application must include the following identification information: the U.S. APPLICATION NUMBER, FILING DATE,

NAME OF APPLICANT, and TITLE OF INVENTION. Fees transmitted by check or draft are subject to collection.

Please verify the accuracy of the data presented on this receipt. If an error is noted on this Filing Receipt, please

submit a written request for a Filing Receipt Correction. Please provide a copy of this Filing Receipt with the

changes noted thereon. If you received a "Notice to File Missing Parts" for this application, please submit

any corrections to this Filing Receipt with your reply to the Notice. When the USPTO processes the reply

to the Notice, the USPTO will generate another Filing Receipt incorporating the requested corrections

Inventor(s)

Yossi BARSHESHET, Ashdod, ISRAEL;

Simhon DOCTORI, Gan-Yavne, ISRAEL;

Ronen SOLOMON, Ranat-Gan, ISRAEL;

Applicant(s)

ORCKIT IP, LLC., Newton, MA;

Power of Attorney: The patent practitioners associated with Customer Number 131926

Domestic Priority data as claimed by applicant

This application is a 371 of PCT/US2015/026869 04/21/2015

which claims benefit of 61/982,358 04/22/2014

Foreign Applications for which priority is claimed (You may be eligible to benefit from the Patent Prosecution

Highway program at the USPTO. Please see http:/Avww.uspto.gov for more information.) - None.

Foreign application information must be provided in an Application Data Sheet in order to constitute a claim to

foreign priority. See 37 CFR 1.55 and 1.76.

Permission to Access Application via Priority Document Exchange: No

Permission to Access Search Results: Yes

Applicant may provide or rescind an authorization for access using Form PTO/SB/39 or Form PTO/SB/69 as

appropriate.

If Required, Foreign Filing License Granted: 12/27/2016
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The country code and number of your priority application, to be used for filing abroad under the Paris Convention,

is US 15/126,288

Projected Publication Date: 04/06/2017

Non-Publication Request: No

Early Publication Request: No

** SMALL ENTITY **

Title

A METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR DEEP PACKET INSPECTION IN SOFTWARE DEFINED

NETWORKS

Preliminary Class

Statement under 37 CFR 1.55 or 1.78 for AIA (First Inventor to File) Transition Applications: No

PROTECTING YOUR INVENTION OUTSIDE THE UNITED STATES

Since the rights granted by a U.S. patent extend only throughout the territory of the United States and have no

effect in a foreign country, an inventor who wishes patent protection in another country must apply for a patent

in a specific country or in regional patent offices. Applicants may wish to consider the filing of an international

application under the Patent Cooperation Treaty (PCT). An international (PCT) application generally has the same

effect as a regular national patent application in each PCT-member country. The PCT process simplifies the filing

of patent applications on the same invention in member countries, but does not result in a grant of "an international

patent" and does not eliminate the need of applicants to file additional documents and fees in countries where patent

protection is desired.

Almost every country has its own patent law, and a person desiring a patent in a particular country must make an

application for patent in that country in accordance with its particular laws. Since the laws of many countries differ

in various respects from the patent law of the United States, applicants are advised to seek guidance from specific

foreign countries to ensure that patent rights are not lost prematurely.

Applicants also are advised that in the case of inventions made in the United States, the Director of the USPTO must

issue a license before applicants can apply for a patent in a foreign country. The filing of a U.S. patent application

serves as a request for a foreign filing license. The application's filing receipt contains further information and

guidance as to the status of applicant's license for foreign filing.

Applicants may wish to consult the USPTO booklet, "General Information Concerning Patents” (specifically, the

section entitled "Treaties and Foreign Patents") for more information on timeframes and deadlines for filing foreign

patent applications. The guide is available either by contacting the USPTO Contact Center at 800-786-9199, or it

can be viewed on the USPTO website at http:/(www.uspto.gov/web/offices/pac/doc/general/index.html.

For information on preventing theft of your intellectual property (patents, trademarks and copyrights), you may wish

to consult the U.S. Government website, http:/Avww.stopfakes.gov. Part of a Department of Commerce initiative,

this website includes self-help "toolkits" giving innovators guidance on how to protect intellectual property in specific

countries such as China, Korea and Mexico. For questions regarding patent enforcement issues, applicants may

call the U.S. Government hotline at 1-866-999-HALT (1-866-999-4258).
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LICENSE FOR FOREIGN FILING UNDER

Title 35, United States Code, Section 184

Title 37, Code of Federal Regulations, 5.11 & 5.15

GRANTED

The applicant has been granted a license under 35 U.S.C. 184, if the phrase "IF REQUIRED, FOREIGN FILING

LICENSE GRANTED" followed by a date appears on this form. Such licenses are issued in all applications where

the conditions for issuance of a license have been met, regardless of whether or not a license may be required as

set forth in 37 CFR 5.15. The scope and limitations of this license are set forth in 37 CFR 5.15(a) unless an earlier

license has been issued under 37 CFR 5.15(b). The license is subject to revocation upon written notification. The

date indicated is the effective date of the license, unless an earlier license of similar scope has been granted under

37 CFR 5.13 or 5.14.

This license is to be retained by the licensee and may be used at any time onor after the effective date thereof unless

it is revoked. This license is automatically transferred to any related applications(s) filed under 37 CFR 1.53(d). This

license is not retroactive.

The grant of a license does not in any way lessen the responsibility of a licensee for the security of the subject matter

as imposed by any Government contract or the provisions of existing laws relating to espionage and the national

security or the export of technical data. Licensees should apprise themselves of current regulations especially with

respect to certain countries, of other agencies, particularly the Office of Defense Trade Controls, Department of

State (with respect to Arms, Munitions and Implements of War (22 CFR 121-128)); the Bureau of Industry and

Security, Department of Commerce (15 CFR parts 730-774); the Office of Foreign AssetsControl, Department of

Treasury (31 CFR Parts 500+) and the Department of Energy.

NOT GRANTED

No license under 35 U.S.C. 184 has been granted at this time, if the phrase "IF REQUIRED, FOREIGN FILING

LICENSE GRANTED" DOES NOT appear on this form. Applicant may still petition for a license under 37 CFR 5.12,

if a license is desired before the expiration of 6 months from the filing date of the application. If 6 months has lapsed

from the filing date of this application and the licensee has not received any indication of a secrecy order under 35

U.S.C. 181, the licensee may foreign file the application pursuant to 37 CFR 5.15(b).

SelectuUSA

The United States represents the largest, most dynamic marketplace in the world and is an unparalleled location for

business investment, innovation, and commercialization of new technologies. The U.S. offers tremendous resources

and advantages for those who invest and manufacture goods here. Through SelectUSA, our nation works to

promote and facilitate business investment. SelectUSA provides information assistance to the international investor

community; serves as an ombudsman for existing and potential investors; advocates on behalf of U.S. cities, states,

and regions competing for global investment; and counsels U.S. economic development organizations on investment

attraction best practices. To learn more about why the United States is the best country in the world to develop

technology, manufacture products, deliver services, and grow your business, visit http:/Awww.SelectUSA.gov or call

+1-202-482-6800.
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PATENT APPLICATION FEE DETERMINATION RECORD Application or Docket Number

Substitute for Form PTO-875 15/126,288

APPLICATION AS FILED - PART | OTHER THAN

(Column 1) (Column 2) SMALL ENTITY OR SMALL ENTITY

FOR NUMBER FILED NUMBER EXTRA RATE($) FEE($) RATE($) FEE($)

BASIC FEE
Or CPR + tela), (b), oF) N/A N/A N/A 140 N/A

SEARCH FEE
OCT aD), or(m) N/A N/A N/A 240 N/A

EXAMINATION FEE
DPCEn cleh te) or N/A N/A N/A 360 N/A

TOTAL CLAIMS . *

(37 CFR 1.16(i)) 31 minus 20 = 11 40 = 440 OR
INDEPENDENT CLAIMS . *

(37 CFR 1.16(h)) 1 minus 3 = 210 = 0.00

If the specification and drawings exceed 100

APPLICATION SIZE _ | sheets of paper, the application size fee due is

FEE $310 ($155 for small entity) for each additional 0.00

(37 CFR 1.16(s)) 50 sheets or fraction thereof. See 35 U.S.C.

41(a)(1)(G) and 37 CFR 1.16(s).

MULTIPLE DEPENDENT CLAIM PRESENT (37 CFR 1.16(j)) 0.00

* If the difference in column 1 is less than zero, enter "0" in column 2. TOTAL 1180 TOTAL

APPLICATION AS AMENDED - PART II

OTHER THAN

(Column 1) (Column 2) (Column 3) SMALL ENTITY OR SMALL ENTITY

CLAIMS HIGHEST

REMAINING NUMBER PRESENT ADDITIONAL ADDITIONAL
<x AFTER PREVIOUSLY EXTRA RATE(S) FEE($) RATE(S) FEE($)
5 AMENDMENT PAID FOR

im Total * i “ =
> (37 oFR T1600) Minus = OR =

a Independent * Minus | *** =
a (37 CFR 1.16(h)) = OR =

= Application Size Fee (37 CFR 1.16(s))

FIRST PRESENTATION OF MULTIPLE DEPENDENT CLAIM (37 CFR 1.16(j)) OR

TOTAL OR TOTAL

ADD'L FEE ADD'L FEE

(Column 1) (Column 2) (Column 3)

CLAIMS HIGHEST

REMAINING NUMBER PRESENT ADDITIONAL ADDITIONAL
aa) AFTER PREVIOUSLY EXTRA RATE(S) FEE($) RATE(S) FEE($)
5 AMENDMENT PAID FOR

Ww Total * Minus * = =

= (37 cFR + t6(0) OR =

9 Independent * Minus | *** = i OR 7

uw (37 CFR 1.16(h)) = =

= Application Size Fee (37 CFR 1.16(s))

OR
FIRST PRESENTATION OF MULTIPLE DEPENDENT CLAIM (37 CFR 1.16(j))

TOTAL OR TOTAL

ADD'L FEE ADD'L FEE

* |f the entry in column 1 is less than the entry in column 2, write "0" in column 3.

* If the "Highest Number Previously Paid For” IN THIS SPACE is less than 20, enter "20".

*TM* Ifthe "Highest Number Previously Paid For” IN THIS SPACE is less than 3, enter "3".

The "Highest Number Previously Paid For" (Total or Independent) is the highest found in the appropriate box in column 1.
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFIGE
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

United States Patent and Trademark Office

Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450

www.uspto.gov

| APPLICATION NUMBER | FILING OR 371(C) DATE | FIRST NAMED APPLICANT | ATTY. DOCKET NO./TITLE

15/126,288 09/15/2016 Yossi BARSHESHET ORCKIT-001-US

CONFIRMATION NO. 9263

131926 PUBLICATION NOTICE

May Patents Ltd. c/o Dorit Shem-Tov

P.O.B 7230 ACM A
Ramat-Gan, 5217102 COOBOOLOASESS
ISRAEL

Title;A METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR DEEP PACKET INSPECTION IN SOFTWARE DEFINED NETWORKS

Publication No.US-201 7-0099196-A1

Publication Date:04/06/2017

NOTICE OF PUBLICATION OF APPLICATION

The above-identified application will be electronically published as a patent application publication pursuant to 37

CFR 1.211, et seq. The patent application publication number and publication date are set forth above.

The publication may be accessed through the USPTO's publically available Searchable Databases via the

Internet at www.uspto.gov. The direct link to access the publication is currently http:/Awww.uspto.gov/pattt/.

The publication process established by the Office does not provide for mailing a copy of the publication to

applicant. A copy of the publication may be obtained from the Office upon payment of the appropriate fee set forth

in 37 CFR 1.19(a)(1). Orders for copies of patent application publications are handled by the USPTO's Office of

Public Records. The Office of Public Records can be reached by telephone at (571) 272-3150 or (800) 972-6382,

by facsimile at (571) 273-3250, by mail addressed to the United States Patent and Trademark Office, Office of

Public Records, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 or via the Internet.

In addition, information on the status of the application, including the mailing date of Office actions and the

dates of receipt of correspondence filed in the Office, may also be accessed via the Internet through the Patent

Electronic Business Center at www.uspto.gov using the public side of the Patent Application Information and

Retrieval (PAIR) system. The direct link to access this status information is currently http://pair.-uspto.gov/. Prior to

publication, such status information is confidential and may only be obtained by applicant using the private side of

PAIR.

Further assistance in electronically accessing the publication, or about PAIR, is available by calling the Patent

Electronic Business Center at 1-866-217-9197.

Office of Data Managment, Application Assistance Unit (571) 272-4000, or (571) 272-4200, or 1-888-786-0101
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Doc code: IDS PTO/SB/08a (03-15)
sg . . - Approved for use through 07/31/2016. OMB 0651-0031

Doc description: Information Disclosure Statement (IDS) Filed U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it contains a valid OMB control number.

Application Number 15126288

Filing Date D016-09-15

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE First Named Inventor |JBARSHESHET, Yossi
STATEMENT BY APPLICANT Art Unit O466

( Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99)

Examiner Name VOLTAIRE, JEAN F

Attorney Docket Number ORCKIT-001-US

U.S.PATENTS Remove

. . . . Pages,Columns,Lines where

Examiner Cite Patent Number Kind Issue Date Name of Patentee or Applicant Relevant Passages or Relevant
Initial No Code’ of cited Document ,

Figures Appear

1

If you wish to add additional U.S. Patent citation information please click the Add button. Add

U.S.PATENT APPLICATION PUBLICATIONS Remove

Examiner] ,. Publication Kind | Publication Name of Patentee or Applicant Pages,Columns,Lines where
te Cite No : Relevant Passages or Relevant

Initial Number Code’ Date of cited Document ;
Figures Appear

1 20130329734 Al P013-12-12 CHESLA Avi et al

If you wish to add additional U.S. Published Application citation information please click the Add button| Add

FOREIGN PATENT DOCUMENTS Remove

Name of Patentee or Pages,Columns,Lines
Examiner] Cite | Foreign Document Country Kind | Publication Applicant of cited where Relevant Ts

Initial* No | Number3 Code? Code‘) Date PP Passages or Relevant
Document :

Figures Appear

If you wish to add additional Foreign Patent Document citation information please click the Add button | Add

NON-PATENT LITERATURE DOCUMENTS Remove

. | Include name of the author (in CAPITAL LETTERS), title of the article (when appropriate), title of the item
Examiner] Cite oo F : :
ae (book, magazine, journal, serial, symposium, catalog, etc), date, pages(s), volume-issue number(s), TS

Initials No : : :
publisher, city and/or country where published.
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Application Number 15126288

Filing Date 2016-09-15

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE

STATEMENT BY APPLICANT

( Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99)

First Named Inventor | BARSHESHET, Yossi

Art Unit 2466

Examiner Name VOLTAIRE, JEAN F

Attorney Docket Number ORCKIT-001-US

1 Supplementary Search Report of EP 15783292 dated 07 November 2017

2 Seugwon Shin et al, "Fresco: Modular Composable Security Services for Software-Defined Networks", NDSS

Symposium 2013, 23 April 2013, pages 1-16 XP055422187

If you wish to add additional non-patent literature document citation information please click the Add button| Add

EXAMINER SIGNATURE

Examiner Signature Date Considered

*EXAMINER: Initial if reference considered, whether or not citation is in conformance with MPEP 609. Draw line through a

citation if not in conformance and not considered. Include copy of this form with next communication to applicant.

1 See Kind Codes of USPTO Patent Documents at www.USPTO.GOV or MPEP 901.04. 2 Enter office that issued the document, by the two-letter code (WIPO

Standard ST.3). > For Japanese patent documents, the indication of the year of the reign of the Emperor must precede the serial number of the patent document.

4 Kind of document by the appropriate symbols as indicated on the document under WIPO Standard ST.16 if possible. 5 Applicant is to place a check mark here if]

English language translation is attached.
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Application Number 15126288

Filing Date 2016-09-15

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE First Named Inventor | BARSHESHET, Yossi
STATEMENT BY APPLICANT Art Uni

. oe nit 2466
( Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99)

Examiner Name VOLTAIRE, JEAN F

Attorney Docket Number ORCKIT-001-US

CERTIFICATION STATEMENT

Please see 37 CFR 1.97 and 1.98 to make the appropriate selection(s):

That each item of information contained in the information disclosure statement was first cited in any communication

from a foreign patent office in a counterpart foreign application not more than three months prior to the filing of the

information disclosure statement. See 37 CFR 1.97(e)(1).

OR

That no item of information contained in the information disclosure statement was cited in a communication from a

foreign patent office in a counterpart foreign application, and, to the knowledge of the person signing the certification

after making reasonable inquiry, no item of information contained in the information disclosure statement was known to

[-] any individual designated in 37 CFR 1.56(c) more than three months prior to the filing of the information disclosure

statement. See 37 CFR 1.97(e)(2).

See attached certification statement.

The fee set forth in 37 CFR 1.17 (p) has been submitted herewith.

xX Acertification statement is not submitted herewith.

SIGNATURE

A signature of the applicant or representative is required in accordance with CFR 1.33, 10.18. Please see CFR 1.4(d) for the

form of the signature.

Signature Yehuda Binder/ Date (YYYY-MM-DD) 2017-11-19

Name/Print Yehuda Binder Registration Number (73612

This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.97 and 1.98. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the

public which is to file (and by the USPTO to process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR

1.14. This collection is estimated to take 1 hour to complete, including gathering, preparing and submitting the completed

application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any comments on the amount of time you

require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, U.S.

Patent and Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND

FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria,

VA 22313-1450.
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Privacy Act Statement

The Privacy Act of 1974 (P.L. 93-579) requires that you be given certain information in connection with your submission of the

attached form related to a patent application or patent. Accordingly, pursuant to the requirements of the Act, please be advised

that: (1) the general authority for the collection of this information is 35 U.S.C. 2(b)(2); (2) furnishing of the information solicited

is voluntary; and (3) the principal purpose for which the information is used by the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office is to

process and/or examine your submission related to a patent application or patent. If you do not furnish the requested

information, the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office may not be able to process and/or examine your submission, which may

result in termination of proceedings or abandonment of the application or expiration of the patent.

The information provided by you in this form will be subject to the following routine uses:

1. The information on this form will be treated confidentially to the extent allowed under the Freedom of Information Act

(5 U.S.C. 552) and the Privacy Act (5 U.S.C. 552a). Records from this system of records may be disclosed to the

Department of Justice to determine whether the Freedom of Information Act requires disclosure of these record s.

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, in the course of presenting evidence toa

court, magistrate, or administrative tribunal, including disclosures to opposing counsel in the course of settlement

negotiations.

A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Member of Congress submitting a

request involving an individual, to whom the record pertains, when the individual has requested assistance from the

Member with respect to the subject matter of the record.

Arecord in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a contractor of the Agency having need for

the information in order to perform a contract. Recipients of information shall be required to comply with the

requirements of the Privacy Act of 1974, as amended, pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 552a(m).

A record related to an International Application filed under the Patent Cooperation Treaty in this system of records

may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the International Bureau of the World Intellectual Property Organization, pursuant

to the Patent Cooperation Treaty.

A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to another federal agency for purposes of

National Security review (35 U.S.C. 181) and for review pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act (42 U.S.C. 218(c)).

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the Administrator, General Services, or

his/her designee, during an inspection of records conducted by GSA as part of that agency's responsibility to

recommend improvements in records management practices and programs, under authority of 44 U.S.C. 2904 and

2906. Such disclosure shall be made in accordance with the GSA regulations governing inspection of records for this

purpose, and any other relevant (i.e., GSA or Commerce) directive. Such disclosure shall not be used to make

determinations about individuals.

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the public after either publication of

the application pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 122(b) or issuance of a patent pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 151. Further, a record

may be disclosed, subject to the limitations of 37 CFR 1.14, as a routine use, to the public if the record was filed in

an application which became abandoned or in which the proceedings were terminated and which application is

referenced by either a published application, an application open to public inspections or an issued patent.

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Federal, State, or local law

enforcement agency, if the USPTO becomes aware of a violation or potential violation of law or regulation.
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Electronic Acknowledgement Receipt

EFS ID: 30991941

Application Number: 15126288

International Application Number:

Confirmation Number: 9263

Title of Invention:
A METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR DEEP PACKET INSPECTION IN SOFTWARE

DEFINED NETWORKS

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name: Yossi BARSHESHET

Customer Number: 131926

Filer: Yehuda Binder

Filer Authorized By:

Attorney Docket Number: ORCKIT-001-US

Receipt Date: 19-NOV-2017

Filing Date: 15-SEP-2016

Time Stamp: 08:26:14

Application Type: U.S. National Stage under 35 USC 371

Payment information:

Submitted with Payment no

File Listing:

Document sigs . File Size(Bytes)/ Multi Pages

Number Document Description File Name Message Digest | Part/.zip| (if appl.)

1035169

1 Information Disclosure Statement (IDS) IDS1.pdf no 4

Form (SB08)
34158c867eb1f0b5b0b04b791ea2787d1ed

12707
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Information:

189959

Other Reference-Patent/App/Search Supplamental-Search-Report.
8

documents pdf no
6514e5c5093dd3d1d27623fbe07006 10244

e32b2

Warnings:

The page size in the PDF is too large. The pages should be 8.5 x 11 or A4. If this PDF is submitted, the pages will be resized upon entry into the

Image File Wrapper and may affect subsequent processing

Information:

915704

3 Non Patent Literature D1.pdf no 16

28e1c7d98b82c60be138448a1c1 35208028}

§3d58

Warnings:

The page size in the PDF is too large. The pages should be 8.5 x 11 or A4. If this PDF is submitted, the pages will be resized upon entry into the

Image File Wrapper and may affect subsequent processing

Information:

Total Files Size (in bytes); 2140832

This Acknowledgement Receipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTO of the indicated documents,

characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable. It serves as evidence of receipt similar to a

Post Card, as described in MPEP 503.

New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111

If a new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary components for a filing date (see 37 CFR

1.53(b)-(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date shown on this

Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the filing date of the application.

National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371

If a timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions of 35

U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/EO/903 indicating acceptance of the application as a

national stage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course.

New International Application Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office

If a new international application is being filed and the international application includes the necessary components for

an international filing date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810), a Notification of the International Application Number

and of the International Filing Date (Form PCT/RO/105) will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning

national security, and the date shown on this Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the international filing date of

the application.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

United States Patent and Trademark Office

Address; COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450

www.uspto.gov

| APPLICATION NO. | FILING DATE FIRST NAMED INVENTOR | ATTORNEY DOCKET NO. | CONFIRMATION NO.

15/126,288 09/15/2016 Yossi BARSHESHET ORCKIT-001-US 9263

131926 7590 09/12/2018 EXAMINER

May Patents Ltd. c/o Dorit Shem-Tov

P O B 7230 VOLTAIRE, JEAN F

Ramat-Gan, 5217102

ISRAEL | ART UNIT | PAPER NUMBER

2466

| MAIL DATE | DELIVERY MODE

09/12/2018 PAPER

Please find below and/or attached an Office communication concerning this application or proceeding.

The time period for reply, if any, is set in the attached communication.

PTOL-90A (Rev. 04/07)
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Application No. Applicant(s)

15/126 ,288 BARSHESHET etal.

Office Action Summary Examiner Art Unit AIA Status
JEAN F VOLTAIRE 2466 Yes

-- The MAILING DATE of this communication appears on the cover sheet with the correspondence address --

Period for Reply

A SHORTENED STATUTORY PERIOD FOR REPLY IS SET TO EXPIRE 3 MONTHS FROM THE MAILING

DATE OF THIS COMMUNICATION.
Extensions of time may be available under the provisions of 37 CFR 1.136(a). In no event, however, may a reply be timely filed

after SIX (6) MONTHS from the mailing date of this communication.
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DETAILED ACTION

Notice of Pre-AlA or AIA Status

1. The present application, filed on or after March 16, 2013, is being examined

under the first inventor to file provisions of the AIA.

2. The following is anon-final Office action in response to the Applicant submission

received on 09/15/2016.

3. Claims 20-73 are currently pending and have been examined.

Foreign Priority

4. No foreign priority claimed under 35 U.S.C. 119 (a)-(d).

Oath/Declaration

5. The applicant's oath/declaration filed on 09/15/2016 has been reviewed by the

examiner and is found to conform to the requirements prescribed in 37 C.F.R. 1.63.

Drawings

6. The applicant’s drawings submitted on 09/15/2016 are acceptable for

examination purposes.

Information Disclosure Statement

7. The information disclosure statements submitted by Applicant are in compliance

with the provision of 37 CFR 1.97, 1.98 and MPEP § 609. It has been placed in the
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application file and the information referred to therein has been considered as to the

merits.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 103

8. In the event the determination of the status of the application as subject to AIA 35

U.S.C. 102 and 103 (or as subject to pre-AIA 35 U.S.C. 102 and 103) is incorrect, any

correction of the statutory basis for the rejection will not be considered a new ground of

rejection if the prior art relied upon, and the rationale supporting the rejection, would be

the same under either status.

9. The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 103 which forms the basis for all

obviousness rejections set forth in this Office action:

A patent for a claimed invention maynotbe obtained, notwithstanding thatthe claimed

invention is not identicallydisclosed as set forth in section 102, if the differences between the

claimed invention and the prior artare such that the claimed invention as a whole would have

been obvious before the effective filing date of the claimed invention to a person having

ordinaryskill in the art to which the claimed invention pertains. Patentabilityshall notbe

negated by the manner in which the invention was made.

10. ‘The factual inquiries set forth in Graham v. John Deere Co., 383 U.S. 1, 148

USPQ 459 (1966), that are applied for establishing a background for determining

obviousness under 35 U.S.C. 103 are summarized as follows:

1. Determining the scope and contents of the prior art.

2. Ascertaining the differences between the prior art and the claims at issue.

3. Resolving the level of ordinary skill in the pertinent art.

4. Considering objective evidence present in the application indicating

obviousness or nonobviousness.
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11. This application currently names joint inventors. In considering patentability of the

claims the examiner presumes that the subject matter of the various claims was

commonly owned as of the effective filing date of the claimed invention(s) absent any

evidence to the contrary. Applicant is advised of the obligation under 37 CFR 1.56 to

point out the inventor and effective filing dates of each claim that was not commonly

owned as of the effective filing date of the later invention in order for the examiner to

consider the applicability of 35 U.S.C. 102(b)(2)(C) for any potential 35 U.S.C. 102(a)(2)

prior art against the later invention.

12. Claims 20-73 is/are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103 as being unpatentable over

Dolganow et al. (US 2010/0208590 A1) in view of Nguyen etal. (US 2014/0052836 Ai).

Regarding claim 20, Dolganow discloses a method for use with a packet

network including a network node for transporting packets between first and

second entities under control of a controller, the method comprising: sending, by the

controller to the network node over the packet network, an instruction and a packet-

applicable criterion (Dolganow, para. 30; DPI devices 134, 136 may include

hardware, instructions encoded on a machine-readable medium, or a combination

thereof, such that DPI devices 134, 136 may be configured to examine data

packets sent to router/switch 132 to identify information associated with the

packets); receiving, by the network node from the controller, the instruction and the

criterion (Dolganow, para. 12, 30, 81; receiving all relevant information associated

with the packets); receiving, by the network node from the first entity over the packet
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network, a packet addressed to the second entity (Dolganow, para. 59: network

element 130a, 130b may receive a number of packets belonging to an IP flow

between a P2P client 110 and a P2P central entity 150).

Dolganow does not appear to explicitly disclose checking, by the network node, if

the packet satisfies the criterion; responsive to the packet not satisfying the criterion,

sending, by the network node over the packet network, the packet to the second entity;

and responsive to the packet satisfying the criterion, sending the packet, by the network

node over the packet network, in response to the instruction.

Nguyen from similar field of endeavor discloses checking, by the network node, if

the packet satisfies the criterion (Nguyen, para. 32: determining if the packet

satisfies the criterion); responsive to the packet not satisfying the criterion, sending,

by the network node over the packet network, the packet to the second entity (Nguyen,

Fig. 3, para. 21: sending the packet to the next table for processing, and/or a

variety of other flow processing actions if not satisfying the criterion); and

responsive to the packet satisfying the criterion, sending the packet, by the network

node over the packet network, in response to the instruction (Nguyen, para. 21:

Nguyen, Fig. 3, para. 21: sending the packet to the next table for processing if the

packet that satisfies the criteria in the matching filter).

Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art before the

effective filling date of the claimed invention to combine the teaching of Dolganow

with the teaching of Nguyen by using the above features into the system of Dolganow

such as checking, by the network node, if the packet satisfies the criterion; responsive

to the packet not satisfying the criterion, sending, by the network node over the packet
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network, the packet to the second entity; and responsive to the packet satisfying the

criterion, sending the packet, by the network node over the packet network, in response

to the instruction as taught by Nguyen. The motivation for doing so would have been to

build a SDN application that provides all of the desired SDN functionality in a system in

order to implement a new SDN functionality.

Regarding claims 21 and 52, Dolganow as modified by Nguyen discloses the

method according to claim 20, wherein the instruction is ‘probe’, 'mirror’, or ‘terminate’

instruction, and upon receiving by the network node the ‘terminate’ instruction, the

method further comprising blocking, by the network node, the packet from being sent to

the second entity and to the controller (Dolganow, para. 50: this transmission may

be accomplished by mirroring (i.e., duplicating) the packets in the IP flow that

contain the key from DPI A 134 to DPI B 136. Alternatively, this transmission may

be accomplished by redirecting (i.e., rerouting) the packets in the IP flow that

contain the key from DPI A 134 to DPI B 136. As another alternative, DPI A 134

may build and send a message including the required information to DPI B 136).

Dolganow does not appear to disclose the packet is being sent to the controller.

Nguyen discloses the packet is being sent to the controller (Nguyen, Fig. 2,

para. 19: controller API 210 to receive and manage the packet).

Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art before the

effective filling date of the claimed invention to combine the teaching of Dolganow

with the teaching of Nguyen by using the above features into the system of Dolganow

such as sending the packet to the controller as taught by Nguyen. The motivation for
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doing so would have been to build a SDN application that provides all of the desired

SDN functionality in a system in order to implement a new SDN functionality.

Regarding claims 22 and 53, Dolganow as modified by Nguyen discloses the

method according to claim 20, wherein the instruction is a ‘probe’, a ‘mirror’, or a

‘terminate’ instruction, and upon receiving by the network node the ‘mirror’ instruction

and responsive to the packet satisfying the criterion, the method further comprising

sending the packet, by the network node, to the second entity and to the controller

(Dolganow, para. 50, 59: Alternatively, this transmission may be accomplished by

redirecting (i.e., rerouting) the packets in the IP flow that contain the key from DPI

A 134 to DPI B 136. As another alternative, DPI A 134 may build and senda

message including the required information to DPI B 136).

Dolganow does not appear to disclose the packet is being sent to the controller.

Nguyen discloses the packet is being sent to the controller (Nguyen, Fig. 2,

para. 19: controller API 210 to receive and manage the packet).

Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art before the

effective filling date of the claimed invention to combine the teaching of Dolganow

with the teaching of Nguyen by using the above features into the system of Dolganow

such as sending the packet to the controller as taught by Nguyen. The motivation for

doing so would have been to build a SDN application that provides all of the desired

SDN functionality in a system in order to implement a new SDN functionality.
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Regarding claims 23 and 54, Dolganow as modified by Nguyen discloses the

method according to claim 20, however, Nguyen further discloses wherein

the instruction is ‘probe’ , ‘mirror’, or ‘terminate’ instruction, and upon receiving by the

network node the 'probe' instruction and responsive to the packet satisfying the

criterion, the method further comprising: sending the packet, by the network node, to the

controller (Nguyen, Fig. 2, para. 19: controller API 210 to receive and manage the

packet); responsive to receiving the packet, analyzing the packet, by the controller

(Nguyen, Fig. 2, para. 19: controller API 210 to receive and manage the packet);

sending the packet, by the controller, to the network node; and responsive to receiving

the packet, sending the packet, by the network node, to the second entity (Nguyen,

para. 21: Nguyen, Fig. 3, para. 21: sending the packet to the next table for

processing if the packet that satisfies the criteria in the matching filter).

Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art before the

effective filling date of the claimed invention to combine the teaching of Dolganow

with the teaching of Nguyen by using the above features into the system of Dolganow

such as sending the packet to the controller as taught by Nguyen. The motivation for

doing so would have been to build a SDN application that provides all of the desired

SDN functionality in a system in order to implement a new SDN functionality.

Regarding claims 24, 25 and 55, Dolganow as modified by Nguyen discloses

the method according to claim 20, further comprising responsive to the packet satisfying

the criterion and to the instruction, sending the packet or a portion thereof, by
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the network node, to the controller (Nguyen, Fig. 2, para. 19: controller API 210 to

receive and manage the packet).

Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art before the

effective filling date of the claimed invention to combine the teaching of Dolganow

with the teaching of Nguyen by using the above features into the system of Dolganow

such as sending the packet to the controller as taught by Nguyen. The motivation for

doing so would have been to build a SDN application that provides all of the desired

SDN functionality in a system in order to implement a new SDN functionality.

Regarding claims 26 and 56, Dolganow as modified by Nguyen discloses the

method according to claim 24, however, Nguyen further comprising responsive to the

packet satisfying the criterion and to the instruction, sending a portion of the packet, by

the network node, to the controller (Nguyen, Fig. 2, para. 19: controller API 210 to

receive and manage the packet).

Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art before the

effective filling date of the claimed invention to combine the teaching of Dolganow

with the teaching of Nguyen by using the above features into the system of Dolganow

such as sending the packet to the controller as taught by Nguyen. The motivation for

doing so would have been to build a SDN application that provides all of the desired

SDN functionality in a system in order to implement a new SDN functionality.

Regarding claims 27 and 57, Dolganow as modified by Nguyen discloses the

method according to claim 26, wherein the portion of the packet consists of multiple
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consecutive bytes, and wherein the instruction comprises identification of

the consecutive bytes in the packet (Dolganow, para. 69: DPI B 136 performs deep

packet inspection on the packets relating to the request to attempt to extract a

key identifying the P2P content transmitted in the flow. For example, when the

protocol is BitTorrent, DPI B 136 may perform deep packet inspection to

determine whether an info_hash field is presentin the packets of the flow).

Regarding claim 28, Dolganow as modified by Nguyen discloses the method

according to claim 24, however, Nguyen further comprising responsive to receiving the

packet, analyzing the packet, by the controller (Nguyen, Fig. 2, para. 19: controller

API 210 to receive and manage the packet).

Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art before the

effective filling date of the claimed invention to combine the teaching of Dolganow

with the teaching of Nguyen by using the above features into the system of Dolganow

such as analyzing the packet, by the controller as taught by Nguyen. The motivation for

doing so would have been to build a SDN application that provides all of the desired

SDN functionality in a system in order to implement a new SDN functionality.

Regarding claim 29, Dolganow as modified by Nguyen discloses the method

according to claim 28, However, Nguyen further for use with an application server that

communicates with the controller, wherein the analyzing comprising sending the packet,

by the controller, to the application server, and analyzing the packet by the application
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server (Nguyen, Fig. 2, para. 19: controller API 210 to receive and manage the

packet).

Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art before the

effective filling date of the claimed invention to combine the teaching of Dolganow

with the teaching of Nguyen by using the above features into the system of Dolganow

such as sending the packet, by the controller, to the application server, and analyzing

the packet by the application server as taught by Nguyen. The motivation for doing so

would have been to build a SDN application that provides all of the desired SDN

functionality in a system in order to implement a new SDN functionality.

Regarding claim 30, Dolganow as modified by Nguyen discloses the method

according to claim 29, however, Nguyen wherein the analyzing further comprising

sending the packet after analyzing by the application server to the controller, and

sending the packet, after receiving from the controller by the network node, to the

second entity (Nguyen, Fig. 2, para. 19: controller API 210 to receive and manage

the packet).

Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art before the

effective filling date of the claimed invention to combine the teaching of Dolganow

with the teaching of Nguyen by using the above features into the system of Dolganow

such as sending the packet, by the controller, to the application server, and analyzing

the packet by the application server as taught by Nguyen. The motivation for doing so

would have been to build a SDN application that provides all of the desired SDN

functionality in a system in order to implement a new SDN functionality.
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Regarding claim 31, Dolganow as modified by Nguyen discloses the method

according to claim 28, wherein the analyzing comprises applying security or data

analytic application (Dolganow, Fig. 4A, para. 60: DPI A 134 identifies an application

protocol associated with the IP flow using one or more packets belonging to the

IP flow or any other related information, such as packets belonging to other

flows).

Regarding claim 32, Dolganow as modified by Nguyen discloses the method

according to claim 28, wherein the analyzing comprises applying security application

that comprises firewall or intrusion detection functionality (Dolganow, Fig. 4A, para. 60:

DPI A 134 identifies an application protocol associated with the IP flow using one

or more packets belonging to the IP flow or any other related information, such as

packets belonging to other flows).

Regarding claim 33, Dolganow as modified by Nguyen discloses the method

according to claim 28, wherein the analyzing comprises performing Deep Packet

Inspection (DPI) or using a DPI engine on the packet (Dolganow, para. 12: performing

DPI to extract a key from one or more of the first plurality of packets).

Regarding claim 34, Dolganow as modified by Nguyen discloses the method

according to claim 28, wherein the packet comprises distinct header and payload fields,

and wherein the analyzing comprises checking part of, or whole of, the payload field
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(Dolganow, para. 52-54, 57: Key field 210 may indicate the value of a key used to

uniquely identify a P2P content item. This field 210 may be populated when

extracted from a request sent from P2P client 110 to P2P central entity 150,

provided that the request includes the key).

Regarding claims 35 and 58, Dolganow as modified by Nguyen discloses the

method according to claim 20, wherein the packet comprises distinct header and

payload fields, the header comprises one or more flag bits, and wherein the packet-

applicable criterion is that one or more of the flag bits is set (Dolganow, para. 34, 43:

P2P central entity 150 may be a BitTorrent tracker configured to receive a request

including an info_hash from P2P client 110 and respond with a list containing

location information of P2P client peers 160 that maintain the requested P2P

content).

Regarding claims 36 and 59, Dolganow as modified by Nguyen discloses the

method according to claim 35, wherein the packet is an Transmission Control Protocol

(TCP) packet, and wherein the one or more flag bits comprises comprise a SYN flag bit,

an ACK flag bit, a FIN flag bit, a RST flag bit, or any combination thereof Nguyen, para.

17, 30: control packets typically carry device control information or

communication protocol data that allows devices to communicate packet

forwarding logic with each other, routing and discovery protocol, data packets

that requirement additional attention, processing configurations, device
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configurations, and/or a variety of other control packet information known in the

art).

Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art before the

effective filling date of the claimed invention to combine the teaching of Dolganow

with the teaching of Nguyen by using the above features into the system of Dolganow

such as the packet is an Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) packet, and wherein the

one or more flag bits comprises comprise a SYN flag bit, an ACK flag bit, a FIN flag bit,

a RST flag bit, or any combination thereof as taught by Nguyen. The motivation for

doing so would have been to build a SDN application that provides all of the desired

SDN functionality in a system in order to implement a new SDN functionality.

Regarding claims 37 and 60, Dolganow as modified by Nguyen discloses the

method according to claim 20, wherein the packet comprises distinct header and

payload fields, the header comprises at least the first and second entities addresses

in the packet network, and wherein the packet-applicable criterion is that the first entity

address, the second entity address, or both match a predetermined address or

addresses (Dolganow, para. 39, 55, 62: DPI A 134 may determine whether the

source or destination address of the packets is the address of a system known to

operate as a P2P central entity 150, such as a BitTorrent tracker. Suitable

alternatives for determining whether the exchange is between a P2P client 110

and a P2P central entity 150 will be apparent to those of skill in the art).
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Regarding claims 38 and 61, Dolganow as modified by Nguyen discloses the

method according to claim 37, wherein the addresses are Internet Protocol (IP)

addresses (Dolganow, para. 39, 55, 62: addresses are IP addresses).

Regarding claims 39 and 62, Dolganow as modified by Nguyen discloses the

method according to claim 20, wherein the packet is an Transmission Control Protocol

(TCP) packet that comprises source and destination TCP ports, a TCP sequence

number, and a TCP sequence mask fields, and wherein the packet-applicable criterion

is that the source TCP port, the destination TCP port, the TCP sequence number, the

TCP sequence mask, or any combination thereof, matches a predetermined value or

values (Dolganow, para. 39, 55, 62: It should be apparent that an IP flow may be

any IP flow between P2P client 110 and P2P central entity 150 or P2P client 110

and a P2P client peer 160, as identifiable by IP 5-tuple information, which includes

the source IP address, source port, destination IP address, destination port, and

protocol of the IP flow. This IP flow may be further tunneled inside another

networking layer, such as IP, Ethernet, ATM, and the like).

Regarding claims 40 and 63, Dolganow as modified by Nguyen discloses the

method according to claim 20, wherein the packet network comprises a Wide Area

Network (WAN), Local Area Network (LAN), the Internet, Metropolitan Area Network

(MAN), Internet Service Provider (ISP) backbone, datacenter network, or inter-

datacenter network (Dolganow, Figs 1, 2, para. 28: Network element 130a may be

an entity containing components configured to receive, process, and forward
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packets belonging to an IP flow received from packet-switched network 120. As

an example, network element 130a may be owned and/or operated by an Internet

Service Provider (ISP) providing services to P2P client 110. Network element 130a

may include a router/switch 132, DPI A 134, DPI B 136, and key storage module

138).

Regarding claims 41 and 64, Dolganow as modified by Nguyen discloses

the (New) The method according to claim 20, wherein the first entity is a server device

and the second entity is a client device, or wherein the first entity is a client device and

the second entity is a server device (Dolganow, Fig. 1: entity 150 is a central entity

(such as a server) and entity 160 is a client device).

Regarding claims 42 and 65, Dolganow as modified by Nguyen discloses the

method according to claim 41, wherein the server device comprises a web server, and

wherein the client device comprises a smartphone, a tablet computer, a personal

computer, a laptop computer, or a wearable computing device (Dolganow, para. 34:

P2P central entity 150 may store a database of information maintained within a

particular P2P network, such that a user may search P2P central entity 150 to

determine the location of desired content based on the file key).

Regarding claims 43 and 66, Dolganow as modified by Nguyen discloses the

method according to claim 41, wherein the communication between the network node

and the controller is based on, or uses, a standard protocol (Dolganow, Fig. 2, para.
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18: the OpenFlow communications protocol, separate the data plane and the

control plane, with the data plane remaining on the networking device and the

control plane (containing the routing protocol and forwarding logic) moved toa

controller platform typically running on an IHS coupled to the networking device).

Regarding claims 44 and 67, Dolganow as modified by Nguyen discloses the

method according to claim 43, Nguyen further discloses wherein the standard protocol

is according to, based on, or compatible with, an OpenFlow protocol version 1.3.3 or

1.4.0 (Nguyen, para. 19, 30: standard protocol is according to an OpenFlow

protocol).

Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art before the

effective filling date of the claimed invention to combine the teaching of Dolganow

with the teaching of Nguyen by using the above features into the system of Dolganow

such as the standard protocol is according to, based on, or compatible with, an

OpenFlow protocol as taught by Nguyen. The motivation for doing so would have been

to build a SDN application that provides all of the desired SDN functionality in a system

in order to implement a new SDN functionality.

Regarding claims 45 and 68, Dolganow as modified by Nguyen discloses the

method according to claim 44, wherein the instruction comprises a Type-Length-Value

(TLV) structure (Dolganow, para. 53: Key field 210 may indicate the value of a key

used to uniquely identify a P2P content item. This field 210 may be populated
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when extracted from a request sent from P2P client 110 to P2P central entity 150,

provided that the request includes the key).

Regarding claims 46 and 69, Dolganow as modified by Nguyen discloses the

method according to claim 20, wherein the network node comprises a router, a switch,

or a bridge (Dolganow, Fig. 1, para. 25, 27: network element 130a may include a

router, a switch, or a bridge).

Regarding claims 47 and 70, Dolganow as modified by Nguyen discloses the

method according to claim 20, wherein the packet network is an Internet Protocol (IP)

network, and the packet is an IP packet (Dolganow, para. 60, 62: DPI A 134 identifies

an application protocol associated with the IP flow using one or more packets

belonging to the IP flow or any other related information, such as packets

belonging to other flows).

Regarding claims 48 and 71, Dolganow as modified by Nguyen discloses the

method according to claim 47, wherein the packet network is an Transmission Control

Protocol (TCP) network, and the packet is an TCP packet (Dolganow, para. 39, 55, 62:

It should be apparent that an IP flow may be any IP flow between P2P client 110

and P2P central entity 150 or P2P client 110 and a P2P client peer 160, as

identifiable by IP 5-tuple information, which includes the source IP address,

source port, destination IP address, destination port, and protocol of the IP flow.
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This IP flow may be further tunneled inside another networking layer, such as IP,

Ethernet, ATM, and the like).

Regarding claims 49 and 72, Dolganow as modified by Nguyen discloses the

method according to claim 20, further comprising: receiving, by the network node from

the first entity over the packet network, one or more additional packets (Dolganow,

para. 12: a network element may receive a first and second plurality of packets

transmitted between a peer-to-peer (P2P) client and a P2P central entity).

Dolganow does not appear to explicitly disclose checking, by the network node, if

any one of the one or more additional packets satisfies the criterion; responsive to an

additional packet not satisfying the criterion, sending, by the network node over the

packet network, the additional packet to the second entity; and responsive to the

additional packet satisfying the criterion, sending the additional packet, by the network

node over the packet network, in response to the instruction.

Nguyen from similar field of endeavor discloses checking, by the network node, if

any one of the one or more additional packets satisfies the criterion (Nguyen, para. 32:

determining if more packets satisfy the criterion); responsive to an additional packet

not satisfying the criterion, sending, by the network node over the packet network, the

additional packet to the second entity (Nguyen, Fig. 3, para. 21: sending the packet

to the next table for processing, and/or a variety of other flow processing actions

if not satisfying the criterion); and responsive to the additional packet satisfying the

criterion, sending the additional packet, by the network node over the packet network, in

response to the instruction (Nguyen, para. 21: Nguyen, Fig. 3, para. 21: sending the
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additional packets to the next table for processing if the packet that satisfies the

criteria in the matching filter).

Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art before the

effective filling date of the claimed invention to combine the teaching of Dolganow

with the teaching of Nguyen by using the above features into the system of Dolganow

such as checking, by the network node, if any one of the one or more additional packets

satisfies the criterion; responsive to an additional packet not satisfying the criterion,

sending, by the network node over the packet network, the additional packet to the

second entity; and responsive to the additional packet satisfying the criterion, sending

the additional packet, by the network node over the packet network, in response to the

instruction as taught by Nguyen. The motivation for doing so would have been to build a

SDN application that provides all of the desired SDN functionality in a system in order to

implement a new SDN functionality.

Regarding claims 50 and 73, Dolganow as modified by Nguyen discloses the

method according to claim 20, Nguyen further discloses wherein the packet network is a

Software Defined Network (SDN), the packet is routed as part of a data plane and the

network node communication with the controller serves as a control plane (Nguyen,

para. 17, 18: a data plane or fast processing path where data packets are

received, queued, processed, and then forwarded to the appropriate destination,

and a control plane or slow processing path where communication protocols,

configuration, and administration takes place).
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Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art before the

effective filling date of the claimed invention to combine the teaching of Dolganow

with the teaching of Nguyen by using the above features into the system of Dolganow

such as the packet network is a Software Defined Network (SDN), the packet is routed

as part of a data plane and the network node communication with the controller serves

as a control plane as taught by Nguyen. The motivation for doing so would have been to

build a SDN application that provides all of the desired SDN functionality in a system in

order to implement a new SDN functionality.

Regarding claim 51, Dolganow discloses a method for use with a packet

network including a network node for transporting packets between first and

second entities under control of a controller, the method by the network node

comprising: receiving, from the controller, the instruction and the criterion (Dolganow,

para. 30; DPI devices 134, 136 may include hardware, instructions encoded ona

machine-readable medium, or a combination thereof, such that DPI devices 134,

136 may be configured to examine data packets sent to router/switch 132 to

identify information associated with the packets); receiving, from the first entity over

the packet network, a packet addressed to the second entity (Dolganow, para. 59;

network element 130a, 130b may receive anumber of packets belonging to an IP

flow between a P2P client 110 and a P2P central entity 150).

Dolganow does not appear to explicitly disclose checking if the packet satisfies

the criterion; responsive to the packet not satisfying the criterion, sending over the
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packet network, the packet to the second entity; and responsive to the packet satisfying

the criterion, sending the packet over the packet network, in response to the instruction.

Nguyen from similar field of endeavor discloses checking if the packet satisfies

the criterion (Nguyen, para. 32: determining if the packet satisfies the criterion);

responsive to the packet not satisfying the criterion, sending over the packet network,

the packet to the second entity (Nguyen, Fig. 3, para. 21: sending the packet to the

next table for processing, and/or a variety of other flow processing actions if not

satisfying the criterion); and responsive to the packet satisfying the criterion, sending

the packet over the packet network, in response to the instruction (Nguyen, para. 21:

Nguyen, Fig. 3, para. 21: sending the packet to the next table for processing if the

packet that satisfies the criteria in the matching filter).

Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art before the

effective filling date of the claimed invention to combine the teaching of Dolganow

with the teaching of Nguyen by using the above features into the system of Dolganow

such as checking if the packet satisfies the criterion; responsive to the packet not

satisfying the criterion, sending over the packet network, the packet to the second

entity; and responsive to the packet satisfying the criterion, sending the packet over the

packet network, in response to the instruction as taught by Nguyen. The motivation for

doing so would have been to build a SDN application that provides all of the desired

SDN functionality in a system in order to implement a new SDN functionality.
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Conclusion

13. The prior art made of record and not relied upon is considered pertinent to

applicant's disclosure.

14. Agarwal et al. (US 20150124812 A1), BIFULCO et al. (US 20160020998 A1),

DE FOY et al. (US 20160197831 A1), all cited to show systems which are considered

pertinent to the claimed invention.

15. Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to JEAN F VOLTAIRE whose telephone number is

(571)272-3953. The examiner can normally be reached on MF 9:00-6:45 PM.

Examiner interviews are available via telephone, in-person, and video

conferencing using a USPTO supplied web-based collaboration tool. To schedule an

interview, applicant is encouraged to use the USPTO Automated Interview Request

(AIR) at http:/Awww.uspto.gov/interviewpractice.

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner's

supervisor, FARUK HAMZA can be reached on (571)272-7969. The fax phone number

for the organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is 571-273-8300.

Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the

Patent Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for

published applications may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR.

Status information for unpublished applications is available through Private PAIR only.

For more information about the PAIR system, see http://pair-direct.uspto.gov. Should

you have questions on access to the Private PAIR system, contact the Electronic

Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll-free). If you would like assistance from a
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USPTO Customer Service Representative or access to the automated information

system, call 800-786-9199 (IN USA OR CANADA) or 571-272-1000.

/JEAN F VOLTAIRE/

Examiner, Art Unit 2466

/JAE Y LEE/

Primary Examiner, Art Unit 2466
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AMENDMENT

Customer Service Window, Mail Stop Amendment

Honorable Commissioner for Patents

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office

Randolph Building, 401 Dulany Street

Alexandria, Virginia 22314

Sir:

This is in response to the examiner’s action of

September 12, 2018 (“Action”).

Remarks / Arguments begin on page 2 of this paper.
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Response to Office Action of September 12, 2018

REMARKS / ARGUMENTS

The Examiner’s Action dated September 12, 2018, has

been received, and its content carefully noted.

Office action, Section 12, pages 4-22

Claims 20-73 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as

being unpatentable over Dolganow et al. (US 2010/0208590 —-

“Dolganow”) in view of Nguyen et ail. (US 2014/0052836 —-

“Nguyen”).

Combining Dolganow and Nguyen.

a. The Action contends that the Dolganow and Nguyen are

combined being in a ‘similar field of endeavor’. The applicant

respectfully request a clear definition of the ‘field of

endeavor’ as required by the rules. (MPEP 2141.01(a) (I) -— ‘The

examiner must determine what is “analogous prior art” for the

purpose of analyzing the obviousness of the subject matter at

issue’).

b. Applicant submits that the Dolganow and Nguyen references

are directed towards respectively different purposes and are

based on respectively different structures, and thus are not

analogous to one another and cannot logically be combined. The

Dolganow reference involves DPI, where packets are handled

based on their content, while the Nguyen reference involves

SDN, where packets are handled based on externally received

instructions. For example, the Dolganow reference involves OSI

Layer 3 or above analysis, while the Nguyen reference involves

local routing (OSI Layer 2) without any analysis of the packet

content.

Further, while the Dolagnow reference is directed to

network traffic handling or routing devices, such as routers
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or switches (Figure 1 and paragraphs 25 and 27), the Nguyen

reference is directed to HIS which is an end devices, intended

to generate of received information, such as ‘personal

computer, a PDA, a consumer electronic device, a display

device’ as described in Figure 1 and paragraph OO15.

Hence, the two references are directed to

different devices having different functionalities and

differently handling traffic, and thus cannot be combined. It

is respectfully submitted that it is simply not appropriate to

select a secondary reference that happens to disclose, in

isolation, a single feature, and conclude, without a proper

basis, that it would be obvious to add that feature to another

device in a different field.

c. It is further noted that MPEP $§808.02(A) explicitly recites

that different classes “.. shows that each invention has

attained recognition in the art as a separate subject for

inventive effort, and also a separate field of search.TM

(Emphasis added). Furthermore, there is no suggestion or

motivation to combine:

[Wihen art is directed to a different

purpose then a claimed invention, an

inventor would have jess motivation Or

occasion to consider it.

In re Oetiker, 977 F.2d 1443 (Fed. Cir. 1992).

The Dolganow reference is classified under U.S.

Class 370/235 associated with “MULTIPLEX COMMUNICATIONS —- DATA

FLOW CONGESTION PREVENTION OR CONTROL”, mainly focusing on

regulating the amount of information transmitted through the

network, while the Nguyen reference is classified under U.S.

Class 709/223 associated with “ELECTRICAL COMPUTERS AND

DIGITAL PROCESSING SYSTEMS: MULTICOMPUTER DATA TRANSFERRING -

COMPUTER NETWORK MANAGING” — relating mainly to the managing

- 3 -
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the resources of the computers connected by a computer

network. Thus, the two reference are in different fields.

d. Further, it would not be appropriate to base this rejection

on a combination of these references because the devices and

networks described in the Dolganow and Nguyen references are

each self-contained and independently operate effectively.

Because each device independentiy operates

effectively, a person having ordinary skill

in the art, who was merely seeking to create

a better device to drain fluids from a

wound, would have no reason to combine the

features of both devices into a single

device.

[Kinetic Concepts v. Smith and Nephew, 688 F.3d 1342, at 1369

(CAFC, 2012).] - See MPEP §2143.01.

e. The Action fails to explain HOW the device described in the

Dolganow reference is being modified to include the

limitations taught by the Nguyen reference. The Action only

states that the missing limitations are disclosed by the

Nguyen reference and as such may be combined. A clear

explanation is required according to the rules.

Rationale for Combining Dolganow and Nguyen.

a. The rationale for combining is stated on page 6 as TM.. to

build a SDN application that provides all of the desired SDN

functionality in a system in order to implement a new SDN

functionality”. Assuming arguendo that such combination is

properly made in accordance with prevailing U.S. patent law,

it is respectfully submitted that SDN functionality is a

technical functionality per se, and the Action fails to

explain WHY such feature is required or is beneficial, and as

such the rationale fails to explain why one of ordinary skill

in the art at the time the invention was made would see any
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reason to combine the references in an attempt to arrive at

the claimed invention. It is noted that “Absent some

articulated rationale for doing so, the Examiner’s conclusory

assertion is inadequate Eo support a conclusion of

obviousness.” See KSR Int’l Co. v. Teleflex Inc., 550 U.S.

398, 418 (2007); see also In re Warner, 379 F.2d 1011, 1017

(CCPA 1967) (“The legal conclusion of obviousness must be

supported by facts. Where the legal conclusion is not

supported by facts it cannot stand.”). Further, even if the

SDN is kind of advantage, none of the cited prior art

references suggested that the primary reference could benefit

from that advantage or was in need of that advantage. [See,

e.g., Ex parte Saiki, No. 2000-0373, 2002 WL 32102452, at *3

(B.P.A.1. Jan. 17, 2002); Ex parte Burak, No. 2004-0823, 2004

WL 4981768, at *4 (Dec. 8, 2004)].

b. It ais trivial, inherent, and self-evident that always

adding a feature A to any device results in a device having a

capability of feature A. Similarly, it is trivial, inherent,

and self-evident that always adding the functionality of SDN

to ANY system results in “a SDN application that provides all

of the desired SDN functionality in a system in order to

implement a new SDN functionality”. Hence, the rationale

provides no link to the specific present application, as

required in MPEP 2143 that clearly states that “Any rationale

employed must provide a link between the factual findings and

the legal conclusion of obviousness.” (Emphasis added), and TM..

there must be “some articulated reasoning with some rational

underpinning” to support the Examiner’s findings and

conclusion of obviousness”. See KSR Inti Co. v. Teleflex Inc.,

550 U.S. 401, 418 (2007).
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c. The Dolganow reference focuses on DPI of received packets,

and acting upon the DPI analysis. However, the Dolganow

reference is silent regarding any receiving any instruction of

how to deal with received packet as known in SDN, and is in

particular silent regarding routing any packet based on any

received instruction or criteria. Adding such SDN

functionalities inherently changes the scheme from DPI scheme,

thus such modifications would change the principle of

operation of the system described in the Dolganow reference,

see 2143.01:

If the proposed modification or combination

of the prior art would change the principle

of operation of the prior art invention

being modified, then the teachings of the

references are not sufficient to render the

claims prima facie obvious.

In re Ratti, 270 F.2d 810, 123 USPQ 349 (CCPA 1959).

dad. In particular, such modification of the router or switch

described in the Dolganow reference requires massive change of

the device, to include means for receiving instruction via an

additional port, storing these instructions and criteria,

applying dedicated SDN software (such as OpenFlow) requiring

massive hardware, processing power and software, and

forwarding packets based on this criteria. Such modifications

fundamentally and inherently change the conventional routing /

switching functionalities described in the Dolganow reference,

and would require a substantial reconstruction and redesign of

the elements shown in the Dolganow reference as well as a

change in the basic principles under which the Dolganow

reference construction was designed to operate. (In re Ratti,

270 F.2d 810, 813 (CCPA 1959)): “a change in the basic

principles” refers to change that is fundamentai in scope so

as to relate to scientific or technical principles under which
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the invention is designed to operate.”. Further, such changes

would render the Dolganow reference inoperable for its

intended purpose since it could only operate in an SDN

supported network.

Regarding claim 1.

a. Claim 1 explicitly recites the limitation of: “.. sending,

by the controller to the network node over the packet network,

an instruction and a packet-applicable criterion”. This

limitation is not addressed by the Action. A prima facie case

for obviousness “requires a suggestion of ali limitations ina

Claim,” CFMT, Inc. v. Yieldup Int’l Corp., 349 F.3d 1333, 1342

(Fed. Cir. 2003). It is noted that the Dolganow reference

fails to disclose any controller in general or any “an

instruction and a packet—-applicabie criterion”, and in

particular fails to disclose the recited “.. sending, by the

controller to the network node over the packet network, an

instruction and a packet-applicable criterion”.

b. Claim 1 explicitly recites the limitation of: “.. receiving,

by the network node from the controller, the instruction and

the criterion”. The Action relies upon paragraphs 12, 30, and

81 of the Dolganow reference. HOWEVER, the Dolganow reference

in general, and the cited paragraphs in particular, ONLY

described receiving packets as part of the regular traffic to

be analyzed, and are silent regarding any receiving from a

controller in general, and receiving of ‘the instruction and

the criterion’ in particular.
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Regarding claims 21-26, 28-30, 36, 44, 49-56, 59, 67, 72-73.

While these claims clearly define different features

and functionalities, the Action improperly use the SAME

rationale for combining with the Nguyen reference. First, the

stated rationale is defective as described above. Second,

using the SAME rationale clearly violates the fact that the

Office must “make the necessary findings and have an adequate

‘evidentiary basis for its findings.” [Quoting In re Nuvasive

(Fed. Cir. 2016), internally quoting In re Lee (Fed. Cir.

2002)], and that the Office “must examine the relevant data

and articulate a satisfactory explanation for its actions

including a rational connection between the facts found and

the choice made.” Id. (Emphasis added). Further, In Broadcom

Corp. v. Emulex Corp., 732 F.3d 1325, 1335 (Fed. Cir. 2013),

the Court held that “fajn invention is not obvious just

‘because all of the elements that comprise the invention were

known in the prior art;’ rather, a finding of obviousness at

the time of the invention requires a ‘plausible rational [sic]

as to why the prior art references would have worked

together.”. Tt is noted that “Absent some articulated

rationale for doing so, the Examiner’s conclusory assertion is

inadequate to support a conciusion of obviousness.” See KSR

Int’l Co. v. Teleflex Inc., 550 U.S. 398, 418 (2007); see also

In re Warner, 379 F.2d 1011, 1017 (CCPA 1967) (“The legal

conciusion of obviousness must be supported by facts. Where

the legal conclusion is not supported by facts it cannot

stand.”).
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The absence of a reply to a specific rejection,

issue, or comment, does not signify agreement with that

rejection, issue, or comment. In addition, because the

arguments made above may not be exhaustive, there may be

reasons for patentability of any or all pending claims that

have not been expressed.

Nothing in this reply should be understood as

conceding any issue with regard to any claim, except as

specifically stated in this reply, and the amendment of any

claims does not necessarily signify concession of

unpatentability to the claim before its amendment. It should

further be understood that any filing of a terminal disclaimer

to obviate a rejection based on nonstatutory double patenting

is not an admission of the propriety of the rejection.

If the above arguments should not now place the

application in the condition for allowance, the examiner is

invited to call undersigned counsel to resolve any remaining

issues.

Respectfully submitted,

By /Yehuda Binder/

Yehuda Binder

Registration No. 73,612

Tel: +972-9-7409241

Mobile: +972-54-4444577

e-mail:yehuda@maypatents.com
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-- The MAILING DATE of this communication appears on the cover sheet with the correspondence address --

Period for Reply

A SHORTENED STATUTORY PERIOD FOR REPLY IS SET TO EXPIRE 3 MONTHS FROM THE MAILING

DATE OF THIS COMMUNICATION.
Extensions of time may be available under the provisions of 37 CFR 1.136(a). In no event, however, may a reply be timely filed after SIX (6) MONTHS from the mailing

date of this communication.

- If NO period for reply is specified above, the maximum statutory period will apply and will expire SIX (6) MONTHS from the mailing date of this communication.

- Failure to reply within the set or extended period for reply will, by statute, cause the application to become ABANDONED (35 U.S.C. § 133}.

Any reply received by the Office later than three months after the mailing date of this communication, even if timely filed, may reduce any earned patent term

adjustment. See 37 CFR 1.704(b).

Status

1){¥] Responsive to communication(s) filed on 12/10/2018.

C) A declaration(s)/affidavit(s) under 37 CFR 1.130(b) was/were filed on

2a)[¥] This action is FINAL. 2b) () This action is non-final.

3)() An election was made by the applicant in response to a restriction requirement set forth during the interview on

; the restriction requirement and election have been incorporated into this action.

4)(1) Since this application is in condition for allowance except for formal matters, prosecution as to the merits is

closed in accordance with the practice under Ex parfe Quayle, 1935 C.D. 11, 453 O.G. 213.

Disposition of Claims*

5) Claim(s) 20-73 is/are pending in the application.

5a) Of the above claim(s) _is/are withdrawn from consideration.

6) (J Claim(s) _ is/are allowed.

7) Claim(s) 20-73 is/are rejected.

8) ( Claim(s)__ is/are objected to.

9) () Claim(s)__ are subject to restriction and/or election requirement

* If any claims have been determined allowable, you may be eligible to benefit from the Patent Prosecution Highway program ata

participating intellectual property office for the corresponding application. For more information, please see

http:/Awww.uspto.gov/patents/init_events/pph/index.jsp or send an inquiry to PPHfeedback@uspto.gov.

Application Papers

10)() The specification is objected to by the Examiner.

11) The drawing(s) filed on is/are: a)[(.) accepted or b)() objected to by the Examiner.

Applicant may not request that any objection to the drawing(s) be held in abeyance. See 37 CFR 1.85(a).

Replacement drawing sheet(s) including the correction is required if the drawing(s) is objected to. See 37 CFR 1.121 (d).

Priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119

12)() Acknowledgment is made of a claim for foreign priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119(a)-(d) or (f).

Certified copies:

a)Q All b)( Some** c)1) None of the:

1.1) Certified copies of the priority documents have been received.

2.1.) Certified copies of the priority documents have been received in Application No.

3.1) Copies of the certified copies of the priority documents have been received in this National Stage

application from the International Bureau (PCT Rule 17.2(a)).

*“ See the attached detailed Office action for a list of the certified copies not received.

Attachment(s)

1) Notice of References Cited (PTO-892) 3) (J Interview Summary (PTO-413)

. . Paper No(s)/Mail Date
2) (J Information Disclosure Statement(s) (PTO/SB/08a and/or PTO/SB/08b) 4) (7) Other:

Paper No(s)/Mail Date

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office

PTOL-326 (Rev. 11-13) Office Action Summary Part of Paper No./Mail Date 20190326
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DETAILED ACTION

Notice of Pre-AlA or AIA Status

1. The present application, filed on or after March 16, 2013, is being examined

under the first inventor to file provisions of the AIA.

Response to amendment

2. This is a Final Office action in response to applicant's remarks/arguments filed on

12/10/2018.

3. Status of the claims:

¢ Claims 20-73 have not been amended.

¢ Claims 20-73 are currently pending and have been examined.

Response to remarks/arguments

4. Applicant’s remarks/arguments filed on 12/10/2018 with respect to the

rejection of claims 20-73 have been fully considered but they are not persuasive.

5. On pages 2-7 of Applicant’s remarks dated 12/10/2018, Applicant submits that

the Dolganow and Nguyen references are directed towards respectively different

purposes and are based on respectively different structures, and thus are

not analogous to one another and cannot logically be combined.

6. In response to applicant's argument that Dolganow and Nguyen references are

nonanalogous arts, it has been held that a prior art reference must either be in the field

of applicant’s endeavor or, if not, then be reasonably pertinent to the particular problem

with which the applicant was concerned, in order to be relied upon as a basis for
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rejection of the claimed invention. See /n re Oetiker, 977 F.2d 1443, 24 USPQ2d 1443

(Fed. Cir. 1992). In this case, the combination of Dolganow and Nguyen allows for

efficient deep packet inspection of traffic in cloud-based networks utilizing software

defined networks (SDN).

7. In response to applicant's argument that Dolganow and Nguyen references are

directed towards respectively different structures, a recitation of the intended use of the

claimed invention must result in a structural difference between the claimed invention

and the prior art in order to patentably distinguish the claimed invention from the prior

art. If the prior art structure is capable of performing the intended use, then it meets the

claim. Moreover, the test for obviousness is not whether the features of a secondary

reference may be bodily incorporated into the structure of the primary reference; nor is it

that the claimed invention must be expressly suggested in any one or all of the

references. Rather, the test is what the combined teachings of the references would

have suggested to those of ordinary skill in the art. See /n re Keller, 642 F.2d 413, 208

USPQ 871 (CCPA 1981).

8. In response to applicant's argument that there is no teaching, suggestion, or

motivation to combine the references, the examiner recognizes that obviousness may

be established by combining or modifying the teachings of the prior art to produce the

claimed invention where there is some teaching, suggestion, or motivation to do so

found either in the references themselves or in the knowledge generally available to one

of ordinary skill in the art. See /n re Fine, 837 F.2d 1071, 5 USPQ2d 1596 (Fed. Cir.

1988), In re Jones, 958 F.2d 347, 21 USPQ2d 1941 (Fed. Cir. 1992), and KSR

International Co. v. Teleflex, Inc., 550 U.S. 398, 82 USPQ2d 1385 (2007). In this case,
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the motivation to do so is found in Nguyen’s reference, such that to build a SDN

application that provides all of the desired SDN functionality in a system in order to

implement a new SDN functionality. Such an advantage would include a flow-based

handler receiving a packet, and determining that the packet is associated with a flow

session and associating the rules with the packet.

9. Regarding claim 1, it is noted that claim 1 has been canceled by an Applicant

preliminary amendment. The limitations agued by Applicant are disclosed in claim 20.

On pages 7-9 of Applicants’ remarks dated 12/10/2018, Applicant states that the office

action has not addressed the limitation of: “... sending, by the controller to the network

node the packet network, an instruction and a packet-applicable criterion’, and “...

receiving, by the network node from the controller, the instruction and the criterion’, in

particular fails to disclose any controller in general or any “an instruction and a packet-

applicable criterion”, as explicitly recited in claim 20.

10. In response to applicants’ remarks, the Examiner respectfully disagrees because

by virtue of performing sending and/or receiving implicitly implies the use of a controller.

Although the Dolganow’s reference does not explicitly disclose the controller, however,

a machine-readable medium does inherently comprise a controller in order for it to

function (i.e., sending and/or receiving). Moreover, Dolganow further discloses a

method of sending/or receiving instructions encoded on a machine-readable medium, or

a combination thereof, such that DPI devices 134, 136 may be configured to examine

data packets sent to router/switch 132 to identify information associated with the

packets, see at least paragraphs 12, 13, 28-31.
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11. For at least the reasons provided above, applicants’ remarks

regarding independent claim 20 is not persuasive. Then independent claim 20 is not

allowable over the cited prior art of record. Therefore, its dependent claims directly or

indirectly are also not allowable based at least for the reasons provided above.

Please see the rejection below.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 103

12. —_In the event the determination of the status of the application as subject to AIA 35

U.S.C. 102 and 103 (or as subject to pre-AIA 35 U.S.C. 102 and 103) is incorrect, any

correction of the statutory basis for the rejection will not be considered a new ground of

rejection if the prior art relied upon, and the rationale supporting the rejection, would be

the same under either status.

13. The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 103 which forms the basis for all

obviousness rejections set forth in this Office action:

A patent for a claimed invention may not be obtained, notwithstanding that the claimed

invention is not identically disclosed as set forth in section 102, if the differences between the

claimed invention and the prior art are such that the claimed invention as a whole would have

been obvious before the effective filing date of the claimed invention to a person having

ordinary skill in the art to which the claimed invention pertains. Patentability shall not be

negated by the manner in which the invention was made.

14. The factual inquiries set forth in Graham v. John Deere Co., 383 U.S. 1, 148

USPQ 459 (1966), that are applied for establishing a background for determining

obviousness under 35 U.S.C. 103 are summarized as follows:

1. Determining the scope and contents of the prior art.

2. Ascertaining the differences between the prior art and the claims at issue.
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3. Resolving the level of ordinary skill in the pertinent art.

4. Considering objective evidence present in the application indicating

obviousness or nonobviousness.

15. = This application currently names joint inventors. In considering patentability of the

claims the examiner presumes that the subject matter of the various claims was

commonly owned as of the effective filing date of the claimed invention(s) absent any

evidence to the contrary. Applicant is advised of the obligation under 37 CFR 1.56 to

point out the inventor and effective filing dates of each claim that was not commonly

owned as of the effective filing date of the later invention in order for the examiner to

consider the applicability of 35 U.S.C. 102(b)(2)(C) for any potential 35 U.S.C. 102(a)(2)

prior art against the later invention.

16. Claims 20-73 is/are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103 as being unpatentable over

Dolganow et al. (US 2010/0208590 A1) in view of Nguyen et al. (US 2014/0052836 A1).

Regarding claim 20, Dolganow discloses a method for use with a packet

network including a network node for transporting packets between first and

second entities under control of a controller, the method comprising: sending, by the

controller to the network node over the packet network, an instruction and a packet-

applicable criterion (Dolganow, para. 30; DPI devices 134, 136 may include

hardware, instructions encoded on a machine-readable medium, or a combination

thereof, such that DPI devices 134, 136 may be configured to examine data

packets sent to router/switch 132 to identify information associated with the
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packets); receiving, by the network node from the controller, the instruction and the

criterion (Dolganow, para. 12, 30, 81; receiving all relevant information associated

with the packets); receiving, by the network node from the first entity over the packet

network, a packet addressed to the second entity (Dolganow, para. 59: network

element 130a, 130b may receive a number of packets belonging to an IP flow

between a P2P client 110 and a P2P central entity 150).

Dolganow does not appear to explicitly disclose checking, by the network node, if

the packet satisfies the criterion; responsive to the packet not satisfying the criterion,

sending, by the network node over the packet network, the packet to the second entity;

and responsive to the packet satisfying the criterion, sending the packet, by the network

node over the packet network, in response to the instruction.

Nguyen from similar field of endeavor discloses checking, by the network node, if

the packet satisfies the criterion (Nguyen, para. 32: determining if the packet

satisfies the criterion); responsive to the packet not satisfying the criterion, sending,

by the network node over the packet network, the packet to the second entity (Nguyen,

Fig. 3, para. 21: sending the packet to the next table for processing, and/or a

variety of other flow processing actions if not satisfying the criterion); and

responsive to the packet satisfying the criterion, sending the packet, by the network

node over the packet network, in response to the instruction (Nguyen, para. 21:

Nguyen, Fig. 3, para. 21: sending the packet to the next table for processing if the

packet that satisfies the criteria in the matching filter).

Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art before the

effective filling date of the claimed invention to combine the teaching of Dolganow
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with the teaching of Nguyen by using the above features into the system of Dolganow

such as checking, by the network node, if the packet satisfies the criterion; responsive

to the packet not satisfying the criterion, sending, by the network node over the packet

network, the packet to the second entity; and responsive to the packet satisfying the

criterion, sending the packet, by the network node over the packet network, in response

to the instruction as taught by Nguyen. The motivation for doing so would have been to

build a SDN application that provides all of the desired SDN functionality in a system in

order to implement a new SDN functionality.

Regarding claims 21 and 52, Dolganow as modified by Nguyen discloses the

method according to claim 20, wherein the instruction is ‘probe’, ‘mirror’, or ‘terminate’

instruction, and upon receiving by the network node the ‘terminate’ instruction, the

method further comprising blocking, by the network node, the packet from being sent to

the second entity and to the controller (Dolganow, para. 50: this transmission may

be accomplished by mirroring (i-e., duplicating) the packets in the IP flow that

contain the key from DPI A 134 to DPI B 136. Alternatively, this transmission may

be accomplished by redirecting (i.e., rerouting) the packets in the IP flow that

contain the key from DPI A 134 to DPI B 136. As another alternative, DPI A 134

may build and send a message including the required information to DPI B 136).

Dolganow does not appear to disclose the packet is being sent to the controller.

Nguyen discloses the packet is being sent to the controller (Nguyen, Fig. 2,

para. 19: controller API 210 to receive and manage the packet).
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Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art before the

effective filling date of the claimed invention to combine the teaching of Dolganow

with the teaching of Nguyen by using the above features into the system of Dolganow

such as sending the packet to the controller as taught by Nguyen. The motivation for

doing so would have been to build a SDN application that provides all of the desired

SDN functionality in a system in order to implement a new SDN functionality.

Regarding claims 22 and 53, Dolganow as modified by Nguyen discloses the

method according to claim 20, wherein the instruction is a ‘probe’, a ‘mirror’, or a

‘terminate’ instruction, and upon receiving by the network node the ‘mirror’ instruction

and responsive to the packet satisfying the criterion, the method further comprising

sending the packet, by the network node, to the second entity and to the controller

(Dolganow, para. 50, 59: Alternatively, this transmission may be accomplished by

redirecting (i.e., rerouting) the packets in the IP flow that contain the key from DPI

A 134 to DPI B 136. As another alternative, DPI A 134 may build and send a

message including the required information to DPI B 136).

Dolganow does not appear to disclose the packet is being sent to the controller.

Nguyen discloses the packet is being sent to the controller (Nguyen, Fig. 2,

para. 19: controller API 210 to receive and manage the packet).

Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art before the

effective filling date of the claimed invention to combine the teaching of Dolganow

with the teaching of Nguyen by using the above features into the system of Dolganow

such as sending the packet to the controller as taught by Nguyen. The motivation for
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doing so would have been to build a SDN application that provides all of the desired

SDN functionality in a system in order to implement a new SDN functionality.

Regarding claims 23 and 54, Dolganow as modified by Nguyen discloses the

method according to claim 20, however, Nguyen further discloses wherein

the instruction is 'probe' , ‘mirror’, or ‘terminate’ instruction, and upon receiving by the

network node the 'probe' instruction and responsive to the packet satisfying the

criterion, the method further comprising: sending the packet, by the network node, to the

controller (Nguyen, Fig. 2, para. 19: controller API 210 to receive and manage the

packet); responsive to receiving the packet, analyzing the packet, by the controller

(Nguyen, Fig. 2, para. 19: controller API 210 to receive and manage the packet);

sending the packet, by the controller, to the network node; and responsive to receiving

the packet, sending the packet, by the network node, to the second entity (Nguyen,

para. 21: Nguyen, Fig. 3, para. 21: sending the packet to the next table for

processing if the packet that satisfies the criteria in the matching filter).

Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art before the

effective filling date of the claimed invention to combine the teaching of Dolganow

with the teaching of Nguyen by using the above features into the system of Dolganow

such as sending the packet to the controller as taught by Nguyen. The motivation for

doing so would have been to build a SDN application that provides all of the desired

SDN functionality in a system in order to implement a new SDN functionality.
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Regarding claims 24, 25 and 55, Dolganow as modified by Nguyen discloses

the method according to claim 20, further comprising responsive to the packet satisfying

the criterion and to the instruction, sending the packet or a portion thereof, by

the network node, to the controller (Nguyen, Fig. 2, para. 19: controller API 210 to

receive and manage the packet).

Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art before the

effective filling date of the claimed invention to combine the teaching of Dolganow

with the teaching of Nguyen by using the above features into the system of Dolganow

such as sending the packet to the controller as taught by Nguyen. The motivation for

doing so would have been to build a SDN application that provides all of the desired

SDN functionality in a system in order to implement a new SDN functionality.

Regarding claims 26 and 56, Dolganow as modified by Nguyen discloses the

method according to claim 24, however, Nguyen further comprising responsive to the

packet satisfying the criterion and to the instruction, sending a portion of the packet, by

the network node, to the controller (Nguyen, Fig. 2, para. 19: controller API 210 to

receive and manage the packet).

Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art before the

effective filling date of the claimed invention to combine the teaching of Dolganow

with the teaching of Nguyen by using the above features into the system of Dolganow

such as sending the packet to the controller as taught by Nguyen. The motivation for

doing so would have been to build a SDN application that provides all of the desired

SDN functionality in a system in order to implement a new SDN functionality.
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Regarding claims 27 and 57, Dolganow as modified by Nguyen discloses the

method according to claim 26, wherein the portion of the packet consists of multiple

consecutive bytes, and wherein the instruction comprises identification of

the consecutive bytes in the packet (Dolganow, para. 69: DPI B 136 performs deep

packet inspection on the packets relating to the request to attempt to extract a

key identifying the P2P content transmitted in the flow. For example, when the

protocol is BitTorrent, DPI B 136 may perform deep packet inspection to

determine whether an info_hash field is present in the packets of the flow).

Regarding claim 28, Dolganow as modified by Nguyen discloses the method

according to claim 24, however, Nguyen further comprising responsive to receiving the

packet, analyzing the packet, by the controller (Nguyen, Fig. 2, para. 19: controller

API 210 to receive and manage the packet).

Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art before the

effective filling date of the claimed invention to combine the teaching of Dolganow

with the teaching of Nguyen by using the above features into the system of Dolganow

such as analyzing the packet, by the controller as taught by Nguyen. The motivation for

doing so would have been to build a SDN application that provides all of the desired

SDN functionality in a system in order to implement a new SDN functionality.

Regarding claim 29, Dolganow as modified by Nguyen discloses the method

according to claim 28, However, Nguyen further for use with an application server that
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communicates with the controller, wherein the analyzing comprising sending the packet,

by the controller, to the application server, and analyzing the packet by the application

server (Nguyen, Fig. 2, para. 19: controller API 210 to receive and manage the

packet).

Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art before the

effective filling date of the claimed invention to combine the teaching of Dolganow

with the teaching of Nguyen by using the above features into the system of Dolganow

such as sending the packet, by the controller, to the application server, and analyzing

the packet by the application server as taught by Nguyen. The motivation for doing so

would have been to build a SDN application that provides all of the desired SDN

functionality in a system in order to implement a new SDN functionality.

Regarding claim 30, Dolganow as modified by Nguyen discloses the method

according to claim 29, however, Nguyen wherein the analyzing further comprising

sending the packet after analyzing by the application server to the controller, and

sending the packet, after receiving from the controller by the network node, to the

second entity (Nguyen, Fig. 2, para. 19: controller API 210 to receive and manage

the packet).

Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art before the

effective filling date of the claimed invention to combine the teaching of Dolganow

with the teaching of Nguyen by using the above features into the system of Dolganow

such as sending the packet, by the controller, to the application server, and analyzing

the packet by the application server as taught by Nguyen. The motivation for doing so
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would have been to build a SDN application that provides all of the desired SDN

functionality in a system in order to implement a new SDN functionality.

Regarding claim 31, Dolganow as modified by Nguyen discloses the method

according to claim 28, wherein the analyzing comprises applying security or data

analytic application (Dolganow, Fig. 4A, para. 60: DPI A 134 identifies an application

protocol associated with the IP flow using one or more packets belonging to the

IP flow or any other related information, such as packets belonging to other

flows).

Regarding claim 32, Dolganow as modified by Nguyen discloses the method

according to claim 28, wherein the analyzing comprises applying security application

that comprises firewall or intrusion detection functionality (Dolganow, Fig. 4A, para. 60:

DPI A 134 identifies an application protocol associated with the IP flow using one

or more packets belonging to the IP flow or any other related information, such as

packets belonging to other flows).

Regarding claim 33, Dolganow as modified by Nguyen discloses the method

according to claim 28, wherein the analyzing comprises performing Deep Packet

Inspection (DPI) or using a DPI engine on the packet (Dolganow, para. 12: performing

DPI to extract a key from one or more of the first plurality of packets).
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Regarding claim 34, Dolganow as modified by Nguyen discloses the method

according to claim 28, wherein the packet comprises distinct header and payload fields,

and wherein the analyzing comprises checking part of, or whole of, the payload field

(Dolganow, para. 52-54, 57: Key field 210 may indicate the value of a key used to

uniquely identify a P2P content item. This field 210 may be populated when

extracted from a request sent from P2P client 110 to P2P central entity 150,

provided that the request includes the key).

Regarding claims 35 and 58, Dolganow as modified by Nguyen discloses the

method according to claim 20, wherein the packet comprises distinct header and

payload fields, the header comprises one or more flag bits, and wherein the packet-

applicable criterion is that one or more of the flag bits is set (Dolganow, para. 34, 43:

P2P central entity 150 may be a BitTorrent tracker configured to receive a request

including an info_hash from P2P client 110 and respond with a list containing

location information of P2P client peers 160 that maintain the requested P2P

content).

Regarding claims 36 and 59, Dolganow as modified by Nguyen discloses the

method according to claim 35, wherein the packet is an Transmission Control Protocol

(TCP) packet, and wherein the one or more flag bits comprises comprise a SYN flag bit,

an ACK flag bit, a FIN flag bit, a RST flag bit, or any combination thereof Nguyen, para.

17, 30: control packets typically carry device control information or

communication protocol data that allows devices to communicate packet
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forwarding logic with each other, routing and discovery protocol, data packets

that requirement additional attention, processing configurations, device

configurations, and/or a variety of other control packet information known in the

art).

Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art before the

effective filling date of the claimed invention to combine the teaching of Dolganow

with the teaching of Nguyen by using the above features into the system of Dolganow

such as the packet is an Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) packet, and wherein the

one or more flag bits comprises comprise a SYN flag bit, an ACK flag bit, a FIN flag bit,

a RST flag bit, or any combination thereof as taught by Nguyen. The motivation for

doing so would have been to build a SDN application that provides all of the desired

SDN functionality in a system in order to implement a new SDN functionality.

Regarding claims 37 and 60, Dolganow as modified by Nguyen discloses the

method according to claim 20, wherein the packet comprises distinct header and

payload fields, the header comprises at least the first and second entities addresses

in the packet network, and wherein the packet-applicable criterion is that the first entity

address, the second entity address, or both match a predetermined address or

addresses (Dolganow, para. 39, 55, 62: DPI A 134 may determine whether the

source or destination address of the packets is the address of a system known to

operate as a P2P central entity 150, such as a BitTorrent tracker. Suitable

alternatives for determining whether the exchange is between a P2P client 110

and a P2P central entity 150 will be apparent to those of skill in the art).
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Regarding claims 38 and 61, Dolganow as modified by Nguyen discloses the

method according to claim 37, wherein the addresses are Internet Protocol (IP)

addresses (Dolganow, para. 39, 55, 62: addresses are IP addresses).

Regarding claims 39 and 62, Dolganow as modified by Nguyen discloses the

method according to claim 20, wherein the packet is an Transmission Control Protocol

(TCP) packet that comprises source and destination TCP ports, a TCP sequence

number, and a TCP sequence mask fields, and wherein the packet-applicable criterion

is that the source TCP port, the destination TCP port, the TCP sequence number, the

TCP sequence mask, or any combination thereof, matches a predetermined value or

values (Dolganow, para. 39, 55, 62: It should be apparent that an IP flow may be

any IP flow between P2P client 110 and P2P central entity 150 or P2P client 110

and a P2P client peer 160, as identifiable by IP 5-tuple information, which includes

the source IP address, source port, destination IP address, destination port, and

protocol of the IP flow. This IP flow may be further tunneled inside another

networking layer, such as IP, Ethernet, ATM, and the like).

Regarding claims 40 and 63, Dolganow as modified by Nguyen discloses the

method according to claim 20, wherein the packet network comprises a Wide Area

Network (WAN), Local Area Network (LAN), the Internet, Metropolitan Area Network

(MAN), Internet Service Provider (ISP) backbone, datacenter network, or inter-

datacenter network (Dolganow, Figs 1, 2, para. 28: Network element 130a may be
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an entity containing components configured to receive, process, and forward

packets belonging to an IP flow received from packet-switched network 120. As

an example, network element 130a may be owned and/or operated by an Internet

Service Provider (ISP) providing services to P2P client 110. Network element 130a

may include a router/switch 132, DPI A 134, DPI B 136, and key storage module

138).

Regarding claims 41 and 64, Dolganow as modified by Nguyen discloses

the (New) The method according to claim 20, wherein the first entity is a server device

and the second entity is a client device, or wherein the first entity is a client device and

the second entity is a server device (Dolganow, Fig. 1: entity 150 is a central entity

(such as a server) and entity 160 is a client device).

Regarding claims 42 and 65, Dolganow as modified by Nguyen discloses the

method according to claim 41, wherein the server device comprises a web server, and

wherein the client device comprises a smartphone, a tablet computer, a personal

computer, a laptop computer, or a wearable computing device (Dolganow, para. 34:

P2P central entity 150 may store a database of information maintained within a

particular P2P network, such that a user may search P2P central entity 150 to

determine the location of desired content based on the file key).

Regarding claims 43 and 66, Dolganow as modified by Nguyen discloses the

method according to claim 41, wherein the communication between the network node
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and the controller is based on, or uses, a standard protocol (Dolganow, Fig. 2, para.

18: the OpenFlow communications protocol, separate the data plane and the

control plane, with the data plane remaining on the networking device and the

control plane (containing the routing protocol and forwarding logic) moved to a

controller platform typically running on an IHS coupled to the networking device).

Regarding claims 44 and 67, Dolganow as modified by Nguyen discloses the

method according to claim 43, Nguyen further discloses wherein the standard protocol

is according to, based on, or compatible with, an OpenFlow protocol version 1.3.3 or

1.4.0 (Nguyen, para. 19, 30: standard protocol is according to an OpenFlow

protocol).

Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art before the

effective filling date of the claimed invention to combine the teaching of Dolganow

with the teaching of Nguyen by using the above features into the system of Dolganow

such as the standard protocol is according to, based on, or compatible with, an

OpenFlow protocol as taught by Nguyen. The motivation for doing so would have been

to build a SDN application that provides all of the desired SDN functionality in a system

in order to implement a new SDN functionality.

Regarding claims 45 and 68, Dolganow as modified by Nguyen discloses the

method according to claim 44, wherein the instruction comprises a Type-Length-Value

(TLV) structure (Dolganow, para. 53: Key field 210 may indicate the value of a key

used to uniquely identify a P2P content item. This field 210 may be populated
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when extracted from a request sent from P2P client 110 to P2P central entity 150,

provided that the request includes the key).

Regarding claims 46 and 69, Dolganow as modified by Nguyen discloses the

method according to claim 20, wherein the network node comprises a router, a switch,

or a bridge (Dolganow, Fig. 1, para. 25, 27: network element 130a may include a

router, a switch, or a bridge).

Regarding claims 47 and 70, Dolganow as modified by Nguyen discloses the

method according to claim 20, wherein the packet network is an Internet Protocol (IP)

network, and the packet is an IP packet (Dolganow, para. 60, 62: DPI A 134 identifies

an application protocol associated with the IP flow using one or more packets

belonging to the IP flow or any other related information, such as packets

belonging to other flows).

Regarding claims 48 and 71, Dolganow as modified by Nguyen discloses the

method according to claim 47, wherein the packet network is an Transmission Control

Protocol (TCP) network, and the packet is an TCP packet (Dolganow, para. 39, 55, 62:

It should be apparent that an IP flow may be any IP flow between P2P client 110

and P2P central entity 150 or P2P client 110 and a P2P client peer 160, as

identifiable by IP 5-tuple information, which includes the source IP address,

source port, destination IP address, destination port, and protocol of the IP flow.
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This IP flow may be further tunneled inside another networking layer, such as IP,

Ethernet, ATM, and the like).

Regarding claims 49 and 72, Dolganow as modified by Nguyen discloses the

method according to claim 20, further comprising: receiving, by the network node from

the first entity over the packet network, one or more additional packets (Dolganow,

para. 12: a network element may receive a first and second plurality of packets

transmitted between a peer-to-peer (P2P) client and a P2P central entity).

Dolganow does not appear to explicitly disclose checking, by the network node, if

any one of the one or more additional packets satisfies the criterion; responsive to an

additional packet not satisfying the criterion, sending, by the network node over the

packet network, the additional packet to the second entity; and responsive to the

additional packet satisfying the criterion, sending the additional packet, by the network

node over the packet network, in response to the instruction.

Nguyen from similar field of endeavor discloses checking, by the network node, if

any one of the one or more additional packets satisfies the criterion (Nguyen, para. 32:

determining if more packets satisfy the criterion); responsive to an additional packet

not satisfying the criterion, sending, by the network node over the packet network, the

additional packet to the second entity (Nguyen, Fig. 3, para. 21: sending the packet

to the next table for processing, and/or a variety of other flow processing actions

if not satisfying the criterion); and responsive to the additional packet satisfying the

criterion, sending the additional packet, by the network node over the packet network, in

response to the instruction (Nguyen, para. 21: Nguyen, Fig. 3, para. 21: sending the
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additional packets to the next table for processing if the packet that satisfies the

criteria in the matching filter).

Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art before the

effective filling date of the claimed invention to combine the teaching of Dolganow

with the teaching of Nguyen by using the above features into the system of Dolganow

such as checking, by the network node, if any one of the one or more additional packets

satisfies the criterion; responsive to an additional packet not satisfying the criterion,

sending, by the network node over the packet network, the additional packet to the

second entity; and responsive to the additional packet satisfying the criterion, sending

the additional packet, by the network node over the packet network, in response to the

instruction as taught by Nguyen. The motivation for doing so would have been to build a

SDN application that provides all of the desired SDN functionality in a system in order to

implement a new SDN functionality.

Regarding claims 50 and 73, Dolganow as modified by Nguyen discloses the

method according to claim 20, Nguyen further discloses wherein the packet network is a

Software Defined Network (SDN), the packet is routed as part of a data plane and the

network node communication with the controller serves as a control plane (Nguyen,

para. 17, 18: a data plane or fast processing path where data packets are

received, queued, processed, and then forwarded to the appropriate destination,

and a control plane or slow processing path where communication protocols,

configuration, and administration takes place).
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Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art before the

effective filling date of the claimed invention to combine the teaching of Dolganow

with the teaching of Nguyen by using the above features into the system of Dolganow

such as the packet network is a Software Defined Network (SDN), the packet is routed

as part of a data plane and the network node communication with the controller serves

as a control plane as taught by Nguyen. The motivation for doing so would have been to

build a SDN application that provides all of the desired SDN functionality in a system in

order to implement a new SDN functionality.

Regarding claim 51, Dolganow discloses a method for use with a packet

network including a network node for transporting packets between first and

second entities under control of a controller, the method by the network node

comprising: receiving, from the controller, the instruction and the criterion (Dolganow,

para. 30; DPI devices 134, 136 may include hardware, instructions encoded on a

machine-readable medium, or a combination thereof, such that DPI devices 134,

136 may be configured to examine data packets sent to router/switch 132 to

identify information associated with the packets); receiving, from the first entity over

the packet network, a packet addressed to the second entity (Dolganow, para. 59;

network element 130a, 130b may receive a number of packets belonging to an IP

flow between a P2P client 110 and a P2P central entity 150).

Dolganow does not appear to explicitly disclose checking if the packet satisfies

the criterion; responsive to the packet not satisfying the criterion, sending over the
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packet network, the packet to the second entity; and responsive to the packet satisfying

the criterion, sending the packet over the packet network, in response to the instruction.

Nguyen from similar field of endeavor discloses checking if the packet satisfies

the criterion (Nguyen, para. 32: determining if the packet satisfies the criterion);

responsive to the packet not satisfying the criterion, sending over the packet network,

the packet to the second entity (Nguyen, Fig. 3, para. 21: sending the packet to the

next table for processing, and/or a variety of other flow processing actions if not

satisfying the criterion); and responsive to the packet satisfying the criterion, sending

the packet over the packet network, in response to the instruction (Nguyen, para. 21:

Nguyen, Fig. 3, para. 21: sending the packet to the next table for processing if the

packet that satisfies the criteria in the matching filter).

Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art before the

effective filling date of the claimed invention to combine the teaching of Dolganow

with the teaching of Nguyen by using the above features into the system of Dolganow

such as checking if the packet satisfies the criterion; responsive to the packet not

satisfying the criterion, sending over the packet network, the packet to the second

entity; and responsive to the packet satisfying the criterion, sending the packet over the

packet network, in response to the instruction as taught by Nguyen. The motivation for

doing so would have been to build a SDN application that provides all of the desired

SDN functionality in a system in order to implement a new SDN functionality.
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Conclusion

17. THIS ACTION IS MADE FINAL. Applicant is reminded of the extension of time

policy as set forth in 37 CFR 1.136(a).

A shortened statutory period for reply to this final action is set to expire THREE

MONTHS from the mailing date of this action. In the event a first reply is filed within

TWO MONTHS of the mailing date of this final action and the advisory action is not

mailed until after the end of the THREE-MONTH shortened statutory period, then the

shortened statutory period will expire on the date the advisory action is mailed, and any

extension fee pursuant to 37 CFR 1.136(a) will be calculated from the mailing date of

the advisory action. In no event, however, will the statutory period for reply expire later

than SIX MONTHS from the mailing date of this final action.

18. = Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to JEAN F VOLTAIRE whose telephone number is

(571)272-3953. The examiner can normally be reached on M-F 9:00-6:45 PM.

Examiner interviews are available via telephone, in-person, and video

conferencing using a USPTO supplied web-based collaboration tool. To schedule an

interview, applicant is encouraged to use the USPTO Automated Interview Request

(AIR) at http:/Avww.uspto.gov/interviewpractice.

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner's

supervisor, FARUK HAMZA can be reached on (571)272-7969. The fax phone number

for the organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is 571-273-8300.

Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the

Patent Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for
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published applications may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR.

Status information for unpublished applications is available through Private PAIR only.

For more information about the PAIR system, see http://pair-direct.uspto.gov. Should

you have questions on access to the Private PAIR system, contact the Electronic

Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll-free). If you would like assistance from a

USPTO Customer Service Representative or access to the automated information

system, call 800-786-9199 (IN USA OR CANADA) or 571-272-1000.

/JEAN F VOLTAIRE/

Examiner, Art Unit 2466

/FARUK HAMZA/

Supervisory Patent Examiner, Art Unit 2466
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"20080052401"

"20140050106"

"20080052394"

"20080049776"

"20140071977"

"20080049615"

"20120230214"

"20160344611"

"20120230328"

"20030108030"

"20080049777"

"20140064100"

"20160112896"

"20080049630"

"7933214" "20130003538" "7203190"

"20120127881"

"20140092723"

"20130135993"

"9596169" "20140321273" "8687614"

"20080052206"

"20080049649"

"8670313"

"20140043999"

"20110289578"

"20170257319"

"20160134502"

"9979595"

"20150365846"

"20080049628"

"20120314573"

"20080049746"

"20120257617"

"20160080272"

"20070076653"

"20130033984"

"20080049748"

"20110032821"

"20080052393"

"20090067399"

"20170324674"

"9479341" "20110317580"

"20080049640"

"20170310600"

"20130322249"

"20160057062"

"20120236729"

"9014204"

"20080049753"

"20160044095"

"7684332" "20150295998"

"20120082161"

"20170339217"

"20150110097"

"20120182864"

"20080049632"

"20120321052"

"20160113006"

"20130294243"

"8015294"

"20080049775"

"20140226485"

"8194555" "8223654"

"20080049637"

"8358580" "9602265"

"8520603" "20180077229"

"20080049626"

"20150138955"

"20160380878"

"20120236750"

"9253661"

"20120327816"

"20080002677"

"9240906" "8576722"

"9621361" "20080049745"

"20080049747"

"20170201979"

"20170142165"

"9473985"

"20120127882"

"8787303" "9042370"

"8619596" "20120201139"

"20080002676"

"20150312283"

"20130322432"

"20080002716"

"20140043977"

"20120330804"

"20150373061"

"7808918"

"9231820"

"8307065"

"9054986"

"8619820" "9241277"

"20160249248"

"8064391" "8948036"

$13 1255 "20170099196"

"20150117313"

"20130315237"

"9391912" "20120020301" "9871734"

"7417948" "8031593" "9178661"

"20150350048"

"9112807" "20170171085" "9853903"

"20060153204"

"9503365" "20040090923"

"20020009053"

"20180102976"

"20080263424"

"20140181282"

"20150289159"

"8036107" "20130152187"

"20130121298" "9220110" "8677489"

"8577363" "20080049619"

"20020196789" "20130198805"

"7242668"
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"20120142341" "20180167337"

"6965666" "9277538" "10027559"

"20160127223" "20170331750"

"7852767" "20170104692" "6400681"

"20150089048"

"20140304776"

"20150085655"

"20140194068"

"20180167987"

"20130100797"

"20150295808"

"20150207724"

"7917471"

"7116661" "9894694"

"20150305006"

"20080052387"

"20120201140"

"20150207677"

"9667556" "20150365879"

"20150304209" "20140297847"

"9485185" "20110116405" "9100285"

"20160278140" "20170317933"

"20170063660" "20080049624"

"6282270" "20080049769"

"20180091388" "9088581" "8780721"

"20100085887" "20140064086"

"9479506" "9661514" "20100054140"

"9872185" "8743703" "20130322265"

"9112729" "20110238985"

"20080052401"

"20140050106"

"20080052394"

"20080049776"

"20140071977"

"20080049615"

"20120230214"

"20160344611"

"20120230328"

"20030108030"

"20080049777"

"20140064100"

"20160112896"

"20080049630"

"8670313"

"20140043999"

"20110289578"

"20170257319"

"20160134502"

"9979595"

"20150365846"

"20080049628"

"20120314573"

"20080049746"

"20120257617"

"20160080272"

"20070076653"

"20130033984"

"7933214" "20130003538" "7203190"

"20120127881"

"20140092723"

"20130135993"

"20080049748"

"20110032821"

$14 1178 "20060153204" "20150289159"

"9503365" "20040090923" "7242668"

"8036107" "20130152187"

"20130121298" "9220110" "8677489"

"8577363" "20080049619"

"20020196789"

"20120142341"

"20130198805"

"20180167337"

"6965666" "9277538" "10027559"

"20160127223" "20170331750"

"7852767" "20170104692" "6400681"

"20150089048"

"20140304776"

"20150085655"

"20140194068"

"20180167987"

"20130100797"

"20150295808"

"20150207724"

"7917471"

"7116661" "9894694"

"20150305006"

"20080052387"

"20120201140"

"20150207677"

"9667556" "20150365879"

"20150304209" "20140297847"

"9485185" "20110116405" "9100285"

"20160278140"

"20170063660"

"20170317933"

"20080049624"

"6282270" "20080049769"

"20180091388" "9088581" "8780721"
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"20100085887"

"9479506" "9661514" "20100054140"

"9872185" "8743703" "20130322265"

"20140064086"

"9112729" "20110238985"

"20080052401"

"20140050106"

"20080052394"

"20080049776"

"20140071977"

"20080049615"

"20120230214"

"20160344611"

"20120230328"

"20030108030"

"20080049777"

"20140064100"

"20160112896"

"20080049630"

"7933214" "20130003538" "7203190"

"20120127881"

"20140092723"

"20130135993"

"8670313"

"20140043999"

"20110289578"

"20170257319"

"20160134502"

"9979595"

"20150365846"

"20080049628"

"20120314573"

"20080049746"

"20120257617"

"20160080272"

"20070076653"

"20130033984"

"20080049748"

"20110032821"

S15 982 "20060153204"

"9503365" "20040090923"

"20150289159"

"8036107" "20130152187"

"20130121298" "9220110" "8677489"

"8577363" "20080049619"

"20020196789"

"20120142341"

"6965666" "9277538" "10027559"

"20160127223"

"7852767" "20170104692" "6400681"

"20150089048"

"20140304776"

"20150085655"

"20140194068"

"20180167987"

"20130100797"

"20150295808"

"20130198805"

"20180167337"

"20170331750"

"20150207724"

"7917471"

"7116661" "9894694"

"20150305006"

"20080052387"

"20120201140"

"20150207677"

"9667556" "20150365879"

"20150304209"

"9485185" "20110116405" "9100285"

"20160278140"

"20170063660"

"20140297847"

"20170317933"

"20080049624"

"6282270" "20080049769"

"20180091388" "9088581" "8780721"

"20100085887"

"9479506" "9661514" "20100054140"

"9872185" "8743703" "20130322265"

"20140064086"

"9112729" "20110238985"

"20080052401"

"20140050106"

"20080052394"

"8670313"

"20140043999"

"20110289578"

"7242668"
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IBM_TDB

OR OFF 2018/08/14
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S16 808 "20080049619"

"20130198805"

"20180167337"

"20020196789"

"20120142341"

"6965666" "9277538"

"10027559" "20160127223"

"20170331750"

"20170104692"

"20150089048"

"20140304776"

"20150085655"

"20140194068"

"20180167987"

"7852767"

"6400681"

"20150207724"

"7917471"

"7116661" "9894694"

"20150305006"

"20080052387"

US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;
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"20130100797" "20120201140"

"20150295808" "20150207677"

"9667556" "20150365879"

"20150304209" "20140297847"

"9485185" "20110116405" "9100285"

"20160278140" "20170317933"

"20170063660" "20080049624"

"5282270" "20080049769"

"20180091388" "9088581" "8780721"

"20100085887" "20140064086"

"9479506" "9661514" "20100054140"

"9872185" "8743703" "20130322265"

"9112729" "20110238985"

"20080052401" "8670313"

"20140050106" "20140043999"

"20080052394" "20110289578"

$18 #740 "20170099196" "20020009053" US-PGPUB; iOR OFF 2018/08/14

"20150117313" "20180102976" USPAT; 20:15

"20130315237" "20080263424" USOCR;

"9391912" "20120020301" "9871734" FPRS;

"7417948" "8031593" "9178661" EPO; JPO;

"20150350048" "20140181282" DERWENT;

"9112807" "20170171085" "9853903" |IBM_TDB

"20060153204" "20150289159"

"9503365" "20040090923" "7242668"

"8036107" "20130152187"

"20130121298" "9220110" "8677489"

"8577363" "20080049619"

"20020196789" "20130198805"

"20120142341" "20180167337"

"6965666" "9277538" "10027559"

"20160127223" "20170331750"

"7852767" "20170104692" "6400681"

"20150089048" "20150207724"

"20140304776" "7917471"

"20150085655" "7116661" "9894694"

"20140194068" "20150305006"

"20180167987" "20080052387"

"20130100797"

$19 1254 "20170099196" "20020009053" US-PGPUB; iOR OFF 2018/08/14

"20150117313" "20180102976" USPAT; 20:16

"20130315237" "20080263424" USOCR;

"9391912" "20120020301" "9871734" FPRS;

"7417948" "8031593" "9178661" EPO; JPO;

"20150350048" "20140181282" DERWENT;

"9112807" "20170171085" "9853903" |IBM_TDB

"20060153204" "20150289159"

"9503365" "20040090923" "7242668"

"8036107" "20130152187"

"20130121298" "9220110" "8677489"

"8577363"

$20 %5 "20020009053" US-PGPUB; iOR OFF 2018/08/14

USPAT; 20:18

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

$21 %6 "20150117313" US-PGPUB; iOR OFF 2018/08/14

USPAT; 20:18

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;
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DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

$22 "20180102976" US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

OR OFF 2018/08/14
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$23 "20130315237" US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;
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$24 "20080263424" US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;
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OR OFF 2018/08/14

20:19

$26 "20120020301" US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

OR OFF 2018/08/14

20:20

$27 "20150350048" US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

OR OFF 2018/08/14

20:20

$28 "20140181282" US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

OR OFF 2018/08/14

20:20

$29 "20170171085" US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

OR OFF 2018/08/14

20:21

$30 "20060153204" US-PGPUB;
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USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;
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OR OFF 2018/08/14

20:21
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FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

$32 "20040090923" US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;
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OR OFF 2018/08/14

20:22

$33 "20130152187" US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

OR OFF 2018/08/14

20:22

$34 "20130121298" US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

OR OFF 2018/08/14

20:22

$35 10 "15126288" US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

ADJ OFF 2018/08/24

11:07

$36 "20140052836" US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

ADJ OFF 2018/08/24

11:22

$37 1140 (OpenFLow near5 (control$4))

same(match$3 near3 (sequence near2

(number$1)) rule$1 polic$3)

US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

OR OFF 2018/08/24

11:26

$38 340 $37 and (SDN) same (packet PDU near2

(flow$1 stream$1))

US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

OR OFF 2018/08/24
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(flow$1 stream$1)) same(check$3

match$3 near2 (criteria criterion rule$1

polic$3))

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB
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USOCR;

FPRS;
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DERWENT;
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OR OFF 2018/08/27

07:46

S46 "L17" and (SDN) same (packet PDU near2

(flow$1 stream$1))

US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

OR OFF 2018/08/27

07:46

S47 "L18" and (SDN) same (packet PDU near2

(flow$1 stream$1))

US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

OR OFF 2018/08/27

07:46

S48 "L19" and (SDN) same (packet PDU near2
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:
:

: ‘1BM_TDB

S49 39979 (H04L43/026 H04L12/6418 H04L43/028

H04L49/70 H04L69/161).CPC.

US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

OR OFF 2018/08/27

07:46

S50 416 S49 and (SDN) same (packet PDU near2

(flow$1 stream$1))

US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

OR OFF 2018/08/27
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$51 S46 and (SDN) same (packet PDU near2

(flow$1 stream$1))

US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

OR OFF 2018/08/27

07:47

$53 "L6" and (OpenFLow near5d (control$4))

same(match$3 near3 (sequence near2

(number$1)) rule$1 polic$3)

US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

OR OFF 2018/08/27

07:48

$54 "L12" and (OpenFLow near5 (control$4))

same(match$3 near3 (sequence near2

(number$1)) rule$1 polic$3)

US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

OR OFF 2018/08/27

07:49

$55 404 DPI and (SDN) same (packet PDU near2

(flow$1 stream$1))
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USPAT;
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EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;
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S56 "20170099196" DERWENT OR OFF 2019/03/27
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"20060153204" "20150289159"

"9503365" "20040090923" "7242668"

"8036107" "20130152187"

"20130121298" "9220110" "8677489"

"8577363" "20080049619"

"20020196789" "20130198805"

"20120142341" "20180167337"

"6965666" "9277538" "10027559"

"20160127223" "20170331750"

"7852767" "20170104692" "6400681"

"20150089048" "20150207724"

"20140304776" "7917471"

"20150085655" "7116661" "9894694"

"20140194068" "20150305006"

"20180167987" "20080052387"

"20130100797" "20120201140"

"20150295808" "20150207677"

"9667556" "20150365879"

"20150304209" "20140297847"

"9485185" "20110116405" "9100285"

"20160278140" "20170317933"

"20170063660" "20080049624"

"6282270" "20080049769"

"20180091388" "9088581" "8780721"

"20100085887" "20140064086"

"9479506" "9661514" "20100054140"

"9872185" "8743703" "20130322265"

"9112729" "20110238985"

"20080052401" "8670313"

"20140050106" "20140043999"

"20080052394" "20110289578"

"20080049776" "20170257319"

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

$61 7 "L6" and (OpenFLow near5d (control$4)) US-PGPUB; #OR OFF 2019/03/27

same(match$3 near3 (sequence near2 USPAT; 22:42

(number$1)) rule$1 polic$3) USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

S62 34 "L17" and (SDN) same (packet PDU near2 {US-PGPUB; OR OFF 2019/03/27

(flow$1 stream$1)) USPAT; 22:42

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

S63 14 $62 and (SDN) same (packet PDU near2 ‘%US-PGPUB; OR OFF 2019/03/27

(flow$1 stream$1)) USPAT; 22:42

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

$64 #1524 "20170099196" "20020009053" US-PGPUB; OR OFF 2019/03/27

"20150117313" "20180102976" USPAT; 22:42

"20130315237" "20080263424" USOCR;

"9391912" "20120020301" "9871734" FPRS;

"7417948" "8031593" "9178661" EPO; JPO;

"20150350048" "20140181282" DERWENT;

"9112807" "20170171085" "9853903" IBM_TDB
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EAST Search History

"20140071977"

"20080049615"

"20120230214"

"20160344611"

"20120230328"

"20030108030"

"20080049777"

"20140064100"

"20160112896"

"20080049630"

"7933214" "20130003538" "7203190"

"20120127881"

"20140092723"

"20130135993"

"9596169" "20140321273" "8687614"

"20080052206"

"20080049649"

"20160134502"

"9979595"

"20150365846"

"20080049628"

"20120314573"

"20080049746"

"20120257617"

"20160080272"

"20070076653"

"20130033984"

"20080049748"

"20110032821"

"20080052393"

"20090067399"

"20170324674"

"9479341" "20110317580"

"20080049640"

"20170310600"

"20130322249"

"20160057062"

"20120236729"

"9014204"

"20080049753"

"20160044095"

"7684332" "20150295998"

"20120082161"

"20170339217"

"20150110097"

"20120182864"

"20080049632"

"20120321052"

"20130294243"

"8015294"

"20080049775"

"20140226485"

"8194555" "8223654"

"20080049637"

S65 370 "20070076653"

"20130033984"

"20130003538"

"20120127881"

"20140092723"

"20130135993"

"9596169" "20140321273" "8687614"

"20080052206"

"20080049649"

"20080049630"

"7933214"

"7203190"

"20080049748"

"20110032821"

"20080052393"

"20090067399"

"20170324674"

"9479341" "20110317580"

"20080049640"

"20170310600"

"20130322249"

"20160057062"

"20120236729"

"9014204"

"20080049753"

"20160044095"

"7684332" "20150295998"

"20120082161"

"20170339217"

"20150110097"

"20120182864"

"20080049632"

"20120321052"

"20130294243"

"8015294"

"20080049775"

"20140226485"

"8194555" "8223654"

"20080049637"

US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

OR OFF 2019/03/27

22:42

S66 1264 (OpenFLow near5 (control$4))

same(match$3 near3 (sequence near2

(number$1)) rule$1 polic$3)

US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

OR OFF 2019/03/27

22:42

S67 104 S66 and (SDN) same (packet PDU near2

(flow$1 stream$1)) same(check$3

match$3 near2 (criteria criterion rule$1

polic$3))

US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

OR OFF 2019/03/27

22:42
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:
:

: ‘1BM_TDB

S68 1264 (OpenFLow near5 (control$4))

same(match$3 near3 (sequence near2

(number$1)) rule$1 polic$3)

US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

OR OFF 2019/03/27

22:43

S69 478 DPI and (SDN) same (packet PDU near2

(flow$1 stream$1))

US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

OR OFF 2019/03/27

22:43

$70 370/389.ccls. and DPI and (SDN) same

(packet PDU near2 (flow$1 stream$1))

US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

OR OFF 2019/03/27

22:44

S71 17590 370/389.ccls. US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

OR OFF 2019/03/27

22:44

$72 "15497119" US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

OR OFF 2019/03/28

10:50

$73 "15769777" US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

OR OFF 2019/03/28

13:55

4/12/2019 9:36:45 PM
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EAST Search History

EAST Search History

EAST Search History (Prior Art)

"20060153204" "20150289159"

"9503365" "20040090923" "7242668"

"8036107" "20130152187"

"20130121298" "9220110"

"8577363" "20080049619"

"20020196789" "20130198805"

"20120142341" "20180167337"

"6965666" "9277538" "10027559"

"20160127223" "20170331750"

"7852767" "20170104692" "6400681"

"20150089048" "20150207724"

"20140304776" "7917471"

"20150085655" "7116661" "9894694"

"20140194068" "20150305006"

"20180167987" "20080052387"

"20130100797" "20120201140"

"20150295808" "20150207677"

"9667556" "20150365879"

"20150304209" "20140297847"

"9485185" "20110116405" "9100285"

"20160278140" "20170317933"

"20170063660" "20080049624"

"6282270" "20080049769"

"20180091388" "9088581" "8780721"

"8677489"

Ref jHits {Search Query DBs Default |jPlurals {Time

# Operator Stamp

Li 7 "L6" and (OpenFLow near5d (control$4)) US-PGPUB; #}OR OFF 2019/03/27

same(match$3 near3 (sequence near2 USPAT; 22:42

(number$1)) rule$1 polic$3) USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

|BM_TDB

L2 v4 "L17" and (SDN) same (packet PDU near2 ¥US-PGPUB; iOR OFF 2019/03/27

(flow$1 stream$1)) USPAT; 22:42

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

|BM_TDB

L3 {4 L2 and (SDN) same (packet PDU near2 US-PGPUB; OR OFF 2019/03/27

(flow$1 stream$1)) USPAT; 22:42

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

|BM_TDB

L4 %1524 "20170099196" "20020009053" US-PGPUB; }OR OFF 2019/03/27

"20150117313" "20180102976" USPAT; 22:42

"20130315237" "20080263424" USOCR;

"9391912" "20120020301" "9871734" FPRS;

"7417948" "8031593" "9178661" EPO; JPO;

"20150350048" "20140181282" DERWENT;

"9112807" "20170171085" "9853903" |BM_TDB
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EAST Search History

"20100085887" "20140064086"

"9479506" "9661514" "20100054140"

"9872185" "8743703" "20130322265"

"9112729" "20110238985"

"20080052401"

"20140050106"

"20080052394"

"20080049776"

"20140071977"

"20080049615"

"20120230214"

"20160344611"

"20120230328"

"20030108030"

"20080049777"

"20140064100"

"20160112896"

"20080049630"

"8670313"

"20140043999"

"20110289578"

"20170257319"

"20160134502"

"9979595"

"20150365846"

"20080049628"

"20120314573"

"20080049746"

"20120257617"

"20160080272"

"20070076653"

"20130033984"

"7933214" "20130003538" "7203190"

"20120127881"

"20140092723"

"20130135993"

"20080049748"

"20110032821"

"20080052393"

"9596169" "20140321273" "8687614"

"20080052206"

"20080049649"

"20090067399"

"20170324674"

"9479341" "20110317580"

"20080049640"

"20170310600"

"20130322249"

"20160057062"

"20120236729"

"9014204"

"20080049753"

"20160044095"

"7684332" "20150295998"

"20120082161"

"20170339217"

"20150110097"

"20120182864"

"20080049632"

"20120321052"

"20130294243"

"8015294"

"20080049775"

"20140226485"

"8194555" "8223654"

"20080049637"

L5 370 "20070076653"

"20130033984"

"20130003538"

"20120127881"

"20140092723"

"20130135993"

"20080049630"

"7933214"

"7203190"

"20080049748"

"20110032821"

"20080052393"

"9596169" "20140321273" "8687614"

"20080052206"

"20080049649"

"20090067399"

"20170324674"

"9479341" "20110317580"

"20080049640"

"20170310600"

"20130322249"

"20160057062"

"20120236729"

"9014204"

"20080049753"

"20160044095"

"7684332" "20150295998"

"20120082161"

"20170339217"

"20150110097"

"20120182864"

"20080049632"

"20120321052"

"20130294243"

"8015294"

"20080049775"

"20140226485"

"8194555" "8223654"

"20080049637"

US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

OR OFF 2019/03/27

22:42

L6 1264 (OpenFLow near5 (control$4))

same(match$3 near3 (sequence near2

(number$1)) rule$1 polic$3)

US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

OR OFF 2019/03/27

22:42
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EAST Search History

:
:

:
‘IBM_TDB

L7 104 L6 and (SDN) same (packet PDU near2

(flow$1 stream$1)) same(check$3

match$3 near2 (criteria criterion rule$1

polic$3))

US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

OR OFF 2019/03/27

22:42

L8 1264 (OpenFLow near5 (control$4))

same(match$3 near3 (sequence near2

(number$1)) rule$1 polic$3)

US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

OR OFF 2019/03/27

22:43

Lg 478 DPI and (SDN) same (packet PDU near2

(flow$1 stream$1))

US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

OR OFF 2019/03/27

22:43

Li0 370/389.ccls. and DPI and (SDN) same

(packet PDU near2 (flow$1 stream$1))

US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

OR OFF 2019/03/27

22:44

Li 17590 370/389.ccls. US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

OR OFF 2019/03/27

22:44

S1 10 "15126288" US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

OR OFF 2018/08/14

19:58

$2 ((Barsheshet) NEAR3(Yossi)).INV. US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

ADJ OFF 2018/08/14

19:59

((Doctori) NEAR3(Simhon)).I NV. US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

ADJ OFF 2018/08/14

20:00

94 ((Solomon)NEAR3(Ronen)).INV. US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

ADJ OFF 2018/08/14

20:00
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EAST Search History

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

18764 (H04L43/028 H04L49/70

HO4L69/161).CPC.

US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

OR OFF 2018/08/14

20:02

S6 39906 (H04L43/026 H04L12/6418 H04L43/028

H04L49/70 H04L69/161).CPC.

US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

OR OFF 2018/08/14

20:04

S7 "20130329734" US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

OR OFF 2018/08/14

20:05

"20100208590" US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

OR OFF 2018/08/14

20:07

Sg "20110264802" US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

OR OFF 2018/08/14

20:07

S10 "20100212006" US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

OR OFF 2018/08/14

20:08

S11 37 "2672668" US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

OR OFF 2018/08/14

20:08

$12 1819 "20170099196" "20020009053"

"20150117313" "20180102976"

"20130315237" "20080263424"

"9391912" "20120020301" "9871734"

"7417948" "8031593" "9178661"

"20150350048" "20140181282"

"9112807" "20170171085" "9853903"

"20060153204" "20150289159"

"9503365" "20040090923" "7242668"

US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

OR OFF 2018/08/14

20:12
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EAST Search History
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"8036107" "20130152187"

"20130121298" "9220110" "8677489"

"8577363" "20080049619"

"20020196789" "20130198805"

"20120142341" "20180167337"

"6965666" "9277538" "10027559"

"20160127223" "20170331750"

"7852767" "20170104692" "6400681"

"20150089048" "20150207724"

"20140304776" "7917471"

"20150085655" "7116661" "9894694"

"20140194068"

"20180167987"

"20130100797"

"20150295808"

"20150305006"

"20080052387"

"20120201140"

"20150207677"

"9667556" "20150365879"

"20150304209" "20140297847"

"9485185" "20110116405" "9100285"

"20160278140" "20170317933"

"20170063660" "20080049624"

"6282270" "20080049769"

"20180091388" "9088581" "8780721"

"20100085887" "20140064086"

"9479506" "9661514" "20100054140"

"9872185" "8743703" "20130322265"

"9112729" "20110238985"

"20080052401"

"20140050106"

"20080052394"

"20080049776"

"20140071977"

"20080049615"

"20120230214"

"20160344611"

"20120230328"

"20030108030"

"20080049777"

"20140064100"

"20160112896"

"20080049630"

"7933214" "20130003538" "7203190"

"20120127881"

"20140092723"

"20130135993"

"9596169" "20140321273" "8687614"

"20080052206"

"20080049649"

"8670313"

"20140043999"

"20110289578"

"20170257319"

"20160134502"

"9979595"

"20150365846"

"20080049628"

"20120314573"

"20080049746"

"20120257617"

"20160080272"

"20070076653"

"20130033984"

"20080049748"

"20110032821"

"20080052393"

"20090067399"
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Doc code: RCEX PTO/SB/30EFS (02-18)

Doc description: Request for Continued Examination (RCE) Approved for use through 11/30/2020. OMB 0651-0031
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it contains a valid OMB control number.

REQUEST FOR CONTINUED EXAMINATION(RCE)TRANSMITTAL

(Submitted Only via EFS-Web)

Application | hs/426,288 Filing | bo16-09-15 Docket Number | byackit.o01-US Art | base
Number Date (if applicable) Unit

First Named) V4.5) BARSHESHET Examiner VOLTAIRE, JEAN F
Inventor Name

This is a Request for Continued Examination (RCE) under 37 CFR 1.114 of the above-identified application.

Request for Continued Examination (RCE) practice under 37 CFR 1.114 does not apply to any utility or plant application filed prior to June 8,

1995, or to any design application. The Instruction Sheet for this form is located at WWW.USPTO.GOV

SUBMISSION REQUIRED UNDER 37 CFR 1.114

Note: If the RCE is proper, any previously filed unentered amendments and amendments enclosed with the RCE will be entered in the order

in which they were filed unless applicant instructs otherwise. If applicant does not wish to have any previously filed unentered amendment(s)

entered, applicant must request non-entry of such amendment(s).

x Previously submitted. If a final Office action is outstanding, any amendments filed after the final Office action may be considered as a

submission even if this box is not checked.
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

ATTY.'S DOCKET: ORCKIT-O01-US

In re Application of: Confirmation No. 9263

Ronen Solomon Art Unit: 2466

Appln. No.: 15/126,288 Examiner: Voltaire, Jean F.

Filed: September 15, 2016 Washington, D.C.

For: A METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR

DEEP PACKET INSPECTION ... ) May 7, 2019

AMENDMENT

Customer Service Window, Mail Stop Amendment

Honorable Commissioner for Patents

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office

Randolph Building, 401 Dulany Street

Alexandria, Virginia 22314

Sir:

This is in response to the examiner’s action of

April 15, 2019 (“Action”).

Amendments to the Claims appear in the Listing of

Claims that begins on page 2 of this paper.

Remarks / Arguments begin on page 12 of this paper.
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Amendments to the claims

This listing of claims will replace all prior

versions, and listings, of claims in the application.

Listing of claims:

1-19. (canceled)

20. (Currently amended) A method for use with a packet network

including a network node for transporting packets between

first and second entities under control of a controller that

is external to the network node, the method comprising:

sending, by the controller to the network node over the

packet network, an instruction and a packet-applicable

criterion;

receiving, by the network node from the controller, the

instruction and the criterion; receiving, by the network node

from the first entity over the packet network, a packet

addressed to the second entity;

checking, by the network node, if the packet satisfies

the criterion;

responsive to the packet not satisfying the criterion,

sending, by the network node over the packet network, the

packet to the second entity; and

responsive to the packet satisfying the criterion,

sending the packet, by the network node over the packet

network, it” ~espense to the_irstruetion. to an entity that is

included in the instruction and is other than the second

entity.

21. (Previously presented) The method according to claim 20,

wherein the instruction is ‘probe’, ‘mirror’, or “terminate

instruction, and upon receiving by the network node the

“terminate instruction, the method further comprising
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blocking, by the network node, the packet from being sent to

the second entity and to the controller.

22. (Previously presented) The method according to claim 20,

wherein the instruction is a “probe’, a “mirror’, or a

“terminate instruction, and upon receiving by the network

node the “mirror” instruction and responsive to the packet

satisfying the criterion, the method further comprising

sending the packet, by the network node, to the second entity

and to the controller.

23. (Previously presented) The method according to claim 20,

wherein the instruction is ‘probe’, ‘mirror’, or “terminate

instruction, and upon receiving by the network node the

“probe” instruction and responsive to the packet satisfying

the criterion, the method further comprising: sending the

packet, by the network node, to the controller; responsive to

receiving the packet, analyzing the packet, by the controller;

sending the packet, by the controller, to the network node;

and responsive to receiving the packet, sending the packet, by

the network node, to the second entity.

24. (Previously presented) The method according to claim 20,

further comprising responsive to the packet satisfying the

criterion and to the instruction, sending the packet or a

portion thereof, by the network node, to the controller.

25. (Previously presented) The method according to claim 24,

further comprising storing the received packet or a portion

thereof, by the controller, in a memory.

26. (Previously presented) The method according to claim 24,

further comprising responsive to the packet satisfying the

criterion and to the instruction, sending a portion of the

packet, by the network node, to the controller.

27. (Previously presented) The method according to claim 26,

wherein the portion of the packet consists of multiple
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consecutive bytes, and wherein the instruction comprises

identification of the consecutive bytes in the packet.

28. (Previously presented) The method according to claim 24,

further comprising responsive to receiving the packet,

analyzing the packet, by the controller.

29. (Previously presented) The method according to claim 28,

further for use with an application server that communicates

with the controller, wherein the analyzing comprising sending

the packet, by the controller, to the application server, and

analyzing the packet by the application server.

30. (Previously presented) The method according to claim 29,

wherein the analyzing further comprising sending the packet

after analyzing by the application server to the controller,

and sending the packet, after receiving from the controller by

the network node, to the second entity.

31. (Previously presented) The method according to claim 28,

wherein the analyzing comprises applying security or data

analytic application.

32. (Previously presented) The method according to claim 28,

wherein the analyzing comprises applying security application

that comprises firewall or intrusion detection functionality.

33. (Previously presented) The method according to claim 28,

wherein the analyzing comprises performing Deep Packet

Inspection (DPI) or using a DPI engine on the packet.

34. (Previously presented) The method according to claim 28,

wherein the packet comprises distinct header and payload

fields, and wherein the analyzing comprises checking part of,

or whole of, the payload field.

35. (Previously presented) The method according to claim 20,

wherein the packet comprises distinct header and payload

fields, the header comprises one or more flag bits, and

wherein the packet-applicable criterion is that one or more of
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the flag bits is set.

36. (Previously presented) The method according to claim 35,

wherein the packet is an Transmission Control Protocol (TCP)

packet, and wherein the one or more flag bits comprises

comprise a SYN flag bit, an ACK flag bit, a FIN flag bit, a

RST flag bit, or any combination thereof.

37. (Previously presented) The method according to claim 20,

wherein the packet comprises distinct header and payload

fields, the header comprises at least the first and second

entities addresses in the packet network, and wherein the

packet—-applicable criterion is that the first entity address,

the second entity address, or both match a predetermined

address or addresses.

38. (Previously presented) The method according to claim 37,

wherein the addresses are Internet Protocol (IP) addresses.

39. (Previously presented) The method according to claim 20,

wherein the packet is an Transmission Control Protocol (TCP)

packet that comprises source and destination TCP ports, a TCP

sequence number, and a TCP sequence mask fields, and wherein

the packet—-applicable criterion is that the source TCP port,

the destination TCP port, the TCP sequence number, the TCP

sequence mask, or any combination thereof, matches a

predetermined value or values.

40. (Previously presented) The method according to claim 20,

wherein the packet network comprises a Wide Area Network

(WAN), Local Area Network (LAN), the Internet, Metropolitan

Area Network (MAN), Internet Service Provider (ISP) backbone,

datacenter network, or inter-datacenter network.

41. (Previously presented) The method according to claim 20,

wherein the first entity is a server device and the second

entity is a client device, or wherein the first entity is a

client device and the second entity is a server device.
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42. (Previously presented) The method according to claim 41,

wherein the server device comprises a web server, and wherein

the client device comprises a smartphone, a tablet computer, a

personal computer, a laptop computer, or a wearable computing

device.

43. (Previously presented) The method according to claim 41,

wherein the communication between the network node and the

controller is based on, or uses, a standard protocol.

44, (Previously presented) The method according to claim 43,

wherein the standard protocol is according to, based on, or

compatible with, an OpenFlow protocol version 1.3.3 or 1.4.0.

45. (Previously presented) The method according to claim 44,

wherein the instruction comprises a Type-Length-Value (TLV)

structure.

46. (Previously presented) The method according to claim 20,

wherein the network node comprises a router, a switch, or a

bridge.

47. (Previously presented) The method according to claim 20,

wherein the packet network is an Internet Protocol (IP)

network, and the packet is an IP packet.

48. (Previously presented) The method according to claim 47,

wherein the packet network is an Transmission Control Protocol

(TCP) network, and the packet is an TCP packet.

49. (Previously presented) The method according to claim 20,

further comprising:

receiving, by the network node from the first entity over

the packet network, one or more additional packets; checking,

by the network node, if any one of the one or more additional

packets satisfies the criterion;

responsive to an additional packet not satisfying the

criterion, sending, by the network node over the packet

network, the additional packet to the second entity; and
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responsive to the additional packet satisfying the criterion,

sending the additional packet, by the network node over the

packet network, in response to the instruction.

50. (Previously presented) The method according to claim 20,

wherein the packet network is a Software Defined Network

(SDN), the packet is routed as part of a data plane and the

network node communication with the controller serves as a

control plane.
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51. (Currently amended) A method for use with a packet network

including a network node for transporting packets between

first and second entities under control of a controller that

is external to the network node, the method by the network

node comprising:

receiving, from the controller, the instruction and the

criterion;

receiving, from the first entity over the packet network,

a packet addressed to the second entity;

checking if the packet satisfies the criterion;

responsive to the packet not satisfying the criterion, sending

over the packet network, the packet to the second entity; and

responsive to the packet satisfying the criterion,

sending the packet over the packet network, it —espense— tot

psteoettiern=~ to an entity that is included in the instruction
4

a a

and is other than the second entity.

52. (Previously presented) The method according to claim 51,

wherein the instruction is ‘probe’, ‘mirror’, or “terminate

instruction, and upon receiving the “terminate” instruction,

the method further comprising blocking, the packet from being

sent to the second entity and to the controller.

53. (Previously presented) The method according to claim 51,

wherein the instruction is a “probe’, a “mirror’, or a

“terminate instruction, and upon receiving the “mirror-’

instruction and responsive to the packet satisfying the

criterion, the method further comprising sending the packet to

the second entity and to the controller.

54. (Previously presented) The method according to claim 51,

wherein the instruction is ‘probe’, ‘mirror’, or “terminate

instruction, and upon receiving the “probe” instruction and

responsive to the packet satisfying the criterion, the method

further comprising: sending the packet to the controller;
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receiving the packet, from the controller; and responsive to

receiving the packet, sending the packet, to the second

entity.

55. (Previously presented) The method according to claim 51,

further comprising responsive to the packet satisfying the

criterion and to the instruction, sending the packet or a

portion thereof to the controller.

56. (Previously presented) The method according to claim 55,

further comprising responsive to the packet satisfying the

criterion and to the instruction, sending a portion of the

packet to the controller.

57. (Previously presented) The method according to claim 56,

wherein the portion of the packet consists of multiple

consecutive bytes, and wherein the instruction comprises

identification of the consecutive bytes in the packet.

58. (Previously presented) The method according to claim 51,

wherein the packet comprises distinct header and payload

fields, the header comprises one or more flag bits, and

wherein the packet-applicable criterion is that one or more of

the flag bits is set.

59. (Previously presented) The method according to claim 58,

wherein the packet is an Transmission Control Protocol (TCP)

packet, and wherein the one or more flag bits comprises

comprise a SYN flag bit, an ACK flag bit, a FIN flag bit, a

RST flag bit, or any combination thereof.

60. (Previously presented) The method according to claim 51,

wherein the packet comprises distinct header and payload

fields, the header comprises at least the first and second

entities addresses in the packet network, and wherein the

packet-applicable criterion is that the first entity address,

the second entity address, or both match a predetermined

address or addresses.
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61. (Previously presented) The method according to claim 60,

wherein the addresses are Internet Protocol (IP) addresses.

62. (Previously presented) The method according to claim 51,

wherein the packet is an Transmission Control Protocol (TCP)

packet that comprises source and destination TCP ports, a TCP

sequence number, and a TCP sequence mask fields, and wherein

the packet—-applicable criterion is that the source TCP port,

the destination TCP port, the TCP sequence number, the TCP

sequence mask, or any combination thereof, matches a

predetermined value or values.

63. (Previously presented) The method according to claim 51,

wherein the packet network comprises a Wide Area Network

(WAN), Local Area Network (LAN), the Internet, Metropolitan

Area Network (MAN), Internet Service Provider (ISP) backbone,

datacenter network, or inter-datacenter network.

64. (Previously presented) The method according to claim 51,

wherein the first entity is a server device and the second

entity is a client device, or wherein the first entity is a

client device and the second entity is a server device.

65. (Previously presented) The method according to claim 64,

wherein the server device comprises a web server, and wherein

the client device comprises a smartphone, a tablet computer, a

personal computer, a laptop computer, or a wearable computing

device.

66. (Previously presented) The method according to claim 64,

wherein the communication with the controller is based on, or

uses, a standard protocol.

67. (Previously presented) The method according to claim 66,

wherein the standard protocol is according to, based on, or

compatible with, an OpenFlow protocol version 1.3.3 or 1.4.0.

68. (Previously presented) The method according to claim 6/7,

wherein the instruction comprises a Type-Length-Value (TLV)
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structure.

69. (Previously presented) The method according to claim 51,

wherein the network node comprises a router, a switch, or a

bridge.

70. (Previously presented) The method according to claim 51,

wherein the packet network is an Internet Protocol (IP)

network, and the packet is an IP packet.

71. (Previously presented) The method according to claim 70,

wherein the packet network is a Transmission Control Protocol

(TCP) network, and the packet is an TCP packet.

72. (Previously presented) The method according to claim 51,

further comprising: receiving, from the first entity over the

packet network, one or more additional packets; checking, if

any one of the one or more additional packets satisfies the

criterion; responsive to an additional packet not satisfying

the criterion, sending over the packet network, the additional

packet to the second entity; and responsive to the additional

packet satisfying the criterion, sending the additional packet

over the packet network, in response to the instruction.

73. (Previously presented) The method according to claim 51,

wherein the packet network is a Software Defined Network

(SDN), the packet is routed as part of a data plane and the

communication with the controller serves as a control plane.
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REMARKS / ARGUMENTS

The Examiner’s Action dated April 15, 2019, has been

received, and its content carefully noted.

Without agreeing with the Action, for the sake of

furtherance of the prosecution, claim 20 is amended to recite

that responsive to satisfying the criterion, the packet is

sent to an entity other than the second entity to which the

packet is addressed. It is noted that neither the Dolganow

reference nor the Nguyen reference teach any sending of the

packet to an entity or node that is not addressed to.

Office action, Section 12, pages 4-22

Claims 20-73 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as

being unpatentable over Dolganow et al. (US 2010/0208590 —-

“Dolganow”) in view of Nguyen et ail. (US 2014/0052836 —-

“Nguyen”).

Combining Dolganow and Nguyen.

a. The former Action clearly stated that the references are

being in a ‘similar field of endeavor’. However, the current

Action seems to state that the references are analogous as

solving the same problem of ‘oe efficient deep packet

inspection of traffic in Ccloud-based networks utilizing

software defined networks (SDN})” (Section 6 of the Action).

The Action is clearly improperly shifting its position’

resulting in ‘moving target rejections for [applicant] to

traverse’. [See In re Durance, No. 2017-1486, 2018 (Fed. Cir.

June 1, 2018)].

b. It is noted that the Dolganow reference is silent regarding

any ‘cloud-based networks’ or regarding any ‘software defined
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networks (SDN)’. Similarly, the Nguyen reference does not

mention or involves any ‘*cloud-based networks’ as stated in

the problem definition. Hence, the stated problem is rendered

moot regarding both references.

c. Further, claim 20 is clearly silent regarding any ‘*clioud-

based networks’ or regarding any ‘software defined networks

(SDN) 7’, rendering the stated problem moot regarding the

present application.

d. Further, it would not be appropriate to base this rejection

on a combination of these references because the devices and

networks described in the Dolganow and Nguyen references are

each self-contained and independently operate effectively to

solve the stated problem of DPI of traffic, and:

Because each device independentiy operates

effectively, a person having ordinary skill

in the art, who was merely seeking to create

a better device to drain fluids from a

wound, would have no reason to combine the

features of both devices into a single

device.

[Kinetic Concepts v. Smith and Nephew, 688 F.3d 1342, at 1369

(CAFC, 2012).] - See MPEP §2143.01.

e. Applicant submits that the Dolganow and Nguyen references

are directed towards respectively different purposes and are

based on respectively different structures, and thus are not

analogous to one another and cannot logically be combined. The

Dolganow reference involves DPI, where packets are handled

based on their content, while the Nguyen reference involves

SDN, where packets are handled based on externally received

instructions. For example, the Dolganow reference involves OSI

Layer 3 or above analysis, while the Nguyen reference involves
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local routing (OSI Layer 2) without any analysis of the packet

content.

Further, while the Dolagnow reference is directed to

network traffic handling or routing devices, such as routers

or switches (Figure 1 and paragraphs 25 and 27), the Nguyen

reference is directed to HIS which is an end devices, intended

to generate of received information, such as ‘personal

computer, a PDA, a consumer electronic device, a display

device’ as described in Figure 1 and paragraph OO15.

Hence, the two references are directed to

different devices having different functionalities and

differently handling traffic, and thus cannot be combined. It

is respectfully submitted that it is simply not appropriate to

select a secondary reference that happens to disclose, in

isolation, a single feature, and conclude, without a proper

basis, that it would be obvious to add that feature to another

device in a different field.

f. It is further noted that MPEP §808.02(A) explicitly recites

that different classes “.. shows that each invention has

attained recognition in the art as a separate subject for

inventive effort, and also a separate field of search.TM

(Emphasis added). Furthermore, there is no suggestion or

motivation to combine:

[Wihen art is directed to a different

purpose then a claimed invention, an

inventor would have jess motivation Or

occasion to consider it.

In re Oetiker, 977 F.2d 1443 (Fed. Cir. 1992).

The Dolganow reference is classified under U.S.

Class 370/235 associated with “MULTIPLEX COMMUNICATIONS —- DATA

FLOW CONGESTION PREVENTION OR CONTROL”, mainly focusing on

regulating the amount of information transmitted through the
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network, while the Nguyen reference is classified under U.S.

Class 709/223 associated with “ELECTRICAL COMPUTERS AND

DIGITAL PROCESSING SYSTEMS: MULTICOMPUTER DATA TRANSFERRING -

COMPUTER NETWORK MANAGING” —- relating mainly to the managing

the resources of the computers connected by a computer

network. Thus, the two reference are in different fields.

g. The Action fails to explain HOW the device described in the

Dolganow reference is being modified to include the

limitations taught by the Nguyen reference. The Action only

states that the missing limitations are disclosed by the

Nguyen reference and as such may be combined. A clear

explanation is required according to the rules.

Rationale for Combining Dolganow and Nguyen.

a. The rationale for combining is stated on page 6 as TM.. to

build a SDN application that provides all of the desired SDN

functionality in a system in order to implement a new SDN

functionality”. Assuming arguendo that such combination is

properly made in accordance with prevailing U.S. patent law,

it is respectfully submitted that SDN functionality is a

technical functionality per se, and the Action fails to

explain WHY such feature is required or is beneficial, and as

such the rationale fails to explain why one of ordinary skill

in the art at the time the invention was made would see any

reason to combine the references in an attempt to arrive at

the claimed invention. It is noted that “Absent some

articulated rationale for doing so, the Examiner’s conclusory

assertion is inadequate Eo support a conclusion of

obviousness.” See KSR Int’l Co. v. Teleflex Ince., 550 U.S.

398, 418 (2007); see also In re Warner, 379 F.2d 1011, 1017

(CCPA 1967) (“The legal conclusion of obviousness must be
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supported by facts. Where the legal conclusion is not

supported by facts it cannot stand.”). Further, even if the

SDN is kind of advantage, none of the cited prior art

references suggested that the primary reference could benefit

from that advantage or was in need of that advantage. [See,

e.g., Ex parte Saiki, No. 2000-0373, 2002 WL 32102452, at *3

(B.P.A.1. Jan. 17, 2002); Ex parte Burak, No. 2004-0823, 2004

WL 4981768, at *4 (Dec. 8, 2004)].

b. It ais trivial, inherent, and self-evident that always

adding a feature A to any device results in a device having a

capability of feature A. Similarly, it is trivial, inherent,

and self-evident that always adding the functionality of SDN

to ANY system results in “a SDN application that provides all

of the desired SDN functionality in a system in order to

implement a new SDN functionality”. Hence, the rationale

provides no link to the specific present application, as

required in MPEP 2143 that clearly states that “Any rationale

employed must provide a link between the factual findings and

the legal conclusion of obviousness.” (Emphasis added), and TM..

there must be “some articulated reasoning with some rational

underpinning” to support the Examiner’s findings and

conclusion of obviousness”. See KSR Inti Co. v. Teleflex Inc.,

550 U.S. 401, 418 (2007).

c. The Dolganow reference focuses on DPI of received packets,

and acting upon the DPI analysis. However, the Dolganow

reference is silent regarding any receiving any instruction of

how to deal with received packet as known in SDN, and is in

particular silent regarding routing any packet based on any

received instruction or criteria. Adding such SDN

functionalities inherently changes the scheme from DPI scheme,
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thus such modifications would change the principle of

operation of the system described in the Dolganow reference,

see 2143.01:

If the proposed modification or combination

of the prior art would change the principle

of operation of the prior art invention

being modified, then the teachings of the

references are not sufficient to render the

claims prima facie obvious.

In re Ratti, 270 F.2d 810, 123 USPQ 349 (CCPA 1959).

dad. In particular, such modification of the router or switch

described in the Dolganow reference requires massive change of

the device, to include means for receiving instruction via an

additional port, storing these instructions and criteria,

applying dedicated SDN software (such as OpenFlow) requiring

massive hardware, processing power and software, and

forwarding packets based on this criteria. Such modifications

fundamentally and inherently change the conventional routing /

switching functionalities described in the Dolganow reference,

and would require a substantial reconstruction and redesign of

the elements shown in the Dolganow reference as well as a

change in the basic principles under which the Dolganow

reference construction was designed to operate. (In re Ratti,

270 F.2d 810, 813 (CCPA 1959)): “a change in the basic

principles” refers to change that is fundamentai in scope so

as to relate to scientific or technical principles under which

the invention is designed to operate.”. Further, such changes

would render the Dolganow reference inoperable for its

intended purpose since it could only operate in an SDN

supported network.

Regarding claim 20.
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a. Single vs. multiple networks. Claim 20 clearly recites a

single packet network. In contrast, the Dolganow reference

expressly teaches two different networks, namely 120 and 140,

connected via the node 130a. Hence the

b. Missing limitations. Claim 20 explicitly recites the

limitation of: TM“.. sending, by the controller to the network

node over the packet network, an instruction and a packet—

applicable criterion”. This limitation is not addressed by the

Action. A prima facie case for obviousness “requires a

suggestion of all JTlimitations in a claim,” CEFMT, Inc. v.

Yieldup Int’l Corp., 349 F.3d 1333, 1342 (Fed. Cir. 2003). It

is noted that the Dolganow reference fails to disclose any

controller in general or any “an instruction and a packet-—

applicable criterion”, and in particular fails to disclose the

recited “.. sending, by the controller to the network node over

the packet network, an instruction and a packet—-applicable

criterion”. Further, claim 20 explicitly recites the

limitation of: TM“.. receiving, by the network node from the

controller, the instruction and the criterion”. The Action

relies upon paragraphs 12, 30, and 81 of the Dolganow

reference. HOWEVER, the Dolganow reference in general, and the

cited paragraphs in particular, ONLY described receiving

packets as part of the regular traffic to be analyzed, and are

silent regarding any receiving from a controller in general,

and receiving of ‘the instruction and the criterion’ in

particular.

Section 10 of the Action seems to state that

controller is inherent. First, such statement is improper

since "'The mere "Inherency, however, may not be established

by probabilities or possibilities. The mere fact that a

certain thing may resuit from a given set of circumstances is
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not sufficient." In re Robertson, 169 F.3d 743, 745 (Fed. Cir.

1999) (citations omitted). Further, “To rely upon a theory of

inherency, there must be "a basis in fact and/or technical

reasoning to reasonably support the determination that the

allegedly inherent characteristic necessarily flows from the

teachings of the applied prior art." Ex-parte Levy, 17 USPQ2d

1461, 1464 (BPAI 1990).

Second, even if such controller is arguendo

available, this does NOT teach the recited steps of sending

and receiving. However, in order to further differentiate over

the prior art claim 20 is amended to recite that the

controller is external to the network node, which is NOT the

case in the Dolganow reference.

Regarding claims 21-26, 28-30, 36, 44, 49-56, 59, 67, 72-73.

On section 11 of the Action, it is stated that “Then

Claim 20 is not allowable over the cited prior art of record.

Therefore, its dependent claim directly or indirectly are also

not aliowabie based on at least for the reasons provided

above.” (Emphasis added).

First, it is noted that this statement is improper,

since non-patentable independent claim DOES NOT render its

dependent claims as not-allowable.

Second, the MPEP requires a full response and

patentability analysis for BACH claim —- MPEP 2103(C) states

that: “USPTO personnel should begin claim analysis by

identifying and evaluating each claim limitation ... USPTO

personnel are to correlate each claim Jlimitation to all

portions of the disclosure that describe the claim

iimitation.”

Improper rationale.
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The rationale for combining for ALL these claims is

stated as “.. to build a SDN application that provides all of

the desired SDN functionality in a system in order to

implement a new SDN functionality”.

First, it is noted that the Dolganow reference is

silent regarding any ‘software defined networks (SDN)’ or any

SDN functionality. Second, this rationale amounts to nothing

more than a conclusory statement, while tt is the Office prima

facie burden to provide a “satisfactory explanation” for the

motivation finding that includes an express and “rational”

connection with the evidence presented. Third, the fact that

the SAME rationale is used provides no link to the present

application, as required in MPEP 2143 that clearly states that

“Any rationale employed must provide a link between the

factual findings and the legai conclusion of obviousness.”

(Emphasis added), and TM“.. there must be “some articulated

reasoning with some rational underpinning” to support the

Examiner’s findings and conclusion of obviousness”. See KSR

Inti Co. v. Teleflex Inc., 550 U.S. 401, 418 (2007).
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The absence of a reply to a specific rejection,

issue, or comment, does not signify agreement with that

rejection, issue, or comment. In addition, because the

arguments made above may not be exhaustive, there may be

reasons for patentability of any or all pending claims that

have not been expressed.

Nothing in this reply should be understood as

conceding any issue with regard to any claim, except as

specifically stated in this reply, and the amendment of any

claims does not necessarily signify concession of

unpatentability to the claim before its amendment. It should

further be understood that any filing of a terminal disclaimer

to obviate a rejection based on nonstatutory double patenting

is not an admission of the propriety of the rejection.

If the above arguments should not now place the

application in the condition for allowance, the examiner is

invited to call undersigned counsel to resolve any remaining

issues.

Respectfully submitted,

By /Yehuda Binder/

Yehuda Binder

Registration No. 73,612

Tel: +972-9-7409241

Mobile: +972-54-4444577
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DETAILED ACTION

Notice of Pre-AlA or AIA Status

1. The present application, filed on or after March 16, 2013, is being examined

under the first inventor to file provisions of the AIA.

Response to amendment

2. This is a Non-Final Office action in response to applicant's remarks/arguments

filed on 05/07/2019.

3. Status of the claims:

* Claims 20 and 51 have been amended.

¢ Claims 20-73 are currently pending and have been examined.

Response to remarks/arguments

4. Applicant’s remarks/arguments filed on 05/07/2019 with respect to the

rejection of claims 20-73 have been fully considered but they are moot in view of the

new ground(s) of rejection. Upon further search and consideration a new ground(s) of

rejection is made in view of Huang et al. (US 20160219080 A1).

Please see the rejection below.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 103

5. In the event the determination of the status of the application as subject to AIA 35

U.S.C. 102 and 103 (or as subject to pre-AIA 35 U.S.C. 102 and 103) is incorrect, any

correction of the statutory basis for the rejection will not be considered a new ground of
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rejection if the prior art relied upon, and the rationale supporting the rejection, would be

the same under either status.

6. The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 103 which forms the basis for all

obviousness rejections set forth in this Office action:

A patent for a claimed invention may not be obtained, notwithstanding that the claimed

invention is not identically disclosed as set forth in section 102, if the differences between the

claimed invention and the prior art are such that the claimed invention as a whole would have

been obvious before the effective filing date of the claimed invention to a person having

ordinary skill in the art to which the claimed invention pertains. Patentability shall not be

negated by the manner in which the invention was made.

7. The factual inquiries set forth in Graham v. John Deere Co., 383 U.S. 1, 148

USPQ 459 (1966), that are applied for establishing a background for determining

obviousness under 35 U.S.C. 103 are summarized as follows:

1. Determining the scope and contents of the prior art.

2. Ascertaining the differences between the prior art and the claims at issue.

3. Resolving the level of ordinary skill in the pertinent art.

4. Considering objective evidence present in the application indicating

obviousness or nonobviousness.

8. This application currently names joint inventors. In considering patentability of the

claims the examiner presumes that the subject matter of the various claims was

commonly owned as of the effective filing date of the claimed invention(s) absent any

evidence to the contrary. Applicant is advised of the obligation under 37 CFR 1.56 to

point out the inventor and effective filing dates of each claim that was not commonly

owned as of the effective filing date of the later invention in order for the examiner to
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consider the applicability of 35 U.S.C. 102(b)(2)(C) for any potential 35 U.S.C. 102(a)(2)

prior art against the later invention.

9. Claims 20-73 is/are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103 as being unpatentable over

Dolganow et al. (US 2010/0208590 A1) in view of Huang et al. (US 20160219080 A1).

Regarding claim 20, Dolganow discloses a method for use with a packet

network including a network node for transporting packets between first and

second entities under control of a controller that is external to the network node, the

method comprising: sending, by the controller to the network node over the packet

network, an instruction and a packet-applicable criterion (Dolganow, para. 30; DPI

devices 134, 136 may include hardware, instructions encoded on a machine-

readable medium, or a combination thereof, such that DPI devices 134, 136 may

be configured to examine data packets sent to router/switch 132 to identify

information associated with the packets); receiving, by the network node from the

controller, the instruction and the criterion (Dolganow, para. 12, 30, 81; receiving all

relevant information associated with the packets); receiving, by the network node

from the first entity over the packet network, a packet addressed to the second entity

(Dolganow, para. 59: network element 130a, 130b may receive a number of

packets belonging to an IP flow between a P2P client 110 and a P2P central entity

150).

Dolganow does not appear to explicitly disclose checking, by the network node, if

the packet satisfies the criterion; responsive to the packet not satisfying the criterion,
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sending, by the network node over the packet network, the packet to the second entity;

and responsive to the packet satisfying the criterion, sending the packet, by the network

node over the packet network, to an entity that is included in the instruction and is other

than the second entity.

Huang from similar field of endeavor discloses checking, by the network node, if

the packet satisfies the criterion (Huang, Fig. 2, para. 52, 54: a traffic collection

request is sent to an SDN controller via a network capacity control device

according to a pre-set collection policy. The traffic collection request focuses on

describing the application layer requirements, and the level of abstraction is

relatively high); responsive to the packet not satisfying the criterion, sending, by the

network node over the packet network, the packet to the second entity (Huang, Fig. 2,

para. 102: the traffic collection request is sent to the network controller via a

network capacity control device according to the pre-set collection policy,

wherein the traffic collection request is used for allowing the network controller

to send the request for traffic collection to the one or more network devices to be

analyzed and processed); responsive to the packet satisfying the criterion, sending the

packet, by the network node over the packet network, to an entity that is included in the

instruction and is other than the second entity (Huang, Fig. 2, para. 54, 62, 69: after

the network capacity control device receives the traffic collection request,

parsing and processing are performed to form a traffic collection request which

can be recognized by the SDN controller, and the traffic collection request which

is parsed and processed is transmitted to the SDN controller via a northbound

interface of the SDN controller).
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Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art before the

effective filling date of the claimed invention to combine the teaching of Dolganow

with the teaching of Huang by using the above features into the system of Dolganow

such as checking, by the network node, if the packet satisfies the criterion; responsive

to the packet not satisfying the criterion, sending, by the network node over the packet

network, the packet to the second entity; and responsive to the packet satisfying the

criterion, sending the packet, by the network node over the packet network, to an entity

that is included in the instruction and is other than the second entity as taught by

Huang. The motivation for doing so would have been to realize data collection and

transmission of a control policy for one end-to-multiple ends.

Regarding claims 21 and 52, Dolganow as modified by Huang discloses the

method according to claim 20, wherein the instruction is ‘probe’, ‘mirror’, or ‘terminate’

instruction, and upon receiving by the network node the ‘terminate’ instruction, the

method further comprising blocking, by the network node, the packet from being sent to

the second entity and to the controller (Dolganow, para. 50: this transmission may

be accomplished by mirroring (i-e., duplicating) the packets in the IP flow that

contain the key from DPI A 134 to DPI B 136. Alternatively, this transmission may

be accomplished by redirecting (i.e., rerouting) the packets in the IP flow that

contain the key from DPI A 134 to DPI B 136. As another alternative, DPI A 134

may build and send a message including the required information to DPI B 136).

Dolganow does not appear to disclose the packet is being sent to the controller.
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Huang, from similar of endeavor, discloses the packet is being sent to the

controller (Huang, Fig. 1, 2, para. 36: the traffic collection request is sent to the

SDN controller).

Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art before the

effective filling date of the claimed invention to combine the teaching of Dolganow

with the teaching of Huang by using the above features into the system of Dolganow

such as sending the packet to the controller as taught by Huang. The motivation for

doing so would have been to realize data collection and transmission of a control policy

for one end-to-multiple ends.

Regarding claims 22 and 53, Dolganow as modified by Huang discloses the

method according to claim 20, wherein the instruction is a ‘probe’, a ‘mirror’, or a

‘terminate’ instruction, and upon receiving by the network node the ‘mirror’ instruction

and responsive to the packet satisfying the criterion, the method further comprising

sending the packet, by the network node, to the second entity and to the controller

(Dolganow, para. 50, 59: Alternatively, this transmission may be accomplished by

redirecting (i.e., rerouting) the packets in the IP flow that contain the key from DPI

A 134 to DPI B 136. As another alternative, DPI A 134 may build and send a

message including the required information to DPI B 136).

Dolganow does not appear to disclose the packet is being sent to the controller.

Huang, from similar of endeavor, discloses the packet is being sent to the

controller (Huang, Fig. 1, 2, para. 36: the traffic collection request is sent to the

SDN controller).
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Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art before the

effective filling date of the claimed invention to combine the teaching of Dolganow

with the teaching of Huang by using the above features into the system of Dolganow

such as sending the packet to the controller as taught by Huang. The motivation for

doing so would have been to realize data collection and transmission of a control policy

for one end-to-multiple ends.

Regarding claims 23 and 54, Dolganow as modified by Huang discloses the

method according to claim 20, however, Huang further discloses wherein the instruction

is ‘probe’ , ‘mirror’, or ‘terminate’ instruction, and upon receiving by the network node the

‘probe’ instruction and responsive to the packet satisfying the criterion, the method

further comprising: sending the packet, by the network node, to the controller (Huang,

Fig. 1, 2, para. 36: the traffic collection request is sent to the SDN controller);

responsive to receiving the packet, analyzing the packet, by the controller (Huang, Fig.

2, para. 41: the received traffic data are analyzed and processed by the SDN

controller); sending the packet, by the controller, to the network node (Huang, Fig. 2,

para. 102: the traffic collection request is sent to the network controller via a

network capacity control device according to the pre-set collection policy,

wherein the traffic collection request is used for allowing the network controller

to send the request for traffic collection to the one or more network devices to be

analyzed and processed); and responsive to receiving the packet, sending the packet,

by the network node, to the second entity (Huang, Fig. 2, para. 54, 62, 69: after the

network capacity control device receives the traffic collection request, parsing
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and processing are performed to form a traffic collection request which can be

recognized by the SDN controller, and the traffic collection request which is

parsed and processed is transmitted to the SDN controller via a northbound

interface of the SDN controller).

Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art before the

effective filling date of the claimed invention to combine the teaching of Dolganow

with the teaching of Huang by using the above features into the system of Dolganow

such as sending the packet to the controller as taught by Huang. The motivation for

doing so would have been to realize data collection and transmission of a control policy

for one end-to-multiple ends.

Regarding claims 24, 25 and 55, Dolganow as modified by Huang discloses the

method according to claim 20, further comprising responsive to the packet satisfying the

criterion and to the instruction, sending the packet or a portion thereof, by the network

node, to the controller (Huang, Fig. 2, para. 54, 62, 69: after the network capacity

control device receives the traffic collection request, parsing and processing are

performed to form a traffic collection request which can be recognized by the

SDN controller, and the traffic collection request which is parsed and processed

is transmitted to the SDN controller via a northbound interface of the SDN

controller).

Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art before the

effective filling date of the claimed invention to combine the teaching of Dolganow

with the teaching of Huang by using the above features into the system of Dolganow
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such as sending the packet to the controller as taught by Huang. The motivation for

doing so would have been to realize data collection and transmission of a control policy

for one end-to-multiple ends.

Regarding claims 26 and 56, Dolganow as modified by Huang discloses the

method according to claim 24, however, Huang further comprising responsive to the

packet satisfying the criterion and to the instruction, sending a portion of the packet, by

the network node, to the controller (Huang, Fig. 2, para. 54, 62, 69: after the network

capacity control device receives the traffic collection request, parsing and

processing are performed to form a traffic collection request which can be

recognized by the SDN controller, and the traffic collection request which is

parsed and processed is transmitted to the SDN controller via a northbound

interface of the SDN controller).

Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art before the

effective filling date of the claimed invention to combine the teaching of Dolganow

with the teaching of Huang by using the above features into the system of Dolganow

such as sending the packet to the controller as taught by Huang. The motivation for

doing so would have been to realize data collection and transmission of a control policy

for one end-to-multiple ends.

Regarding claims 27 and 57, Dolganow as modified by Huang discloses the

method according to claim 26, wherein the portion of the packet consists of multiple

consecutive bytes, and wherein the instruction comprises identification of
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the consecutive bytes in the packet (Dolganow, para. 69: DPI B 136 performs deep

packet inspection on the packets relating to the request to attempt to extract a

key identifying the P2P content transmitted in the flow. For example, when the

protocol is BitTorrent, DPI B 136 may perform deep packet inspection to

determine whether an info_hash field is present in the packets of the flow).

Regarding claim 28, Dolganow as modified by Huang discloses the method

according to claim 24, however, Huang further comprising responsive to receiving the

packet, analyzing the packet, by the controller (Huang, Fig. 2, para. 41: the received

traffic data are analyzed and processed by the SDN controller).

Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art before the

effective filling date of the claimed invention to combine the teaching of Dolganow

with the teaching of Huang by using the above features into the system of Dolganow

such as analyzing the packet, by the controller as taught by Huang. The motivation for

doing so would have been to realize data collection and transmission of a control policy

for one end-to-multiple ends.

Regarding claim 29, Dolganow as modified by Huang discloses the method

according to claim 28, However, Huang further for use with an application server that

communicates with the controller, wherein the analyzing comprising sending the packet,

by the controller, to the application server, and analyzing the packet by the application

server (Huang, para. 98, 99: the network device can be an independent server, and

can also be a server used for realizing a network controller).
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Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art before the

effective filling date of the claimed invention to combine the teaching of Dolganow

with the teaching of Huang by using the above features into the system of Dolganow

such as sending the packet, by the controller, to the application server, and analyzing

the packet by the application server as taught by Huang. The motivation for doing so

would have been to realize data collection and transmission of a control policy for one

end-to-multiple ends.

Regarding claim 30, Dolganow as modified by Huang discloses the method

according to claim 29, however, Huang wherein the analyzing further comprising

sending the packet after analyzing by the application server to the controller, and

sending the packet, after receiving from the controller by the network node, to the

second entity (Huang, para. 98, 99: the network device can be an independent

server, and can also be a server used for realizing a network controller).

Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art before the

effective filling date of the claimed invention to combine the teaching of Dolganow

with the teaching of Huang by using the above features into the system of Dolganow

such as sending the packet, by the controller, to the application server, and analyzing

the packet by the application server as taught by Huang. The motivation for doing so

would have been to realize data collection and transmission of a control policy for one

end-to-multiple ends.
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Regarding claim 31, Dolganow as modified by Huang discloses the method

according to claim 28, wherein the analyzing comprises applying security or data

analytic application (Dolganow, Fig. 4A, para. 60: DPI A 134 identifies an application

protocol associated with the IP flow using one or more packets belonging to the

IP flow or any other related information, such as packets belonging to other

flows).

Regarding claim 32, Dolganow as modified by Huang discloses the method

according to claim 28, wherein the analyzing comprises applying security application

that comprises firewall or intrusion detection functionality (Dolganow, Fig. 4A, para. 60:

DPI A 134 identifies an application protocol associated with the IP flow using one

or more packets belonging to the IP flow or any other related information, such as

packets belonging to other flows).

Regarding claim 33, Dolganow as modified by Huang discloses the method

according to claim 28, wherein the analyzing comprises performing Deep Packet

Inspection (DPI) or using a DPI engine on the packet (Dolganow, para. 12: performing

DPI to extract a key from one or more of the first plurality of packets).

Regarding claim 34, Dolganow as modified by Huang discloses the method

according to claim 28, wherein the packet comprises distinct header and payload fields,

and wherein the analyzing comprises checking part of, or whole of, the payload field

(Dolganow, para. 52-54, 57: Key field 210 may indicate the value of a key used to
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uniquely identify a P2P content item. This field 210 may be populated when

extracted from a request sent from P2P client 110 to P2P central entity 150,

provided that the request includes the key).

Regarding claims 35 and 58, Dolganow as modified by Huang discloses the

method according to claim 20, wherein the packet comprises distinct header and

payload fields, the header comprises one or more flag bits, and wherein the packet-

applicable criterion is that one or more of the flag bits is set (Dolganow, para. 34, 43:

P2P central entity 150 may be a BitTorrent tracker configured to receive a request

including an info_hash from P2P client 110 and respond with a list containing

location information of P2P client peers 160 that maintain the requested P2P

content).

Regarding claims 36 and 59, Dolganow as modified by Huang discloses the

method according to claim 35, wherein the packet is an Transmission Control Protocol

(TCP) packet, and wherein the one or more flag bits comprises comprise a SYN flag bit,

an ACK flag bit, a FIN flag bit, a RST flag bit, or any combination thereof Huang, para.

36: the traffic collection request contains some parameters for assigning

contents to be collected, such as service flows from regular users,

interconnection Internet Protocol (IP) flows between regular networks and traffics

from regular ports. After the SDN controller receives the traffic collection request,

the SDN controller parses and processes the same to determine one or more

network devices which need the traffic collection request).
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Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art before the

effective filling date of the claimed invention to combine the teaching of Dolganow

with the teaching of Huang by using the above features into the system of Dolganow

such as the packet is an Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) packet, and wherein the

one or more flag bits comprises comprise a SYN flag bit, an ACK flag bit, a FIN flag bit,

a RST flag bit, or any combination thereof as taught by Huang. The motivation for doing

so would have been to realize data collection and transmission of a control policy for

one end-to-multiple ends.

Regarding claims 37 and 60, Dolganow as modified by Huang discloses the

method according to claim 20, wherein the packet comprises distinct header and

payload fields, the header comprises at least the first and second entities addresses

in the packet network, and wherein the packet-applicable criterion is that the first entity

address, the second entity address, or both match a predetermined address or

addresses (Dolganow, para. 39, 55, 62: DPI A 134 may determine whether the

source or destination address of the packets is the address of a system known to

operate as a P2P central entity 150, such as a BitTorrent tracker. Suitable

alternatives for determining whether the exchange is between a P2P client 110

and a P2P central entity 150 will be apparent to those of skill in the art).

Regarding claims 38 and 61, Dolganow as modified by Huang discloses the

method according to claim 37, wherein the addresses are Internet Protocol (IP)

addresses (Dolganow, para. 39, 55, 62: addresses are IP addresses).
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Regarding claims 39 and 62, Dolganow as modified by Huang discloses the

method according to claim 20, wherein the packet is an Transmission Control Protocol

(TCP) packet that comprises source and destination TCP ports, a TCP sequence

number, and a TCP sequence mask fields, and wherein the packet-applicable criterion

is that the source TCP port, the destination TCP port, the TCP sequence number, the

TCP sequence mask, or any combination thereof, matches a predetermined value or

values (Dolganow, para. 39, 55, 62: It should be apparent that an IP flow may be

any IP flow between P2P client 110 and P2P central entity 150 or P2P client 110

and a P2P client peer 160, as identifiable by IP 5-tuple information, which includes

the source IP address, source port, destination IP address, destination port, and

protocol of the IP flow. This IP flow may be further tunneled inside another

networking layer, such as IP, Ethernet, ATM, and the like).

Regarding claims 40 and 63, Dolganow as modified by Huang discloses the

method according to claim 20, wherein the packet network comprises a Wide Area

Network (WAN), Local Area Network (LAN), the Internet, Metropolitan Area Network

(MAN), Internet Service Provider (ISP) backbone, datacenter network, or inter-

datacenter network (Dolganow, Figs 1, 2, para. 28: Network element 130a may be

an entity containing components configured to receive, process, and forward

packets belonging to an IP flow received from packet-switched network 120. As

an example, network element 130a may be owned and/or operated by an Internet

Service Provider (ISP) providing services to P2P client 110. Network element 130a
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may include a router/switch 132, DPI A 134, DPI B 136, and key storage module

138).

Regarding claims 41 and 64, Dolganow as modified by Huang discloses

the (New) The method according to claim 20, wherein the first entity is a server device

and the second entity is a client device, or wherein the first entity is a client device and

the second entity is a server device (Dolganow, Fig. 1: entity 150 is a central entity

(such as a server) and entity 160 is a client device).

Regarding claims 42 and 65, Dolganow as modified by Huang discloses the

method according to claim 41, wherein the server device comprises a web server, and

wherein the client device comprises a smartphone, a tablet computer, a personal

computer, a laptop computer, or a wearable computing device (Dolganow, para. 34:

P2P central entity 150 may store a database of information maintained within a

particular P2P network, such that a user may search P2P central entity 150 to

determine the location of desired content based on the file key).

Regarding claims 43 and 66, Dolganow as modified by Huang discloses the

method according to claim 41, wherein the communication between the network node

and the controller is based on, or uses, a standard protocol (Dolganow, Fig. 2, para.

18: the OpenFlow communications protocol, separate the data plane and the

control plane, with the data plane remaining on the networking device and the
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control plane (containing the routing protocol and forwarding logic) moved to a

controller platform typically running on an IHS coupled to the networking device).

Regarding claims 44 and 67, Dolganow as modified by Huang discloses the

method according to claim 43, Huang further discloses wherein the standard protocol is

according to, based on, or compatible with, an OpenFlow protocol version 1.3.3 or 1.4.0

(Huang, para. 36: the traffic collection request is sent to the SDN controller

according to the pre-set collection policy. The traffic collection request contains

some parameters for assigning contents to be collected, such as service flows

from regular users, interconnection Internet Protocol (IP) flows between regular

networks and traffics from regular ports. After the SDN controller receives the

traffic collection request, the SDN controller parses and processes the same to

determine one or more network devices which need the traffic collection request).

Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art before the

effective filling date of the claimed invention to combine the teaching of Dolganow

with the teaching of Huang by using the above features into the system of Dolganow

such as the standard protocol is according to, based on, or compatible with, an

OpenFlow protocol as taught by Huang. The motivation for doing so would have been to

realize data collection and transmission of a control policy for one end-to-multiple ends.

Regarding claims 45 and 68, Dolganow as modified by Huang discloses the

method according to claim 44, wherein the instruction comprises a Type-Length-Value

(TLV) structure (Dolganow, para. 53: Key field 210 may indicate the value of a key
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used to uniquely identify a P2P content item. This field 210 may be populated

when extracted from a request sent from P2P client 110 to P2P central entity 150,

provided that the request includes the key).

Regarding claims 46 and 69, Dolganow as modified by Huang discloses the

method according to claim 20, wherein the network node comprises a router, a switch,

or a bridge (Dolganow, Fig. 1, para. 25, 27: network element 130a may include a

router, a switch, or a bridge).

Regarding claims 47 and 70, Dolganow as modified by Huang discloses the

method according to claim 20, wherein the packet network is an Internet Protocol (IP)

network, and the packet is an IP packet (Dolganow, para. 60, 62: DPI A 134 identifies

an application protocol associated with the IP flow using one or more packets

belonging to the IP flow or any other related information, such as packets

belonging to other flows).

Regarding claims 48 and 71, Dolganow as modified by Huang discloses the

method according to claim 47, wherein the packet network is an Transmission Control

Protocol (TCP) network, and the packet is an TCP packet (Dolganow, para. 39, 55, 62:

It should be apparent that an IP flow may be any IP flow between P2P client 110

and P2P central entity 150 or P2P client 110 and a P2P client peer 160, as

identifiable by IP 5-tuple information, which includes the source IP address,

source port, destination IP address, destination port, and protocol of the IP flow.
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This IP flow may be further tunneled inside another networking layer, such as IP,

Ethernet, ATM, and the like).

Regarding claims 49 and 72, Dolganow as modified by Huang discloses the

method according to claim 20, further comprising: receiving, by the network node from

the first entity over the packet network, one or more additional packets (Dolganow,

para. 12: a network element may receive a first and second plurality of packets

transmitted between a peer-to-peer (P2P) client and a P2P central entity).

Dolganow does not appear to explicitly disclose checking, by the network node, if

any one of the one or more additional packets satisfies the criterion; responsive to an

additional packet not satisfying the criterion, sending, by the network node over the

packet network, the additional packet to the second entity; and responsive to the

additional packet satisfying the criterion, sending the additional packet, by the network

node over the packet network, in response to the instruction.

Huang from similar field of endeavor discloses checking, by the network node, if

any one of the one or more additional packets satisfies the criterion (Huang, Fig. 2,

para. 52, 54: a traffic collection request is sent to an SDN controller via a network

capacity control device according to a pre-set collection policy. The traffic

collection request focuses on describing the application layer requirements, and

the level of abstraction is relatively high); responsive to an additional packet not

satisfying the criterion, sending, by the network node over the packet network, the

additional packet to the second entity (Huang, Fig. 2, para. 102: the traffic collection

request is sent to the network controller via a network capacity control device
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according to the pre-set collection policy, wherein the traffic collection request is

used for allowing the network controller to send the request for traffic collection

to the one or more network devices to be analyzed and processed); and

responsive to the additional packet satisfying the criterion, sending the additional

packet, by the network node over the packet network, in response to the instruction

(Huang, Fig. 2, para. 54, 62, 69: after the network capacity control device receives

the traffic collection request, parsing and processing are performed to forma

traffic collection request which can be recognized by the SDN controller, and the

traffic collection request which is parsed and processed is transmitted to the SDN

controller via a northbound interface of the SDN controller).

Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art before the

effective filling date of the claimed invention to combine the teaching of Dolganow

with the teaching of Huang by using the above features into the system of Dolganow

such as checking, by the network node, if any one of the one or more additional packets

satisfies the criterion; responsive to an additional packet not satisfying the criterion,

sending, by the network node over the packet network, the additional packet to the

second entity; and responsive to the additional packet satisfying the criterion, sending

the additional packet, by the network node over the packet network, in response to the

instruction as taught by Huang. The motivation for doing so would have been to realize

data collection and transmission of a control policy for one end-to-multiple ends.

Regarding claims 50 and 73, Dolganow as modified by Huang discloses the

method according to claim 20, Huang further discloses wherein the packet network is a
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Software Defined Network (SDN), the packet is routed as part of a data plane and the

network node communication with the controller serves as a control plane (Huang,

para. 43: each of the network control policies is sent to the SDN controller. After

the SDN controller receives the network control policies, parsing and processing

are performed to determine one or more network devices which need the network

control policies. Each of the network control policies is converted into an

instruction capable of being transmitted via the southbound interface of the SDN

controller, and the converted network control policy is further sent to the

corresponding network device via the southbound interface of the SDN

controller).

Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art before the

effective filling date of the claimed invention to combine the teaching of Dolganow

with the teaching of Huang by using the above features into the system of Dolganow

such as the packet network is a Software Defined Network (SDN), the packet is routed

as part of a data plane and the network node communication with the controller serves

as a control plane as taught by Huang. The motivation for doing so would have been to

realize data collection and transmission of a control policy for one end-to-multiple ends.

Regarding claim 51, Dolganow discloses a method for use with a packet

network including a network node for transporting packets between first and

second entities under control of a controller that is external to the network node, the

method by the network node comprising: receiving, from the controller, the instruction

and the criterion (Dolganow, para. 30; DPI devices 134, 136 may include hardware,
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instructions encoded on a machine-readable medium, or a combination thereof,

such that DPI devices 134, 136 may be configured to examine data packets sent

to router/switch 132 to identify information associated with the packets); receiving,

from the first entity over the packet network, a packet addressed to the second entity

(Dolganow, para. 59; network element 130a, 130b may receive a number of

packets belonging to an IP flow between a P2P client 110 and a P2P central entity

150).

Dolganow does not appear to explicitly disclose checking if the packet satisfies

the criterion; responsive to the packet not satisfying the criterion, sending over the

packet network, the packet to the second entity; and responsive to the packet satisfying

the criterion, sending the packet over the packet network, to an entity that is included in

the instruction and is other than the second entity.

Huang from similar field of endeavor discloses checking, by the network node, if

the packet satisfies the criterion (Huang, Fig. 2, para. 52, 54: a traffic collection

request is sent to an SDN controller via a network capacity control device

according to a pre-set collection policy. The traffic collection request focuses on

describing the application layer requirements, and the level of abstraction is

relatively high); responsive to the packet not satisfying the criterion, sending, by the

network node over the packet network, the packet to the second entity (Huang, Fig. 2,

para. 102: the traffic collection request is sent to the network controller via a

network capacity control device according to the pre-set collection policy,

wherein the traffic collection request is used for allowing the network controller

to send the request for traffic collection to the one or more network devices to be
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analyzed and processed); responsive to the packet satisfying the criterion, sending the

packet, by the network node over the packet network, to an entity that is included in the

instruction and is other than the second entity (Huang, Fig. 2, para. 54, 62, 69: after

the network capacity control device receives the traffic collection request,

parsing and processing are performed to form a traffic collection request which

can be recognized by the SDN controller, and the traffic collection request which

is parsed and processed is transmitted to the SDN controller via a northbound

interface of the SDN controller).

Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art before the

effective filling date of the claimed invention to combine the teaching of Dolganow

with the teaching of Huang by using the above features into the system of Dolganow

such as checking, by the network node, if the packet satisfies the criterion; responsive

to the packet not satisfying the criterion, sending, by the network node over the packet

network, the packet to the second entity; and responsive to the packet satisfying the

criterion, sending the packet, by the network node over the packet network, to an entity

that is included in the instruction and is other than the second entity as taught by

Huang. The motivation for doing so would have been to realize data collection and

transmission of a control policy for one end-to-multiple ends.

Conclusion

10. = Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to JEAN F VOLTAIRE whose telephone number is

(571)272-3953. The examiner can normally be reached on M-F 9:00-6:45 PM.
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Examiner interviews are available via telephone, in-person, and video

conferencing using a USPTO supplied web-based collaboration tool. To schedule an

interview, applicant is encouraged to use the USPTO Automated Interview Request

(AIR) at http:/Awww.uspto.gov/interviewpractice.

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner's

supervisor, FARUK HAMZA can be reached on (571)272-7969. The fax phone number

for the organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is 571-273-8300.

Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the

Patent Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for

published applications may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR.

Status information for unpublished applications is available through Private PAIR only.

For more information about the PAIR system, see http://pair-direct.uspto.gov. Should

you have questions on access to the Private PAIR system, contact the Electronic

Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll-free). If you would like assistance from a

USPTO Customer Service Representative or access to the automated information

system, call 800-786-9199 (IN USA OR CANADA) or 571-272-1000.

/JEAN F VOLTAIRE/

Examiner, Art Unit 2466

/JAE Y LEE/

Primary Examiner, Art Unit 2466
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defined network$3) or(SDN)) and (packet

or PDU near2 (flow$1 or stream$1))

US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

ADJ OFF 2019/05/28

13:05

S1 10 "15126288" US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

OR OFF 2018/08/14

19:58

$2 ((Barsheshet) NEAR3(Yossi)).INV. US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

ADJ OFF 2018/08/14

19:59

((Doctori) NEAR3(Simhon)).I NV. US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

ADJ OFF 2018/08/14

20:00

91 ((Solomon)NEAR3(Ronen)).INV. US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

ADJ OFF 2018/08/14

20:00

18764 (H04L43/028 H04L49/70

HO4L69/161).CPC.

US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

OR OFF 2018/08/14

20:02

S6 39906 (H04L43/026 H04L12/6418 H04L43/028

H04L49/70 H04L69/161).CPC.

US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

OR OFF 2018/08/14

20:04

S7 "20130329734" US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

OR OFF 2018/08/14

20:05

"20100208590" US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

OR OFF 2018/08/14

20:07
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USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

Sg "20110264802" US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

OR OFF 2018/08/14

20:07

S10 "20100212006" US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

OR OFF 2018/08/14

20:08

S11 37 "2672668" US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

OR OFF 2018/08/14

20:08

$12 1819 "20170099196" "20020009053"

"20150117313" "20180102976"

"20130315237" "20080263424"

"9391912" "20120020301" "9871734"

"7417948" "8031593" "9178661"

"20150350048" "20140181282"

"9112807" "20170171085" "9853903"

"20060153204" "20150289159"

"9503365" "20040090923" "7242668"

"8036107" "20130152187"

"20130121298" "9220110" "8677489"

"8577363" "20080049619"

"20020196789" "20130198805"

"20120142341" "20180167337"

"6965666" "9277538" "10027559"

"20160127223" "20170331750"

"7852767" "20170104692" "6400681"

"20150089048" "20150207724"

"20140304776" "7917471"

"20150085655" "7116661" "9894694"

"20140194068" "20150305006"

"20180167987" "20080052387"

"20130100797" "20120201140"

"20150295808" "20150207677"

"9667556" "20150365879"

"20150304209" "20140297847"

"9485185" "20110116405" "9100285"

"20160278140" "20170317933"

"20170063660" "20080049624"

"6282270" "20080049769"

"20180091388" "9088581" "8780721"

"20100085887" "20140064086"

"9479506" "9661514" "20100054140"

"9872185" "8743703" "20130322265"

"9112729" "20110238985"

"20080052401" "8670313"

"20140050106" "20140043999"

US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

OR OFF 2018/08/14

20:12
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"20080052394"

"20080049776"

"20140071977"

"20080049615"

"20120230214"

"20160344611"

"20120230328"

"20030108030"

"20080049777"

"20140064100"

"20160112896"

"20080049630"

"20110289578"

"20170257319"

"20160134502"

"9979595"

"20150365846"

"20080049628"

"20120314573"

"20080049746"

"20120257617"

"20160080272"

"20070076653"

"20130033984"

"7933214" "20130003538" "7203190"

"20120127881"

"20140092723"

"20130135993"

"20080049748"

"20110032821"

"20080052393"

"9596169" "20140321273" "8687614"

"20080052206"

"20080049649"

"20090067399"

"20170324674"

"9479341" "20110317580"

"20080049640"

"20170310600"

"20130322249"

"20160057062"

"20120236729"

"9014204"

"20080049753"

"20160044095"

"7684332" "20150295998"

"20120082161"

"20170339217"

"20150110097"

"20120182864"

"20080049632"

"20120321052"

"20160113006"

"20130294243"

"8015294"

"20080049775"

"20140226485"

"8194555" "8223654"

"20080049637"

"8358580" "9602265"

"8520603" "20180077229"

"20080049626"

"20150138955"

"20160380878"

"20120236750"

"9253661"

"20120327816"

"20080002677"

"9240906" "8576722"

"9621361" "20080049745"

"20080049747"

"20170201979"

"20170142165"

"9473985"

"20120127882"

"8787303" "9042370"

"8619596" "20120201139"

"20080002676"

"20150312283"

"20130322432"

"20080002716"

"20140043977"

"20120330804"

"20150373061"

"7808918"

"9231820"

"8307065"

"9054986"

"8619820" "9241277"

"20160249248"

"8064391" "8948036"

$13 1255 "20170099196"

"20150117313"

"20130315237"

"20020009053"

"20180102976"

"20080263424"

"9391912" "20120020301" "9871734"

"7417948" "8031593" "9178661"

"20150350048" "20140181282"

"9112807" "20170171085" "9853903"

"20060153204" "20150289159"

"9503365" "20040090923" "7242668"

"8036107" "20130152187"

"20130121298" "9220110" "8677489"

"8577363" "20080049619"

"20020196789"

"20120142341"

"20130198805"

"20180167337"

"6965666" "9277538" "10027559"

US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

OR OFF 2018/08/14

20:13
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"20160127223" "20170331750"

"7852767" "20170104692" "6400681"

"20150089048"

"20140304776"

"20150085655"

"20140194068"

"20180167987"

"20130100797"

"20150295808"

"20150207724"

"7917471"

"7116661" "9894694"

"20150305006"

"20080052387"

"20120201140"

"20150207677"

"9667556" "20150365879"

"20150304209" "20140297847"

"9485185" "20110116405" "9100285"

"20160278140" "20170317933"

"20170063660" "20080049624"

"6282270" "20080049769"

"20180091388" "9088581" "8780721"

"20100085887" "20140064086"

"9479506" "9661514" "20100054140"

"9872185" "8743703" "20130322265"

"9112729" "20110238985"

"20080052401"

"20140050106"

"20080052394"

"20080049776"

"20140071977"

"20080049615"

"20120230214"

"20160344611"

"20120230328"

"20030108030"

"20080049777"

"20140064100"

"20160112896"

"20080049630"

"8670313"

"20140043999"

"20110289578"

"20170257319"

"20160134502"

"9979595"

"20150365846"

"20080049628"

"20120314573"

"20080049746"

"20120257617"

"20160080272"

"20070076653"

"20130033984"

"7933214" "20130003538" "7203190"

"20120127881"

"20140092723"

"20130135993"

"20080049748"

"20110032821"

$14 1178 "20060153204" "20150289159"

"9503365" "20040090923" "7242668"

"8036107" "20130152187"

"20130121298" "9220110" "8677489"

"8577363" "20080049619"

"20020196789"

"20120142341"

"20130198805"

"20180167337"

"6965666" "9277538" "10027559"

"20160127223" "20170331750"

"7852767" "20170104692" "6400681"

"20150089048"

"20140304776"

"20150085655"

"20140194068"

"20180167987"

"20130100797"

"20150295808"

"20150207724"

"7917471"

"7116661" "9894694"

"20150305006"

"20080052387"

"20120201140"

"20150207677"

"9667556" "20150365879"

"20150304209" "20140297847"

"9485185" "20110116405" "9100285"

"20160278140"

"20170063660"

"20170317933"

"20080049624"

"6282270" "20080049769"

"20180091388"

"20100085887"

"9088581" "8780721"

"20140064086"

"9479506" "9661514" "20100054140"

US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

OR OFF 2018/08/14

20:14
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"9872185" "8743703" "20130322265"

"9112729" "20110238985"

"20080052401"

"20140050106"

"20080052394"

"20080049776"

"20140071977"

"20080049615"

"20120230214"

"20160344611"

"20120230328"

"20030108030"

"20080049777"

"20140064100"

"20160112896"

"20080049630"

"7933214" "20130003538" "7203190"

"20120127881"

"20140092723"

"20130135993"

"8670313"

"20140043999"

"20110289578"

"20170257319"

"20160134502"

"9979595"

"20150365846"

"20080049628"

"20120314573"

"20080049746"

"20120257617"

"20160080272"

"20070076653"

"20130033984"

"20080049748"

"20110032821"

S15 982 "20060153204"

"9503365" "20040090923"

"20150289159"

"8036107" "20130152187"

"20130121298" "9220110" "8677489"

"8577363" "20080049619"

"20020196789"

"20120142341"

"6965666" "9277538" "10027559"

"20160127223"

"7852767" "20170104692" "6400681"

"20150089048"

"20140304776"

"20150085655"

"20140194068"

"20180167987"

"20130100797"

"20150295808"

"20130198805"

"20180167337"

"20170331750"

"20150207724"

"7917471"

"7116661" "9894694"

"20150305006"

"20080052387"

"20120201140"

"20150207677"

"9667556" "20150365879"

"20150304209"

"9485185" "20110116405" "9100285"

"20160278140"

"20170063660"

"20140297847"

"20170317933"

"20080049624"

"6282270" "20080049769"

"20180091388" "9088581" "8780721"

"20100085887"

"9479506" "9661514" "20100054140"

"9872185" "8743703" "20130322265"

"20140064086"

"9112729" "20110238985"

"20080052401"

"20140050106"

"20080052394"

"8670313"

"20140043999"

"20110289578"

"7242668"

US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

OR OFF 2018/08/14

20:14

S16 808 "20080049619"

"20130198805"

"20180167337"

"20020196789"

"20120142341"

"6965666" "9277538"

"10027559" "20160127223"

"20170331750"

"20170104692"

"20150089048"

"20140304776"

"20150085655"

"20140194068"

"20180167987"

"20130100797"

"20150295808"

"7852767"

"6400681"

"20150207724"

"7917471"

"7116661" "9894694"

"20150305006"

"20080052387"

"20120201140"

"20150207677"

US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

OR OFF 2018/08/14

20:14
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"9667556" "20150365879"

"20150304209" "20140297847"

"9485185" "20110116405" "9100285"

"20160278140" "20170317933"

"20170063660" "20080049624"

"5282270" "20080049769"

"20180091388" "9088581" "8780721"

"20100085887" "20140064086"

"9479506" "9661514" "20100054140"

"9872185" "8743703" "20130322265"

"9112729" "20110238985"

"20080052401" "8670313"

"20140050106" "20140043999"

"20080052394" "20110289578"

$18 $740 "20170099196" "20020009053" US-PGPUB; iOR OFF 2018/08/14

"20150117313" "20180102976" USPAT; 20:15

"20130315237" "20080263424" USOCR;

"9391912" "20120020301" "9871734" FPRS;

"7417948" "8031593" "9178661" EPO; JPO;

"20150350048" "20140181282" DERWENT;

"9112807" "20170171085" "9853903" |IBM_TDB

"20060153204" "20150289159"

"9503365" "20040090923" "7242668"

"8036107" "20130152187"

"20130121298" "9220110" "8677489"

"8577363" "20080049619"

"20020196789" "20130198805"

"20120142341" "20180167337"

"6965666" "9277538" "10027559"

"20160127223" "20170331750"

"7852767" "20170104692" "6400681"

"20150089048" "20150207724"

"20140304776" "7917471"

"20150085655" "7116661" "9894694"

"20140194068" "20150305006"

"20180167987" "20080052387"

"20130100797"

$19 1254 "20170099196" "20020009053" US-PGPUB; iOR OFF 2018/08/14

"20150117313" "20180102976" USPAT; 20:16

"20130315237" "20080263424" USOCR;

"9391912" "20120020301" "9871734" FPRS;

"7417948" "8031593" "9178661" EPO; JPO;

"20150350048" "20140181282" DERWENT;

"9112807" "20170171085" "9853903" |IBM_TDB

"20060153204" "20150289159"

"9503365" "20040090923" "7242668"

"8036107" "20130152187"

"20130121298" "9220110" "8677489"

"8577363"

$20 35 "20020009053" US-PGPUB; iOR OFF 2018/08/14

USPAT; 20:18

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

$21 6 "20150117313" US-PGPUB; iOR OFF 2018/08/14

USPAT; 20:18

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB
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$22 "20180102976" US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

OR OFF 2018/08/14

20:18

$23 "20130315237" US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

OR OFF 2018/08/14

20:19

$24 "20080263424" US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

OR OFF 2018/08/14

20:19

$26 "20120020301" US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

OR OFF 2018/08/14

20:20

$27 "20150350048" US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

OR OFF 2018/08/14

20:20

$28 "20140181282" US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

OR OFF 2018/08/14

20:20

$29 "20170171085" US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

OR OFF 2018/08/14

20:21

$30 "20060153204" US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

OR OFF 2018/08/14

20:21

$31 "20150289159" US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

OR OFF 2018/08/14

20:21
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DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

$32 "20040090923" US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

OR OFF 2018/08/14

20:22

$33 "20130152187" US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

OR OFF 2018/08/14

20:22

S34 "20130121298" US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

OR OFF 2018/08/14

20:22

$35 10 "15126288" US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

ADJ OFF 2018/08/24

11:07

$36 "20140052836" US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

ADJ OFF 2018/08/24

11:22

$37 1140 (OpenFLow near5 (control$4))

same(match$3 near3 (sequence near2

(number$1)) rule$1 polic$3)

US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

OR OFF 2018/08/24

11:26

$38 340 $37 and (SDN) same (packet PDU near2

(flow$1 stream$1))

US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

OR OFF 2018/08/24

11:26

$39 382 (SDN) same (packet PDU near2 (flow$1

stream$1)) same(check$3 match$3 near2

(criteria criterion rule$1 polic$3))

US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

OR OFF 2018/08/24

11:26

S40 94 S37 and (SDN) same (packet PDU near2

(flow$1 stream$1)) same(check$3

match$3 near2 (criteria criterion rule$1

US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

OR OFF 2018/08/24

11:27
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polic$3)) FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

S41 "L12" and (SDN) same (packet PDU near2

(flow$1 stream$1))

US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

OR OFF 2018/08/27

07:45

$42 "L13" and (SDN) same (packet PDU near2

(flow$1 stream$1))

US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

OR OFF 2018/08/27

07:45

S43 "L14" and (SDN) same (packet PDU near2

(flow$1 stream$1))

US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

OR OFF 2018/08/27

07:45

$44 "L15" and (SDN) same (packet PDU near2

(flow$1 stream$1))

US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

OR OFF 2018/08/27

07:46

S45 "L16" and (SDN) same (packet PDU near2

(flow$1 stream$1))

US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

OR OFF 2018/08/27

07:46

S46 "L17" and (SDN) same (packet PDU near2

(flow$1 stream$1))

US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

OR OFF 2018/08/27

07:46

S47 "L18" and (SDN) same (packet PDU near2

(flow$1 stream$1))

US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

OR OFF 2018/08/27

07:46

S48 "L19" and (SDN) same (packet PDU near2

(flow$1 stream$1))

US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

OR OFF 2018/08/27

07:46

[S49 |39979 |(H04L43/026 HO4L12/6418 H04L43/028 |US-PGPUB;| OR OFF 2018/08/27:
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H04L49/70 H04L69/161).CPC. USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

07:46

S50 416 S49 and (SDN) same (packet PDU near2

(flow$1 stream$1))

US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

OR OFF 2018/08/27

07:46

$51 S46 and (SDN) same (packet PDU near2

(flow$1 stream$1))

US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

OR OFF 2018/08/27

07:47

$53 "L6" and (OpenFLow near5d (control$4))

same(match$3 near3 (sequence near2

(number$1)) rule$1 polic$3)

US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

OR OFF 2018/08/27

07:48

$54 "L12" and (OpenFLow near5 (control$4))

same(match$3 near3 (sequence near2

(number$1)) rule$1 polic$3)

US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

OR OFF 2018/08/27

07:49

$55 404 DPI and (SDN) same (packet PDU near2

(flow$1 stream$1))

US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

OR OFF 2018/09/03

20:14

S56 "20170099196" DERWENT OR OFF 2019/03/27

16:32

$57 "20100208590" DERWENT OR OFF 2019/03/27

16:33

$58 "20140052836" DERWENT OR OFF 2019/03/27

16:33

S59 "20100208590" US-PGPUB;

USPAT;:

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

OR OFF 2019/03/27

16:59

S60 "20140052836" US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

OR OFF 2019/03/27

17:04
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"20060153204" "20150289159"

"9503365" "20040090923" "7242668"

"8036107" "20130152187"

"20130121298" "9220110" "8677489"

"8577363" "20080049619"

"20020196789" "20130198805"

"20120142341" "20180167337"

"6965666" "9277538" "10027559"

"20160127223" "20170331750"

"7852767" "20170104692" "6400681"

"20150089048" "20150207724"

"20140304776" "7917471"

"20150085655" "7116661" "9894694"

"20140194068" "20150305006"

"20180167987" "20080052387"

"20130100797" "20120201140"

"20150295808" "20150207677"

"9667556" "20150365879"

"20150304209" "20140297847"

"9485185" "20110116405" "9100285"

"20160278140" "20170317933"

"20170063660" "20080049624"

"6282270" "20080049769"

"20180091388" "9088581" "8780721"

"20100085887" "20140064086"

"9479506" "9661514" "20100054140"

"9872185" "8743703" "20130322265"

"9112729" "20110238985"

"20080052401" "8670313"

"20140050106" "20140043999"

"20080052394" "20110289578"

"20080049776" "20170257319"

"20140071977" "20160134502"

"20080049615" "9979595"

— i 1BM_TDB

S61 {7 "L6" and (OpenFLow near5d (control$4)) US-PGPUB; OR OFF 2019/03/27

same(match$3 near3 (sequence near2 USPAT; 22:42

(number$1)) rule$1 polic$3) USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

S62 34 "L17" and (SDN) same (packet PDU near2 {US-PGPUB; OR OFF 2019/03/27

(flow$1 stream$1)) USPAT; 22:42

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

S63 14 $62 and (SDN) same (packet PDU near2 %US-PGPUB; OR OFF 2019/03/27

(flow$1 stream$1)) USPAT; 22:42

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

$64 #1524 "20170099196" "20020009053" US-PGPUB; 3OR OFF 2019/03/27

"20150117313" "20180102976" USPAT; 22:42

"20130315237" "20080263424" USOCR;

"9391912" "20120020301" "9871734" FPRS;

"7417948" "8031593" "9178661" EPO; JPO;

"20150350048" "20140181282" DERWENT;

"9112807" "20170171085" "9853903" IBM_TDB
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"20120230214"

"20160344611"

"20120230328"

"20030108030"

"20080049777"

"20140064100"

"20160112896"

"20080049630"

"20120127881"

"20140092723"

"20130135993"

"20080052206"

"20080049649"

"20080049640"

"20170310600"

"20130322249"

"20160057062"

"20120082161"

"20170339217"

"20150110097"

"20120182864"

"20080049632"

"20120321052"

"20150365846"

"20080049628"

"20120314573"

"20080049746"

"20120257617"

"20160080272"

"20070076653"

"20130033984"

"7933214" "20130003538" "7203190"

"20080049748"

"20110032821"

"20080052393"

"9596169" "20140321273" "8687614"

"20090067399"

"20170324674"

"9479341" "20110317580"

"20120236729"

"9014204"

"20080049753"

"20160044095"

"7684332" "20150295998"

"20130294243"

"8015294"

"20080049775"

"20140226485"

"8194555" "8223654"

"20080049637"

S65 1370 "20070076653"

"20130033984"

"20130003538"

"20120127881"

"20140092723"

"20130135993"

"20080052206"

"20080049649"

"20080049640"

"20170310600"

"20130322249"

"20160057062"

"20120082161"

"20170339217"

"20150110097"

"20120182864"

"20080049632"

"20120321052"

"20080049630"

"7933214"

"7203190"

"20080049748"

"20110032821"

"20080052393"

"9596169" "20140321273" "8687614"

"20090067399"

"20170324674"

"9479341" "20110317580"

"20120236729"

"9014204"

"20080049753"

"20160044095"

"7684332" "20150295998"

"20130294243"

"8015294"

"20080049775"

"20140226485"

"8194555" "8223654"

"20080049637"

US-PGPUB; iOR

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

OFF 2019/03/27

22:42

S66 1264 (OpenFLow near5 (control$4))

same(match$3 near3 (sequence near2

(number$1)) rule$1 polic$3)

US-PGPUB; iOR

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

OFF 2019/03/27

22:42

S67 1104

polic$3))

S66 and (SDN) same (packet PDU near2

(flow$1 stream$1)) same(check$3

match$3 near2 (criteria criterion rule$1

US-PGPUB; iOR

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

OFF 2019/03/27

22:42

[S68 (11264 '|(OpenFLow near5 (control$4)) \|US-PGPUB; JOR OFF 2019/03/27:
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same(match$3 near3 (sequence near2

(number$1)) rule$1 polic$3)

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

22:43

S69 478 DPI and (SDN) same (packet PDU near2

(flow$1 stream$1))

US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

OR OFF 2019/03/27

22:43

$70 370/389.ccls. and DPI and (SDN) same

(packet PDU near2 (flow$1 stream$1))

US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

OR OFF 2019/03/27

22:44

S71 17590 370/389.ccls. US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

OR OFF 2019/03/27

22:44

$72 "15497119" US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

OR OFF 2019/03/28

10:50

$73 "15769777" US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

OR OFF 2019/03/28

13:55

$74 370/389.ccls. and DPI and (SDN) and

(packet PDU near2 (flow$1 stream$1))

US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

OR OFF 2019/04/12

21:18

$75 776 DPI and (SDN) and (packet PDU near2

(flow$1 stream$1))

US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

OR OFF 2019/04/12

21:18

$78 815 DPI and ((software defined network$3)

or(SDN)) and (packet or PDU near2

(flow$1 or stream$1))

US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

ADJ OFF 2019/04/12

21:25
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— y 1BM_TDB

$79 4249 DPI same (SDN) and (packet PDU near2 %US-PGPUB;}}OR OFF 2019/04/12

(flow$1 stream$1)) USPAT; 21:27

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

S80 #460 (SDN) same (packet PDU near2 (flow$1 US-PGPUB; OR OFF 2019/04/12

stream$1)) same(check$3 match$3 near2 WUSPAT; 21:29

(criteria criterion rule$1 polic$3)) USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

$81 44 "L17" and (SDN) same (packet PDU near2 {US-PGPUB; OR OFF 2019/04/12

(flow$1 stream$1)) USPAT; 21:29

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

$82 1403 "7852767" "20080052394" US-PGPUB; 3}OR OFF 2019/04/12

"20110289578" "20080049776" USPAT; 21:30

"20170257319" "20140071977" USOCR;

"20080049628" "20120230328" FPRS;

"20120314573" "20030108030" EPO; JPO;

"8015294" "20150110097" DERWENT;

"20080049775" "20120182864" IBM_TDB

"20140226485" "20080049632"

"8194555" "8223654" "20120321052"

"20080049637" "20160113006"

"8358580" "9602265" "8520603"

"20080049626" "9253661"

"20150138955" "20120327816"

"20160380878" "20080002677"

$83 $73 "9088581" "8780721" "20100085887" US-PGPUB; OR OFF 2019/04/12

"20140064086" "9479506" "9661514" USPAT; 21:31

"20100054140" "9872185" "8743703" USOCR;

"20130322265" "9112729" FPRS;

"20110238985" "20080052401" EPO; JPO;

"8670313" DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

5/28/2019 1:06:07 PM
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5/28/2019 Innovation Plus - IP.com

. responsive to the packets... 7 O mods

eanened Relevance vVisuals None »

0 filters STIL

A method for deep packet inspection (DPI) in as

configuring a plurality of network nodes operah

a network node a first packet of a flow, t

in the SDN with at least ane probe instruction: receiving from

t packet matches the at feast one probe...

CURRENT ASSIGNEES: ORCKIT CORRIGENT LIB T+ 7}

US2077 0090196 | US APPLICATIONS [ OS-APR-2017

& Cantrolled data network error recovery

A method, a systern and network nodes using indication of possible

can be handled differently than other units. The unit is ind

which if is resent hecaus

duplicates CPDY that these units

ated ta be a possible duplicate to the entity to

@ no response was recaived from the entity it Was...

CURRENT ASSIGNEES: MICROSOFT TECH LICENSING LLC

US20020000053 | US APPLICATIONS | 24-JAN-2002

4 Controlled data network error recovery

A method, a systern and network nodes using indication af possihle duplicates GPM of units, <

can be hand ad differently than other units. The unit is indicated to be a possible duplicate to the entity to

which i is resent hecause no response was received frorn the entity it was...

CURRENT ASSIGNEES: MICROSOFT TECH LICENSING LLC

WS7aT 7988 [US PATENTS | 26-AUG-2033

4. Controlled data network error recovery

tle duplicates of units, so that th

be a possible duplicate to the entity to which &

is rasent because no response was received from the antity it was sent...

s use an ind: es@ units can

runiis. The unit is i

A method, 3 system and network nod

be handied differently than ott

ation of pos

dicated to

CURRENT ASSIGNEES: Mi) i LICENSING LEC

1520080283424 | US APPLICATIONS | 28-OCT-2003

&. Supervised data network fault recovery

s use an ind: es@ units canA method, a system and network nod ation of possible dupiicates of units, so that th

be handled differently than other units. The unit is indicated to be a possible duplicate to the errtity to which tt

is resent because no respanse was received from the entity it was sent.

CURRENT ASSIGNEES: NOKIA CORP

FITISS228 | FINLAND PATENTS | 15-JUN-2064

& Selective Bicasting

A method including receivirig a packet and determining whether a bi

indicates that the packet has been transmitted to fvo or more

ion associated with the packet

ctass points: and dropping the packet in

dependence or at least ane citerion.

CURRENT ASSIGNEES: NOKIA TEC

US20150117315 | US APPLICATIONS | 36-4

Controlled data network error recovery

_Adneathod. a sustem. aod network, noces use an incication of. cassitte.cl

https://iq.ip.com/discover

Cur Assignes by Relevance

ORCKIT CORRIGENT LTD (4}

KIA TECH OY {34}

ALCATEL LUCENT (17)

NOKIA NETWORKS INC (3)

NOKIA SOLUTIONS & NET...

Le EA BNALON STILT TER TOD, ABE.

{40}

{17}
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EAST Search History

EAST Search History

EAST Search History (Prior Art)

Ref

#

Hits Search Query DBs Default

Operator

Plurals Time

Stamp

L1 370/$.ccls. AND mirror$3 WITH DPI AND

SDN

US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

ADJ OFF 2019/07/03

22:43

L2 13 mirror$3 WITH DPI AND SDN US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

ADJ OFF 2019/07/03

22:44

L3 370/389.ccls. and DPI and (SDN) same

(packet PDU near2 (flow$1 stream$1))

US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

OR OFF 2019/07/03

22:44

L4 63 370/$.ccls. and DPI and (SDN) same

(packet PDU near2 (flow$1 stream$1))

US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

OR OFF 2019/07/03

22:44

S1 10 "15126288" US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

OR OFF 2018/08/14

19:58

$2 ((Barsheshet) NEAR3(Yossi)).INV. US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

ADJ OFF 2018/08/14

19:59

((Doctori) NEAR3(Simhon)).INV. US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

ADJ OFF 2018/08/14

20:00

91 ((Solomon)NEAR3(Ronen)).INV. US-PGPUB; ADJ OFF 2018/08/14
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USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

20:00

18764 (H04L43/028 H04L49/70

HO4L69/161).CPC.

US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

OR OFF 2018/08/14

20:02

S6 39906 (H04L43/026 H04L12/6418 H04L43/028

H04L49/70 H04L69/161).CPC.

US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

OR OFF 2018/08/14

20:04

S7 "20130329734" US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

OR OFF 2018/08/14

20:05

"20100208590" US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

OR OFF 2018/08/14

20:07

Sg "20110264802" US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

OR OFF 2018/08/14

20:07

S10 "20100212006" US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

OR OFF 2018/08/14

20:08

S11 37 "2672668" US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

OR OFF 2018/08/14

20:08

$12 1819 "20170099196" "20020009053"

"20150117313" "20180102976"

"20130315237" "20080263424"

"9391912" "20120020301" "9871734"

"7417948" "8031593" "9178661"

"20150350048" "20140181282"

US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

OR OFF 2018/08/14

20:12
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"9112807" "20170171085" "9853903"

"20060153204" "20150289159"

"9503365" "20040090923" "7242668"

"8036107" "20130152187"

"20130121298" "9220110" "8677489"

"8577363" "20080049619"

"20020196789" "20130198805"

"20120142341" "20180167337"

"6965666" "9277538" "10027559"

"20160127223" "20170331750"

"7852767" "20170104692" "6400681"

"20150089048" "20150207724"

"20140304776" "7917471"

"20150085655" "7116661" "9894694"

"20140194068"

"20180167987"

"20130100797"

"20150295808"

"20150305006"

"20080052387"

"20120201 140"

"20150207677"

"9667556" "20150365879"

"20150304209" "20140297847"
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(number$1)) rule$1 polic$3)

US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

OR OFF 2019/03/27

22:42

S62 "L17" and (SDN) same (packet PDU

near2 (flow$1 stream$1))

US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

OR OFF 2019/03/27

22:42

S63 S62 and (SDN) same (packet PDU near2

(flow$1 stream$1))

US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

OR OFF 2019/03/27

22:42

S64 1524 "20170099196" "20020009053"

"20150117313" "20180102976"

"20130315237" "20080263424"

"9391912" "20120020301" "9871734"

"7417948" "8031593" "9178661"

"20150350048" "20140181282"

"9112807" "20170171085" "9853903"

"20060153204" "20150289159"

"9503365" "20040090923" "7242668"

US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

OR OFF 2019/03/27

22:42
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EAST Search History

"8036107" "20130152187"

"20130121298" "9220110" "8677489"

"8577363" "20080049619"

"20020196789" "20130198805"

"20120142341" "20180167337"

"6965666" "9277538" "10027559"

"20160127223" "20170331750"

"7852767" "20170104692" "6400681"

"20150089048" "20150207724"

"20140304776" "7917471"

"20150085655" "7116661" "9894694"

"20140194068"

"20180167987"

"20130100797"

"20150295808"

"20150305006"

"20080052387"

"20120201 140"

"20150207677"

"9667556" "20150365879"

"20150304209" "20140297847"

"9485185" "20110116405" "9100285"

"20160278140" "20170317933"

"20170063660" "20080049624"

"6282270" "20080049769"

"20180091388" "9088581" "8780721"

"20100085887" "20140064086"

"9479506" "9661514" "201000541 40"

"9872185" "8743703" "20130322265"

"9112729" "20110238985"

"20080052401"

"201400501 06"

"20080052394"

"20080049776"

"20140071977"

"20080049615"

"20120230214"

"20160344611"

"20120230328"

"20030108030"

"20080049777"

"20140064100"

"20160112896"

"20080049630"

"7933214" "20130003538" "7203190"

"20120127881"

"20140092723"

"20130135993"

"9596169" "20140321273" "8687614"

"20080052206"

"20080049649"

"8670313"

"20140043999"

"20110289578"

"20170257319"

"20160134502"

"9979595"

"20150365846"

"20080049628"

"20120314573"

"20080049746"

"20120257617"

"20160080272"

"20070076653"

"20130033984"

"20080049748"

"20110032821"

"20080052393"

"20090067399"

"20170324674"

"9479341" "20110317580"

"20080049640"

"20170310600"

"20130322249"

"20160057062"

"20120236729"

"9014204"

"20080049753"

"20160044095"

"7684332" "20150295998"

"20120082161"

"20170339217"

"20150110097"

"20120182864"

"20080049632"

"20120321052"

"20130294243"

"8015294"

"20080049775"

"20140226485"

"8194555" "8223654"

"20080049637"

S65 370 "20070076653"

"20130033984"

"20130003538"

"20120127881"

"20140092723"

"20080049630"

"7933214"

"7203190"

"20080049748"

"20110032821"

US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

OR OFF 2019/03/27

22:42
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EAST Search History

"20130135993" "20080052393" DERWENT;

"9596169" "20140321273" "8687614" IBM_TDB

"20080052206" "20090067399"

"20080049649" "20170324674"

"9479341" "20110317580"

"20080049640" "20120236729"

"20170310600" "9014204"

"20130322249" "20080049753"

"20160057062" "20160044095"

"7684332" "20150295998"

"20120082161" "20130294243"

"20170339217" "8015294"

"20150110097" "20080049775"

"20120182864" "20140226485"

"20080049632" "8194555" "8223654"

"20120321052" "20080049637"

S66 31264 %(OpenFLow near5 (control$4)) US-PGPUB; OR OFF 2019/03/27

same(match$3 near3 (sequence near2 USPAT; 22:42

(number$1)) rule$1 polic$3) USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

S67 4104 S66 and (SDN) same (packet PDU near2 {US-PGPUB; OR OFF 2019/03/27

(flow$1 stream$1)) same(check$3 USPAT; 22:42

match$3 near2 (criteria criterion rule$1 USOCR;

polic$3)) FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

S68 41264 %(OpenFLow near5 (control$4)) US-PGPUB; }OR OFF 2019/03/27

same(match$3 near3 (sequence near2 USPAT; 22:43

(number$1)) rule$1 polic$3) USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

S69 3478 DPI and (SDN) same (packet PDU near2 %US-PGPUB;#3OR OFF 2019/03/27

(flow$1 stream$1)) USPAT; 22:43

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

$70 43 370/389.ccls. and DPI and (SDN) same {%US-PGPUB;#OR OFF 2019/03/27

(packet PDU near2 (flow$1 stream$1)) USPAT; 22:44

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

$71 417590 4370/389.ccls. US-PGPUB; }OR OFF 2019/03/27

USPAT; 22:44

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

$72 1 "15497119" US-PGPUB; 3OR OFF 2019/03/28

USPAT; 10:50

USOCR;

FPRS;
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EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

$73 "15769777" US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

OR OFF 2019/03/28

13:55

$74 370/389.ccls. and DPI and (SDN) and

(packet PDU near2 (flow$1 stream$1))

US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

OR OFF 2019/04/12

21:18

$75 776 DPI and (SDN) and (packet PDU near2

(flow$1 stream$1))

US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

OR OFF 2019/04/12

21:18

$78 815 DPI and ((software defined network$3)

or(SDN)) and (packet or PDU near2

(flow$1 or stream$1))

US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

ADJ OFF 2019/04/12

21:25

$79 249 DPI same (SDN) and (packet PDU near2

(flow$1 stream$1))

US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

OR OFF 2019/04/12

21:27

$80 460 (SDN) same (packet PDU near2 (flow$1

stream$1)) same(check$3 match$3

near2 (criteria criterion rule$1 polic$3))

US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

OR OFF 2019/04/12

21:29

$81 "L17" and (SDN) same (packet PDU

near2 (flow$1 stream$1))

US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

OR OFF 2019/04/12

21:29

$82 403 "7852767" "20080052394"

"20110289578"

"20170257319"

"20080049628"

"20120314573"

"20080049776"

"20140071977"

"20120230328"

"20030108030"

"8015294" "20150110097"

"20080049775"

"20140226485"

"8194555" "8223654" "20120321052"

"20120182864"

"20080049632"

US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

OR OFF 2019/04/12

21:30
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EAST Search History

"20080049637" "20160113006"

"8358580" "9602265" "8520603"

"20080049626" "9253661"

"20150138955" "20120327816"

"20160380878" "20080002677"

"9871734" "20050232222" "6944150"

"9503365" "7471653" "20040090923"

"7242668" "10165492" "20160036673"

"20170104692" "20150305006"

"10027559" "20180109565" "9479506"

"8224371" "20130121298"

"20180262924" "20060153204"

"9220110" "9832092" "20060190612"

"8045515" "20140194068" "9853903"

"9584387" "20070058545" "9277538"

"7492728" "20130100797" "9661514"

"10193941" "9112729" "20160127223"

"8036107" "20170331750"

"20080052387" "7055174"

"20150195185" "20110238985"

"20110116405" "8913596" "10069736"

"20080049769" "20170317933"

"9872185" "20080049624"

"20150089048"

"20190089587"

"20150085655"

"20100085887"

"20140297847"

"20170364702"

"20150254303"

"10095878"

"20080049776"

"8670313"

"20120230214"

"20080049775"

"8880115" "20140050106" "8743703"

"20150207724" "20130322265"

"20140064086" "8565805" "9374281"

"8687614" "20140071977" "9667556"

"20080049619" "20190037383"

"20080052394" "9842135"

"20190036888" "20190095478"

"20140043999" "20190018975"

"8520603" "20130152187"

"20120127881" "20140064100"

"10298476" "9485185" "20080049630"

"20080049628" "20160080272"

"8223654" "20150289159"

"20120230328" "9014204"

"20130135993" "20130033984"

"20080049746" "20080049615"

"7684332" "20160134502"

"20110289578"

"20140321273"

"20080052401"

"20110317580"

"20180084475"

"20080049649"

"9479341"

"20080052393"

S83 173 "9088581" "8780721" "20100085887" {US-PGPUB;OR OFF 2019/04/12

"20140064086" "9479506" "9661514" IUSPAT; 21:31

"20100054140" "9872185" "8743703" IUSOCR;

"20130322265" "9112729" FPRS;

"20110238985" "20080052401" EPO; JPO;

"8670313" DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

S84 {2104 {"20170099196" "20020009053" US-PGPUB; 1OR OFF 2019/05/28

"7417948" "20080263424" USPAT;: 12:26
"20150117313" "20120020301" USOCR;

"9112807" "9391912" "20140181282" IFPRS;

"8031593" "9178661" "20170171085" IEPO; JPO;

"6965666" "20090067399" DERWENT;

"20180102976" "20130315237" IBM_TDB
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EAST Search History

"8358580" "20120269071" "8619596"

"20150127783"

"20110032821"

"20150207677"

"20120314573"

"9253661"

"20080049777"

"20080049748"

"8102770" "9602265"

"9241277" "9100285" "20130294243"

"20170366395"

"20180365040"

"20150304209"

"20120236750"

"20150295998"

"20150110097"

"20020152315"

"20120257617"

"20080052206"

"8194555" "8677489"

"9042370"

"8015294"

"20080049637"

"8576722" "7852767"

"20150373061"

"9054986" "8619820"

"8307065" "20130322249"

"20180097853"

"20170339217"

"20160057062"

"20120236729"

"20150138955"

"20080049745"

"6614784" "8107366"

"20080002677"

"8064391"

"20170324652"

"8811160" "20130198805" "9979595"

"20150149631"

"20160380878"

"20120127882"

"8213366"

"20120321052"

"20080002676"

"9240906" "20080049747"

"20080049640"

"20080317032"

"20080049650"

"20140226485"

"7940735"

"20080049632"

"8948036"

"20030169688"

"10002011" "7808918" "20080049626"

"9832090" "9621361" "20060018318"

"20180248788" "20160043940"

"7089027" "20150312283"

"20130322432"

"201900901 72"

"20140043977"

"20080049753"

"20150350048"

"9794855"

"20120201139"

"20120327816"

"9225609"

"20180048549"

"9225646" "8577363" "20080002716"

"20080049641"

"10084642"

"8374090" "9118717"

$85 843 "6944150" "9503365" "7471653"

"20040090923"

"20160036673"

"20150305006"

"20180109565"

"20130121298"

"20060153204"

"20060190612"

"20140194068"

"20070058545"

"20130100797"

"7242668" "10165492"

"20170104692"

"10027559"

"9479506" "8224371"

"20180262924"

"9220110"

"8045515"

"9853903"

"9277538"

"9661514"

"9112729" "20160127223"

"20170331750" "20080052387"

"7055174" "20150195185"

"20110238985" "20110116405"

"8913596" "10069736" "20080049769"

"20170317933" "9872185"

"9832092"

"9584387"

"7492728"

"10193941"

"8036107"

"20080049624" "20150089048"

"20150254303" "20190089587"

"10095878" "20150085655"

"20080049776" "20100085887"

"8670313" "20140297847"

"20120230214" "20170364702"

US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

OR OFF 2019/05/28

12:27
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EAST Search History

"20080049775" "8880115"

"20140050106" "8743703"

"20150207724" "20130322265"

"20140064086" "8565805" "9374281"

"8687614" "20140071977" "9667556"

"20080049619" "20190037383"

"20080052394" "9842135"

"20190036888" "20190095478"

"20140043999"

S86 5 "20020009053" US-PGPUB; OR OFF 2019/05/28

USPAT; 12:29

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

S87 6 "20150117313" US-PGPUB; OR OFF 2019/05/28

USPAT; 12:30

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

S88 45 "20120020301" US-PGPUB; }OR OFF 2019/05/28

USPAT; 12:31

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

S89 44716 3(SDN) same (packet PDU near2 (flow$1 %US-PGPUB; {OR OFF 2019/05/28

stream$1)) USPAT; 13:01

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

$90 41299 i§(OpenFLow near5 (control$4)) US-PGPUB; OR OFF 2019/05/28

same(match$3 near3 (sequence near2 USPAT; 13:02

(number$1)) rule$1 polic$3) USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

$91 1497 DPI and (SDN) same (packet PDU near2 US-PGPUB; OR OFF 2019/05/28

(flow$1 stream$1)) USPAT; 13:02

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

$92 43 370/389.ccls. and DPI and (SDN) same %US-PGPUB;#OR OFF 2019/05/28

(packet PDU near2 (flow$1 stream$1)) USPAT; 13:03

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

$93 1837 DPI and ((software defined network$3) %US-PGPUB; ADJ OFF 2019/05/28

or(SDN)) and (packet or PDU near2 USPAT; 13:04

(flow$1 or stream$1)) USOCR;
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FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

$94 31 different entit$3 AND DPI and ((software

defined network$3) or(SDN)) and

(packet or PDU near2 (flow$1 or

stream$1))

US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

ADJ OFF 2019/05/28

13:05

$95 1320 (OpenFLow near5 (control$4))

same(match$3 near3 (sequence near2

(number$1)) rule$1 polic$3)

US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

OR OFF 2019/07/01

14:58

S96 32 different entit$3 AND DPI and ((software

defined network$3) or(SDN)) and

(packet or PDU near2 (flow$1 or

stream$1))

US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

ADJ OFF 2019/07/01

15:04

$97 857 DPI and ((software defined network$3)

or(SDN)) and (packet or PDU near2

(flow$1 or stream$1))

US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

ADJ OFF 2019/07/01

15:05

$98 370/389.ccls. and DPI and (SDN) same

(packet PDU near2 (flow$1 stream$1))

US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

OR OFF 2019/07/01

15:05

S99 "20100208590" US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

OR OFF 2019/07/01

15:05

$100 "20140052836" US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

OR OFF 2019/07/01

15:06

$101 "20120020301" US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

OR OFF 2019/07/01

15:06

[S102 410 "15126288" \|US-PGPUB; OR OFF 2019/07/01.
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USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

15:25

$103 "20170099196" DERWENT OR OFF 2019/07/01

15:26

$104 "20160219080" US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

ADJ OFF 2019/07/01

16:15

$105 13 mirror$3 WITH DPI AND SDN US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

ADJ OFF 2019/07/01

16:23

$106 "20140094183" US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

ADJ OFF 2019/07/01

16:35

$107 "20170034834" US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

ADJ OFF 2019/07/01

16:36

7/3/2019 11:53:11 PM
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

ATTY.'S DOCKET: ORCKIT-OO0O1-US

In re Application of: Confirmation No. 9263

Ronen Solomon Art Unit: 2466

Appln. No.: 15/126,288 Examiner: Voltaire, Jean F.

Filed: September 15, 2016 Washington, D.C.

For: A METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR

DEEP PACKET INSPECTION ... ) October 2, 2019

AMENDMENT

Customer Service Window, Mail Stop Amendment

Honorable Commissioner for Patents

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office

Randolph Building, 401 Dulany Street

Alexandria, Virginia 22314

Sir:

This is in response to the examiner’s action of July

8, 2019 (“Action”).

Remarks / Arguments begin on page 2 of this paper.
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Response to Office Action of July 8, 2019

REMARKS / ARGUMENTS

The Examiner’s Action dated July 8, 2019, has been

received, and its content carefully noted.

Office action, Section 9, pages 4-24

Claims 20-73 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as

being unpatentable over Dolganow et al. (US 2010/0208590 —-

“Dolganow”) in view of Huang et al. (US 2016/0219080 —

“Huang”).

a. Improper rationale.

1. Same rationale for different limitations

The Action relies on the Huang reference for the

missing limitations of claims 1, 21, 52, 22, 53, 23, 54, 24,

25, 55, 26, 56, 28, 29, 30, 49, 72, 50, 73, and 51. In all

these cases, the same rationale of woe to realize data

collection and transmission of a control policy for one end-

to-multiple ends.” is stated. First, this rationale amounts to

nothing more than a conclusory statement, while is the Office

prima facie burden to provide a “satisfactory explanation” for

the motivation finding that includes an express and “rational”

connection with the evidence presented. Second, the missing

limitations are different and distinct, and thus the SAME

rationale is improper, since the SAME rationale provides no

link to the present application, as required in MPEP 2143 that

clearly states that “Any rationale employed must provide a

link between the factual findings and the legal conciusion of

obviousness.” (Emphasis added), and TM.. there must be “some

articulated reasoning with some rational underpinning” to

support the Examiner’s findings and conclusion of

obviousness”. See KSR Inti Co. v. Teleflex Inc., 550 U.S. 401,
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418 (2007). Further, it is noted that “Absent some articulated

rationale for doing so, the Examiner’s conclusory assertion is

inadequate to support a conciusion of obviousness.” See KSR

Int’l Co. v. Teleflex Inc., 550 U.S. 398, 418 (2007); see also

In re Warner, 379 F.2d 1011, 1017 (CCPA 1967) (“The legal

conciusion of obviousness must be supported by facts. Where

the legal conclusion is not supported by facts it cannot

stand.”).

2. Changing operation principle.

The rationale is stated as “.. to realize data

collection and transmission of a control policy for one end-

to-muitiple ends.’ (Emphasis added). However, as implied by

its title and described throughout the disclosure, the

Dolganow reference is directed to ‘peer-to-peer’

communication, and NOT to any ‘one end-to-multiple ends. As

stated by the rationale. Modifying the Dolganow reference to

support point-to-multipoint clearly changes its principle of

operation, while MPEP 2143.01 states:

If the proposed modification or combination

of the prior art would change the principle

of operation of the prior art invention

being modified, then the teachings of the

references are not sufficient to render the

claims prima facie obvious.

In re Ratti, 270 F.2d 810, 123 USPQ 349 (CCPA 1959).

Further, such changes would render the Dolganow

reference inoperable for its intended purpose since it could

only operate in an SDN supported network.

3. Not required feature

Claims 21, 52, 22, 53, 23, 54, 24, 25, 55, 26, 56,

28, 293, 30, 49, 72, 50, 73, and 51 are rejected under the
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“

rationale of to realize data collection and transmission of

a control policy for one end-to-multipie ends”, which is the

SAME rationale stated for claim 1. Since claim 1 is already

admitted in the Action to provide this motivation, the added

features in these claims are unneeded and redundant - Unneeded

advantage: Where the secondary reference disclosed an

advantage, but where none of the cited prior art references

suggested that the primary reference could benefit from that

advantage or was in need of that advantage. [See, e.g., Ex

parte Saiki, No. 2000-0373, 2002 WL 32102452, at *3 (B.P.A.I.

Jan. 17, 2002); EX parte Burak, No. 2004-0823, 2004 WL

4981768, at *4 (Dec. 8, 2004)]. Redundant advantage - Where

the secondary reference disclosed an advantage, and where the

primary reference already possessed that advantage. See, e.g.,

EX parte Anttila & Jung, No. 2010-006328, 2012 WL 4718520, at

*3 (B.P.A.1I. Sept. 27, 2012); Kastelewicz, 2009 WL 1719394, at

*5-7; Ex parte Levine, No. 2010-001240, 2012 WL 4483329, at *3

(B.P.A.1. Sept. 25, 2012).

4. Unclear rationale

The rationale is stated as - TM“.. to realize data

collection and transmission of a control policy for one end-

to-multiple ends”, The Examiner's articulated reasoning

namely, to is conclusory, as it is not clear how the stated

limitations are relevant technically and logically to the

stated rationale, See In re Nuvasive, 842 F.3d 1376, 1383

(Fed. Cir. 2016) (noting that "'conclusory statements" alone

are insufficient and, instead, the finding must be supported

by a ‘reasoned explanation"TM') (quoting In re Lee, 277 F.3d

1338, 1342, 1345 (Fed. Cir. 2002)); see also Active Video

Networks, Inc., v. Verizon Communications, Inc., 694 F.3d
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1312, 1328 (Fed. Cir. 2012) (noting that "[t]he testimony is

generic and bears no relation to any specific combination of

prior art elements").

b. Combining the Dolganow_ and Huang references.

1. The Action contends that the Dolganow and Huang are

combined being in a ‘similar field of endeavor’. The applicant

respectfully request a clear definition of the ‘field of

endeavor’ as required by the rules. (MPEP 2141.01(a) (I) - ‘The

examiner must determine what is “analogous prior art” for the

purpose of analyzing the obviousness of the subject matter at

issue’).

2. Applicant submits that the Dolganow and Huang references

are directed towards respectively different purposes and are

based on respectively different structures, and thus are not

analogous to one another and cannot logically be combined. The

Dolganow reference involves DPI, where packets are handled

based on their content, while the Huang reference involves

SDN, where packets are handled based on externally received

instructions. For example, the Dolganow reference involves OSI

Layer 3 or above analysis, while the Huang reference involves

local routing (OSI Layer 2) without any analysis of the packet

content.

Hence, the two references are directed to different

devices having different functionalities and differently

handling traffic, and thus cannot be combined. It is

respectfully submitted that it is simply not appropriate to

select a secondary reference that happens to disclose, in

isolation, a single feature, and conclude, without a proper
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basis, that it would be obvious to add that feature to another

device in a different field.

3. The Action is clearly improperly shifting its position to

relying on the Huang reference, resulting in ‘moving target

rejections for [applicant] to traverse’. [See In re Durance,

No. 2017-1486, 2018 (Fed. Cir. June 1, 2018)].

4. Further, it would not be appropriate to base this rejection

on a combination of these references because the devices and

networks described in the Dolganow and Huang references are

each self-contained and independently operate effectively to

solve the stated problem of DPI of traffic, and:

Because each device independentiy operates

effectively, a person having ordinary skill

in the art, who was merely seeking to create

a better device to drain fluids from a

wound, would have no reason to combine the

features of both devices into a single

device.

[Kinetic Concepts v. Smith and Nephew, 688 F.3d 1342, at 1369

(CAFC, 2012).] - See MPEP $2143.01.

5. It is further noted that MPEP §808.02(A) explicitly recites

that different classes “.. shows that each invention has

attained recognition in the art as a separate subject for

inventive effort, and also a separate field of search.TM

(Emphasis added). Furthermore, there is no suggestion or

motivation to combine:

[Wihen art is directed to a different

purpose then a claimed invention, an

inventor would have jess motivation Or

occasion to consider it.

In re Oetiker, 977 F.2d 1443 (Fed. Cir. 1992).
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The Dolganow reference is classified under U.S.

Class 370/235 associated with “MULTIPLEX COMMUNICATIONS — DATA

FLOW CONGESTION PREVENTION OR CONTROL”, mainly focusing on

regulating the amount of information transmitted through the

network, while the Huang reference is classified under U.S.

Class HO4L 63/20 associated with “Network architectures or

network communication protocols for network security for

managing network security; network security policies in

general” — relating mainly to the DPI for security purposes.

Thus, the two reference are in different fields.

6. The Action fails to explain HOW the device described in the

Dolganow reference is being modified to include the

limitations taught by the Huang reference. The Action only

states that the missing limitations are disclosed by the Huang

reference and as such may be combined. A clear explanation is

required according to the rules.

c. Non-consistent rejections.

Claim 20 recites communication between first and

second entities. The rejection of claim 20 equates these

entities to ‘*P2P client 110 and a P2P central entity 150’ (see

at the bottom of page 4). However, in the rejection of claims

21, 52, 22, 53, 27, 57, 37, 60, 47, 70 and other claims, the

entities are improperly equated to DPI A 134 and DPI B 136.

Regarding claim 20.

a. Single vs. multiple networks. Claim 20 clearly recites a

single packet network. In contrast, the Dolganow reference

expressly teaches two different networks, namely 120 and 140,

connected via the node 130a.
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b. Missing limitations. Claim 20 explicitly recites the

limitation of: TM“.. sending, by the controller to the network

node over the packet network, an instruction and a packet—

applicable criterion”. This limitation is not addressed by the

Action. A prima facie case for obviousness “requires a

suggestion of all JTlimitations in a claim,” CEFMT, Inc. v.

Yieldup Int’l Corp., 349 F.3d 1333, 1342 (Fed. Cir. 2003). It

is noted that the Dolganow reference fails to disclose any

controller in general or any “an instruction and a packet-—

applicable criterion”, and in particular fails to disclose the

recited “.. sending, by the controller to the network node over

the packet network, an instruction and a packet—-applicable

criterion”. Further, claim 20 explicitly recites the

limitation of: TM“.. receiving, by the network node from the

controller, the instruction and the criterion”. The Action

relies upon paragraphs 12, 30, and 81 of the Dolganow

reference. HOWEVER, the Dolganow reference in general, and the

cited paragraphs in particular, ONLY described receiving

packets as part of the regular traffic to be analyzed, and are

silent regarding any receiving from a controller in general,

and receiving of ‘the instruction and the criterion’ in

particular.

Section 10 of the Action seems to state that

controller is inherent. First, such statement is improper

since "'The mere "Inherency, however, may not be established

by probabilities or possibilities. The mere fact that a

certain thing may resuit from a given set of circumstances is

not sufficient." In re Robertson, 169 F.3d 743, 745 (Fed. Cir.

1999) (citations omitted). Further, “To rely upon a theory of

inherency, there must be "a basis in fact and/or technical

reasoning to reasonably support the determination that the
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allegedly inherent characteristic necessarily flows from the

teachings of the applied prior art." Ex-parte Levy, 17 USPQ2d

1461, 1464 (BPAI 1990).

Second, even if such controller is arguendo

available, this does NOT teach the recited steps of sending

and receiving. However, in order to further differentiate over

the prior art claim 20 is amended to recite that the

controller is external to the network node, which is NOT the

case in the Dolganow reference.

c. In particular, such modification of the router or switch

described in the Dolganow reference requires massive change of

the device, to include means for receiving instruction via an

additional port, storing these instructions and criteria,

applying dedicated SDN software (such as OpenFlow) requiring

massive hardware, processing power and software, and

forwarding packets based on this criteria. Such modifications

fundamentally and inherently change the conventional routing /

switching functionalities described in the Dolganow reference,

and would require a substantial reconstruction and redesign of

the elements shown in the Dolganow reference as well as a

change in the basic principles under which the Dolganow

reference construction was designed to operate. (In re Ratti,

270 F.2d 810, 813 (CCPA 1959)): “a change in the basic

principles” refers to change that is fundamentai in scope so

as to relate to scientific or technical principles under which

the invention is designed to operate.”. Further, such changes

would render the Dolganow reference inoperable for its

intended purpose since it could only operate in an SDN

supported network.
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The absence of a reply to a specific rejection,

issue, or comment, does not signify agreement with that

rejection, issue, or comment. In addition, because the

arguments made above may not be exhaustive, there may be

reasons for patentability of any or all pending claims that

have not been expressed.

Nothing in this reply should be understood as

conceding any issue with regard to any claim, except as

specifically stated in this reply, and the amendment of any

claims does not necessarily signify concession of

unpatentability to the claim before its amendment. It should

further be understood that any filing of a terminal disclaimer

to obviate a rejection based on nonstatutory double patenting

is not an admission of the propriety of the rejection.

If the above arguments should not now place the

application in the condition for allowance, the examiner is

invited to call undersigned counsel to resolve any remaining

issues.

Respectfully submitted,

By /Yehuda Binder/

Yehuda Binder

Registration No. 73,612

Tel: +972-9-7409241

Mobile: +972-54-4444577

e-mail:yehuda@maypatents.com
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outlined in 37 CFR 1.705.

Any questions regarding the Patent Term Extension or Adjustment determination should be directed to the Office of

Patent Legal Administration at (571)-272-7702. Questions relating to issue and publication fee payments should be

directed to the Customer Service Center of the Office of Patent Publication at 1-(888)-786-0101 or (571)-272-4200.

Page 3 of 3
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OMB Clearance and PRA Burden Statement for PTOL-85 Part B

The Paperwork Reduction Act (PRA) of 1995 requires Federal agencies to obtain Office of Management and Budget

approval before requesting most types of information from the public. When OMB approves an agency request to

collect information from the public, OMB (i) provides a valid OMB Control Number and expiration date for the

agency to display on the instrument that will be used to collect the information and (i) requires the agency to inform

the public about the OMB Control Number’s legal significance in accordance with 5 CFR 1320.5(b).

The information collected by PTOL-85 Part B is required by 37 CFR 1.311. The information is required to obtain

or retain a benefit by the public which is to file (and by the USPTO to process) an application. Confidentiality is

governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.14. This collection is estimated to take 30 minutes to complete, including

gathering, preparing, and submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon

the individual case. Any comments on the amount of time you require to complete this form and/or suggestions

for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, U.S. Patent and Trademark Office,

U.S. Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR

COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissioner for Patents, P-O. Box 1450, Alexandria,

Virginia 22313-1450. Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection

of information unless it displays a valid OMB control number.

Privacy Act Statement

The Privacy Act of 1974 (P.L. 93-579) requires that you be given certain information in connection with your

submission of the attached form related to a patent application or patent. Accordingly, pursuant to the requirements

of the Act, please be advised that: (1) the general authority for the collection of this information is 35 U.S.C. 2(b)

(2); (2) furnishing of the information solicited is voluntary; and (3) the principal purpose for which the information

is used by the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office is to process and/or examine your submission related to a patent

application or patent. If you do not furnish the requested information, the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office may not

be able to process and/or examine your submission, which may result in termination of proceedings or abandonment

of the application or expiration of the patent.

The information provided by you in this form will be subject to the following routine uses:

1. The information on this form will be treated confidentially to the extent allowed under the Freedom of

Information Act (5 U.S.C. 552) and the Privacy Act (5 U.S.C 552a). Records from this system of records may

be disclosed to the Department of Justice to determine whether disclosure of these records is required by the

Freedom of Information Act.

2. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, in the course of presenting evidence

to a court, magistrate, or administrative tribunal, including disclosures to opposing counsel in the course of

settlement negotiations.

3. A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Member of Congress submitting

a request involving an individual, to whom the record pertains, when the individual has requested assistance

from the Member with respect to the subject matter of the record.

4. A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a contractor of the Agency having

need for the information in order to perform a contract. Recipients of information shall be required to comply

with the requirements of the Privacy Act of 1974, as amended, pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 552a(m).

5. A record related to an International Application filed under the Patent Cooperation Treaty in this system of

records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the International Bureau of the World Intellectual Property

Organization, pursuant to the Patent Cooperation Treaty.

6. A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to another federal agency for purposes of

National Security review (35 U.S.C. 181) and for review pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act (42 U.S.C. 218(c)).

7. Arecord from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the Administrator, General Services,

or his/her designee, during an inspection of records conducted by GSA as part of that agency's responsibility

to recommend improvements in records management practices and programs, under authority of 44 U.S.C.

2904 and 2906. Such disclosure shall be made in accordance with the GSA regulations governing inspection

of records for this purpose, and any other relevant (.e., GSA or Commerce) directive. Such disclosure shall

not be used to make determinations about individuals.

8. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the public after either publication of

the application pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 122(b) or issuance of a patent pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 151. Further, a record

may be disclosed, subject to the limitations of 37 CFR 1.14, as a routine use, to the public if the record was filed

in an application which became abandoned or in which the proceedings were terminated and which application

is referenced by either a published application, an application open to public inspection or an issued patent.

9. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Federal, State, or local law

enforcement agency, if the USPTO becomes aware of a violation or potential violation of law or regulation.
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Application No. Applicant(s)

; _ 15/126,288 BARSHESHET etal.

Notice of Allowability Examiner Art Unit | AIA (FITF) Status
JEAN F VOLTAIRE 2466 Yes

-- The MAILING DATE of this communication appears on the cover sheet with the correspondence address--

All claims being allowable, PROSECUTION ON THE MERITS IS (OR REMAINS) CLOSED in this application. If not included

herewith (or previously mailed), a Notice of Allowance (PTOL-85) or other appropriate communication will be mailed in due course. THIS

NOTICE OF ALLOWABILITY IS NOT A GRANT OF PATENT RIGHTS. This application is subject to withdrawal from issue at the initiative

of the Office or upon petition by the applicant. See 37 CFR 1.313 and MPEP 1308.

1.4] This communication is responsive to Applicant's arguments filed on 10/02/2019.

(J A declaration(s)/affidavit(s) under 37 CFR 1.130(b) was/were filed on .

2.() An election was made by the applicant in response to a restriction requirement set forth during the interview on ; the
restriction requirement and election have been incorporated into this action.

3.4} The allowed claim(s) is/are 20-73 . As a result of the allowed claim(s), you may be eligible to benefit from the Patent Prosecution

Highway program at a participating intellectual property office for the corresponding application. For more information, please see

http:/Awww.uspto.gov/patents/init_events/pph/index.jsp or send an inquiry to PPHfeedback@uspto.gov.

4.) Acknowledgment is made of a claim for foreign priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119(a)-(d) or (f).

Certified copies:

a) CAI b)(JSome = *c) CL) None of the:

1. (1 Certified copies of the priority documents have been received.

2. LJ Certified copies of the priority documents have been received in Application No.

3. (J Copies of the certified copies of the priority documents have been received in this national stage application from the

International Bureau (PCT Rule 17.2(a)).

* Certified copies not received:

Applicant has THREE MONTHS FROM THE "MAILING DATE" of this communication to file a reply complying with the requirements

noted below. Failure to timely comply will result in ABANDONMENT of this application.

THIS THREE-MONTH PERIOD IS NOT EXTENDABLE.

5.[J CORRECTED DRAWINGS (as "replacement sheets") must be submitted.

(1) including changes required by the attached Examiner's Amendment / Comment or in the Office action of
Paper No./Mail Date .

Identifying indicia such as the application number (see 37 CFR 1.84(c)) should be written on the drawings in the front (not the back) of each

sheet. Replacement sheet(s) should be labeled as such in the header according to 37 CFR 1.121(d).

6.0 DEPOSIT OF and/or INFORMATION about the deposit of BIOLOGICAL MATERIAL must be submitted. Note the
attached Examiner's comment regarding REQUIREMENT FOR THE DEPOSIT OF BIOLOGICAL MATERIAL.

Attachment(s)

1.[¥] Notice of References Cited (PTO-892) 5. (2) Examiner's Amendment/Comment

2.) Information Disclosure Statements (PTO/SB/08), 6. lv} Examiner's Statement of Reasons for Allowance
Paper No./Mail Date .

3. Examiner's Comment Regarding Requirement for Deposit 7. CZ Other .
of Biological Material

4. Interview Summary (PTO-413),

Paper No./Mail Date.

/JEAN F VOLTAIRE/ /JAE Y LEE/

Examiner, Art Unit 2466 Primary Examiner, Art Unit 2466

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office .

PTOL-37 (Rev. 08-13) Notice of Allowability Part of Paper No./Mail Date 20191223
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Application/Control Number: 15/126,288 Page 2

Art Unit: 2466

DETAILED ACTION

Notice of Pre-AlA or AIA Status

1. The present application, filed on or after March 16, 2013, is being examined

under the first inventor to file provisions of the AIA.

Allowable Subject Matter

2. Claims 20-73 are allowed.

3. The following is an examiner’s statement of reasons for allowance: Claims 20-73

are allowed for the reasons as set forth in Applicant's amendment and

remarks/arguments filed 10/02/2019.

Any comments considered necessary by applicant must be submitted no later

than the payment of the issue fee and, to avoid processing delays, should preferably

accompany the issue fee. Such submissions should be clearly labeled “Comments on

Statement of Reasons for Allowance.”

Conclusion

4. Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to JEAN F VOLTAIRE whose telephone number is

(571)272-3953. The examiner can normally be reached on M-F 9:00-6:45 PM.

Examiner interviews are available via telephone, in-person, and video

conferencing using a USPTO supplied web-based collaboration tool. To schedule an
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Application/Control Number: 15/126,288 Page 3

Art Unit: 2466

interview, applicant is encouraged to use the USPTO Automated Interview Request

(AIR) at http:/Awww.uspto.gov/interviewpractice.

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner's

supervisor, FARUK HAMZA can be reached on (571)272-7969. The fax phone number

for the organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is 571-273-8300.

Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the

Patent Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for

published applications may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR.

Status information for unpublished applications is available through Private PAIR only.

For more information about the PAIR system, see https://ppair-

my.uspto.gov/pair/PrivatePair. Should you have questions on access to the Private

PAIR system, contact the Electronic Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll-free).

If you would like assistance from a USPTO Customer Service Representative or access

to the automated information system, call 800-786-9199 (IN USA OR CANADA) or 571-

272-1000.

/JEAN F VOLTAIRE/

Examiner, Art Unit 2466

/JAE Y LEE/

Primary Examiner, Art Unit 2466
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Notice of References Cited

Application/Control No. Applicant(s)/Patent Under

15/126,288 Reexamination

BARSHESHET etal.

Examiner Art Unit

JEAN F VOLTAIRE 2466 Page 1 of 1

U.S. PATENT DOCUMENTS

* Country Code Number end Code Mine Wy Name CPC Classification US Classification

* | A | US-20100208590-A1 08-2010 Dolganow; Andrew H04L43/026 370/235

* | B | US-20160219080-A1 07-2016 Huang; Sunliang H04L63/20 1/1

* | C | US-20150124812-A1 05-2015 Agarwal; Kanak B. H04L45/24 370/392

* | D | US-20160020998-A1 01-2016 BIFULCO; Roberto H04L45/64 370/235

* | E | US-20160197831-A1 07-2016 DE FOY; Xavier H04L45/7453 370/392

FE

G

H

|

J

K

L

M

FOREIGN PATENT DOCUMENTS

* County Code Number King Code MA yy Country Name CPC Classification

N

oO

P

Q

R

s

T

NON-PATENT DOCUMENTS

* Include as applicable: Author, Title Date, Publisher, Edition or Volume, Pertinent Pages)

U

Vv

WwW

X

*A copy of this reference is not being furnished with this Office action. (See MPEP § 707.05(a).)

Dates in MM-YYYY format are publication dates. Classifications may be US or foreign.

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office

PTO-892 (Rev. 01-2001) Notice of References Cited Part of Paper No. 20191223
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Application/Conirol No. Applicant(s)/Patent Under Reexamination

Search Notes | 15/126,288 BARSHESHET et al.

WMIUMINA | _JEAN F VOLTAIRE 2466

CPC - Searched*

Symbol Date Examiner

H04L43/026 H04L12/6418 H04L43/028 H04L49/70 H04L69/161 08/29/2018 JV

CPC Combination Sets - Searched*

Symbol Date Examiner

US Classification - Searched’

Class Subclass Date Examiner

370 389 08/29/2018 JV

* See search history printout included with this form or the SEARCH NOTES box below to determine the scope of

the search.

Search Notes

Search Notes Date Examiner

Inventorship search for double patenting issue 08/29/2018 JV

Text search in East 08/29/2018 JV

Text search in 3gpp.org, ieee.org, google.com for NPL publication 08/29/2018 JV

Consulted with primary examiner Candal Elpenord 08/24/2018 JV

Update text search 03/27/2019 JV

Consulted with Jae Y LEE 03/28/2019 JV

Update text search 05/26/2019 JV

Update text search in East 12/23/2019 JV

uplination search in 3gpp.org, ieee.org, google.com for NPL 49/23/2019 JV

/JEAN F VOLTAIRE/

Examiner, Art Unit 2466

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office

Page 1 of 2
Part of Paper No.: 20191223EX 1002 Page 512



Application/Conirol No. Applicant(s)/Patent Under Reexamination

Search Notes 15/126,288 BARSHESHET etal.

iil | | il lowe _JEAN F VOLTAIRE 2466

Interference Search

US Class/CPC | W5 Subclass/CPC Group Date ExaminerSymbol

See East Interference Text Search Printout History | 12/23/2019 JV

/JEAN F VOLTAIRE/

Examiner, Art Unit 2466

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office

Page 2 of 2
Part of Paper No.: 20191223EX 1002 Page 513



Application/Conirol No. Applicant(s)/Patent Under Reexamination

/ssue Classification | 45/196 288 BARSHESHET etal.

| | l| Examiner Art Unit

JEAN F VOLTAIRE 2466

CPC

Symbol Type Version

HO4L 028 F 2013-01-01

HO4L 6418 I 2013-01-01

HO4L 026 I 2013-01-01

HO4L 2483 I 2013-01-01

HO4L 70 l 2013-04-04

HO4L 161 I 20:13-041-04

CPC Combination Sets

Symbol Type Set Ranking Version

JEAN F VOLTAIRE/ 23 December 2019

Examiner, Art Unit 2466 Total Claims Allowed:

(Assistant Examiner) (Date) 54

JAE Y LEE/ 26 December 2019 ; ; _——
Primary Examiner, Art Unit 2466 O.G. Print Claim(s) ] O.G. Print Figure

(Primary Examiner) (Date) 20 1

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office Part of Paper No.: 20191223
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/ssue Classification

Application/Conirol No. Applicant(s)/Patent Under Reexamination

15/126,288 BARSHESHET etal.

Examiner Art Unit

JEAN F VOLTAIRE 2466

INTERNATIONAL CLASSIFICATION

CLAIMED

HO4L

NON-CLAIMED

US ORIGINAL CLASSIFICATION

CLASS SUBCLASS

CROSS REFERENCES(S)

CLASS SUBCLASS (ONE SUBCLASS PER BLOCK)

JEAN F VOLTAIRE/

Examiner, Art Unit 2466

(Assistant Examiner)

23 December 2019
Total Claims Allowed:

(Date) 54

JAE Y LEE/

Primary Examiner, Art Unit 2466

(Primary Examiner)

26 December 2019 O.G. Print Claim(s) ] O.G. Print Figure

(Date) 20 1

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office Part of Paper No.: 20191223
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Application/Conirol No. Applicant(s)/Patent Under Reexamination

/ssue Classification | 45/196 288 BARSHESHET etal.

| | l| Examiner Art Unit

JEAN F VOLTAIRE 2466

(1) Claims renumbered in the same order as presented by applicant (J CPA (T.D. ({ R.1.47

CLAIMS

Final jOriginal]Final |Original[Final [OriginaljFinal [Originalj/Final [Original]Final [Original]Final [Original]Final [Original

- 1 - 11 2 21 12 31 22 A1 32 51 42 61 52 71

- 2 - 12 3 22 13 32 23 42 33 52 43 62 53 72

- 3 - 13 4 23 14 33 24 43 34 53 44 63 54 73

- 4 - 14 5 24 15 34 25 44 35 54 45 64

- 5 - 15 6 25 16 35 26 45 36 55 46 65

- 6 - 16 7 26 17 36 27 46 37 56 47 66

- 7 - 17 8 27 18 37 28 47 38 57 48 67

- 8 - 18 9 28 19 38 29 48 39 58 49 68

- 9 - 19 10 29 20 39 30 49 40 59 50 69

- 10 1 20 11 30 21 40 31 50 41 60 51 70

JEAN F VOLTAIRE/ 23 December 2019

Examiner, Art Unit 2466 Total Claims Allowed:

(Assistant Examiner) (Date) 54

/JAE Y LEE/ 26 December 2019 ; ; a
Primary Examiner, Art Unit 2466 O.G. Print Claim(s) ] O.G. Print Figure

(Primary Examiner) (Date) 20 1

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office Part of Paper No.: 20191223
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Index of Claims

Application/Control No. Applicant(s)/Patent Under Reexamination

15/126,288 BARSHESHET et al.

ll | {| | | owe _JEAN F VOLTAIRE 2466

¥| Rejected - | Cancelled N | Non-Elected A Appeal

= Allowed + | Restricted | | Interference O| Objected

CLAIMS

L) Claims renumbered in the same order as presented by applicant (J CPA C3 TD. C) R.1.47

CLAIM DATE

Final Original | 07/21/2018 | 03/26/2019 | 05/28/2019 | 12/23/2019

BA} [co] eo] co] co] eo] co]co]co|coleo]ng|potpo [pot po} No [Dotpo] ro[ po] a [alo] [o]o]alo}a[oN]S]/O]o]oo]N[ S/H] ROI] S/S] G]olNalals aI] s1Sleol]ooln [ola B]caln]s[o]O|e ln] ay Roy] >NININISISlSlalalalelolelalSlele|lolaafe|rm]s]: SISISISINTSISTSISIAISISTSISIATSISTS ISIS STSTS | | SISISISINTSISTSISIATSISTSISIATSISTS ISIS SISTS | | SISISISINTSISTSISIATSISTSISIATSISTS ISIS SISTS | |
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office

Page 1 of 2

Part of Paper No.: 20191223
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Application/Control No. Applicant(s)/Patent Under Reexamination

Index of Claims | 45/426,288 BARSHESHET et al.

JEAN F VOLTAIRE 2466

CLAIM DATE

Final Original | 07/21/2018 | 03/26/2019 | 05/28/2019 | 12/23/2019

24 43 4 4 4 =

25 44 4 4 4 =

26 45 4 4 4 =

27 46 4 4 4 =

28 47 4 4 4 =

29 48 4 4 4 =

30 49 4 4 4 =

31 50 4 4 4 =

32 51 4 4 4 =

33 52 4 4 4 =

34 53 4 4 4 =

35 54 4 4 4 =

36 55 4 4 4 =

37 56 4 4 4 =

38 57 4 4 4 =

39 58 4 4 4 =

40 59 4 4 4 =

41 60 4 4 4 =

42 61 4 4 4 =

43 62 4 4 4 =

44 63 4 4 4 =

45 64 4 4 4 =

46 65 4 4 4 =

47 66 4 4 4 =

48 67 4 4 4 =

49 68 4 4 4 =

50 69 4 4 4 =

51 70 4 4 4 =

52 71 4 4 4 =

53 72 4 4 4 =

54 73 4 4 4 =

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office

Page 2 of 2

Part of Paper No.: 20191223
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"20020196789" "20130198805"

"20120142341" "20180167337"

"6965666" "9277538" "10027559"

"20160127223" "20170331750"

"7852767" "20170104692" "6400681"

"20150089048" "20150207724"

"20140304776" "7917471"

"20150085655" "7116661" "9894694"

"20140194068"

"20180167987"

"20130100797"

"20150305006"

"20080052387"

US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

OR OFF 2018/08/14

20:15

$19 254 "20170099196"

"20150117313"

"20130315237"

"20020009053"

"20180102976"

"20080263424"

"9391912" "20120020301" "9871734"

"7417948" "8031593" "9178661"

"20150350048" "20140181282"

"9112807" "20170171085" "9853903"

"20060153204" "20150289159"

"9503365" "20040090923" "7242668"

"8036107" "20130152187"

US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

OR OFF 2018/08/14

20:16
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"20130121298"

"8577363"

"9220110" "8677489"

$20 "20020009053" US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

OR OFF 2018/08/14

20:18

S21 "20150117313" US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

OR OFF 2018/08/14

20:18

$22 "20180102976" US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

OR OFF 2018/08/14

20:18

$23 "20130315237" US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

OR OFF 2018/08/14

20:19

$24 "20080263424" US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

OR OFF 2018/08/14

20:19

$26 "20120020301" US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

OR OFF 2018/08/14

20:20

$27 "20150350048" US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

OR OFF 2018/08/14

20:20

$28 "20140181282" US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

OR OFF 2018/08/14

20:20

$29 "20170171085" US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

OR OFF 2018/08/14

20:21
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FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

S30 43 "20060153204" US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

OR OFF 2018/08/14

20:21

S31 42 "20150289159" US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

OR OFF 2018/08/14

20:21

$32 46 "20040090923" US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

OR OFF 2018/08/14

20:22

$33 45 "20130152187" US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

OR OFF 2018/08/14

20:22

S34 6 "20130121298" US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

OR OFF 2018/08/14

20:22

$35 410 "15126288" US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

ADJ OFF 2018/08/24

11:07

S36 47 "20140052836" US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

ADJ OFF 2018/08/24

11:22

$37 1140 (OpenFLow near5 (control$4))

same(match$3 near3 (sequence near2

(number$1)) rule$1 polic$3)

US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

OR OFF 2018/08/24

11:26

[S38 1340 ‘1837 and (SDN) same (packet PDU near2 |US-PGPUB; | OR OFF 2018/08/24:
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(flow$1 stream$1)) USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

11:26

$39 382 (SDN) same (packet PDU near2 (flow$1

stream$1)) same(check$3 match$3

near2 (criteria criterion rule$1 polic$3))

US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

OR OFF 2018/08/24

11:26

S40 91 $37 and (SDN) same (packet PDU near2

(flow$1 stream$1)) same(check$3

match$3 near2 (criteria criterion rule$1

polic$3))

US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

OR OFF 2018/08/24

11:27

S41 "L12" and (SDN) same (packet PDU

near2 (flow$1 stream$1))

US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

OR OFF 2018/08/27

07:45

$42 "L13" and (SDN) same (packet PDU

near2 (flow$1 stream$1))

US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

OR OFF 2018/08/27

07:45

S43 "L14" and (SDN) same (packet PDU

near2 (flow$1 stream$1))

US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

OR OFF 2018/08/27

07:45

$44 "L15" and (SDN) same (packet PDU

near2 (flow$1 stream$1))

US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

OR OFF 2018/08/27

07:46

S45 "L16" and (SDN) same (packet PDU

near2 (flow$1 stream$1))

US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

OR OFF 2018/08/27

07:46

S46 "L17" and (SDN) same (packet PDU

near2 (flow$1 stream$1))

US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

OR OFF 2018/08/27

07:46
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,

y

3

3

3| ‘1BM_TDB

S47 "L18" and (SDN) same (packet PDU

near2 (flow$1 stream$1))

US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

OR OFF 2018/08/27

07:46

S48 "L19" and (SDN) same (packet PDU

near2 (flow$1 stream$1))

US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

OR OFF 2018/08/27

07:46

S49 39979 (H04L43/026 H04L12/6418 H04L43/028

H04L49/70 H04L69/161).CPC.

US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

OR OFF 2018/08/27

07:46

S50 416 S49 and (SDN) same (packet PDU near2

(flow$1 stream$1))

US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

OR OFF 2018/08/27

07:46

$51 S46 and (SDN) same (packet PDU near2

(flow$1 stream$1))

US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

OR OFF 2018/08/27

07:47

$53 "L6" and (OpenFLow near5d (control$4))

same(match$3 near3 (sequence near2

(number$1)) rule$1 polic$3)

US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

OR OFF 2018/08/27

07:48

$54 "L12" and (OpenFLow near5 (control$4))

same(match$3 near3 (sequence near2

(number$1)) rule$1 polic$3)

US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

OR OFF 2018/08/27

07:49

$55 404 DPI and (SDN) same (packet PDU near2

(flow$1 stream$1))

US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

OR OFF 2018/09/03

20:14

S56 "20170099196" DERWENT OR OFF 2019/03/27

16:32

$57 "20100208590" DERWENT OR OFF 2019/03/27
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| : 16:33

S58 41 "20140052836" DERWENT JOR OFF 2019/03/27

16:33

$59 43 "20100208590" US-PGPUB; 3OR OFF 2019/03/27

USPAT; 16:59

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

S60 7 "20140052836" US-PGPUB; OR OFF 2019/03/27

USPAT; 17:04

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

S61 47 “L6" and (OpenFLow neard (control$4)) US-PGPUB; OR OFF 2019/03/27

same(match$3 near3 (sequence near2 USPAT; 22:42

(number$1)) rule$1 polic$3) USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

S62 44 "L17" and (SDN) same (packet PDU US-PGPUB; j}OR OFF 2019/03/27

near2 (flow$1 stream$1)) USPAT; 22:42

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

S63 4 S62 and (SDN) same (packet PDU near2 %US-PGPUB; OR OFF 2019/03/27

(flow$1 stream$1)) USPAT; 22:42

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

$64 31524 9"20170099196" "20020009053" US-PGPUB; OR OFF 2019/03/27

"20150117313" "20180102976" USPAT; 22:42

"20130315237" "20080263424" USOCR;

"9391912" "20120020301" "9871734" FPRS;

"7417948" "8031593" "9178661" EPO; JPO;

"20150350048" "20140181282" DERWENT;

"9112807" "20170171085" "9853903" IBM_TDB

"20060153204" "20150289159"

"9503365" "20040090923" "7242668"

"8036107" "20130152187"

"20130121298" "9220110" "8677489"

"8577363" "20080049619"

"20020196789" "20130198805"

"20120142341" "20180167337"

"6965666" "9277538" "10027559"

"20160127223" "20170331750"

"7852767" "20170104692" "6400681"

"20150089048" "20150207724"

"20140304776" "7917471"

"20150085655" "7116661" "9894694"

"20140194068" "20150305006"

"20180167987" "20080052387"

"20130100797" "20120201140"

"20150295808" "20150207677"
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"9667556" "20150365879"

"20150304209" "20140297847"

"9485185" "20110116405" "9100285"

"201602781 40"

"20170063660"

"20170317933"

"20080049624"

"6282270" "20080049769"

"20180091388"

"20100085887"

"9088581" "8780721"

"20140064086"

"9479506" "9661514" "201000541 40"

"9872185" "8743703" "20130322265"

"9112729" "20110238985"

"20080052401"

"201400501 06"

"20080052394"

"20080049776"

"20140071977"

"20080049615"

"20120230214"

"20160344611"

"20120230328"

"20030108030"

"20080049777"

"20140064100"

"20160112896"

"20080049630"

"8670313"

"20140043999"

"20110289578"

"20170257319"

"20160134502"

"9979595"

"20150365846"

"20080049628"

"20120314573"

"20080049746"

"20120257617"

"20160080272"

"20070076653"

"20130033984"

"7933214" "20130003538" "7203190"

"20120127881"

"20140092723"

"20130135993"

"20080049748"

"20110032821"

"20080052393"

"9596169" "20140321273" "8687614"

"20080052206"

"20080049649"

"20090067399"

"20170324674"

"9479341" "20110317580"

"20080049640"

"20170310600"

"20130322249"

"20160057062"

"20120236729"

"9014204"

"20080049753"

"20160044095"

"7684332" "20150295998"

"20120082161"

"20170339217"

"20150110097"

"20120182864"

"20080049632"

"20120321052"

"20130294243"

"8015294"

"20080049775"

"20140226485"

"8194555" "8223654"

"20080049637"

S65 370 "20070076653"

"20130033984"

"20130003538"

"20120127881"

"20140092723"

"20130135993"

"20080049630"

"7933214"

"7203190"

"20080049748"

"20110032821"

"20080052393"

"9596169" "20140321273" "8687614"

"20080052206"

"20080049649"

"20090067399"

"20170324674"

"9479341" "20110317580"

"20080049640"

"20170310600"

"20130322249"

"20160057062"

"20120236729"

"9014204"

"20080049753"

"20160044095"

"7684332" "20150295998"

"20120082161"

"20170339217"

"20150110097"

"20120182864"

"20080049632"

"20130294243"

"8015294"

"20080049775"

"20140226485"

"8194555" "8223654"

US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

OR OFF 2019/03/27

22:42
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‘\"20120321052" "20080049637"

S66 1264 (OpenFLow near5 (control$4))

same(match$3 near3 (sequence near2

(number$1)) rule$1 polic$3)

US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

OR OFF 2019/03/27

22:42

S67 104 S66 and (SDN) same (packet PDU near2

(flow$1 stream$1)) same(check$3

match$3 near2 (criteria criterion rule$1

polic$3))

US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

OR OFF 2019/03/27

22:42

S68 1264 (OpenFLow near5 (control$4))

same(match$3 near3 (sequence near2

(number$1)) rule$1 polic$3)

US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

OR OFF 2019/03/27

22:43

S69 478 DPI and (SDN) same (packet PDU near2

(flow$1 stream$1))

US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

OR OFF 2019/03/27

22:43

$70 370/389.ccls. and DPI and (SDN) same

(packet PDU near2 (flow$1 stream$1))

US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

OR OFF 2019/03/27

22:44

S71 17590 370/389.ccls. US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

OR OFF 2019/03/27

22:44

$72 "15497119" US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

OR OFF 2019/03/28

10:50

$73 "15769777" US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

OR OFF 2019/03/28

13:55

$74 370/389.ccls. and DPI and (SDN) and

(packet PDU near2 (flow$1 stream$1))

US-PGPUB;

USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

OR OFF 2019/04/12

21:18
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EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

S75 4776 DPI and (SDN) and (packet PDU near2 = {US-PGPUB; OR OFF 2019/04/12

(flow$1 stream$1)) USPAT; 21:18

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

$78 3815 DPI and ((software defined network$3) US-PGPUB; ADJ OFF 2019/04/12

or(SDN)) and (packet or PDU near2 USPAT; 21:25

(flow$1 or stream$1)) USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

$79 4249 DPI same (SDN) and (packet PDU near2 #US-PGPUB; #OR OFF 2019/04/12

(flow$1 stream$1)) USPAT; 21:27

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

S80 #460 (SDN) same (packet PDU near2 (flow$1 US-PGPUB; #OR OFF 2019/04/12

stream$1)) same(check$3 match$3 USPAT; 21:29

near2 (criteria criterion rule$1 polic$3)) GUSOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

$81. #4 "L17" and (SDN) same (packet PDU US-PGPUB; #OR OFF 2019/04/12

near2 (flow$1 stream$1)) USPAT; 21:29

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

$82 3403 "7852767" "20080052394" US-PGPUB; 3OR OFF 2019/04/12

"20110289578" "20080049776" USPAT; 21:30

"20170257319" "20140071977" USOCR;

"20080049628" "20120230328" FPRS;

"20120314573" "20030108030" EPO; JPO;

"8015294" "20150110097" DERWENT;

"20080049775" "20120182864" IBM_TDB

"20140226485" "20080049632"

"8194555" "8223654" "20120321052"

"20080049637" "20160113006"

"8358580" "9602265" "8520603"

"20080049626" "9253661"

"20150138955" "20120327816"

"20160380878" "20080002677"

$83 173 "9088581" "8780721" "20100085887" US-PGPUB; OR OFF 2019/04/12

"20140064086" "9479506" "9661514" USPAT; 21:31

"20100054140" "9872185" "8743703" USOCR;

"20130322265" "9112729" FPRS;

"20110238985" "20080052401" EPO; JPO;

"8670313" DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

$84 42104 "20170099196" "20020009053" US-PGPUB; OR OFF 2019/05/28

"7417948" "20080263424" USPAT; 12:26
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"20150117313" "20120020301"

"9112807" "9391912" "20140181282"

"8031593" "9178661" "20170171085"

"6965666" "20090067399"

"20180102976" "20130315237"

"9871734" "20050232222" "6944150"

"9503365" "7471653" "20040090923"

"7242668" "10165492" "20160036673"

"20170104692" "20150305006"

"10027559" "20180109565" "9479506"

"8224371" "20130121298"

"20180262924" "20060153204"

"9220110" "9832092" "20060190612"

"8045515" "20140194068" "9853903"

"9584387" "20070058545" "9277538"

"7492728" "20130100797" "9661514"

"10193941" "9112729" "20160127223"

"8036107" "20170331750"
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Privacy Act Statement

The Privacy Act of 1974 (P.L. 93-579) requires that you be given certain information in connection with

your submission of the attached form related to a patent application or patent. Accordingly, pursuant to

the requirements of the Act, please be advised that: (1) the general authority for the collection of this

information is 35 U.S.C. 2(b)(2); (2) furnishing of the information solicited is voluntary; and (3) the

principal purpose for which the information is used by the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office is to process

and/or examine your submission related to a patent application or patent. If you do not furnish the

requested information, the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office may not be able to process and/or examine

your submission, which may result in termination of proceedings or abandonment of the application or

expiration of the patent.
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1. The information on this form will be treated confidentially to the extent allowed under the Freedom

of Information Act (5 U.S.C. 552) and the Privacy Act (5 U.S.C 552a). Records from this system of

records may be disclosed to the Department of Justice to determine whether disclosure of these

records is required by the Freedom of Information Act.
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requested assistance from the Member with respect to the subject matter of the record.

. Arecord in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a contractor of the Agency

having need for the information in order to perform a contract. Recipients of information shall be

required to comply with the requirements of the Privacy Act of 1974, as amended, pursuant to 5

U.S.C. 552a(m).

A record related to an International Application filed under the Patent Cooperation Treaty in this

system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the International Bureau of the World

Intellectual Property Organization, pursuant to the Patent Cooperation Treaty.

. A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to another federal agency for

purposes of National Security review (35 U.S.C. 181) and for review pursuant to the Atomic Energy

Act (42 U.S.C. 218(c)).

. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the Administrator,

General Services, or his/her designee, during an inspection of records conducted by GSA as part of

that agency's responsibility to recommend improvements in records management practices and

programs, under authority of 44 U.S.C. 2904 and 2906. Such disclosure shall be made in accordance

with the GSA regulations governing inspection of records for this purpose, and any other relevant

(i.e., GSA or Commerce) directive. Such disclosure shall not be used to make determinations about

individuals.

. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the public after either

publication of the application pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 122(b) or issuance of a patent pursuant to 35

U.S.C. 151. Further, a record may be disclosed, subject to the limitations of 37 CFR 1.14, as a

routine use, to the public if the record was filed in an application which became abandoned or in

which the proceedings were terminated and which application is referenced by either a published

application, an application open to public inspection or an issued patent.

. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Federal, State, or local

law enforcement agency, if the USPTO becomes aware of a violation or potential violation of law or

regulation.
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Post Card, as described in MPEP 503.

New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111

If a new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary components for a filing date (see 37 CFR
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Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the filing date of the application.

National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371
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Art Unit
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Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450
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| APPLICATION NO. ISSUE DATE PATENT NO. ATTORNEY DOCKET NO. CONFIRMATION NO.

15/126,288 05/12/2020 10652111 ORCKIT-001-US 9263

131926 7590 04/22/2020

May Patents Ltd. c/o Dorit Shem-Tov

P.O.B 7230

Ramat-Gan, 5217102

ISRAEL

ISSUE NOTIFICATION

The projected patent number and issue date are specified above.

Determination of Patent Term Adjustment under 35 U.S.C. 154 (b)

(application filed on or after May 29, 2000)

The Patent Term Adjustment is 306 day(s). Any patent to issue from the above-identified application will include

an indication of the adjustment on the front page.

If a Continued Prosecution Application (CPA) was filed in the above-identified application, the filing date that

determines Patent Term Adjustment is the filing date of the most recent CPA.

Applicant will be able to obtain more detailed information by accessing the Patent Application Information

Retrieval (PAIR) WEB site (http://pair-uspto.gov).

Any questions regarding the Patent Term Extension or Adjustment determination should be directed to the Office

of Patent Legal Administration at (571)-272-7702. Questions relating to issue and publication fee payments

should be directed to the Application Assistance Unit (AAU) of the Office of Data Management (ODM) at

(571)-272-4200.

APPLICANT(s) (Please see PAIR WEB site http://pair-uspto.gov for additional applicants):

Yossi BARSHESHET, Ashdod, ISRAEL;

ORCKIT IP, LLC., Newton, MA;

Simhon DOCTORI, Gan-Yavne, ISRAEL;

Ronen SOLOMON, Ranat-Gan, ISRAEL;

The United States represents the largest, most dynamic marketplace in the world and is an unparalleled location

for business investment, innovation, and commercialization of new technologies. The USA offers tremendous

resources and advantages for those who invest and manufacture goods here. Through SelectUSA, our nation

works to encourage and facilitate business investment. To learn more about why the USA is the best country in

the world to develop technology, manufacture products, and grow your business, visit SelectUSA. gov.
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Case 2:22-0v-00276-JRG-RSP Documenta Filed O7/22/22 Page loti PagelD#: 119

AO 120 (Rev. 08/10)

TO: Mail Stop 8 REPORT ON THE
, Director of the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office FILING OR DETERMINATION OF AN

P.O. Box 1450 ACTION REGARDING A PATENT OR

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 TRADEMARK

In Compliance with 35 U.S.C. § 290 and/or 15 U.S.C. § 1116 you are hereby advised that a court action has been

filed in the U.S. District Court Eastern District of Texas on the following

_] Trademarks or [MW Patents. ( (] the patent action involves 35 U.S.C. § 292.):

DOCKET NO. DATE FILED U.S. DISTRICT COURT

2:22-cv-276 7/22/2022 Eastern District of Texas

PLAINTIFF DEFENDANT

Orckit Corporation Cisco Systems, Inc.

PATENT OR DATE OF PATENT
TRADEMARK NO. OR TRADEMARK HOLDER OF PATENT OR TRADEMARK

1 6,680,904 1/20/2004 Orckit Corporation

2 7,545,740 6/9/2009 Orckit Corporation

3 8,830,821 9/9/2014 Orckit Corporation

4 10,652,111 5/12/2020 Orckit Corporation

5

In the above—entitled case, the following patent(s)/ trademark(s) have been included:

DATE INCLUDED INCLUDED BY

[] Amendment L] Answer CL] Cross Bill L] Other Pleading

PATENT OR DATE OF PATENT
TRADEMARK NO. OR TRADEMARK HOLDER OF PATENT OR TRADEMARK

1

2

3

4

5

In the above—entitled case, the following decision has been rendered or judgement issued:

DECISION/JUDGEMENT

CLERK (BY) DEPUTY CLERK DATE

Copy 1—Upon initiation of action, mail this copy to Director © Copy 3—Upon termination of action, mail this copy to Director

Copy 2—Upon filing document adding patent(s), mail this copy to Director Copy 4—Case file copy
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Tralseiuspta. gov Paper 8

571-272-7822 Date: September 20, 2023

UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

BEFORE THE PATENT TRIAL AND APPEAL BOARD

CISCO SYSTEMS, INC.,

Petitioner,

V.

ORCKIT CORPORATION,

Patent Owner.

IPR2023-00554

Patent 10,652,111 B2

Before KRISTEN L. DROESCH, NATHAN A. ENGELS, and

BRENT M. DOUGAL, Administrative Patent Judges.

DOUGAL, Administrative Patent Judge.

DECISION

Granting Institution of Inter Partes Review

35 U.S.C. $314
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I. INTRODUCTION

A. Background and Summary

Petitioner, Cisco Systems, Inc., requests that we institute an inter

partes review challenging the patentability of claims 1—9, 12—24, and 27-31

(the “challenged claims”) of U.S. Patent 10,652,111 B2 (Ex. 1001, “the ’111

patent”). Paper 1 (“Petition” or “Pet.”’). Patent Owner, Orckit Corp., argues

that Petitioner’s request is deficient and should not be granted. Paper 6

(“Preliminary Response” or “Prelim. Resp.”).

Applying the standard set forth in 35 U.S.C. § 314(a), which requires

demonstration of a reasonable likelihood that Petitioner would prevail with

respect to at least one challenged claim, we institute an inter partes review.!

B. Related Matters

The parties identify the following related district court litigation:

Orckit Corp. v. Cisco Systems, Inc., No. 2:22-cv-00276(E.D. Tex.)

(“parallel district court proceeding’). Pet. 78; Paper 7, 2.

C. The ’111 Patent

The ’111 patent is titled “Method and System for Deep Packet

Inspection in Software Defined Networks.” Ex. 1001, code (54). Deep

Packet Inspection (“DPI”) is a technique for examining network

communications that can be used to extract data patterns from a data

communication channel. /d. at 1:21—25. The extracted data patterns are

useful for a variety of purposes, including network security and data

analytics. /d.

' Our findings and conclusions at this stage are preliminary, and thus, no

final determinations are made.
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A software defined network (“SDN”) is a networking architecture that

provides for centralized management of the nodes in a network, as opposed

to the distributed architecture utilized by conventional networks. /d.

at 1:30—38. For example,a SDN may utilize a controller to manage network

nodes such as vSwitches. /d. SDN-based architectures typically decouple the

data forwarding (e. g., data plane) from control decisions (e. g., control

plane), such as routing, resources, and other management functionalities. /d.

at 1:39-49. The decoupling may allow the data plane andthe control plane

to operate on different hardware, in different runtime environments, and/or

operate using different models. /d.

Figure 1 shows a method for DPI in an SDN.

Apoicatian Agptoation Anolivatiars

SONS SEVERE Severs

120 43 420
q a a

i ¥

\ Central Contrater

Nemeors nade

oo 12

In the embodiment of Figure 1, above, anetwork system 100 includes

a controller 111 “configured to perform deep packet inspection on

designated packets from designated flows or TCP sessions” by “instruct[ing]

each of the network nodes 112 which of the packets and/or sessions should

be directed to the controller 111 for packet inspections.” /d. at 4:5-11. The
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network node may be instructed to either redirect the packet to

controller 111 or send the packet to the destination server 140. /d. For

example, the controller may send a “probe” instruction to a network node

such that, when the network node receives a packet that matches a “packet-

applicable criterion,” the network node will “mirror” (1.e., send) some or all

of the packet to a security component for inspection. /d. at 2:3—44.

D. Ilustrative Claim(s)

Of the challenged claims, claim 1 is the only independent:

1. A method for use with a packet network including a network

node for transporting packets between first and second entities

under control of a controller that 1s external to the network node,

the method comprising:

sending, by the controller to the network node over the

packet network, an instruction and a packet-applicable

criterion;

receiving, by the network node from the controller, the

instruction andthe criterion;

receiving, by the network node from the first entity over

the packet network, a packet addressed to the second

entity;

checking, by the network node, if the packet satisfies the

criterion;

responsive to the packet not satisfying the criterion,

sending, by the network node over the packet network, the

packet to the second entity; and

responsive to the packet satisfying the criterion, sending

the packet, by the network node over the packet network,

to an entity that 1s included in the instruction and is other

than the second entity.

Ex. 1001, 10:52—11:4.
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E. Evidence

Petitioner’s grounds of unpatentability rely on the following evidence:

Lin US 9,264,400 BI (Feb. 16,2016) 1005

Swenson US 2013/0322242 Al (Dec. 5, 2013) 1007

Shieh US 2013/0291088 Al (Oct. 31, 2013) 1006

F’. Prior Art and Asserted Grounds

Petitioner asserts the following grounds of unpatentability (Pet. 4—5),

supported by the declaration of Samrat Bhattacharjee, Ph.D. (Ex. 1004):

1-9, 12-24, 27-31 103 Lin, Swenson

T, 5-9, 12-24, 27-30 103 Shieh, Swenson
2

Il. DISCRETION UNDER 35 U.S.C. § 314(A)

Patent Owner contends the Board should exercise its discretion to

deny institution under 35 U.S.C. § 314, citing the discretionary-denial

factors articulated in Apple Inc. v. Fintiv, Inc. ,1PR2020-00019, Paper 11

(PTAB Mar. 20, 2020) (precedential) (“Fintiv”). See Prelim. Resp. 23-36.

More specifically, Patent Owner contends that consideration of the Fintiv

factors weigh in favor of discretionary denial. /d. Petitioner disagrees. Pet.

74-77.

Under § 314(a), the Director has discretion to deny institution of an

inter partes review, and that discretion has been delegated to the Board. See

37 C.F.R. § 42.4(a) “The Board institutes the trial on behalf of the

Director.”’); SAS /nst. v. lancu, 138 S. Ct. 1348, 1356 (2018) (“[Section]

314(a) invests the Director with discretion on the question whether to

institutereview... .” (emphasis omitted)).
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In Fintiv, the Board articulated the following factors for consideration

when determining whether to exercise discretion to deny institution in view

of a parallel proceeding:

1. whether the court granted a stay or evidence exists that one

may be granted if a proceeding is instituted;

2. proximity of the court’s trial date to the Board’s projected

statutory deadline for a final written decision;

3. investment in the parallel proceeding by the court and the

parties;

4. overlap between issues raised in the petition and in the parallel

proceeding;

5. whether the petitioner and the defendant in the parallel

proceeding are the same party; and

6. other circumstances that impact the Board’s exercise of

discretion, including the merits.

Fintiv at 5—6. “These factors relate to whether efficiency, fairness, and the

merits support the exercise of authority to deny institution in view of an

earlier trial date in the parallel proceeding.” /d. at 6. In evaluating these

factors, we take “a holistic view of whether efficiency and integrity of the

system are best served by denying or instituting review.” /d. (citing Patent

Trial and Appeal Board Consolidated Trial Practice Guide November 2019,

58).

Subsequently, the Director issued additional guidance on the

application of Fintiv. See Vidal, Interim Procedure for Discretionary Denials

in AJA Post-Grant Proceedings with Parallel District Court Litigation (June

21, 2022) (“Fintiv Memo’). Theapplication of this guidance is further

guided by the precedential decisions of the Director in OpenSky Indus., LLC

v. VLSI Tech. LLC, IPR2021-01064, Paper 102, 49-50 (Oct. 4, 2022)

(precedential) and CommScope Techs. LLC v. Dali Wireless, Inc. , IPR2022-
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01242, Paper 23 (Feb. 27, 2023) (precedential) (“CommScope’).

Accordingly, we are instructed to consider compelling merits under the sixth

Fintiv factor only after a determination that the first five Fintiv factors favor

discretionary denial. CommScope, 4-5. “Compelling, meritorious challenges

are those in which the evidence, if unrebutted in trial, would plainly lead toa

conclusion that one or more claims are unpatentable by a preponderance of

the evidence.” FintivMemo4.

For the reasons that follow, although we find that the considerations

of the first five Fintiv factors weigh in favor of denying institution in this

case, we determine that the Petition presents compelling merits as to the

challenged claims, and thus, we declineto exercise our discretion to deny

the Petition.

A. Factor 1: Whether the Court Granted a Stay

Patent Owner contends that Petitioner’s motion to stay filed in the

parallel district court proceeding was promptly denied, which strongly

favors discretionary denial. See Prelim. Resp. 25—26; Ex. 2005, 3.

According to Fintiv, the existence of a district court stay pending Board

resolution of an inter partes review has weighed strongly against

discretionary denial, although a denial of such a request sometimes weighs

in favor of discretionary dental. intiv at 6-8. Due to the denial of

Petitioner’s motion to stay in the parallel district court proceeding, we

determine that the considerations of the first Fintiv factor weigh in favor of

discretionary denial.

B. Factor 2: Proximity of Trial Date

Patent Owner asserts that the second Fintiv factor weighs heavily in

favor of discretionary denial because trial in the parallel district court

proceeding is scheduled to begin March 4, 2024 and a final written decision
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is expected no later than September 267, 2024. See Prelim. Resp. 26-27

(citing Ex. 2001, 1). Patent Owner further indicates that the most recent

statistics indicate a time-to-trial in the Eastern District of Texas of 19

months, and using these statistics, the projected trial date would be around

February 2024, which is roughly 7 months before an expected final written

decision. See id. at 27-29.

Due to the projected trial date based on time-to-trial statistics and the

actual trial date being morethan six months before an expected final written

decision, we determine that the considerations of the second Fintiv factor

weigh in favor of discretionary denial.

C. Factor 3: Investment in the Parallel Proceeding

Petitioner contends that the third F’intiv factor favors institution

because the parallel district court proceeding is in its very early stages and

the investment in it has been minimal. See Pet. 76. Petitioner also asserts that

it filed preliminary invalidity contentions on February 2, 2023 and that the

claim construction hearing is not scheduled until September 7, 2023. See id.

Patent Owner asserts that the third intiv factor favors denial of

institution because significant work in the parallel district court proceeding

has already taken place, noting that the parties have produced over 2.4

million pages of discovery and, that infringement and invalidity contentions

have been served and supplemented several times. See Prelim. Resp. 30

(citing Exs. 2002, 2003, 2007, 2011, 2012, 2014, 2015—2020). Patent Owner

contends that by thetime of institution, discovery will be nearly complete,

and the Markman hearing is scheduled for September 7, 2023. See id. at 30—

31 (citing Ex. 2001, 3-4).

? Patent Owner mistakenly lists September 13 instead of September 26.

8
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After consideration of the substantial investment in the parallel district

court proceeding by the parties and district court, we determine that the

considerations of the third Fintiv factor weigh in favor of discretionary

denial.

D. Factor 4: Overlap Between the Issues Raised in the Petition and in

the Parallel Proceeding

Patent Owner contends that the fourth Fintiv factor weighs in favor of

denying institution because each claim at issue in the parallel district court

proceeding is at issue in the Petition, and same references (Lin, Shieh, and

Swenson) are identified in Petitioner’s invalidity contentions. Prelim.

Resp. 32.

The Petition includes the following stipulation:

if the Board institutes trial, Petitioner will cease asserting in the

parallel litigation the combination of references on which trial is

instituted for the claims on which trial is instituted.

Pet. 77.

Patent Owner correctly contends that this stipulation is a Sand

Revolution — style stipulation, which the Board has routinely found to weigh

only marginally in favor of not exercising discretion to deny institution.

Prelim. Resp. 33 (case citations omitted). Accordingly, we determine the

considerations of the fourth Fintiv factor weigh only marginally against

discretionary denial. See Sand Revolution IT LLC v. Continental Intermodal

Group—Trucking LLC, IPR2019 01393, Paper 24 at 12 (PTAB June 16,

2020) (informative)).

FE. Factor 5: Whether Petitioner and Defendant are the Same Party

There is no dispute that Petitioner andthe defendantin the parallel

district court proceeding are the same. Pet. 77; Prelim. Resp. 35. Thus, we

determine that the fifth Fintiv factor weighs in favor of discretionary denial.
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F. Factor 6: Other Circumstances, Including the Merits

In view of the above, we determine that the first five F'intiv factors

favor discretionary denial. Thus, under the sixth factor we must consider

whetherthe Petition presents compelling merits. CommScope, 4-5.

Neither party addresses the compelling merits standard in any detail.

Petitioner asserts that “the analysis in Grounds 1-2 provides a compelling

unpatentability challenge.” Pet. 77. Patent Owner argues that the grounds are

not compelling because they do not show howthe combination of prior art

teaches all of the elements of the claims. Prelim. Resp. 35-36.

We agree with Petitioner that the Petition presents compelling merits

at least as to unpatentability of claim 1 over Lin and Swenson. As part of our

analysis below in Section III.D, we discuss the merits of the Petition under

the standard required for institution and then discuss our conclusion that the

merits are compelling.

G. Conclusion

Under the Director’s guidance, we cannot “discretionarily deny

institution in view of parallel district court litigation where a petition

presents compelling evidence of unpatentability.” Fintiv Memo 2. Because

that is the case here, as explained below in Section III.D.4, we determine

that we should not exercise discretion to deny institution in this proceeding

under 35 U.S.C. § 314(a).

I. ANALYSIS

A. Legal Standards

Petitioner bears the burden to demonstrate unpatentability. Dynamic

Drinkware, LLC v. Nat’l Graphics, Inc. , 800 F.3d 1375, 1378 (Fed. Cir.

2015). At this preliminary stage, we determine whether the information

10
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presented in the Petition shows a reasonable likelihood that Petitioner would

prevail in establishing that at least one of the challenged claims wouldhave

been obvious over the proposed combinations of prior art. See 35 U.S.C.

§ 314(a).

A claim is unpatentable as obvious if “the differences between the

subject matter sought to be patented and the prior art are such that the

subject matter as a whole would have been obvious at the time the invention

was made to a person having ordinary skill in the art to which said subject

matter pertains.” KSR Int'l Co. v. Teleflex Inc., 550 U.S. 398, 406 (2007)

(quoting 35 U.S.C. § 103(a)). We resolve the question of obviousness based

on underlying factual determinations, including: (1) the scope and content of

the prior art; (2) any differences between the prior art and the claims; (3) the

level of skill in the art; and (4) when in evidence, objective indicia of

nonobviousness. See Graham v. John Deere Co., 383 U.S. 1, 17-18 (1966).

We apply these principles to the Petition’s challenges.

B. Level of Ordinary Skill in the Art

We review the grounds of unpatentability in view of the

understanding ofa person of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the

invention. /d. at 13, 17. Petitioner asserts that a person of ordinary skill in

the art (POSA)

would have had a bachelor’s degree in computer science,

computer engineering, or an equivalent, and two years of

professional experience, anda POSA would have hada working

knowledge of hardware and software for packet-switched

networking. EX1004, 948-49. Lack of work experience can be

remedied by additional education and vice versa. /d., 448.

Pet. 5S.

11
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“Patent Owner does not dispute Petitioner’s definition, except noting

that other majors, such as electrical engineering and other similar majors

could be equivalent to computer science or computer engineering.” Prelim.

Resp. 14.

We are persuaded, on the present record, that Petitioner’s proposal is

consistent with the problems andsolutions in the *111 patent and prior art of

record. We adopt Petitioner’s definition of the level of skill for the purposes

of this Decision.

C. Claim Construction

In inter partes review, we construe claims using the same claim

construction standard that would be used to construe the claim in a civil

action under 35 U.S.C. § 282(b), including construing the claim in

accordance with the ordinary and customary meaning of such claim as

understood by one of ordinary skill in the art and the prosecution history

pertaining to the patent. 37 C.F.R. § 42.100(b) (2022).

Petitioner provides constructions of “controller” and “instruction.”

Pet. 5—8. Patent Owner “takes no positions regarding these constructions,”

and does not offer any other constructions. Prelim. Resp. 13.

We determine that no terms need to be construed at this time. See

Realtime Data, LLC v. lancu, 912 F.3d 1368, 1375 (Fed. Cir. 2019) (“The

Board is required to construe ‘only those terms. . . that are in controversy,

and only to the extent necessary to resolve the controversy.’” (quoting Vivid

Techs., Inc. v. Am. Sci. & Eng’g, Inc., 200 F.3d 795, 803 (Fed. Cir. 1999)).

D. 35 U.S.C. § 103 —Lin and Swenson

Petitioner argues that the combination of Lin and Swenson renders

obvious the subject matter of claims 1-9, 12-24, and27-31. Pet. 13—54.

Patent Owner argues Petitioner has not demonstrateda reasonable likelihood

12
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of success in showing that at least claim 1 1s unpatentable. Prelim.

Resp. 14-17.

For the reasons expressed below, we determine that Petitioner has

established a reasonable likelihood of succeeding in showing that at least

claim 1 is unpatentable over the combination of Lin and Swenson.

In the below analysis, we first review the cited prior art of Lin and

Swenson, and then address the parties’ arguments with respect to the claims.

I. Lin

Lin 1s titled “Software Defined Networking Pipe for Network Traffic

Inspection.” Ex. 1005, code (54). Lin teaches an “SDN controller inserts

flow rules in a flow table of [an] SDN switch to create an SDN pipe between

a sender component and a security component.” /d. at 1:60—62. “The SDN

pipe allows outgoing packets sent by the sender component to be received

by the security component” for inspection. /d. at 1:64—2:2. Further the SDN

controller includes a flow policy database with flow policies that are

enforced by the controller on network traffic transmitted over the SDN

computer network. /d. at 4:12—16.

2. Swenson

Swenson discloses a system and method for “selectively monitoring

traffic in a service provider network.” Ex. 1007, Abstr. Swenson teaches

“[t]he network 120 1s a communication network that transmits data between

the user devices 110, the steering devices 130 and the origin server 160

and/or the video optimizer 150.” /d. 423. In one embodiment, “the network

controller 140 interfaces with the steering device 130 to coordinate the

monitoring and characterization of network traffic.” /d. 426. “[T]he steering

device 130 receives instructions from the network controller 140 based on

13
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the desired criteria for characterizing flows of interest for further

inspection.” /d.

3. Claim 1

Petitioner argues that independent claim 1 is taught by the

combination of Lin and Swenson. Pet. 13-33.

The preamble of claim 1 defines the physical com ponents of claim 1,

namely “a packet network including a network node for transporting packets

between first and second entities under control of a controller that 1s external

to the network node.” Ex. 1001, 10:52—55. We determine that Petitioner has

shown by areasonable basis that both Lin and Swenson disclose the physical

components of claim 1. Pet. 13—23. For example, Petitioner identifies Lin as

teaching a software defined network that transmits packets over the network

with the use of an SDN controller (610) and an SDN switch (620) (1e., the

network node), where the packets pass between two entities (sender 622 and

Next hop). /d. at 13-17 (citinge.g., Ex. 1005, 1:7—9, 4:8-31, 4:33-67,

Figs. 1, 6; Ex. 1004 4§ 75—78); see also id. at 20—22 (discussing similar

teachings in Swenson). Petitioner further argues that Lin and Swenson have

“substantially similar... architecture” and function in similar ways. /d.

at 19-22.

The first method step of claim 1 requires “sending, by the controller to

the network node over the packet network, an instruction and a packet-

applicable criterion.” Ex. 1001, 10:56—58. Concerning this limitation, Patent

Owner argues that that “[t]he Petition... fails to explain how Lin’s SDN

controller 610 and SDN switch 620 are discrete elements on a packet

network such that controller 610 sends the instruction and criterion to switch

620 over the packet network as claimed.” Prelim. Resp. 15. In making this

argument, Patent Owner cites to page 25 of the Petition which states: “Lin

14
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explains that a controller (1.e., the SDN controller) controls network nodes

(1.e., the SDN switches) in a packet network for the reasons stated above for

Element [1.0].” Pet. 25. Patent Owner does not address the discussion of the

packet network in the prior section (e. g., Pet. 13—17 (discussing Lin)

and 20—25 (discussing Lin in combination with Swenson)). Thus, Patent

Owner’s argument amounts to an assertion that does not address the

positions outlined in the Petition.

The Petition identifies that Lin teaches that in its system, “[t]he SDN

controller 610 andthe SDN switch 620 are logically separate components.”

Pet. 17 (quoting Ex. 1005, 3:51—52). The Petition identifies that Lin teaches

the “transmission of packets over the SDN computer network 600.” /d. at 14

(quoting Ex. 1005, 4:19—21). And the Petition provides evidence that one of

skill in the art “would have known that [Lin’s] computer network is a packet

network.” /d. (citing Ex. 1004 4§ 75—76). The Petition further specifies how

the controller provides instructions and criterion to the switch (id. at 25—27),

which are separate com ponents connected over the network (id. at 14, 17). In

view of these arguments and evidence, we determine that the Petition

provides a reasonable basis to find that the prior art teaches a packet network

where the controller sends the instruction and criterion to a network node

over the packet network as claimed.

Patent Owner does not otherwise contest Petitioner’s arguments that

independent claim 1 1s taught by the combination of Lin and Swenson.

We also determine that Petitioner has shown by areasonable basis

that the combination of Lin and Swenson discloses the remaining method

steps of claim 1. See Pet. 25—33 (citing e.g., Ex. 1005, 1:58—2:4, 4:14-31,

4:33-67, 7:24-8:18, Figs. 6-9; Ex 1004 ¥ 88-114). For example, for the

first “receiving” step, the Petition relies on the same teachings of Lin

15
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discussed above with respect to the “sending” step. /d. at 27-28. Concerning

the second “receiving” step, the Petition discusses how both Lin and

Swenson receive packets in accordance with the claim lan guage. /d.

at 28—29; see also id. at 14—24 (discussing Lin and Swenson with respect to

similar language in the preamble, addressed above). Finally, concerning the

“checking” andtwo “responsive” steps, the Petition identifies how Lin

teaches that the SDN switch implements flow rules which check iftherules

are met and then “responsive” to the answer, controls the flow of packets

accordingly. /d. at 29-33.

We have reviewed the Petition and supporting evidence and determine

that the Petition demonstrates a reasonable likelihood that Petitioner would

prevail in showing claim 1 unpatentable over the combination of Lin and

Swenson.

4. Compelling Merits

Having determined that Petitioner 1s likely to succeed in its challenge

to claim 1, and that the first five Fintiv factors favor discretionary denial, we

now consider whether the Petition presents compelling merits. CommScope,

45,

“Compelling, meritorious challenges are those in which the evidence,

if unrebutted in trial, would plainly lead to a conclusion that one or more

claims are unpatentable by a preponderance of theevidence.” Fintiv

Memo, 4. We determine that Petitioner’s challenge as to claim 1 based on

Lin and Swenson meets this standard. As set forth in the previous section,

Petitioner demonstrates that at this stage all elements of claim 1 are

disclosed, taught, or suggested by the combination of Lin and Swenson. If

unrebutted at trial, we would conclude by a preponderance of the evidence

16
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that at least claim 1 is unpatentable over the combination of Lin and

Swenson.

Petitioner relies on various portions of Lin and Swenson for

disclosing, teaching, or suggesting the limitations of claim 1. See Pet. 13-33;

see also infra § III.D.3 (detailing Petitioner’s arguments). At this stage,

Patent Owner has not produced persuasive rebuttal evidence. For most of the

claim limitations, Patent Owner provides no rebuttal to Petitioner’s analysis.

Patent Owner’s arguments addressed above do not even address the full

arguments made in the Petition. Further, most, if not all, of the positions set

forth in the Petition for claim 1 are based on the explicit teachings in the

prior art. In short, we determine that, on this preliminary record, Petitioner’s

challenge to claim 1 meets the “compelling merits” standard as set forth in

the Fintiv Memo.

5. Claims 2-9, 12-24, 27-31

Claims 2—9, 12—24, and 27-31 all depend from claim 1. The Petition

provides argument and supporting evidence to support its position that these

claims are also unpatentable over the combination of Lin and Swenson.

Pet. 33-54. Patent Owner does not separately address these claims. See

generally, Prelim. Resp.

We have reviewed the Petition and supporting evidence and determine

that the Petition demonstrates a reasonable likelihood that Petitioner would

prevail in showing these claims unpatentable over the combination of Lin

and Swenson.

FE. 35 U.S.C. $103 — Shieh and Swenson

Petitioner argues that the combination of Shieh and Swenson renders

obvious the subject matter of claims 1, 5—9, 12—24, and 27-30. Pet. 54-73.
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Patent Owner argues Petitioner has not demonstrated a reasonable likelihood

of success showing that at least claim 1 is unpatentable. Prelim. Resp 17—23.

For the reasons expressed below, we determine that Petitioner has not

established a reasonable likelihood of succeeding in showing that at least

claim 1 is unpatentable over the combination of Shieh and Swenson.

In the below analysis, we first review Shieh, and then address the

parties’ arguments with respect to the claims.

1. Shieh

Shieh 1s titled “Cooperative Network Security Inspection.” Ex. 1006,

code (54). Shieh relates to a network security system where a network access

device inspects a packet received from a source node which 1s destined toa

destination node. /d. at Abstr. Ifthe network access device determines the

packet needs to “undergo security processing” it “is transmitted to a security

device. . . to perform content inspection.” /d. Alternatively, “[t]he packet is

routed to the destination node without forwarding... to the security device.”

Id.

2. Claim 1

Petitioner argues that independent claim 1 is taught by the

combination of Shieh and Swenson. Pet. 54—66. Similar to the ground based

on Lin and Swenson, Petitioner argues that Shieh and Swenson have similar

architecture and function in similar ways. /d. at 55—62.

Concerning the “packet-applicable criterion,” which is relevant to

almost all of the method steps, the Petition relies on Shieh for “disclos[ing]

separate packet-applicable criterion to determine which packets should be

forwarded to the security device pursuant to the filtering rules.” /d. at 62

(citing Ex. 1004 § 224). The Petition then states that specific examples in

Shieh include the identification of “TCP FIN or TCP RST packets” and that

18
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“These correspond to the claimed packet-applicable criterion.” /d. at 63

(citing Ex. 1006? 49 35, 36, 49) (emphasis omitted).

Petitioner’s position conceming the “packet-applicable criterion” is

unclear. For example, it is unclear how identification of “TCP FIN or TCP

RST packets” corresponds to theteachings surrounding filtering rules in

Shieh. Further, Shieh does not appear to teach what happens to a packet in a

special event suchas a TCP FIN or TCP RST packet is identified. See

Ex. 1006 4 36. As discussed by Patent Owner, “Shieh discloses that packet

destinations are determined by the bypass flag—which is separate from the

TCP FIN or TCP RST packet.” Prelim. Resp. 19 (citing Ex. 1006 4 36—37);

see also id. at 19-21. The Petition asserts that they are related, but does not

explain how. See e.g., Pet. 62—63, 65.

As the Petition relies on identification of TCP FIN and TCP RST

packets in Shieh for the “packet-applicable criterion,” we cannot say that

Petitioner at this time has provided a reasonable basis for us to determine

that claim 1 is unpatentable over the combination of Shieh and Swenson.

3. Claims 5—9, 12-24, 27-30

Claims 5—9, 12—24, and 27—30 all depend from claim 1. Thus, the

Petition does not providea reasonable basis for us to determine that these

claims are unpatentable over Shieh and Swenson for the same reasons as

claim 1.

3 The citation in the Petition uses “id.” in error, pointing to Ex. 1004 instead

of listing Ex. 1006.
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IV. CONCLUSION

For the foregoing reasons, we have determined that there 1s a

reasonable likelihood that the Petitioner would prevail with respect to at

least one claim challenged in the Petition. We, therefore, institute trial as to

all challenged claims on all grounds stated in the Petition.

V. ORDER

In consideration of the foregoing, it is hereby:

ORDERED that, inter partes review as to claims 1—9, 12—24,

and 27-31 of U.S. Patent 10,652,111 B2 is instituted; and

FURTHER ORDERED that pursuant to 35 U.S.C. § 314(c) and

37 C.F.R. § 42.4, notice is hereby given of the institution ofa trial; the trial

will commence on the entry date of this decision.

PETITIONER:

Jeffrey Blake

jblake@merchantgould.com

Daniel McDonald

dmcdonald@merchantgould.com

PATENT OWNER:

James Carmichael

jim @carmichaelip.com

Stephen McBride

stevemcbride@carmichaelip.com
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